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GEOGRAPHICAL REDISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE
UNITED STATES: AREAS WITH DECLINING
POPULATION

TUESDAY, JUNE 6, 1978

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT- COMMI TTEE ON POPULATION,

Wa,24 i Won, .D. C..
The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at tv:30 a.m., in

room 2337, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Akaka
, (chairman) presiding.

Members in attendance: Mr. Akaka, Mr. Scheuer, and Mr. Stock-
man, Staff present: Dr. Martin, research associate, Dr. Williams,
task force director, Dr. Bouvier, special consultant, Ms. Tames,
research assistant, Ms. Stolp, research assistant, and Mr. Lieberman,
intern.

Witnesses: Dr. Charles Leven, Dr. Julie DaVanzo, Dr. David
Birch, Dr. Roy Bahl, Dr. Anthony Downs.

Chairman AKAR.A. This hearing of task force IV of the Select
Committee on Population will come to order.

This morning we will be receiving testimony en geographical
redistribution vtithin the United States, and specifically on how it
affects areas with declining population.

We are honored and happy to welcome Dr. Charles Leven, Dr,
Julie DaVanzo, Dr. David Birch, Dr. Anthony Downs, and Dr. Roy
13/51111.

I would like to inform you that we will receive your prepared
statements and they will be entered into our records in tots.

I would like for you to highlight your testimony with some brief
remarks of not more than 5 to 10 minutes. After all of you give
your testimony, we vidll have questions. So, there will be about an
hour of testimony this morning. At this time let me call Dr.
Charles Leven_as our first witness.

`STATEMENT OF CHARLES L. LEVEN, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE OF
URBAN ANDREGIONAL STUDIES, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 171.]

Dr. LEVEN. Thank you The emergence of population decline in
the United States in older and larger SMSA's, standercl metropoli-
tan statistical areas, is very recent and has come to be known as
metropolitan maturity. Maturity is seen as having three problems:
One, not enough jobs or at least. not enough of the kind of jobs that
fit the skills in the inner city; two, physical decay; and three, a
fiscal squeeze on local government, especially in the central city.

It is commonly supposed that a major reason that this matura-
tion has occurred is the redistribution of population to the so-called
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Sun Belt. The Frost Belt, this line of reasoning w ,uld leau,
problems which stem from those who can afford to flee, fleeing to

the Sun Belt in increasing numbers, leaving in their wake a cvin.
dling and disadvantaged population. The cure is seen as a reversal

of the poulation redistribution.
al';ernative explanation could be provided in the maturity of

the metropolis itself, which stems from deeper economic and tech-
nological causes, with the redistribution being a result and not the
cause of the emergent maturity.

in an ultimate sense, there is some truth to both explanations.
Activities mcve to people and people to activities. But the main
point of my testimony is that it is the maturity of metropolis which
primarily drives the interregional shifts in population much more
than the reverse.

The tendency to see maturity as a manifestation of interregional
movement most likely lies in the recency of population decline.
Prior to 1950, no SMSAno major SMSAhad ever lost popula-

tion. From 1950 to 1960, only Pittsburgh lost population. Since
1970, many large SMSA's have either lost population or have
shown very_, very small increases.

But the net outmigration from metropolitan areas is not new It
has been typical of most of toe largzx areas, at least since 1950.
Until about 1970, however, the natural increase in population was
large mough so that we still saw significant net increases in total

population.
What is recent is the sharp drop in the rate of natural increase,

so that the population redistribution in respcnse to maturity that
has been with us for some time is then revealed much more dra-
matically by the net population decline.

Now this counterview is based on the view of maturity as a very-
long-run and fundamental aspect of an emerging post-industrial
society for three reasons. First, the economic argument for expect-

ing a fall in the comparative advantage of large metropolises is a
forceful and compelling one Second, the phenomenon of population

dispersal has proved to be very persistent. Third, the emergence of
maturity is pervasive throughout much of the developed world.

The most immediate. artifact:: of maturity are well known. The
most fundamental is the sharp rise in output per worker in manu-
factured goods compared to services. Even within manufacturing,
there has been a marked increase in the shift of personnel away

from goods handling to information handling.
Another artifact has been a fairly steady drop in the cost of

moving goods. First this was a drop in the cost of moving goods

between cities as the national railroad system was developed. After
World War I, it was a drop in the cost of moving goods within cities

as the motor truck came into use The cost of moving people fell

first with street railways in the 19th century and then again after
World War II with widespread ante ownership and expressways.

The cost of moving information fell drastically with the telephone
and the radio, but these innovations did little to redu:e the cost of
storing, processing, and retrieving information, which came only

with the computer age of the past decade.
As indicated, these artifacts of post-industrial society are, 1

think, well understood. So, too, the resultant switch in the labor

7
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force from manufacturing to services. But what is not so well
understood is the. the changes in technology which have been the
foundation of the move to a post-industrial society have themselves
led to a decline in the comparative advantage of the large metropo-
lis as a location for economic activity. Most basic is the reduction

need of enterprises for proximity to each other.
In the late 19th mid first third of the 20th century, it was much

cheaper to move goods between cities and to move people to a
single central work location than to move goods around within a
city. It was very expensive to move information. This provided
enormous advantages for locating productiOn in the central district
of a large metropolis, near railroad terminals convenient to local
transit and most important, near the many other enterprises with
which goods and messages had to be exchanged frequently or in
large vt-lumes.

The f )rmation of a great metropolis, of course, is the product of a
number. of pulls and pushes, the scale economies in production
being only one The other major pull is advantages in consumption
of things like symphonies, zoos, medical centers, and so on Many
of these are still most easily available only in major cities, but
television and other media have lessened the need to go to the city
to get them. It is not really necessary to live within any very close
distance to do so, even for occasional trips that have to be made.

Another consumption advantage is simply the greater range of
goods in a metropolis. This continues as an important feature of
metropolitan life, but with cultural homogenization and cheaper
information flow it has, become a weaker pulling torce.

Finally, a traditionally very important advantage of metropolis
was the much greater range of job opportunities available. This
meant that the metro resident was less likely to migrate as a
consequence of job loss and that his children could also form fami-
lies more easily in the same community.

Again, these advantages persist, but like the others, they are
weaker, much wlaker, especially as the growth of the nonnuclear
family has reduced the importance of geographically based kinship,
and as the reduction in average family size has made intercity
migration much less of a problem.

W!Iile all the forces pulling people seem to have weakened, the
push factors have stayed the same or become stronger. Chief
among the push factors is congestion diseconomies. No break-
throughs have occurred to lower unit costs of providing _municipal
services. If pollution problems have not become worse, at least the
levels of degradation we will tolerate have been reduced. We have
come to insist that the economically deprived at least not be de-
prived in their receipt of public services. Thus, the fiscal attractive-
ness of metropolis also has diminished.

At the sane time security outirle the home has become more of
a problem in metropolitae areas, at least for the middle class,
providing yet an additional push.

In 1901, H. G. Wells wrote and I quote:
We have heard so much of the "problem of our great. cities" ' ' the belief in the

inevitableness of yet denser and more multitudinous agglomerations in the future is
so widely diffused, that at first sight it will be thiught that no other motive than a
wish to startle can dictate the proposition that not only will many of these railway-



begotten 'giant eitiete renLb the maximum in the commi ng century_ , but that 111

all probability they are destined to such n process of dissection and diffusion
as to amount almos' to obliteration, so lar, at least, as the blot or . :he multi goes,

within a measurable space of years.

So at least for someone with he vision of Wells, these forces
could be seen in embryonic form s long ago as the beginning of
the century.

The dynamic by which diffusion ,egins, an outward spread of
population from metropolis with a flattening density gradient, also
reaches far back in time As early as the Census of 1910, when we
tabulated figures for metro districts for the first time in almost all
cases net movement from core to periphery was occurring.

The symptom of maturity in operation, net outmigration from
the metropolis itself= from the entire SMSAalso reaches back
further than commonly supposed. it is hard ti' see in the 1930's and
1940's because of the outmigration that was occurring anyway
during the Depression and because of the need to assemble people
for war production during the 1940's. Outmigration has certainly
been occurring since World War 1I and with sufficient retabulation
of data for the 1920's, I would guess that we would find that it was
happening in the 1920's aq well.

In any event, what seems clear is that the forces leading to
dispersal of activity from metropolis have been with us for a long /
time They are based deeply in the technology of transition from

industrial to post-industrial society and they have been progressive-0
ly reinforced by technological change. This is in sharp contrast to
the notion that the northeast and central regions are having prob-

lems due to regional redistribution of population, mainly in re-
sponse to a search for the sun and other environmental amenities.
This does not mean that people are not moving South and West,

but they have been doing that since the beginning of the Republic.
What is not new then is the spread of people and activities from

the core to the periphery of SMSA's, the net migration of popula-
tion from larger metros to smaller urban areas, and the spread of
population South and West.

What is new is that reduced birth rates have made these move-
ments more obvious, that declining SMSA's have had to adjust to
absolute and not just relative decline, and that nonmetropolitan
areas and not just smaller SMSA's are showing net growth for the
first time in this century.

Within this pattern, the fundamental role of maturity seems
clear. Despite continued inmigration to the South and the West,
central counties of SMSA s with over 2 million people in the South /

and the West showed net outmigration from 1970 to 1973 and an
even larger net outmigration from 1973 to 1976. Inmigration to
central counties in southern and western SMSA's that have popti-

lations of one-half to 2 million was modest and diminishing in t'
1970's. In the northern and central regions, central counties in Il

SMSA-size classes lost population, but the bigger the SMSA, the
more loss there was from the center.

Perhaps the strongest reason for believing that it is ma city

which is producing redistribution,' rather than the reverse, the
pervasiveness of the phenomenon. It is observable with less nsi-

ty but roughly similar outlines in Canada. It is readily apparent in
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the United Kingdom. Between 1./31 and 1974 the 12 largest conur-
bations lost 7 percent of their population while the Nation was
growing by 14 percent. This was not associated with any broad
regional shift and certainly not with any shift that can remotely be
associated with the lure of the sun, the seashore, or other natural
amenities in the British Isles.

The relative economic losses of larger metro areas are also ap=
-parent through much of northern and western Europe, especially
Scandinavia, Holland, and West Germany. Here, too, what were
only relative differences in fairly rapid growth have been made
much more visible and even turned into declines in some instances
as birth rates have fallen.

But the point should be emphasized that it is longrun technologi-
cal change which has produced maturity and the sudden drop in
the birth rate which has made it so visible and so vexing.

The outline for these hearing_ s indicates, and I quote from the
outline I was sent:

- the Federal Government faces the two dilemmas of whether or not to
promote balanced national growth by influencing popul-ti,,n redish-ibution and of
whether to aid individuals and/or areas.

Well, it has been the purpose of my testimony to indicate that
meeting human needs in declining areas by reversing population
redistribution, however desirable it might appear, is unlikely to be
very effective. The technological and economic forces that would'
have to be overcome are powerful; they are persistent; they are
pervasive.

There is no doubt that there is a regional dimension to the
phenomenon of maturity. The larger SMSA's which are most sub-
ject :to maturity are mainly in the Northeast and Central regions;
and older, more compact SMSA's are more vulnerable.

In addition, the regional dimension is important, in the economic
adjustment to secure income convergence, but the regional dimen-
sion of per capita income redistribution seems\ in large part an
incidental aspect of what is really redistribution from high to low
income counties in general.

I find it somewhat ironic that public inter st in influencing
regional population redistribution is occurring a just, that point in
time when real progress in adjusting to maturit seems underway.
Thanks mainly to rising relative prices of new yyiousing, decay and
abandonment of inner city and near suburban, properties is abat-
Mg. Obviously, no one likes the rising cost of new housing, but it is
unlikely that older housing could have become more attractive
without the rise having occurred,

Similarly, many will be inconvenienced and some may suffer as a
consequence of the sharp cutbacks in local public- sector employ=
ment that are underway, but the prospects of widespread local
fiscal collapse have seemingly been eliminated, substantially at
least, by a willingness to cut back on services. Even crime rates
have shown recent real drops in many major cities.

One of the problems of the mature metropolis does remain, how=
ever, and seems stubbornly resistant to change, and that is the
mismatch between the skills of the disad antaged innercity poor
and the jobs available to them. Here, too, there is an observable



regional dimension. l)isadvantatcd arm minority populations are
more concentrated in the cores of , _SA's.

(_7orrespondingly, policies aimed at aiding individuals and kiriNAF,

directly rather than achieving balanced national growth will have

a regionally observable dimension, after the fact at least. But that
is far different from seeing, the problem of the urban dis4idvantaged

as 11 reflection of the emergence of region-al imbalance and seeing

the improvement of their lives as lying in the reversal of that
imbalance.

In the United' States, at least, the problem of meeting the ern.
ployment needs of the disadvantaged is further complicated by the
consideration that not just jobs, but jobs that are meannigful and

ctin compete with welfare possibilities, are needed.
In fact, the major thrust of the.. President's urban message seems

to be that we must fix things up in the cities so that things can be

better for the poor who liv,.. in liem. And just as the phc -inmenon
of maturity is not p,culit-,rly A merican, neither is the apparent

desire to treat the associate6 oroblem of skills-jobs mismatch in the
inner city as soluble through geographic redirection of economic
Lictivity. I refer you to the recent debate on the inner areas bill in
the House of Commons with regard to an attempt to achieve pretty

much the same thing through a redistributive mechanism.
But what this hope really comes down to is the hope that enough

economic activity can be enticed back to the mature metropolis to

make life meaningful .inc: rewarding for those who are there. At-

tempts at promoting this :are perfectly appropriate and can do

much to ease the adjustment win:. will be needed as maturity
take.. deeper root.

But the needs of the disadvantaged are ,simply too pressing and
they cantoo serious

consequence of some regionally redisrhutive sleight of .hand,
1._) e made to go away as afor us to believe that.

t
There is just not enough of the right kind of pie to go around. For

the most part., "meaningful jobs in the private sector" mean indus-

trial jobs when we are dealing with low-skilled workers who expect

more than minimum wages and prospects for advancement. By

1975, there were 2 million fewer manufacturing jobs than there
were at the beginning of the decade.

If we are to provide meaningful opportunities for the urban
disadvantaged of the north and central regions by more carefully

balancing _manufacturing, this is going to have to mean absolute

declines for the South and the West, barring a return of industry
from Southeast Asia.

There is at alternative, of course, namely, getting those tripped
in disadvantage to be. able and willing. to bake more of the right
kind of pie. in part, this may produce. some., turnaround in the

mature metropolis. In part, it may bring people back to the central

and northeast regions, burit also might just mean that many more

or,the presently disadvantaged will wind up in 'suburbia, ex-urbizi,

or small towns, or maybe the poor themselves will simply head
south and west in large numbers.

Just how to make those with deprived backgrounds, low skills,

and frustrated motivations more productive is not the subject of
these hearings, but it does seem clear that this is unlikely to be

achieved by something Called "balanced national growth."
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On the other halal, if some way can be found to deal effectively
with people_ and specific localities in economic need, metropolitan
America in general, even with maturity, is likely to do quite nicely
without elaborate new initiatives aimed at balanced growth as
such. Thank you.

Mr. AKAKA. Thank you very much, Dr. Leven. Dr. DaVanZ'o,
please.

STATEMENT OF JULIE DA VANZO. ASSOCIATE ECONOIv IST,
RAND CORP.

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 18(i.1

Dr. DAVANZO. As Dr. Leven noted, with birth rates falling, mi-
gration has become increasingly important in determining whether
areas grow or decline in population. The changing head courts
have important consequences for localities because their derived
revenues, as well as their representation in Congress, are based on
the size of their population. Migration affects not only the number
of people in an area but also their composition, with important
consequences for the size of their tax base and their public service
demands.

My testimony focuses on the characteristics and motivations of
people who move. I will address the following questions: What are
the demographic characteristics of migrants? Which members of
the labor force. are most mobile? Are unemployed, workers more
likely to may ' than employed workers? Do local labor market
conditions influence migration decisions? Do higher welfare bene-
fits attract migrants? Are people who actually receive welfare more
or less likely to move than those who do not? How might a Federal
income maintenance program affect pope:ation redistribution?
And, finally, how could public policy render migration more effi-
cient for individuals and areas?

In preparing this Wstimony, I have drawn on a number of stud-
ies done at the Rand Corp. supported by the National Institute of.
Child Health and Human Development of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, the Employment and Training
Administration of the Department of Labor, and the Economic
Development Administration of the Commerce Department.

Since the main concern in these hearings is with geographic
redistribution of the population and with declining and growing
areas in part:.c :lar, I will focus in this testimony on migration
moves from one labor market area to anotherand will not talk
about local residential mobility, which is more frequent but tends
tq reflect mainly housing adjustments.

Migration is a highly selective process. The personal characteris-
tics of migrants differ considerably from those of nonmigrants. The
typical migrant is in his or her twenties. A large number of mi-
grants are completing their schooling, entering the labor force,
entering or leaving the Armed Forces, marrying, and forming fami-
lies. These activities predispose these people to move frequently
until they are well into their thirties.

The typical migrant has 2 years more education than the typical
nonmigrant and is more likely to have a salaried professional
occupation or to be in another type of white-collar occupation.



For labor markets, migration is an equilibrating mechanism.
Evidence suggests that migrants do generally move from areas
where jobs are scarce or wages are low to areas offering brighter
prospects.

Unemployed workers, as well as those who say that they are
dissatisfied with their jobs, are indeed more likely to move than
people who are apparently satisfied with their current employ-
ment. However, the unassisted migratory response to unemploy-
ment is sometimes weak and uneven. It is weak because the people
who are most prone to unemploymentthose with low education
and low skill levelsare the people who are intrinsically least
mobile.

Evidence suggests that in addition, what may really prevent
unemployed workers from moving is lack of awareness of their
choices. A survey in the mid- 1960's showed that many residents of
depressed areas felt that conditions in their current area of resi-
dence were as good or better than those other areas.

Nevertheless, a recent Rand study finds that unemployed per-
sons are more likely to migrate than employed persons, that they
are more likely to leave areas with high unemployment rates than
areas with lOw unemployment rates, and that they are responsive
to opportunities elsewhere.,

Unemployed workers who are recent arrivals to area are
especially likely to migrate again. Many of them return to the
locality they recently left. For many of these return migrants, it
appears that the undesirable consequences of one move become the
causes of the next.

The problem here may lie in careless planning of the initial
move. Often these people base their decisions on limited and imper-
fect information. Evidence suggests that they often have no infor-
mation about the place to which they move before they arrive
there and that they chose that place because it was a place where
they had friends and relatives. Perhaps their limited financial
resources necessitated their restricting their range of choice to
places there they had friends and relatives so that they could rely
on these friends and relatives for room and board while they
looked for a new job in a new place.

These findings, though not definitive, are clear enough to suggest
a potential role for public policy. That role_would be to.strengthen
the economic effectiveness of migration by enabling unemployed
potential migrants to plan more effectively and by supplying the -iii
with information to broaden their range of choice of potential
destinations considered.

Several experimental relocation assistance programs have dem-
onstrated that many unemployed workers who are willing to relo-
cate can be helped to find jobs and increase their earnings else-
where. .

While some policies, such as relocation assistance, might affect
migration directly, others may have inadvertent influences. There
is considerable controversy over the question of whether welfare
influences migration. For example, it is widely believed that low-
income persons go to places like New York City as welfare seekers,
drawn there by the generous levels of public assistance. A recent
Rand study reached a contrary conclusion. It found that needy



newcomers start-.using the welfare syste only gradually and that
their delay in doing so is more easily in pretecl as due to discour-
agement in fmtling work rather than to a prior motivation to move
to New York deliberately to claim welfa e benefits. Findings from
other independent studies corroborate th' pointthat the welfare-
seeking migrant is largely a myth.

If anything, actual receipt -9f public -stance seems to reduce
the migration of poor families, suggestin that welfare recipients
tend to pile up in cities not -because of hi h inmigration there but
because of low outmigration.

Analyses of- the Seattle-Denver, and G = ry Income Maintenance
Experiments suggest that the introduction of a negative income tax
type of income maintenance program ma increase the geographic
mobility rates of recipients. It appears t at\ receipt of such pay-
ments eases the financial constraints on oving and enable fami-
lies to consider a wider range of alternati e destinations than they
might have otherwise. In the Gary Expe ment, families receiving
experimental payments were somewhat ore likely to move fur-
ther from Gary than families not receivin such. payments, to move
to large urban centers, and to -move to pl ces where they had not
lived before or to places where they had o friends and relatives.

All in all, the body of research evidence suggests two things. One
is that for the majority of people who ove migration seems to
work well Migration not only improves th lot of these individuals
by increasing their earnings or lessening heir likelihood of unem-
ployment, but also generally has= benefic al effects on the areas
involved by transferring labor from areas here jobs are scarce or
wages low to areas having the op_posite cha acteristics.

Where private market forces seem to ie directing migrants to
and from the correct places and benefiting the individuals who
move as well, there seems to be little need for policy to tinker with
a mechariLsm it probably cannot improve.

However, there is a small subset of migrants and areas who do
not appear to benefit from migration. So e less-advantaged citi-
zens appear to base their moves on limit d information. They do
not prearrange jobs, often they do _not have information about the
place to which they move before they arrive there, and they fre-
quently restrict the range of potential de tinations considered to
those where they have friends and relativ s. In these cases finan
eial relocation assistance and information about alternative labor
markets might enable these individuals t broaden their range of
choice and to make moves that are likely be more successful for
them and for the areas that they jbin.,

A more difficult problem is the potential detrimental effects of
migration on certain areas. As the most pfroductive members of a
lalyir force move away because of the selectivity of migration, areas
with few worthwhile employment opportunities (declining areas)
are left with a labor pool of diminished Otential. What begins as
an economic adjustment can over time become a leaching away of
local human capital. The tax base erodes and the public service
demands de not shrink.

Areas experiencing rapid growth presen other problems. As in
the case of declining areas, the problem s ems from the fact that
the social costs and returns of migration re sometimes different



from the private ones. Whether an area should be allowed to
restrict entry of in migrants who wh to live there is a question
with important ethical, legal, and economic implications and has

no easy answer.
With the possible exception of relocation assistance, there seems

little need for public policy to try to influence migration directly.
However, there does seem to be a need for increased awareness
that many government programs may affect population redistribu-
tion inadvertently. For example, interstate highway growth in the
South is often suggested as one reason for that area's recent
growth, as were aerospace programs for the West's growth in the
previous decade. State differentials in welfare benefits may have

some influence on migration, although not as large as many people
believe. Welfare reform, the equal rights amendment, and other

programs currently under consideration may also inadvertently
affect individuals' costs and benefits of migrating and, in so doing,
affect their likelihood of moving and their choice of destination.

Mr. AICAKA. Thank you very much, Dr. DaVanzo. May we call on

Dr. Birch?

STATEMENT OF DAVID L. BIRCH, DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ON RE-

GIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT CHANGE, MASSACHUSETTS IN-

STITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 202.]

Dr. BIRCH. Thank you. In my prepared statement, I covered three
main areas. First, I tried to describe some of the things that
seemed to be happening; second and I think, more importantly, I
described how these things are happening; and, third, I discussed

what a reasonable response might be
Regarding what is happening, I think Professor Leven summa-

rized much of what I would have said very eloquently and I see no

point in repeating it The redistribution of population out of metro-

politan areas, the decline in the birth rate (and, therefore, the
unmasking of that redistribution), and the spread of the networks

of various kinds (telecommunications, highways, and so forth) have

all had a big effect on the thinning out of cities and, now, of whole

metropolitan areas.
.

I am _more interested in how it is happening and I would' like to

spend a little time on that We have gone into fairly:microscopic

detail in summarizing the processes, by which the change is taking
place. We have built up a file of 5.6 million business establishments
and traced their history over a 7-year period. We have also built up

a file of 1.5 million members of the workforce and every job_ they

have held over an 11-year period. So we can watch the processes by

which jobs and people are changing.
Starting with businesses, we realized that there are only six

ways that jobs can change in an area Firms can either be born or

die (in other words, they can be formed or go out of business), they

can expand or contract, or they can move in or they can move out
These are the only ways that employment change can take place.

We found a number of interesting things by looking at firms one

at a time rather than looking at them in aggregate. The first thing

we found was that virtually no firms migrate long distances. There

were a few textile companies, a few shoe companies, a few apparel



companies in the early and middle 1950's that did migrate in the
sense of picking up their belongings_ and moving south. That has
not been repeated. And, ever since, say, 1960, migration of firms
has been virtually negligible.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Are you talking primarily about manufacturing
firms?1

Dr. BIRCH. All firms.
Mr. STOCKMAN. This would include construction, retail, ti-_

nance
Dr. Bram. Correct. Virtually no firms migrate from one area to

another. They tend to move within cities, mostly short moves. They
do not tend to move across metropolitan area boundaries. Further-
more, the inflow is counterbalanced by an outflow. The two are
nearly in balance.

Second, we found that the losses of jobsignoring outmigration,
because it does not amount to anythingthrough the death and
contraction of firms are more or less the same everywhere and are
fairly high. If you sum up the job losses due to contraction and/or
the death or firms in combination, it amounts to about 7 percent of
the job base every year, regardless of where you are. It does not
even vary much between central city and ,Suburb and it does not
vary much between Buffalo or Syracuse and Tucson or Phoenix or
Ft. Lauderdale.. New York City is not losing more jobs per year due
to these reasons than any other place. That surprised us somewhat,
but job losses do not seem to be a spatial phenomenon.

Therefore, all of the net change which is relected in the aggre-
gate statistics of decline is attributable to where new firms are
established or existing firms decide to expand. That explains all
the difference. If they expand or form at the rate of 3 percent a
year ancLdecline at 7 percent, there is a net loss of 4 percent. If
they expand at 10 percent a year and decline at 7 percent, then
there is a gain of 3 percent. It is that process that we then began to
study carefully.

It seems that . most of the job creation is done by younger firms
and by small and middle-size firm s headed primarily by independ-
ent entrepreneurs, not by large corporations. It is not the large
multibranch corporations that are having the major effect on dif-
ferential job creation.

The key to the spatial growth, therefore, is finding out where
these entrepreneurs want to set up shop. They seem to be following
g complex pattern. The pattern reflects a mix, I think, of living
preferences as well as the cost of doing business. Many of them are
locating in low labor cost areas in the South. Others are Florida,
Texas, Arizona, Colorado, and California, which are very high cost.
areas. The labor costs and transportation costs are higher in these
placeS than the national average. You certainly cannot argue that
:these areas are stealing firms from the Northeast on a cost basis.
They are obviously offering something else: It could be argued that
they are offering a climate, a lot of recreational opportunities, and
a good physical environment and low-density living; but not all of
the places that are growing are the typical, 'sun and tea" kind of
places. They are places like New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont.
They are upstate Michigan, northern New Jersey, sections of Colo-
rado, and Idaho.
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So the pattern is almost countermetropolitan rather than .Stia

Belt versus Snow Belt. In fact, the last time I looked at the num-
bers, 8 of the 20, most rapidly growing States in the United States
were in the Snow Belt, not the Sun Belt. This is in percentage, not
absolute, terms, but I think it is important to recognize.

PoPulaiion, of course, is following much the same pattern. We

have a highly mobile nation. It is not at all uncommon for 8 or 10

percent of the population of an area to turn over annually, and
that gives us a lot of chances to adapt to change. And, as Professor
Leven has Pointed out, the response of people in the northern and
midwestem cities has been to capitalize on the entrepreneurial
moves and to go where the entrepreneurs are going.

If vou want to think about a response to this transformation
and I think it is a major transformationI think the first step
and again I would agree with Professor Levenis to recognize that
such change is taking place, that it is under the influence of very
strong forces, and that it is not likely to go away. I do not think
there is any notion of reversing what we are talking about.

The second step, I think, is to realize that it is not necessarily

bad. We are so hooked on growth as concept, that we have come
to assume that it is essential in our 1,,,pulation. I do not think that

is necessarily true.
As we interviewed and talked to people, they almost uniformly

preferred lower to higher densities. It is hard to argue that there is

any advantage in the extraordinarily high densities we have built
up in many of our cities and metropolitan areas.

The argument that decline--population decline or employment
declinecreates a fiscal crisis does not seem to hold very much
water. Terry Clark at the University of Chicago has looked careful-

ly at the causes of fiscal strain on city governments, and there
seems to be no relationship at all between the rate of growth or
decline of a city and its fiscal problems.

New York is a big city and it is having fiscal Problenis, ha that

does not extrapolate out to most places. Pitts,durgh is a favorite'
example because Pittsburgh has been declining the longest, it has

been declining the most, and it is in fiscally better shape than
many other cities. Pittsburgh did what it had to do in order to keap

itself in good fiscal condition, and there are many other cities, like
Schenectady, in the Northeast that have done the same thing.

_Mr. STOCKMAN. What was that?
Dr.' BIRCH. What was what?
Mr. STOCKMAN. What did Pittsburgh do?
Dr. BIRCH. Well, according to Professor Clark, for example, in

one 2-year period Pittsburgh diminished its municipal employment
by 25 percent through attrition onlyby nonreplacement. I think

they have taken a-fairly harli line in some of the negotiations with

the municipal unions. I think they are also doing a lot to revitalize

their downtown. From what I gather, they are still revitalizing it

at a fairly substantial clip. So Pittsburgh's downtown is in increas-

ingly better condition, its fiscal health is quite good, and it is one of

the most rapidly declining cities in the country.
I would not argue that decline is easier to manage than growth. I

am, simply, arguing that it is manageable, It is not easier political-
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ly it is hard. The mayor of Pittsburgh went through a very rough
period when those employees were not rehired.

I think, as we learn to live with decline, our main goal should be
to help people who cannot adapt t decline, rather than the places
that are experiencing it. I think that should be our focus. I do not
think we are going to turn decline around, but I think we can do a
lot to help the people who are caught by it I think the elderly are
a classic example of people who are not mobile and who do not
change easily. The poor, the undereducated, and the undertrained
are another group that Julie DaVanzo mentioned as having nar-
rower horizons and probably less opportunity to seize options else-
where. I am not exaelty sure how, in the complex of Fed al
programs, to cope with these groups. A moving allowance of some
kind might be an interesting idea ,

Another idea that I have toyed with would be a set of national
pay-Tents, rather than local payments, for welfare, income mainte-
nance, unemployment compensation, and health care. Many of the
people caught in municipalities of one kind or another are caught
there because of an affiliation with the municipal government from
whom they receive their support If those payments came from
something like the Social Security Administration rather than
coming from a local municipality, as Dr. DaVanzo pointed out, that
might enormously increase the ability of people to move from one
place to another while having a source of funds in the process. It
would become in effect a form of moving allowance.

At the same time, I do not think we should do things that
accelerate de4rie. The faster decline takes place the more difficult
it is to adapt to it Much state legislation at this point is enormous-
ly perverse in this regard. My favorite example is to 'compare
Massachusetts to New Hampshire, in both of whose backyards I sit.
Messachusetts is declining and New Hampshire, right next door to
it in the Nor\th and in the. Snow Belt, is booming. In fact, at one
point in the early 1970'g southern New Hampshire was growing as
fas as Florida. \

When you ask` entrepreneurs in New Hampshire why they are in
New Hampshire and rot Massachusetts, they immediately give you
the same list every -time. The list includes the fact that there is no
tax loss carryforward iogislation in Massachusetts. An entrepre-
neur who starts up a businesS in. Massachusetts gets taxed at the
full rate the first year he makes a profit regardless of the losses
incurred up to that point.

The Massachusetts uviernployment .compensation system is very
punitive; as is the workmen's compensation system. The personal
income taxis very offensive to managers, and it is managers who
are making entrepreneurial loCatioh decisions. The sales tax in
Massachusetts is considered to be very onerous. There is a lot of
very 'similar antibusiness legislation in the cities. If places like
Massachusetts are going to decline gracefully, I think they are
oing to have to tip the balance back in favor of the entrepreneur
efore the entrepreneurs are all gone. And a lot of them are going.
Also, I do not think we can ignore the esthetic side of thing_ s. If

we are going to hold any entrepreneurs and 'workers in cities over
the next decade, cities are going to have to become more attractive
places to live. Profeisor Leven pointed out that rising housing costs



are beginning to affect the quality of the central city housing stock.

I think that is very important. ut, also, in Boston, where I come

from projects like the 'Waterfront Park and the Quincy Market-
place have had a tremendousty positive effect. I was very surprised

to read the other day that as many people visited the Quincy

Marketplace last year as visited Disneyland. That is at least. as
important to the city of Boston as the revitalized French Quarter is

to NeW Orleans.
In sum, I think we are going to have to stop thinking about

decline as a bad thing. We are going to have to learn to live with

it We are going to have to figure out how to help those who

cannot. And, we are going to have to figure out ways to turn what

remains into an asset rather than a liability.
Moon Landrieu, the recent mayer of New Orleans, put it as

succinctly as anyone when he said, ',If you happen to have a lemon

on your hands, you might as well learn how to make lemonade." I

think we have to spend the 'next several yeais learning how to

make lemonade. Thank you.. 1

Mr. Ai,-,AKA Thank you very Much, Dr. Birch. Dr. Bahl? Oh, I an'

sorry. Dr. Downs?
Dr. DOWNS. I vrill defer to Dr. Bahl. He precedes me in the

alphabet as well as in many otheT ways.
Dr. LEVEN. In age.
Dr, DOWNS. Indeedall kinds of things.

STATEMENT OF. ROY BAHL, DIRECTOR, METROPOLITAN STUD-

IES PROGRAM, THE MAXWELL SCHOOL, SYRACUSE UNIVER-

SITY
[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 2613.]

Dr. BAHL. I will be brief. My written statement is a summary of

work that has been underway at the Maxwell School the last 4 or 5

ears, financed by the National Science Foundation, HUD, the

Department of Transportation, and the Ford Foundation. What I

will do now is summa: me some of the results of that work.

I would like to make three points about the relationship yet' en

population decline and the fiscal problems and outlook for large

urban governments. I would like to talk for a moment about the

nature of the fiscal effects; I would like to .suggest the concept of an

overdeveloped public sector, which I think characterizes State and

local governments in the Northeast; and, third, I would like, to talk

about what might be a reasonable set of .policy directions that the

Federal. Government might takeperhaps what I would 'have put

into a national urban policy.
First, on the, question of fiscal effects, you are well acquainted

with the kinds of population losses that have gone on in the North-

east and parts of the Midwest and with the compositional changes

that have occurred. Conventional wisdom' really says something

like, "AS you lose population; on one hand there ought to be
opportunities for reducing public expenditures by large city govern-

ments,. and, on the other hand, the compositional changes ought to

drive spending up because you have a residual of higher cost citi-

zens left in the urban area."
'I would suggest that this is not as true an explanation for the

increase in expenditures as is the fact that the cost of public



services continues to rise irrespective of what happens to the com-
position of the population, that public employee wage rates are
sensitive to the rate of inflation, that pensic ,id fringe benefit
costs are Costs which many urban government ,Aed into and
that today's debt service costs are the results :laments made
long ago. There is lot much controllable a aere is not much
response in local government budgets to changes in population
composition.

On the revenue side, population loss itself is not bid for the _tax
base. What is bad is the kind of job loss that has gone with it My
colleagues and I tried to estimate the revenue loss implications of
the loss of a job resulting from the outmovement of a firm from
New York City at the time of the fiscal crisis. We found that the
loss to municipal revenues was about $800 per job. No if the
number of jobs in. New York had grown at the national rate from
1965 to 1975, there would have been a million more jobs. A million
jobs times $800 per job is pretty close to the city's deficit at that
time So the effects of population decline and job loss on the public
finances of a city are tremendous.

The second point I would make about fiscal effects is that we
cannot think only about interregional migration. What we often
hear about are the characteristics of interregional migrants. That
paints a bad enough picture for the fiscal outlook for .cities; but
then, as David Birch pointed on* most of the job change has not
occurred because of regional migration but because of firm death
and city-to-surburb migration. City-to-suburb job loss is important
because, even in declining regions, the overall loss or decline in the
tax base in metropolitan areas is not as great in the suburbs as it
is in the cities, and because the constituency in the State legisla-
ture continues to build in favor of that suburban interest and
against the central city interest.

My second point involves the concept of an "overdeveloped"
State. What has happenedif you look at the rate of growth in
personal income or jobsis that the southern tier of States is
growing around one-third faster than the northern tier of States.
Take a particular case, my own State of New York, Over the last
decade one would have expected to find a 'response in the growth in
public revenues and public expenditures which would have been
parallel to eccnomic growthabout onethiro less than the rest of
the Nation. What you actually find is that to the contrary, in New
York and in the northern tier of States, general revenues raised
from their own sources grew at-about the same rate as in the rest
of the country. There was no adjustment to the slower economic

that was occurring.
As a result, you get -a case of an overdeveloped public sector.

New York State has a per capita personal income that is about 9

percent above the national average, excluding transfer paymentS
and not adjusting for cost of living differences, but expenditures of
State and lcical governments in New York on a per capita basis are
about 50 percent above the national average. The public sector is
simply overdeveloped. As a result, there must be some kind of
adjustment at the State and local level to bring about a better
balance between the capacity to spend and the actual level of
spending.



Now the problem is really complicated by the fact that the level
of public services which must decline is already among the highest
in the United States. How do you bring about that kind of decline?

Mr. SrociulAAN. Can I interrupt just one .second, Dr. Bahl? Are
ou saying that the economic base was growing slower in New

York City and other typical central cities but that the rate of
revenue collections from their own sources was growing equal to
the national rate?

Dr. BAHL. No, I was talking about New York State.
. Mr_ STOCKMAN. OK, New York State.

Dr. BAHL. Well it :makes a big - .difference, I think. I took. New
York State and I aggregated all State and local governments in the
State and I compared it to the same aggregation in the resi, of the
country.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Revenue collections were growing at an equal or
a parallel rate, but economic bases were growing at a less than
average rate.

Dr. BArn.. That is correct.
Mr. STOCKMAN. That implies that the tax rates were rising.
Dr. BAHL. That is right.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Wouldn't you conclude that that exacerbated the

outflow of economic activity?
Dr.BAHL. Certainly. What happened was that,by the end of that

period that I was talking about the level of taxation in New York
relative to _personal income was far and away the highest in the
country.

The rest of the story is that whether or not we know for sure
that high leVels of taxes cause firms to move or not, businessmen
say that they do and State and local gcvernment officials believe
that is true. It may be.

In any case, what happens in New York State is that there is to
be a reduction in the personal income tax, because this tax is
thought to have particularly undesirable effects on the location
decisions of businesses. The situation then becomes one of a State
with a very high level of public services and a very high level of
taxes having-to reduce both in order to remain competitive.

The problem is how to do that when more than half of the fiscal
decisions in the State are made at the local government level. This
leads me to a couple of comments about what Federal policy might
be in this regard.

First, I would -argue that there is a transition period underway;
that it is going to last for awhile; that the emptying out of popula-
tion and-jobs from cities has not finished; that States like New
York and other States in the Northeast are becoming the av'era;!e
States in this lountry and will be the average States very soon; and
that their public sectors haVe to adjust to an average level.

All of -this is premised on the fact that you cannot have very
high levels of taxes and be competitiVe. Bui, there is a danger. The
danger is that if taxes are important and you want to affect indus-
try location decisions, you probably ought to cut personal income
tax. If it is true that any tax affects industry location decisions, I
would guess that it is that one So I think the Governor of New
York has made the right choice in terms of the tax to reduce, but
that is the most progressive tax in the system. The kinds of reduc-



tions that are likely to have a positive effect are reductions that
will alter the distribution of income in the wrong way.

Moreover, you cannot cut taxes without cutting spending. So
where do you cut spending? Well, many States in that region spend
about two - thirds of their total on health, education, and welfare. It
is only logical to expect '*at the expendithre reductions during the
transition will come in :Ile areas of health, education, and welfare;

_ but those art, the sei:41ces that benefit the poor relatively more. So
you are cute =' g tsxe1 to ivnefit the rich, and you will likely have
to cut expo:Ldi.-..xces and burden the poor. The resulting redkitribu-

- tional effects 'ire rot very pleasant.
A major role of th.1 Federal Government ought to be to assist

States in making this transiiim by assuring that low-income resi-
dents of the States do not bear i,he burden of the transition. That
would suggest a strategy for the distribution of Federal moneys. It
would certainly suggest tarfeting," if you will let me use the

'term, rather than spreading. ' That is, rather than allocating less
of the Federal share to the most distressed cities, it would argue to
allocate more.

I also believe that it would call for a strategy of compensation
rather than a strategy of revitalization. Revitalization, if it means
restoring cities to their previous levels of population and economic

. activities, just is not in the cards. Compensation, if it means bol-
stering the fiscal capacity of local governments to take account of
the unfavorable effects of population and economic decline, would
make more sense as-a strategy. It does not mean throwing in the
towel and saying that cities are going to become sandboxes or all
the other things that they have been described as. It means getting
through this transition period by somehow keeping the level of
social services at some minimal level.

The point about the fiscal crisis being overan allegation that
we hear a lot these daysis based on two observations. One is the
measure of the surplus in the State and local sector, and we all
knoW what a bad measure that is. Apart from the fact that it
includes the pension funds and all capital -construction expendi-
tures, it masks the kinds of variations that exist across. States and
within States. No one would argue that because New York State
has a surplus that New 'York City's level of public services is
adequate. That is not a good argument.

The other observation is that there have not been more New
York's since 1975, and therefore things must be better. There are
three good reasons why there` have not been more New York's, and
you can argue that those three reasons are not going to be with us
indefinitelSt. ,

The first, reason is economic recovery; recovery has helped cer-
taLn cities, but, on th. other band, most central cities have not
shared in the recovery to the same extent as the rest of the
country. And who knows how long a sustained recovery will
continue?

The second reason is that the growth in direct Federal aid -was
enormous over the last 10 years. You know the ACIR table that we
all have, read recently, that shAs that the ratio of direct

Mr. &HEUER. Would you explain what.ACIR stands for please?



Or. BAHL. Sorry. The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmen-
tal Relations calculated the ratio of direct Federal aid to local
governments divided by local government revenues raised from

own sources. Even in the past 6 or 7 years those percentages have
risen from, in the case of the big cities, around 20 percent to as
high as 50 to 60 percent in some cases. It is an enormous revolution

in fiscal federalism, and I do not think any of us believe that these
kinds of increases are likely to continue.

The third reason why problems are ahead is because big cities

have deferred expenditureS. You know, 12 of the 20 largest cities in

the United States have reduced their numbers of public employees

over the last 2 or 3 years. Well that is a kind of retrenchment, but
it also suggests that public service levels may react downward.

There has also been a deferment of replacing capital as it has
become obsolescent in many of these cities. So there may be fiscal
problems ahead for some of the largest cities.

I guess the last thing I would say is that I looked in the adminis-
tration's urban policy statement for some kind of an indication as
to what the role of the State government ought to be because if
you buy this notion of decline, particularly in the Northeast, then
you have to argue that decline has to be managed and that would
seem to argue for an important r&e. for State government.

Take the case of the possibility of welfare reform. If there Were
reform in welfare financing, very few cities in this country would

benefit directly, because very few cities have direct responsibility

for welfare. The benefits would come only if the State goVernments
made some sort of adjustment so that indirectly, urban govern-

ments would be aided.
There probably ought to be Federal premiums and Federal penal-

ties in defining a State role. Certainly State targeting of moneys so
that State aid would be channeled more effectively to the most
distressed areas would be high on the list. The formulation of some

kind of a State urban policy to which they could be held would also

be on the list.
And, last, the notion of fragmentation of government argues for

a State role. Fragmentation is a characteristic of the Northeast and
parts of the Midwest and less so of the newer and more fast
growing regions. Because you have fragmentation, you have the
possibility-of job movement to the suburbs and o eduction in the

tax base of the central city. That cannot happen in Nashville, it
cannot happen in Houston, and it cannot happen in Jacksonville
and a lot of other places, but it does- happen in the Northeast
because of fragmented government. And -with State legislatures

becoming increasingly suburban-dominated, it does not appear that
there is going to-be any kind of State action to offset that. What
needs to happen is that the next round of Federal moneys to
States, if there is e next round of Federal moneys to States, ought

to carry some kind of incentive for States to de something either
about legislation permitting government reorganization or, more

likely, authorizing regional financing of public services.
Mr. AKAKA. Thank you very much, Dr. Bahl. Dr. Downs?



STATEMENT OF ANTIWNY 1JOWNS, SZPItillfC r.ra,Lu ,

BROOKINGS INSTITUTION
[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 218.1

Dr. DOWNS. Well, I was asked to testify on a much narrower
subject than the broad subjects covered by the people who have
already spoken. I was supposed to talk about housing markets and
city population losses and so I will confine my remarks to that as
that is what my written testimony concentrates on

I would- also like to point out, as is required by the Brookings
Institution of which I am a senior fellow, that all of my remarks
are my own opinions and not necessarily those of the Brookings
Institution.

My first ma.in pOint is that the process of population movement
and urban development that is causing large cities to lose people
and jobs is a two-faced process with both positive and negative
aspects that are inseparable from each other, or have been up to
now.

The biggest movement has been from central cities to their sur-
rounding suburbs. The positive aspect has been that this suburban-
ization of population has been essentially an upgrading process for
most households and firms involved. It has' improved the housing,
neighborhoods, and quality of life for millions of Americansboth
these who moved into the suburbs and many of those within large
cities. Those cities were initially overcrowded when this movement

at an acccelerated rate in the 1950's.
the objective of reversing the outflow process is probably

undesirable, since, on the average, it has been basically an upgrad-
ing process. _ .

However, it also has had a negative aspect: This process has
imposed large social costs on many households left behind in areas
of concentrated poverty, and upon city governments serving those
areas. The latter are in fiscal difficulty, or at least Meal strains.

So I agree with Dr. Bahl that our society should devote signifi-
cant efforts to remedying the imposition of the costs of progress
upon households and governments that have been unjustly bearing
such costs.

Another key aspect of the process of suburbanization and urban.
development is that it has gone too far in many metropolitan
areas. Looking at housing markets alone, we are now building new
houses to displace eidsti.i.g homes that are still in relatively good

r- condition or that certainty could be rehabilitated to serve well for
many years.

The rapid building of new sul can housing in stagnant or de
clining metropolitan areas is causing both a desirable replacement
of obsolete old housing in the cities and also an undesirable re-
placement of still serviceable existing housing It is very difficult to

tinguish one from the other.
On average, in those metropolitan with central cities that lost,

over 10 percent of their population from 1970 to 1975, three times
as many new housing units were built in the metropolitan area as
a whole as was necessary to accommodate the increase in the

cities bydepopulates these central
number of households in that metropolitan area That trimendous
surplus of housing in effect d
'attracting people out of them. There is a very close relationship
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added and the decline of population in central cities.
This generates a, process of neighborhood decline that is going on

in many cities at the same time that other neighborhoods in those

same cities are being renovated and rehabilitated. It is the neigh-
borhood scale at which both trends occur, but observers confuse it

with the city wide scale. So they falsely conclude either that cities

are dying or that cities are reviving, depending on which set of
neighborhoods they look at In fact, cities are doing neither, but
neighborhoods are doing both simultaneously.

My second main point concerns the process oftihousehold upgrad-

ing in socioeconomic status that is going on in cities. It is an
historic function of our large cities and has two different forms in

American neighborhoods. The circumstances under which these
forms occur have changed so as to make the formerly dominant

form less appropriate than it was in the past. It is, however, very
difficult to shift from that dominant form of upgrading to the other \

form.
The traditionally dominant form of the upgrading of American

households is upgrading through movement from one neighborhood

to another. As a household rises in socioeconomic status in the
neighborhood where, it is located, it typically responds by moving to

another neighborhood which has higher socioeconomic status: A

process which I call reaming.
This process requires a hierarchy of different neighborhoods with

varying socioeconomic status in each metropolitan area each of
which is relatively-homogeneous internally_ . People move from one
to another as they move up in status.

This creaming process was probably the most appropriate means

of upgrading as long as there was a constant stream of newcomers

at the bottom. They flowed only into the lowest status neighbor-

hoods because it was illegal for them to occupy housing elsewhere

that was cheap enough for them to afford. We have prohibitions

against the creation of such new cheap hoUsing in almost all parts

of the country.- Those prohibitions keep low-income households

from moving directly into new growth areas. In earlier periods, we

had a constant inflow of newcomers into our metropolitan areas.
They moved into the lowest income and lowest status neighbor-
hoods. These newcomers were a mix of potentially upgradable and

nonupgradable households. Their constant arrival put pressure ,on

somebody to move out of those neighborhoods. Therefore, it was
appropriate for people who were upgrading at the other end to
move on toso-called better neighborhoods.

But when this inflow of newcomers stopped around the mid-

1960's, continued upgrading through movement tended to leave 'a
residual group in those lowest status neighborhoods that consisted

of the people most difficult to upgrade. Their dominance of these

areas caused the areas to be economically and often socially non-

viable. It also tended to drive all upgradable households somewhere

else.
So today the other form of upgrading, which can be called up-

grading inplace or social solidarity upgradink, ;s really more appro-

priate as a means of improving city neighborhoods. It means that

the households who upgrade themselves stay in the same location

2



where they started,` instead of moving somewhere else. Either they
stay there passivelyLthey do not do anything particularly to help
the neighborhoodor they actively attempt to organize and im-
prove the neighborhood. But it is difficult to get American house-
holds who-have upgraded themselves to do this unless: No. 1, they
have some specific ties to the neighborhood concerned, such as
ethnic identity or love of diversity; or No 2, the area has such an
outsfIgnaing location that it will cause high income or upwardly
mobile households to remain there even though they are still sur-
rounded by nonupgraded households. ,

Furthermore, the process of constantly expanding new housing
areas in the suburbs tends to encourage further creaming of up-
graded households out of the central city, rather than upgrading in
place. This shows there is really a fundamental conflict of interest
between those groups who are aided by more new Isuburban hous-
ingwhich is probably a majority of the population, not just the
building industryand those aided by creating .stronger demand
for housing in the central cities. When we create lots of new
housing in the suburbs, that expands the range of housing choice
for all households in the metropolitan area, including the poorest.
But it also weakens the deniand for housing in inner-city areas,
causing deterioration, lower ta-t bases, and other things that al-
ready have beer discussed:

My thira-----main_ point is that public, policies to cope with this
situation cannot work well solely at the neighborhood level. They
must be developed at least at the citywide level and probably will
not work there either. After all, it is at the metropolitan areawide
level that the forces generating these movements are in fact occur-
ring. However, we do not have adequate institutional structures for
creating and carrying out policies at- all of these levels or even
relating them to each other.

At the neighborhood level, there is a fundamental problem, lae-
_ause the ownership of properties is highly fragmented among
individual households, but there is an inherent interrelationship
between the values of individual properties:. Each housing units
value is very much influenced by what is happening to the other

using units around it. But the owner of that house cannot influ-
ence how the owners of the surrounding houses. are in fact manag-
ing their property. This conflict between fragmentalized ownership
and interdependent values causes a .volatility of maintenance be-
havior in neighborhoods. Each house owners maintenance behav-

_ for is dependent upon :his expectations about how his neighbors
will behave. If he laelieves they are all going to 'maintain their
property, then it pays him to maintain his. If he believes that they
are not going to maintain their properties then it does not pay him
to maintain his. This creates a fragility of property maintenance by
making -it 'dependent' upon future expectations .of all the people in
the area 'about each other's behavior.

This fragility of attitude& becomes combined with the impacts of
constant homebuilding in the suburbs, which is partly a response
tc; the demands of people to move to lower density areas, Such
constant new building in the suburbs causes a drop-in demand for
housing in the central city which must be eipressed somewhere by
more vacancies in the central city. When that vacancy appears, it
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begins to influence people's expectations about the future of their
neighborhoods. 'Then they all begin failing to maintain their prop-

erty because it does not pay them to do so if they ill expect the
neighborhood to deteriorate anyway.

This whole process cannot be stopped at the neighborhood level

alone, becat.se the basic decline in population and housing demand

is not generated at the neighborhood level alone. So :my policies

that attempt to deal with this solely at the neighborhood level are

bound to fail, at least in many areas,
At the citywide level, sevr-ral different strategies can be used to

cope with the decline in over ,11 demand for housing within the

city. I am just going to name them, because the paper I submitted

to you has detailed explanations of them, which I do not have time

to explain within my 2 remaining seconds. The focused market
weakness strategy focuses all the decline in demand in the worst

quality neighborhoods; the spreadout thinning strategy attempts to

spread the decline in demand everywhere so that no neighborhood

is adversely affected; the focused market strength strategy concen-
trates attention on improving good neighborhoods and doea not say

anything about bad ones; and the rhetorical revival strategy, which

is the most commonly encountered, may in some cases actually
work, although in most cases it will not

Which strategy is the most appropriate depends on how large a

fall in demand for housing has occurred in that particular city.
That varies tremendously from one city to another. It also depends

on how bad existing deterioration is already in the worst areas,
and how many resources are available to counteract that deteriora-

tion. No single strategy will be tppropriate in all cities and not

even in all parts of the same city.
Ultimately, however, even city-wide strategies will prove ineffec-

tive if we continue to undermine in city housing markets with

/endless suburban growth into vacant land. Such growth is certainly

necessary and vital in expanding metropolitan areas like Houston

and Phoenix. There we just cope with rising population and rising

numbers of households. But the same growth is causing the under-

mining of other large cities to an unnecessary degree. It also leads

to the destruction of housing that would otherwise be in good

condition and could provide decent dwelling units in declining
metropolitan areas like St. Louis and Cleveland.

Policies designed to attract businesses and households into cen-

tral cities or to keep businesses and households there, such as those

advocated by the administration's national urban policies, are
bound to fail if they are continuously undermined by massive

suburban growth in surrounding areas. On the other hand, devel-

oping means of slowing down or better controlling suburban

growth appears to threaten certain institutions that many Ameri-

cans hold almost sacred. Examples are local control of zoning laws

and pri,.ite fragmentalized ownership of land and development

rights.
At this point, I will conclude in the typical academic fashion by

saying that I am not going to suggest a specific means of coping

with this dilemma. I want to keen you in suspense, since I am

doing a 2-year study of this subject, and, of course, I will come up

with the answers at the end of that time. But I hope to
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Mr. SCHEUER., New York City may not be there in 2 years.
Dr. DOWNS. I will make a very large wager with you on that, sir,

if you would like. New York City will definitely be there in 2 years.
I hope that I was able to increase your awareness of the relation-

ship between suburban growth on the one hand and inner-city
decay on the other, as that relationship operates through housing
markets. I think it poses a very serious dilemma which Professor
Leven, among others, has written a book about. I do not see any
easy way out of the dilemma, because it calls for difficult choices
which politicians are loath to make and so far have totally avoided.

Mr. AXAKA. Thank you very much, Dr. Downs. I must 'compli-
ment all of you You did very well on your time collectively. I want
to thank you very much for your statements. I want to remind you
again that your prepared testimony will be included in the record.
Let me at this point defer to Mr. Scheuer. Do you have any
questions of any of the panelists?

Mr. SCHEUER. Your testimony was extremely interesting.
Let me ask you a question that is not really all that hypothetical

since the House at 3:30 this afternoon is going to be discussing the
issue of Federal aid to New York City. If each of you were making
policy, what kind of policies and programs would you recommend
for New York City at this time (A) if you were mayor of New York
and (B) if you i.vere the President and could work yoar will with
the Congress. [Laughter.]

Why don't we go from right to left, starting with Dr. Leven_
Dr. LEVEN. All right. think that my immediate response to that

isand I do not mean to throw it backthat the real dilemma is
the attempt to form policies with regard to specific instances of
urban or metropolitan imbalance, or change, or maturity, or
growth in the absence of any strategy with respect to what the
outcome out= It is not that we cannot think of a poliay

Mr. &HEUER. All right, tel us what the outcome ought Lc) be.
Dr. LEVEN. I think that maybe that was stated as well by Dr.

Birch as by anybody, and that is that the strategy should be What
kind of assistance is needed to help New York grow old more
gracefully; not what kind of assistance is needed to make historical
development reverse itself.

How can we help New York City grow old more gracefully? As
Dr. Bahl su °,ested, slowing it down would help. New York is,
indeed, going to be there 2 years from now and it is going to be
there 22 years from now and probably 200 years from now, but it is
going to slow down for the next two decades.

Mr. &HEUER. Well, if the outflow of middle class and upper
middle class familieS and the inflow of poor families continues-

Dr. LEVEN. In most cities that has reversed already. That is the
last war. It is over.

Mr. SCHEUER. Is it over for New York?
Dr. LEVEN- I do not know if it is over for New York. In general,

it is but probably not in New York. In most of the larger cities
what you find is that the buzz word is "dislocation" effects.

You know, in my lifetime I never thought, going north on 12tla
Streetwhich I think is a barometer street in the District of Co-
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lumbia, that property there would have any significant market
value. I was wrong. So was Dr. Downs; he was wrong, and so was
most everyone else.

Dr. DOWNS, You are still wrong if you think the outflow of
middle-class population has stopped.

Dr. LEVEN. Oh, I do not think it has stopped in gross terms, but I
think net outflow has surely slowed down very much. We find
areas, even in cities like St. Louis, and Cleveland, with substantial
new family formations; the people are not suburbanites who moved
out and who are returning to the city.

Dr. DOWNS, Then why has net outrnigration in central cities
tripled or more than tripled in the 1970's as compared to the
1960's?

Dr. LEVEN. Oh, because Jots of lower middle-class people are
moving out In particular, blacks are moving out in very large

numbers.
Dr. DOWNS- The 1,400,000 net outflow annually is not mainly or

even substantially blacks.
Dr. LEVEN. All right, I do not want to say that it is over, but it

surely has abated. If you look at the
Dr. DOWNS. It has not only not abated; it has accelerated.
Dr. LEVEN. Well I do not know. Neither you nor I know--
Dr. DOWNS. Well at least I cited some numbers, You cite some

contrary numbers.
Dr. LEVEN. The contrary numbers I am citing is what has hap-

pened to the rise in property values. It is---
Dr. DOWNS. The rise in property values is in certain neighbor-

hoods. As I tried to point out grime neighborhoods are rising in
value, but others are declining at the same time Take your own
city, St. Louis, which is rapidly losing people. If 1970-1975 popula-

tion trends continue, St. Louis will be totally uninhabited by about
the year 2002. That is a rather accelerated rate of decline com-
pared to ar y previous period. I do not think St. Louis will become

totally uninhabited, but there is a much greater loss of population

now than there was formerly.
Although you can cite some neighborhoods in St. Louis where

property values are rising (as you can in Baltimore, Washington, et

cetera), you can also cite other neighborhoods where there is a
collapse of property values, population is falling, and most property

is worthless.
Dr. LEVEN. It is harder to find those neighborhoods. It is a lot

harder to find those neighborhoods. I spent a lot of time looking for

them.
Part of the mysteryand we are going to recalibrate that dy-

namic in the book that you referred to
Mr. SCHEUER. What does that mean? Small and impressionable

mindsyoung and impressionable minds may be reading this
record. [Laughter.]

When you say, "We are going to recalibrate"--
Dr. DOWNS. I think "small' is probably better than "young."

[Laughter.]
Dr. LEVEN. From 1967 to 1972 we tried to track on a microlevel

what was happening in 16 scattered neighborhoods of St. Louis
city and suburbs. What we saw was the unfolding of the kind of
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process of neighborhood change that Dr. Downs outlined in his
testimony; the way the neighborhoods moved through a hierarchy.
And what we saw, was very strongly impelled by social class differ-
entials among the neighborhoods. The conclusion from that was
that the social class differential was impelling people to

Mr. SCHEUER. Let me restate my question.
Dr. LEVEN. Well- we are getting away--
Dr. DOWNS. Congressman, may I say, first of all, your question is

totally illegitimate, since you asked us here to testify on a com-
pletely different subject. But, OK, we will nevertheless proceedto--

Mr. SCHEUER. My question involves the results of these massive
population shifts which have had a very destabilizing effect on New
York City. You have given the example of outmigration population
and the example of job loss. Both of those factors have conse-
quences for New York. Do we adjust ourselves to the fact that we
have lost a million jobs? Do we plan for a smaller city--

Dr. LEVEN. Yes.
Mr. SCHEUER [continuing]. Or do we build another 100,000 public

housing units te--
Dr. DOWNS. May I just make a couple of observations?
Mr. SCHEUER. Yes.
Dr. DOWNS. First of all, New York has adopted policies which are

peculiarly perverse. Although I agree that welfare does not attract
low-income households into cities, it does hold them there once
they get there. New York has a very large inflow of illegal immi-
grants, especially from Puerto Rico and from South America, who
might not be as likely to stay in New York if it were not for the
high welfare benefits that the cityas part of the Stateoffers, as
well as free college education, public housing, and all kinds of
things.

So the policies ti New York City has adopted are essentially
designed to drive out the wealthy and keep the poor, and they are
in fact working. Those are exactly the policies you have got, and
you have deliberately adopted them, so don't be surprised that they
are working.

I believe the only way to end those policies is to end democratic
government within the city of New York, because the mayor and
other elected local officials will obviously follow the desires of the
majority of people, and the majority of people in New York are
beneficiaries of those policies.

Take one policy, rent control. About 77 percent of the population
of New York-consists of tenants, most of whom are not poor. They
are benefiting from rent control at the expense of rental property
owners, but not because they need the money. True, many people
who are poor do need the money, and, for them, an end of rent
control policy would be a real difficulty. But, no mayor of New
York can ever even mention the possibility of ending rent control,
because politically it would be suicide. Yet rent control is helping
to ruin much of the housing supply in New York City.

So I would answer that the fundamental requirement for reform-
ing New York by putting it in fiscal equilbrium is stopping local
democratic government. That means not allowing the mayor or the
city council to make decisions that are influenced by their concern
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for reelection, since those decisions would perpetuate the imbal-

ance of policies which kire favoring the retention of the poor and

the driving out of the wealthy,
I think that in fact. what M.A.C. (Municipal Assistance Corpora-

tion) and a lot of recent actions really attempt to do is to take the

government awLiy from loo illy elected officials because they are

responding to a constituency which wants to perpetuate its own

benefits, even though doing so is economically not feasible.

Obviously, in this case the interests of the President of the

United States are very divergent from those of the mayor of New

York. I think New York deserves to be aided to some degree, It

does have a lot of problems that are not caused by its own actions,

but it has aggravated those problems. I think that some kind of a

program further cutting back some of the very benefits that are

being providedcutting back municipal employment and other

thingshas to be instituted as part of any delivery of Federal aid,

Some of that has already been done, but not nearly enough,

Mr. SettEun, This morning's had editorial in the New York

Times lists a great number of things that have been done; but I

agree with you that there is a good deal more to be done.

If you were Secretary of HUD or mayor of New York City, what

would you do in terms of planning that vast south Bronx:redevel-

opment area? What kind of redevelopment would fit into the needs

of the city with its declining middle-income population, its declin-

ing job base, and its declining fiscal base? What would you plan for

that area that would
Dr. LEVEN. HOW about open space?
Dr. DowNs. Well awiin you are asking an illegitimate question,

because you did not ask us to think about it in advance. If I were

still in the consulting- business, I would Say, "I will be glad to

answer that after I do a study at my usual hourly rates." I, for one,

am not familiar in detail with that area.
My overall feeling, without detailed knowledge, is that probably

the best thing to do in the short run is to get out of the area. Help

all the remaining people move out; clear it; and do not try to make

any big investment in it until it is relatively cleared of what is now

there. The presence of abandoned buildings and of a very low -

income population is probably inimical to any ability to attract any

really self-sustaining group until that whole area is essentially

cleared.
Roger Starr once said the simue thing, and he was fired the next

day because he was telling the truth. In some neighborhoods, it is

best to get out and help people move away in the short run, and

then eventually redevelop them. That is a very unpopular thing to

say politically. During the transition period, you certainly ,have to

provide a lot of assistance to those people who are there whom you

zire trying to move out But to try and redevelop the area as it is

now, it seems tome, is just a waste of money.

Mr. SCHEUER. In other words, you are saying to perceive it as a

land bank for awhile?
Dr. DowNs. That is right, Again, I am saying this not on the

basis of having studied it in detail. It is n generic reaction rather

than something based on great knowlege of that area.
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Dr. BAHL. Can 'I., just take a minute and answer both of your
quesaons?

Mr. SCHEUER. Please do. I would enjoy hearing your remarks.
Dr. BAHL. I think I agree with Dr. Downs on the need to reduce

the control of the locals over the New York City budget --if you
took the point of vies:. of the President. I think that--

Mr. SCHEUER. Well even if you take the point of view of the
average citizen who cares about the city, you would say that the
mayor of New York at the present time, Ed Koch, is doing a great
many things that are not politically easy. But, as an abstract
theoretical matter, you are saying that the mayor of New York
cannot, being in the center of this vortex of political forces, make
the decisions to cut down on programs for the poor and simulta-
neously build up the quality of life for middle and upper middle
income people simply because the votes of the poor added to the
votes of the civil service bureaucracy are just too many votes to
cope with.

Dr. DowNs. Yes,
Mr. SCHEUER. One of the major problems is the civil service

bureaucracy. Koch is going through agony with this 11th hour
"perils al Pauline . scenz rio that we have right now, finishing the
negotiations this morning in time to testify before the Senate
Banking Committee this afternoon.

The problems of cutting down civil service employment and civil
service benefits to approximately 300,000 people and their families,
plus the problems of cutting down on programs for the poor, along
with the problems of improving lifefrom the point of view of
taxes and safety and general attractivenessfor middle-income
people, -amount to a formidable political burden for any mayor.
That is pretty much what you are saying.

I think Mayor Koch is taking herculean steps to do that .! think
the people actually voted him in to do thatto make some very
tough decisions. And I think they will understand it if he makes
some decisions that hurt them a little bit, just as long as the total
economic and social fabric of the city is strengthened. I think that
:s the message that they sent to us last year in the mayoralty
election.

Dr. BAHL. I think that is right. I think the President or the
administration, though, might raise a few questions. They might
just say, "Look, most of the projections that we got for New York
City, in terms of wl at its fiscal outlook was going to be were
actually projections oi how they thought the city was going to grow
and very little on what they thought the city could be." Where is
the projection of the size of New York's public sector, if it were a
city of 7 million with a particular kind of employment and unem-
ployment configuration? I think that could at least be done.

Mr. SCHEUER. Is that the kind of long-term planning and analy-
sis, for example, that HUD should be doing before designing a
program for the south Bronx?

Dr. BAHL. Someone should be doing that I do not know where
the responsibility lies in the Federal Government. I see that the
New York City office is in Treasury, and I do not think you can
separate the fiscal from the urban development part.

33470 0 - 78 7
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But there are some other parts of itFederal welfareNew
York City should have no responsibility for welfare for major redis-
tribution services. That ought to be off their back. If I were an
administration spokesman, that would be high on the list.

Another is that there is absolutely no reason why there should
riot be some kind of regional taxation in that metropolitan area
Why is it that suburban New,. York residents do not have to share
in the fiscal burdens of the cite -7 Certainly they reap benefits from
living next to the city. So that would be another thing that you
would absolutely--

Dr. DOWNS. They do. They pay an incc ne tax if they work in the
city.

Dr. BAHL. Yes, but they pay it at a ,lifferentialiy lower rate,
'Tony, at about 1 4 of the rate that a cuy resident pays on the
commuter tax, and it is peanuts anyway. That is my understand-
ing, anyway.

I think there has to be accountability on the part of the State. If
the State is to take responsibility for agreeing or coming up with a
plan that says, "This is what New York City looks like a decade
from nowyou know, not tomorrow, but for the next 10 years on a
year-by-year basis"; then somebody has to be accountable when the
city does or does not live up to the plan. That would be either the
mayor or the Governor. I think I would look for that kind of

accountability.
On the south Bronx question, maybe the future of the Cities is in

senrices, and maybe once this emptying out slows a bit more even
places like New York will begin to see a movement in of the
service sector. Maybe there will be new markets in the cities, and
maybe a different structure will emerge.

But there are those who still believe that the future is in manu-
facturing, I tend to think not Have you been looking at the Port
Authority proposals for industrial park development in the cityI
think two in Brooklyn and one in New Jerseycentered around
resource recovery plants? They actually have done a feasibility
studyor had it doneand in a very professional way have made
the case that they could build suburban type locations in the city
in some nonused areas, build them around a resource recovery
plant, produce relatively cheap energy, and therefore, make it an
attractive place to locate. It is an interesting idea. I do not know
how applicable it is to other places or how well it would work

there.
Mr. SCHEUER. I suppose that a south Bronx land bank might one

day be used for some kind of a light industrial park--
Dr. LEVEN. One day, yes:
Mr. SCHEUER. Or for research, study, university R and D, Are

there any other responses to this double-pronged question of mine?
Dr. BIRCH. Well, do you limit it strictly to New York or could we

open u the agenda to look at all the rest of--
Mr. CHEUER, Surely.
Dr. BIRCH [continuing]. The cities? You see, I think New York is

very special case
Mr. SCHEUER. It is.
Dr. BIRCH [continuing]. In mangy regards and is not very typical

of others. In taking the President s point of view, I think the main
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thing is to figure out how to slow down the rate of decline of the
cities so that people do have a chance to adapt to it Not that this
will halt decline at all, but it will slow it down somewhat.

I keep coming back to my entrepreneurs and things that they
need. I would start to look very carefully at things that would
make it easier for entrepreneurs to do business in the city. Work-
ing capital is one thing that keeps coming up over and over again.
None of the present proposals have anything for working capital in
them and yet, in the service sector that is about the only kind of
capital that is used Everything is still focusing on manufacturing
and plants and facilities and lathes and capital equipment and yet,
if you look at the economy and particularly at the growing sector
of the economy in a place like Boston, Pittsburgh, or Philadelphia,
those sectors no longer use lathes and things like lathes. They tse
typewriters and rent office space and think and, given that theyare

Dr. DowNs. And medical centers.
Dr. BIRCH. Or medical centersthey mostly use the same things

and a few scal,)els, but these service industries are not capital-
intensive for the most part.

Mr. ScuEuEtt A few scalpels and a CAT scan or two
Dr. Riacn. And a CAT scan is thrown in here and there, yes. But

for the most part, I think, if you look it the bulk of those jobs, they
are not addressed by a program of capital investment nor is the
amount of capital investment proposed by the plan enough to begin
to cope with the number of job losses involved. So I think that
something oriented more toward the service sector and the entre-
preneurs that are in the service sector would go a lot farther than
trying to rebuild a manufacturing base through capital equipment
expenditures; that would be true nationally, I think.

Dr. LEYEN. Just one comfuent on that and, that E--;. I find myself
very sympathetic with what Dave has to say and I wish it would
work. I think that slowing down is terribly important, and his
suggestion is perfectly reasonable and good strategy for slowing
down. Relocation of Federal office facilities, for example, as pro-
posed in the President's message, is a quite reasonable: thing to do
as an intermediate run strategy_ , and anything you can do to slow
decline would help.

Just one caution, though, and that is that your articulation still
was in terms of the city recovering what it was in some sense,
through the-recapturing of a new function, namely services. I think
that would be devoutly_ desired by a number of people, including
me, but I think that it would be dangerous to be too sanguine at
that level.

For example, Norman MacRae, of the London Economist, has
talked a great deal about his predictions of what is going to happen
when the service industry starts leaving Lond-m in the way that
the manufacturing industry left in an earlier decade. It is just
going to be moreand a much more severe example- of the same
thing. I do not know that that is right, but I think that it really is
quite important that we think in very concrete terms about the
kinds of things that are actually going to be in the big metropolis
two or three decades from now.
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It is not going to be the answering service. That can be in
Denver orthat can be in any small town anywhere. We really
have to think in very concrete terms about the kinds of things
either that will exist at a large scalethat are necessary to assem-

ble a labor force--or the kinds of facilties that consumers have to
be near. Medical centers are an example of those. For the foresee-

able future, the city will be centered around the production of
those services which are produced at large scale and require per-
sonal presence for consumption, such as large medical facilities,
universities, zoos, and symphonies.

Dr. BIRCH. I still have not quite adjusted to the fact that the
Lahey Clinic, which is one of the more well-known facilities ,in the
Boston area has moved out to the Burlington Shopping Plaza from

the center city of Boston.
Mr. SCHROER. Look at the Menninger Clinic.
Dr. BIRCH. Or other clinics if that--
Mr. SCHROER. It is simply not true that a major tertiary hospital

has to be near where people are I spent a year at the Warm.
Springs Foundation in Warm Springs, Ga. That is about as far out
in the pine forests as you can get.

Dr. LEVEN. But they have a better chance for survival in the
large metropolis.

Mr. SCHROER. People will go where first-class medical facilities

are I would not want to bet the future of a large-scale city on the

supposition that people have to be there because that is where the
health facilities are Health facilities can be anywhere.

Dr. BAHL. In terms of Federal policy, though, it does not look like

the current tenor is toward slowing down the out-movement, so
policy ought to be oriented toward compensation.

There are two things I think of If we .really wanted to slow out-
migration, we have the Federal deductibility of mortgage interest
and the property tax. If we really wanted to slow out-movement
from central cities, we do know how it could be done; but, of
course, politically it is not feasible.

Mr. SCHROER. How could it be done?
Dr, BAHL. By reducing or differentiating that kind of allowance.
Dr. Dowers. But that goes to home ownership and not
Dr, BAHL. That is right.
Dr. Dooms [continuing]. To new construction ne- -ssarily.

Dr. BAHL. That is right, but, you know, people ..,e moving out of

the cities not just for--
Dr. (D0W-Ns. I do not think that would slow it down very signifi-

cantly at all.
Dr. BAHL. It is debatable.
Mr. SCHEUER. What are you discussing specifically? Are you sug,-

gesting that we provide some kind of extra tax incentives to owners

of hoines?
Dr. BAHL. That is what we do nowright? We do provide an

!ncentive for people to buy their home as opposed to renting it
Dr. DOWNS. What Roy is saying is that if you took off the

deductibility of mortgage interest and property taxes, you would

reduce the incentive for home ownership and thereby reduce incen-

tives for new construction in the suburbs and thereby slow down
the rate or exodus from the central city.
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Mr. SCHEUER. Is that what you were suggesting?
Dr. BAHL. Yes. The other point I would have made is if I had

been a mayor or a spokesman for urban areas, I would have been
screaming about the investment tax credit that was part of the tax
reform package, because that creates an incentive for manufactur-
ers to invest in new plants. Now to the extent manufacturers have
the incentive to invest in new plants, that means a movement out
of cities toward suburbs and likely, if there is any regional move-
ment, out of the decling region. So, if anything, the investment tax
credit provided an incentive to move out of cities; and, making it
differentially--

Mr. SCHEUER. Rather than to renew and improve existing plants?
Dr. BAHL. That was part of it To the extent that manufacturing

plant investment decisions Eire going to be made, apparently it is
more likely to invest in a new plant and, more likely, in a new
location. So, even including rehabilitation-

Mr. SMELTER. And a new plant outside of the central city.
Dr. BAHL. Right.
Mr. SCHEUER. Where they can buy land cheaper and build hori-

zontally and soon.
Dr. BAHL. Right.
Mr. SCHEUER. Is that what you are saying?
Dr. BAHL. That is right.
Dr. DOWNS. Well they did try to put a 5 percent. additional tax

credit if you expand in the city as a recognition of that although it
has not passed yet. But really, it seems to me that in the long run
the future of most central cities lies in declining in density until
they are more like the rest of the country. Then they will have the
same functions as every place else will.

Mr. SCHEUER. The same what?
Dr. Dowrgs. The same functions as every place else. Each city's

nodedowntownwill be a slightly larger competitive node than
other ones out in the suburbs, as is now becoming the case. I think
most downtowns will remain larger than large outlying regional
shopping centers, but ultimately what we are moving towards is a
lower density in these cities. Until they adjust to a somewhat lower
density than they have nowand, perhaps in the case of New
York, a very much lower density, there is probably still going to be
pressure to decline in size.

I do not mean that their density has to be identical with that of
single-family, 2-dcre zoning .areas; that is never going to happen'.
But they need to fall in density until they are more commensurate
with the desires of most people to live in a lower density environ-
ment than they are now experiencing in these cities, especially
with the tremendous increase in automotive vehicles that we now
have You cannot even park the vehicles most households now own
if you live in the center city. About 50 percent of all households in
the country now own two or more-vehicles, and they could not/even
perk them if they lived, for example, in New York City.

Dr. BIRCH. Another way to look at the same thing is to observe
the newer cities that have been built from scratch in the recent
pastand I think Houston is probably the most classic example,
although there is Charlotte, N.C., and there are many others. 'They
are building up in a pattern which is very much designed for a
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situation where there is a fairly substantial central office complex

which houses virtually no one during the evening, but that serves
certain collective functions like consulting, advertising, law, and
that sort of thingand in Houston the petroleum industry. The

rest of the city is spread out in very discdnnected and far-spread
nodes; that seems to be the optimal configuration.

One would argue that cities like New York, Boston, and Cleve-

land will have to adjust to look much more like Houston than they
presently do, which will involve halving or moving to something
like a third, of their present population before they reach anything

that resembles equilibrium.
Dr. LEVEN. It is not that cities are falling apart. It is that cities

are moving to the country. There is very rapid business growth in
Missouri cities that are 75 to 100 miles from St, Louis. It is very
rapidly growing in small towns and not just in MiSsouriOhioin
almost every part of the country.

Dr. -Black" So they are looking more and more like Houston.
Dr. LEVEN. They are looking more and more like Houston.
Dr. BIRCH. As is Boston.
Dr. LEVEN. As is Boston. Boston is not being destroyed. It is just

moving to New Hampshire. [Laughter.]
Dr. BIRCH. That is right, at a rapid rate.
Dr. LEVEN.. At a rapid rate.
Dr. BIRCH. Said better, people who would normally have gone to

Boston are now going to New Hampshire.
Dr. LEVEN. And the reform of Massachusetts tax law will not

keep firms from leaving Boston and going to New Hampshire.
Firms that leave Boston might have a chance of going to Pittsfield

instead of New Hampshire.
Dr. BIRCH. Or the Cape.
Dr. LEVEN. Or the Cape, but tax reform will not hold them in

Boston.
Mr. AKAKA. We are hoping that after more of these hearings we

might have some direction as to future legislation. Migration has

come to be viewed as a very powerful, a very influential, and

highly unpredictable force in declining and even in growing areas
in our country. My question is Should the Federal Government
attempt to direct population movements within the United States,

or should it accept population movements as a given and attempt
only to respond to the consequences of these movements? That
question is for the panel.

Dr. LEVEN, Well, given the choice of one of those two I predict
that everyone on this panel would say the answer is that the
Federal Government should not attempt to con trol or direct T4ipu-
lation movements, but that it should be interested in tempering

them, compensating where they cause particular hardships, and, at

the margin, redirecting where there are peculiar problems, but
basically not interfering that much.

Mr. AXAKA. Would you say that would be true even in areas
where the population is growing r; pidlyvery rapidlylike in
California?

Dr. LEVEN. Well, the one exception that is raised is what are the
legal/moral/political issues of the limitation of growth itself-

3-7
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whether or not the Federal Government should interfere in the
Petaluma sort of issue.

Dr. DOWNS. Well where is there overpopulation besides in
Hawaii perhaps?

Mr. AKAICA. Well, parts of California feel that they are being
overpopulated. Looldng toward the future, there might be some
other specific area that might have this problem. As you men-
tioned, in Hawaii this is coming about because of some of the
immigration policies of our Government. We feel there that, since
the weather, the climate, and the environment are conducive to
good living_ , people tend to want to go there. Of course, as you
mentioned too, our welfare system is very good, so people tend
to --

Dr. DOWNS. If you are going to be unemployed, you might as well
be unemployed in Hawaii. [Laughter.]

Mr. AKAKA. You do better being .unemployed aed on the welfare
system than working. We look to the Federal Government for aid
in this case.

Dr. DOWNS. What kind of aid could you expect from the Federal
Government excepe. Lor it to pay your welfare expenses?

Mr. Aicaica. That is right. To help to pay for --
Dr. DOWNS. But that will not stop people from flowing into

Hawaii. That justtakes the money cost of their beim there off of
the State, but they arc still there.

Mr. AILAICA. That is right. Dr. Bahl?
Dr. Barn... I would probably ask you to change the question a

little bit. The Federal Government does direct the redistribution of
population in lots and lots of ways with lots of different kinds of
subsidies. I guess the one that we talk about most now is Senator
Moynihan's thesis about reallocation of Federal flows of funds.

The question is not whether or not the Federal Government
ought to institute policies to redirect population movement. I think
the question is whether the Federal Government ought to take
steps to undo what it already does.

Then, if you ask it that way, I think my answer would be like Dr.
Leven'sno, but that it ought to worry about a system of compen,
cation to account for the distributional effecte that occur.

Dr. DAVANZO. Just as the Agency for International Development
is now concerned that the population impact of all development
programs be assessed, perhaps what is needed here is an assess-
ment of the potential inadvertent effects on geographic redistribu-
tion of policies which are not intended at all to affect migration
decisions but which do so by making some areas relatively more
attractive thar'others.

On the first question, I think I already answered it in my testi-
mony. There does appear to be a small subset of people-who do not
base their migration decisions on the best information and are
limiting their range of choice. It may be that there is room to help
these people through relocation assistancefinancial assistance or
improved informationso that they can make more effective deci-
sions and end up in a place where they will succeed and be less of
a burden on the economy that they Join.

Mr. AKAKA. Dr. DaVanzo, you mentioned something about ex-
perimental relocation assistance in your testimony.



Can you explain that further?

Or DAVANzo. I am not intimately familiar with how these pro-
grams were run. All I know is that on balance they seemed to be
effective in helping people who were willing to relocate. I think
that is an important point, because many people are not willing to
move, There are many thin r' that are tying them to their current
area, and it may take very powerful incentives to induce them to
move away from where they are now

But there are a number of studies, which I read so long ago that
I am no longer familiar with the details, that do document and
evaluate these experimental relocation assistance programs. Are
any of you familiar with the evidence there?

[No response from the panel.]
Mr. AICAKA. I have another question from Dr. DaVanzo. This has

to do with the census and government surveys. Hew can the Feder-
al Government improve its information on population movements
and on the causes of these movements? Do you have specific recom-
mendations for the inclusion of certain questions?

Dr. DAVANZO. Yes. I think one problem is that the main way of
getting this information is through the decennial census. Typically
the information on who moves is based, on a question asking where
you lived 5 years ago. Many of the people about whom I was
speaking earlier, who may need assistance, move 1 year, are unsuc-
cessful, and then go back to the place they left ,nd do not seem to ,

go beyond these two places in thinking about alternative destine-
tions. This type of "ping-pore" movement is often missed when you
use a 5-year interval to reeasure migration; if the person moved
from A to B to A and was in A in both 1965 and 1970, say, then he
is recorded as a nonmigrant in these census data.

Another problem is that census data document quite carefully
characteristics of people in the census year so we know in some
detail what their characteristics were after they moved. However,
we.. often do not know much about their characteristics before they
moved. This makes it difficult to infer their motivations. For exam-
ple, we will know whether a migrant was unemployed in 1970, but
we do not know whether he or she was unemployed in 1965, before

he or she moved_
Many of the findings I was mentioning earlier are based on

recent longitudinal surveys that interview people every year, so
that you have information on them both before and-after they
move.

The current population survey is done every year, but it, like the
censns, lacks information on the characteristics of people before
they move, and it is only through that information that you can ,
really infer what their motivations for moving were If you look at
them after they move, you cannot separate the intrinsic, character-
istics of the people from the consequences of the move. They may
be unemployed after the move, but not before. So what we need is
some way of getting information en what their situation was before

they moved.
Mr. AKAICA. Then an other question might be How could informa-

tion needed for making wise migreti en decisions and choices be
collected and given to these indivienals, paeti, ilarly from foreign
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will not immediately move cincwhcrc else, but will remain to help

up-grade the entire area.

Unfortunately, many of the lowest-status (and usually low

income) neighborhoods do not have viable mixture of these two

types of households, but are "over-dominated" by non-upward-

Mobile households. This causes most upward ouseholds

remaininq there to leave as soon as they er increasing

the concentration or non-upward-mobile .,,,i. _tltl Reveising this

process of concentration is one of the mo.!t difficult and frustra-

ting tasks in urban revitalization. In BOMC RYCL15 that have been

devastated by severe abandonment and demolition, such reversal

is -bably impossible without totally emptying out the area and

redeveloping it run a whole. In other neighborhoods where condi-

tions are less adverse, improving the quality of life through

physical up-grading, better municipal services, and providing mere

jobs is the fitt :lt.p. It shanll he c l that the tttail:.,

of households necessary to make such areas vialeic need not contain

representatives of the entire s crtial and jacOMO tit t:tttirt The

highest-income households repro c heel in any numbers in such areas

may be lower-middle-income in ttStturr, rather than upper-income

or uppor-middle-inc_onui Yet even the introduction and rtttution

or lower-middic-income Irwiebold!. would t:1,1': ,dly change the present

social mix, increase the frail inn of upward-mobilo houscholds, and

Jar a foundation for group solidarity lip- gradia in the rotor,.



Another aspect of nOCCe51111iv

up-gradinfi is the need for some type of non-economic linkage

among the residents of each neighborhood. This need is probably

what led President Carter to approve of "neighborhood ethnic

purity" in a moment of truthful insight before political considera-

tions forced him to dilute that statement. "Purity" was an

unfortunate choice of words, but
neighborhood dominance by one

ethnic group is a very effective form of noneconomic linkage if

that a Urn Ic group hair strong
feelinga of identity and solidarity.

Membership in a single church or patronage of a single private

school can also generate such linkages. Thus, the lied to en-

courage neighborhood up-grading through group solidarity could

cause many big cities to move away from a "universalist" emphasis

to a more "ethnically parochial" emphasis. This could be qui.te

desirable from the whole
society's viewpoint, a5 long as no

ii born or violent foYmn of exclusion or denial of opportunity

are practiced to achieve it.

The group solidarity approach to neighborhood up-grading

also precludes eliminating airy milture of social or economic

clanses by completely expelling the poor as in the s.o=called

"regentrification" prances.
This in really creaming in reverse,

lho newt-mmers are reialivety I
I uho Troy old homes

and renovate them. Their arrival raises housing prices no high

that the nirtal
ernst ovOntually move else=

whein, leaving a "rcniduu" of middle and upper-middle-jnComc

howAlold1;. In the in rug of group ..olidarity up yjadluil (whfth



h rdly exists yet , but 1. hope I as contributing to olop-

mint], a significant fraction of the initial low-income resident:

should be retained in the area, perhaps through subsidies, su

that they can enjoy the benefits of neighborhood up-grading too.

On the other hand, there should certainly not be a total prohibi-

tion of actions that "displace" any poor households. That would

block all higher-income households from lender- income

,neighborhood, thereby preventing the -most powerful existing up-

grading force in big cities from haying any impact at all.

Up-Gradin, Places or Residents?

This discussion emphasizes the distMction between up-grading

a neighborhood conceived as a place, and up grading a neighborhood

cont- iv" o5 a BY0MILE'S 1111091IdilllI5 Up =grading a place is

a partly physical process, but also partly a social process -- both

of which ;tan he achleod by replcing most of the initial resi-

dents wi 11r) htP.'e hil.hor inrors ,nd statos, mp.

a group of initial residents is much harder, especially in very

low-status areas, partly becale.a of the greAt mobility of residents

, in contrast to places. About 70 percent of all American households

move every year, on the average == 10 percent of meowners and

around 37 percent of renters. r a the other hand, Over SO percent

remain in the same house for more than five years. So in any

area, there are lots of "stayers" and lots of "g.i!rs."

There ftactt. have the tollooi impl*ationt; concerning neighbor-

hood up-grading:



--It is aim nign a pc. ,lhorhood=oriented

improvemnt program (which must be at least partially place=

oriented) that can succensfully aid all the initial residents.

Many of them h,ive moved by the time the program starts to

work.

--The divergence between up-grading 1 place and up-grading

its residents is greatest in areas with a high initial propor-

tion of renters, and least in those with a high initial propor-

tion of owner occup:ints Up-grading housing ustw,lly requires

raiing the cost of occupying it tvun if a particular unit is

not physically improved, its value and rent may increase if most

of the mitt around it are phyf.ically improved. The owners of

the unit benefit from such increases, wbcthtrr it is renter-

occupied or owner-occupied, But renters are penalized, since they

must pay higher rents to remlin in the area. Also, renters are

.11
tlo I al renter:. are

to benefit from pro.vrarm aimvd at i plate than are initial owner-

occuponts,

--nen! piace-oci(ntyd OCCIlf!i In tin irtif
low= Income neighborhood with man renter how.eholiki, it will

probably Ito nticesary to provide , renter!. with hearing;

sulinidies to enable them to ivfc. ri in the arca after rent!, and

property value ,have riiien. Chi:-. will he nett s5ary to Mtlain

the hoc chold inrwie-miNtimn, in rvonr !,(111dortly Ur I.

jog.



not b

= ;'l'hc benefits of any ne i h1,t,ritood Ara Algz

ictcd to those vinible by looking rie :ighl. ,ihctocl

after the program is completca -= since mtnly tai its beneficiarit

will have moved elsewhere. This ing or any past

evaluations of the Model Cities Progtaua. Tim cvaluato17, exarttncd

the Model Cities Neighborhoods themselves, 304 lit tla phynical.

improvement or higher economic n1,011.:1 tho rostrc and

therefore concluded the program had oilea. tut they aid not

sec all those original residents who .- having artaibed higher

incoMes and more social statun h the proAram movod to

"better neighborhoods." There Yil itably he some "spatial

leakage" of benefits in any placeo 1 up-grading progroni

through such creaming, even if the achieve group

solidarity up-grading.

--The group solidari. ty approach to tics 1.borhtatr1 up=graatng

seeks to combine both resIdert-orientod and pit :co-oriented up-

gradi into one process thot et' the -tun and incomes of

the initial -residents. tionl to roonin in the

area (thereby up-gradifm ft,c10-ocni oi far and alf:,o

improves the area phys3cally.

--Not all hoof-tAofd:, b- inl rip crm

will remain in low-slatns ronditi pirroentiy. This is a hard

conclusion for many people t nxporience confirm-,

True, we have ta,:rtainly noldforo exh; the trim

pporluni ler people of 101,-;;,tittItt 10 Op



Dut there are some households -- probably many thouannds,

fact -- who either will not or cannot do 50, no h

opportunities arc offered to them. Where these households will

live, and in what types of housing and 'other facilities, arc

'important issues we have not yet confronted.

IV. ASPECTS OF PUBLIC POLICY lt£SPONSt TO LOWFR

AND ITS IMPACTS

One of the main purposes of tllesc hearings, I presume,

to discover what public policy respcnses -- if any -- should be

made to declining city populations.
Some aspects of such responses

are discussed below concerning responses at the neighborlt.:

and at the city-wide level.

OPULATION

A. Polley Responses at the tveirhbnrho .1

A fundamental aspect of housing at the no glaborheod level

the Oivergence between Cke
re ef indiridual.

holasing units on the olio hand, and their fragmented ownership on

the other hand. The market value of each housing structure is

gtrengly influenced by the nature awl condition or all the other

structures around it [has, in true because each current and poten-

tidl rotor, o,cornot it
intcrosted in his or her surroundings,

as well as the unit itself. Such interdependence in usually

rceognl in the process of initially - building bonging. A

single developer normally treater, a numlicr of adjoining units or

structures os port of a subdivision planned as a whole. Ilia then

the=n strurlur e
!IOld to-different other's, allci exert indopen-

dont raaaatteal out !,-.11C0 ornetnre. Stich Fragmented owntrghip



reduces the incentive of individual owner to maintain their

properties, especially if they have negative expectations about

the area's future. Since each owner cannot control what his

neighbors will do about maintaining their properties, the rationality

of his (or tier) improving or mz,intaining his own property depends

upon what he expects those neighbors to do. IC be they

have positive feelings about the future of the area, and will

therefore be motivated to maintain their prope-ties, then he inn

motivated to maintain his. His doing so reinforce-1 the optimism

of his neighbors, thereby encouraging them to continuo doing what

he expected them to do in the first place.

But if he believes they have negative expectations, it does

tim to maintain his property. Then he thini,s his neighbors

will fail to maintain their properties, and hie till lone value

Hu, r c rrr =tt it it 1,IA I III II,: it This nettn=

Live belief causes him to 'et pr,-tnerty run dean. His ncighLois

roe his run-down property, go through a similar plocess of reason-

ing and let their properties run domi too -1 Thrf,hy reinforcing

his pessimism. Thus fragmented ownership of properties cause:1

the maintenance ur the area to ( iepend l m ;mvi1y upon the previiiing

cxpuLtatiowi amonl: ploprty abunt how It 'ir nuivithois

will behave, Furthermore, this situation critt :attlity

of expectatione that nvit:hhorhood maintonanuu vula(ri,

to random shocks.

consider an older area uhere I the individual oiw'r!,

maintaining tht-ir plop thus reinforcing tht.ir hasically



positive expectations about the future. Now one absentee

owner fails to maintain his property because of tors totally

unrelated. to the neighborhood an such as lack of personal interest,

or lack of funds, or personal ill =!ss, etc. This creates a blight

on the surrounding homes that puts a few negative thoughts into

the minds of their owners. If two or three such neglectful

owners let their properties run down, the area may begin looking

seedy enough to cause some potential buyers to shift thrilr demand

somewhere else. If that causes more existing owners to become

Pessimistic about the area's future, they may atop maintaining

their, properties too -- thus launching a downward spiral that

in reality, totally unnecessary.

This behavior pattern is important in ' aside] p the

imphct of population decline. Such decline reduces the demand

foi hciLiing wl_tV,a certain neighbovilonds, !fence some bnit::. there

remain vacant, and their owners may fail to maintait them. This

may cause a cycle of negative expectations to start along the lines

IA 49. 1 shove. The result can he the dotorioratinu and eventual

abandonmont of many housing unit; that were initially in good

condition and could have kept on providing decent shelter for

years. lint there is no collective mechanism for rationalll

trithdrawing some _units from t:41
whijelTeservint_the rest 7-

imilar to the mechanism for creating units collectively in the

first 1221_ In fact, the movement towards stronger neighborhood

nrgnnizationn in doclining areas can he seen ar, au uttcmpt to

exert collective control over the entire marLe't in recogni 1 On
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of the basic interdependence of jocnpt rtie s th._ e of

their 1_!)1 _ ownership. We need various forms of t

"neighbo rhood management" to allow for it reduction in drnsity in

large cities -- which means a-withdrawal of many exi5ting units

from use WithOtit "contagion" effects that destroy adjoining

units still in good condition. Strong neighborhood organi7.htions

that force absentee owners to maintain their properties '.rough

code enforcement represent one means of accomplishing thi s. But

we need .to develop still more powerful legal tool g actually

taking over and managing or demolishing pro er

owner= will not maintain them.

Another imp -ta.it aspect of falling= tion areas is the

inability of man) poor households there to pay for t'd nets

dwellings without snnndinn inordinately high fractions )f it

income for homing -- if then. Today, most of the nation's

housing problems do not stem froh physically !weitioy

units, but from the high cost of adquate ,.nit:: in re/at the

incomes of their occupants and from undesiranle neighbo.hood

conditions. Whenever any low:status neighborh000d struggles to

up-grade itself, it is coofroated try the inability of many of its

residents to pay enough for housing to lir.intain "decent"

Either they must occupy suh-staadard mitts, or they mitOt pay

lunge fractions of their siestas for dpcuni units, or they most

move somewhere eine, or they Ptilit receive some type of subsidy

to close the "gap" between that they can ri3O!;onnhly afford and

i unit, lhw.e are oily ,11CIAta iyoathe minilimm cost of a
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Up to now, our society` has not been willing to provide sufficiently

large total subsidies to close this "housing poverty gap" for

anywhere near all the households who experience it. Until we are,

some combination of the other three alternatives mentioned above

must be used to cope with this "gap."

A final aspect of the impact of falling population upon

housing in older cities concerns the difficulty of coping with

this condition at the neighbo:hood level, since it stems from

metroptlitaa-area-Wide forces. Nearly every large city contains

some specific neighborhood considered to be its iowest-status area.

In some cities, this area is a heavily -abandoned disastu/; in

Others, it is still in fairly good condition. But in any case, if

no public intervention shapes market forces, the vacancies in

the overall housing inventory cauce. by failing hoL,Ing demand

within the city usually "tric -down" to this lowest- status area

eventually. Those por- -tint. and ergni7.ations ticking to up grade

such an area are fighting force: generated fa beyond the boundaries

of this nei

if not itvo

a city wide housing strategy.

)rhood itself. It is often 0,-,traordinary difficult,

t resorting to

Policy Responses at the city-Ulan Teyl

When the shift of households and jobs to the suburbs or

other regions'has caused a net drop in housing demand within a

large city, thtttt 1 0) in dc:Iond law;t ONI)U itnVli somewhere in

the- city's housing marLet. this clod:, Pot arcrarily occur when

6I) 16;;c. 12:".)Jj.ip; hot It din 17 Vhu0 city b-ar, a Het-
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decline in number of households (this distini

earlier above). If the number of housing uni

en - d'scussed

city's

inventory remains unchanged but total demand falls, the markk

value of at least some units therein must decline (relative to

the average value). 11ow should the city absorb that decline.

in market value? To allow the market values of all housing in

the city to fall a little hit may seem the ideal response, but

it is difficult to accomplish, As noted above, if no public

intervention in the market occurs, vacancies tend to "trickle-

down" to the lowest-status neighborhood, causing a concentratioi

of value-declines there. Letting thin happen can be considered

a focussed market weakness strategy. It focuses the weakness

in Shot area, llowing property values elsowLere to continue -rising;

(or to remain stable in non-inflationary periods)

The basic problem is an over-supply of existing housing u

so on= way to cope with this problem is to remove enoull units

from the inventory to allow the matt values of those which are

_ remain ntahle or rise_ That ownor or the demolished

units hear the brunt of th dec!ine in demand. In the focussed

market weakness strategy, those units are located in the loweSt=

status neighborhood (or neighborhoods). The worst units in that

area tied l remain vacant hecatrnc of lower total housing demand.

If nothing is done about them, their vacancy stay begin to "contami-

nate" surrounding units that are still in good condition. ltcttce

if tier_ City government adopt a !octaned market weaues!, approach

as an explicit str it ,ihoul quialy itleltify tutu likely
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to remain vacant for long periods, and have those unit: demolished

to reduce the total inventory.

This strategy probably is most appropriate when the lowest

status neighborhoods in the city are in very deteriorated condi-

tion, and contain many abandoned structures. Then it may he

almost .impossible to "revive" these neighborhoods under any likely

circumstances, given the limited redevelopment resources available

to every city. Although adequate public services should be

maintained theee, and ull available help given to the residents

in terms of social t,.orvices and employment aids, it mar he `wasteful

of scarce physical development resources to try to up-grade such

areas physically. Rather, their re (dente; could be helped to wove

ad Lit 1:111(1 111-1,11!.:111)- ,-2rT out for e.,//11.1,ni

re = cycli g slater.

A very different moans of coping housing demand

appropriate when the city has no areas plagued by ketch

advanced loration. Then it may be desirable to adopt a

nnirol tratvgy. This tns removing a few tin

frets the inventory in many different neighhorhoodtt, so on one

area experiences any decline in property values. The total

reduction in inventory should be enough in offnel the total drop

in demand: but its impacts old be wi 'ty dispersed. Tice city

of Akren, Ohio, apriears to be adopting this approach with som,2

success. it has caused removal or many bouiiug -nits Formerly

located iii convertet1 garagon hornet; frontinp, on reiidontial

streets Removal of these 'cAtrd" lc avt,z; tan homes, and

the le,,idential pi-tom?! hit VV`



producing any appearance. of excessive vacancy. This strategy is

probably only :feasible if there is a reasonably strong Market

demand for the.housing in nearly every part of the city, with nu

neighuarhoods labelled by the. market as "bad" or "undesirable."

This situation prevails in many newer Southern and Western cities,

but not in all large older Northeastern orl6lidwestern cities:. In

the 1altlte_7, it is difficult to "steer" doming for housing initially

. focussed upon better-condition areas into highly-deteriorated

areas ih order tc disperse the impacts of lower total demand.

Two other strategic responses to lower total housing demand

within a city. can he conceived of.' One being widely practiced

today I call the rhetorical revival tylra;t_aK. It involves either

outright denial that there 65 been, or will be any drop in housing

demand within the city, or admission that such a drop has occurred,

but assert ca that it will bp countered by "attracting more house-

holds back into the city." Those who practice this strategy recog-

nize no need to reace the city's housing inventory to prevent

falling property values for the naits that remain. In largo

older cities experiencing rapid dclinps in population, f believe

this strategy is sheer wishful thinking that prevents city officials

from adopting effective responses. But in some cities with no

really severe deterioration, there the number of households is

still rising ew!ll though population is falling, this strategy

cou10 be appropriate.



Furthermore, this strategy allows local sfficals to deny

that the city is de_lining in any significant way. Making such

denials is almost irresistible ever long after real decline

begids, because local officials do not want to generate "self-

fulfilling prophecies" by admitting that deck is already

occurrirm Hence there is normally a significant lag between

the t=me-that housint-demand within a city actually begins to

fall, and the time that local officials will admit this has

hfpneaea, During this gsn," there is sii;ficinat vacertaitty

-ebout whether a decline has ")egun: or whether it might be reversed

if it has cl,arly begun, so that rational officials are motivated

to deny it existence. They hope that such "official optimism"

will keep property owners thole from developing the type of

negative It-pectations described above. 71-1t their denials may also'

cause them to ignore need to,cope with the decline in demand

untii-Jong after it is unlerway. This can allow deterioration

to start and become seri us in certain areas befo-o the city

government tries to stop it

ThefinaL strategy for dealing with lot T ltou.ine demand in

a can be called the focussed market_ strentlt strate_gt. In

apnroath, public officials concentrate upon bolstering

housing 'demand in certain arcriN whom it appears strong, or

exhibited only marginal viaknos. They allow market weaknesses

i exist wherever else in the city they "spontaneously" appear.

This approach may be consistent with a tocussed market weabness

strategy -- so both ,an he adopted at the 1:Nlat! tir.. Thhis

Stitogy hos several advantages: it burds upon strength,
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which provides a visibly effective use of resources (whereas try in

to cope with neakness rarely (1005 50); (7) it allows public offi-

cials to concentrate their the upon the positive advantages

of the city rather than its weaknesses, hence bolstering general

expectations about the city's future; and (3) it avoids forcing

public officials to explicitly single out those areas they tir(.°

going to neglect thus arousing a storm of protest from the

residents there, In reality, this strategy does' neglect areas

where weakened housing demand ''spontaneously" concentrates

-thus allowing them to deteriorate, as discussed earlier, llewever,

since elected officials do not mention this, they arc somewhat

protected from the most difficult political impacts of an explicit

focussed market weakness strategy.

In considering which of these strategies should he adopted

in a particular city, it is important to Measure the total amount

of resources available for physically up-grading deteriorated

areas -- including both public-sector and private-sector resources --

against the total cost of up -grading those areas. In cities where

deteriorat. ietn has not become isignificant, total ccaUtircoe available

may he sufficient to restore -ad maintain all the property in

the city% Such a city may have a chance to make the rhetorical

,revival straLva work by attracting enough households back into

it to offset any declines in housing demand that have occurred.

Citie where a decline in housing demand ha': clearly begun,

but that also have little ioration and no "terrible"

neighhoihoods, can consider a spread-oni thinning .strategy. They

can Iry Le ornxt declining demand by roHnvinE tin t front the
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inventory in many locations scattered enough to avoid stigma-

titing any one neighborhood. That should be combined with

using public resources to strengthen those neighborhoods where

deterioration is just beginning.

But cities where major deterioration is already evident

i.n one or several neighborhoods, and where total resources are

clearly inadequate to fully restore all those areas, cannot use

the above strategies effectively. In my opinion, they are almost

compelled to use either o focussed market strength strategy, or

a focussed market weakness strategy, or both combined.

In all'cases, it Is imperative for public officials to

attract as much private capital into their strategy as they can.

This means involving both the owners of existing properties and

the operators of local financial institutions -- as well as

neighborhood organizations and residents in the areas concerned --

in the selection, design_, and operation of appropriate strate-

gies. Private capital is much easier to attract into areas wBere

deterioration is not advanced, and expectations are still optimis-

tic, than areas sufferir, frm.. opposite conditions. But soMb

private capital can even be attracted into the worst areas if

appropriate

funds.

tre developed mid financed with public

V. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The following policy irp

the factors -iliscussbd above:

catiowl can be drown from all of
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1. Population declines in many large cities are part of

a long - range decentralization process that isimproving the hous-

ing, work-places, and neighborhood environments of millions

of Ameritans perhaps_even a majority of metropolitan-area

residents. Therefore, public policy should not aim at stopping

or reversing this process as a whole. Rather it should try to

offsetg4endesirable consequence's of this process, and remedy

injustices arising from it. This means that a "total city revival

strategy" aimed at restoring all large cities to their past peak

populations is undesirable, as well as impractidal.

2. Most public_policies should focus on neigkbor.-coedS or

other sub-city spatial units (such as downtown areas or industrial

districts) fs the appropriate scales lot acticl, rather than

entire cities -- since market forces act at the sub-city rather than

the city-wide scale. True, certain fiscal and other policies Mist

deal with entire c!ties. , But 'anrd= like "decline" vnd "revival"

or "development" really should he applied to tl.ase smaller geo-

graphic entities, rather than-entire cities, if we want to avoid

false perceptions of what is realty happening. This approach

also allows using several different strategies simftaneously

within a !-ingle city such as trying to help some neighherboods

"revive " .while also trying to help others in the same city colt

with much lower housing demon(L

3. Public policies should help strengthen non-economic

linkage, within individual neighborhoods in large cities, and

support the development of strong bail erganizations there, in

order to encourage group-c.elidarity up-grading =- as long ;it no
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unfair exclusionay practices occur. This means the direct

encouragement of neighborhood action advocated by the Administra-

tion's national urban policy is highly desirable.

4. It is clear that local governments in many large, declin-

ing cities are bearing a disproportionate share of the fiscal

costs of-dealing with the nation's poor and unemployed. It iq

appropriate for the federal government to compensate,them by

targeting certain forms of fiscal assistance to those cities

where such burdens are heaviest. This is already being done to

some extent, and should be continued in both existing programs

and the Administration's national urban policy proposals.

We need new mechanisms for neighborhood management so as

to allow effective withdrawal of the worst condition housing

units from the inventory without undesirable "contamination"

of surrounding units-that can continue to providc adequato

shelter. The Department. of Uonsing and Urban Development should

encourage innovation and demonstrations of such "collective

control" mechanisms. Cities Cdr, also develop their two experi-

mental versions using community Nvulopm,:nt Grant Fonda.

Strong neighborhood organizations can be the initial vehicles

for such new managemont nplivoaches,

G. Urban conditions in Amaricon t.il lv appear in ae immanso

diversity or forms and combinations; it i5

notional till,PT1 rnliEir5 diECYOriedTV!TOnnOS t

conditions largely determined at the local itvel. Hence rich

city, and in stnl c.il l ertcll Netglthmliocla, r.untIl,1 t hijost!, 11.5
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strategy coping with its problems. This means federal aids

should be packaged in block grants or similar forms allowing

maximum local discretion, rather-than in.categotical programs.

The Administration's prcposednatippal urban policy advances

several new categorical programs rather than strengthening the

block grant approach. If these new programs are conceived of o

as initial steps to get new ideas launched, and will later be

folded into block grants, that may be desirable. But it would be

undesirable for then is be retained as permanent eategoiAcal

programs.

7. Because additional suburban housing; construction is

undermining demand for adequate-quality older units in many large

it is probably true that households who move into new

suburban units are not bearing the full social costs or their

moves, According to economic welfare theory, aA extra tax should

he placed upon use of new suburban units to diszourage. their

occupancy in such situations, and to provide funds compensating

the governments and property owners in the cities they are 1ean.ng

behind. for example, if a federal huilding-permit tak of $100

per new suburban unit permitted were levied across the natiti:t,

that would have raiscd about SW mi llion in 1977 (if it .did not

depress new suburban housing starts), which could then have berm

used to finance rehabilitation and demolition activities 3n large

cities crepalienciug pepeIntion ,,ectine A ta?: 1.i, enoelth to

realty discourage subna,_n buildia _ay, $1,000 per unit
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would raise even more revenue " say, $7.50 million if it had dropped

new suburban starts from about 1.0 million in 1977 to 0.79

million.- However, this type of tax should be levied only in

those metropolitan areas where suburban growth is in fact under-

mining the older inventory rather than meeting pressing needs

for population growth, Moreover, Calculating what such a tax

should La, and where it should be applied,, Sr well as getting

it politically accepted by Congress and the aationo are probably

not feasible tasks at present (if ever,. Nevertheless, this

Situation provides added justification for two other policies:

(1) encouraging states to have suburban jurisdictions share their

property-tax and other locally-generated revenues with central=

city governments in some way including intra-state revenue

sharing; and (?) using federal income taxes, which fall dis-

proportionally on higher-income households (tim e most likely to

occupy new housing units, to provide targeted fiscal aids to

central-city govekulments wilb high, incidences of housing abandon-

ment.

9. In view of the powerful 7-elation hips between suburban

and central-city housing markets, it would he desirable to

analyze what s happening arid likely to happen in both those

markets, and how these events will affect abandonment, up-grading

and other key aspects of both, within each metropolitan area each

year or at least race every st :end years. In most such areas,

there is no area-wide government to porforn such an analysis.
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However; there is usually a regional planning organization,

funded in part by federal money. Such organizations 'ire already

required by the Department of Housing and Urban Development to

prepare housing elements in their basic plans, but. these housing.

elements are not required to examine the relationship between

suburban housing construction and inner-city abandonment and

decay (insofar as I know). Analyzing this relatioship should be

a required part 'of every such plan, Furthermore, HUD and the

Census Bureau,should provide more current information on key

statistics useful in carrying out such analyses (such as the

extent of abandonment in decaying portions of large cities),

The resulting studies would be useful in the development and

execution of state housing and urban development strategies, such

as those being worked out in California and Massachusetts.



Household Changes and Housing Construction in SMSAs with too Largest Declines in Population, 197077

Metropolitan

Population
Change

1970-1975

Estimated Ratio: :Percent 7
household new t of new
change New , : housing : housins, : Central city

1970-1975 housing : units/ : units population
units : added : built : loss,

.... ;

authorized : house- : in : 1170-1975umber : Percent : NUIlbeiT-: 1970-1975 holds : suburbs .,ercent

New York -412,627 -4.1 16,600 +0,5 195,921 11.745 41.2

Clevelnd -97,004 -4.7 -571 -0,0 49,794. ., 87.8'
Pittsburgh -79,138 -3.3 11,009 +1.4 46,781 4.249 90.8
Newark -58,443 -2.8 12,622 +1.9 , 29,797 2,361 91.5

Los Angeles - 55,082 -0.8 134,225 +5.6 204,454 1.523 63.3 .4

S. Louis -44,342 -1.8 35,413 +4.6 71.056 2.007 95:5 -15.6
Jersey City -30,320 -5.0 -773 -0.4 9.194 ., 77.2 -6.9
Buffalo -22,363 -1.6 13,833 +3.1 34,009 2.459 93.7 -12,1

Seattle 717,859 -1.2 24,738 +5.1 1. :41.564 .1.680 814 -8.9

Philadelphia -17,109 -0.4 71,207 +4,5 141,328 1.985 85.8 -6.8

Dayton -16,623 -2=0 12,133 +4.4 36,898 '3,041 93.1 -15.6

Columbus, GA. -16,541 -6.9 -380 -0.5 9,52E 23.0 -4.2

Akron -12,082 10,117 +4,6 22,734 2.247 77.6 -8.4

Paterson -8,350 4,478 +2.9 10,125 .3.734 86.8 -6.2

Utica -6,431 3,218 +2.9 4,674 1.452 46.1 N.A.
TOTAL -894,514 -2.4 347,999 +2.9 914,464 :2.628 71.8 o
Total excludin -481,887 -1.8 331,319 +3.7 718.543 2.169 80.1New York



Household Changes and Housing constructio 14 5M5As with the Largest Gains in Population, 1970-1975

Metropolitan
area

Houston

Orange County

Tampa

Phoenix

Ft. Lauderdale

San Diago

Atlanta

Denver

Miami

Dallas-Ft. Worth

Orlando

Washington

San Jose

West Palm 9eaeh

Total

Population
change

1970-1975

Estimated
household
change,
1970-1975

Number ; Percent Number : Pet_

286,931 14.3 144,061 22.3

278,433 19.6 131,244 27.3

259,128 23.8 114,043 32.4

250,186 25.8 :111,240 33.9

228,090 36.8 92,812 46.-2

226,729 16.7 111,259 24.2

194,611 12.2 103,073 20.0

173,773 14.0 89,623 21.4

171,689 13.5 87,801 21.4

'149,601 6.3 105,015 13.6

129,394 28.5 54,925 37.4

111,690 3.8 103,822 11.0

108,858 10.2 62,461 17.4

106,458 30.5 44,653 39.5

2,675,571 14.3 1,356,032 22,l

271

: Ratio: : Percent
new : of new

: housing : housing Central citl
ng : units/ units ; population

units added : built : change,
: authorized : house- : in : 1970-1975,
; 1979-1975 I holds : suburbs percent

117,595

138,683 1.057

152,199 1.335

144,278 1.297,

166,483 1.794

141,645 1.273

161,074 . 1,563

.141,975 1.584

153,707 1.751

'06,648 '1.301

74,496

160,938

73,806

0.816,

1.550

1.182

.912

23.5

80.8

70.7'

57.3

86.4

58.7

89.1

78.0

84.0

62.4

N.A.

16.2.

0.7

14.3

9.3

11.0

-12.2

.-5.8

9.0

-5.3

.2 14.1

95.9 -5.9

44.9 24.6

87.0 N.A.

1,648,973 1.364 75.5
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110BLEM AI D TUE EVIDENCE

Numerous empirical studies have documented the shift in population and

economic activity from the northeastern and Midwestern industrial regions,

but the relationship between the declining economies and the fiscal health

of their state and local governments has 1-16t been given adequate attention.

Perhaps it is because the relationship between the economy and the file

is no di -J to formulate and because state and local governments

have no little control over the performance of the state/local economy

that policy analysts have turned in other directions to grapple with

fiscal problems. There is probably no more glaring example of this

misunderstanding than the proposed solutions to the fiscal problems of

the New York City government. Indeed, at leant in the early stages,

moth more attention was focused on the-tinancial management issues which

surrounded the New York City and State near financial disasters than on

the fiscal implications of the economic decEne which was taking place.

As a result, it is no gteat surprise that remedial management policies

have done little to deal with the city's long-term fiscal problems.

In analysing the linkage between regionat shifts in economic

activity and state and local government finances In the growing and
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declining regions of the United States, l would begin by proposing that

regional shifts in population and employment are not uns:esirable pa se

and therefore should not be the object of remedial public policy. Nor is

a trend toward interregional Income equality or a 6,rowiog homogeneity in

the provision of public services acroaa geographic areas detrimental to

the public welfare. What is harmful .:bout regional shits and what ought

to be at the center of concern about public policy to dual with such

shifts, are the effects on unemployment, poverty, and the fiscal position

of state and local governments. In a sense all three c these-concerns can

be translated Into a more general concern for the distr 'otion of incOne=3

more specifically, to a concern for the share of pArchasing power or public

services accruing to low income families. In tEis context, the problems

of declinethose faced by the industrial Northeast and Midwestwould

appear more difficult to resolve than the problems o -nwth-7those exper-

ienced by the Southern tier states. Certainly there are migration barrier;

which would eaus0 one to expect a holding o ,tle job t in central cities

in declining regions and there nre ins'itut onal harr vs which would

cause one to expect a worsening fiscal posit'..on for juisilictions in the

declining region. Thin is not to say thht there are sec severe fiscal and

poverty problems n the Southern region, but rather, cc say that the ad-

justment probleae associated with regional shifts are likely to be more

severe in the Northeast.

In earlier work I have argued sttai:;htrorward thesis.

1-
Th"e Effects of Regional Shifts In Population 11.1 F;entuomic Activity on

the Finances of State and local Covernments: e___1,,uS for ic Policy,"

In Regionalnovelopment, (University of Texan Press. I tqhcomin4)



service demands did net decline as rapid taiable capacities and paid ,allj

because there were fefoidable barriers to cuttigb rudJlic service costs

(unions and inflation). The result is a narrowino of public civic cycle

of a nationwide basis, by a hb-isr iax burdem on the declimino I on ann a nap

lbaited ability of governments tu deal with public servicing needs in that

rogion. Noroover, theme is a real possibility that tievern.acerSs in the

decliaing region will adjust by cutting social services (ixpenditores and

service delivery csaloyeesi In 1), a case, the lcii IIC'IC faacilies in the

declining sector may suffer disprojartionately during the period of decline.

The fiscal implications of a deteriorating econcAic base for a state

which has a highly developed public o.cetnr ere igricularly ser'nus b-couic

of the difficulties of downward expenditure adjustrent. ;his ill I1 1 111-

troLed by the New York State cast,. till IL ter: I a 1l. in New York, while

not adeiivate by absolute standarl . in every area, ire 'supported by a high

CkA's; I0IIl roluLeI cc6 cwit.ro idblt Pluch

less reversible; heocc thy tdcu nr C CIC d,:101, it

LW!, Lire ciiihJ,J, in spending can easily ta arrest 1. io the extent riuch of

the 12:-'1107r; 1110 101 ;: c ii ` t.)
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c In tit, S,,,t In, and boc II in-: i V.- 0,11 r.t7tIre,tt and

r.- ,r-r r pt.t t. .111: ti ,,:ttI ttn rbn 1:01 b,111

Tt ;

1 Adv i-mry Co i inn inn Int ,n :11 h-1.11 inn,,
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EeVinnIC5 1-03,1 0.'11

5nnrCOn

Percent Tnt;ccan in

47.0 S2.0 29.0 !-4.0 V0.9 3E-..5

F"I 40.0 44.2 -1.5 4',I.4 61.2 31;.6

PLrucn: Inclrn,.. in

1.7 1,9 1.0 1_1 1.3 1

r l

yvtc(nu

1,.2 f-.1 0,6 74_3 20.3 -/.0

KT,o1aLion 5.6 3.6 0.2 7-1 .1 4_5



Iict. F.VOU ip tho !, 1..,,-r total c;74-,,,Iont inucval.od try

ii i'VrEO!= in t1uifrI ut rhil 011,. the North

coiid ..--P-flAtiorsdn Pr!!,-. 1, about the no:10 p,.recnt;1:0 in bOth TuOwr..

tofu .

tolatiohnhii, hiqv,hn the grnwrh in pud,lic In thy tvo

rut-furl n tho chpa ity ti finhhho thht Ihe Tlohatihot far

u-Apoodithlo in,r,ah, . in tho tzvo if-h-. arc ;LI lea..t flit hilly fur ho

round oh the hhpply hidc. I.c. in rut ivvvi rut

public vryluy,, iho tatv of pay-,11 por cmployeo

vas highot in thv Ntth,In than in the Nou!hrth htofu.. cur ulu 19.62 -72.

1'1-101 thin 1,-cpitt !lit` fdtt !ha' th, .cf f

in ro7thhrn nits wan ducltnihlt. by perid, rho tutu of

Inctraho in 1.4:1, In the Nhrth had fallon that to thu

Nvoth. Tho mu u. uu.u. inct,ono nhholYcd dn. ;l-u porl t:-oh;

to thy/-u,t ttu tiv.o.f, 0 it 1110-,c, pat. ul



tinolnrly ioportant to gepdrate the figtal prohlemg and p. 1 ic service

deficicacirrs vhich are prinactly att o lou IE02,7W

Southern prublom.

The lii dilen-da faced by goveral of the deolinilht gftatog in the

Northeaat in thdt their public geator ha5 hoc/tiled ovordevoToped re)a-

tivn to financial copactiv. a cult, tatt hoidnnu are tinniOitt to

be too hip,h, there i5 little addition-it public rt. 10 1--,2 devoted to

vhat arc thouOIL Li Lerioug i cy fI tlati Dud

ponsion co..dxiittidentg ir.ihh, union mven ii,a deralodu wi.11

parallel colit-of-living i4icrem,an, ano, Lhord ,-;e071, U it ri Mtot

term reveraal exidt:n8 economic titelddit To he. Imre, tlytg pattnrn

doer; oot fit all gtatte and londl p,overo7deota in tho Noctliongtetn and

MidwoNtern regiong, and likely decgrihed ntedie Southern rgetropoltt.m

rirrri gOVernr, Out Lho pat rro Pnida co hr-id for cliMy '''vortilnocii!d

Ii the Northern Tier, and tend!: not cc hold 1, :c ill ter 11011711UVII

The gtfatoilien for tiodl ion ulth tcir-c fl r d would

sew to Ind of fOtIC t ypf!!]= rcvc_t,r-1 (.f ii cc c.,.,;1+! 1 I is C.(. s h Litt

tilt, CVOc rat r ! I ; 1,!fs and tilt, I It-, ,;1.1' 1101 i, It 1'011



notate bast available to support that public sector,

An nit lit trategy would be to taby no action to mor'ytt the

fiscal problenn of governments in tho declining rylion. llte argument

would sa thor rarhot arse are already uslotody wblch ore correctin

regional disparities la income, cloploynent 5nd populatiaton; ond that

Lion regional disparities in public service levels oirn rbrould rorrow.

Eventually, an the resourco base continues to prow slowly-, the publio

sector in Limo Nertheost will aloo esow slooly Thy prolall-a with this

/1ne of roottonino 15 that rhrinhoee In the eublle nector in the North-

coot will Illtmly mein to0 f men levels in Olory areon whore

expendtturer ore greateut health edutotlen and will-re.

may imply that much of Urn painful burden ot the trate:trio, ro o )000r

level of ph ii: 1.-ervices- till by borne by lover Incowe. cosident In

the declfeing ryttiono.

Civen these strati,: tno, thery would syym to bo five policy Ctroc-

ttras root,: cut sorvireti, raise taxer, Sun nit- prodoccivity, in-

en se fedyrol assirtancy, or improvy the local esonony. The firs=

ihrc(! arm ttPliono for mat and govern-oat action while the in

two yugulte ft-dot-al attisa.

2L'o



clearly ro. m for improved monagemunt ar rho local tovent level,

lariw sr,vins (relatiye to projeetej deficits) from imereosed produc

tivity Li the p b1I i tL,ister is not a reolisfie expectation.'

il,,v1k1 1:116i be inzrcasui rh .0 '..uttht increa ln the

,=et:t,, tax rate. Mc argemeet otoinst this is 'rho possible retarding

olfect on economic developmsnt. Statu and local govecnount rovenne

effort fn tl,e Northeastern ond Midwestern regions is already high

reloti,e to th:! Orinth, a difference that would reinforce the ortomunt

to lowve rather than ttine taxeg tor competitive reasons. Untie

.limo pattern certainly does not hold for all states in the declining

region -- Connecticut oid Ohio have res'enee efforts among the lowest

in the United Orates -- It fits many of the large Industrial ntates.

Service level rednctioni are the root lifqy resolt of tikes

fiscal problems. While there will continue to Iv absolute cutbacks

In sow- areas and redactions in the eope of somo services, this

ill mostly taie the fair of Hjviren no elnInhing to accommodate

increasing 0001, aid incruaing nni! pot ,r ptuvf:Jon. Thin duce. not

mean that 0:.Teohtt0rel: t,il) drclInt locruoninf, vazen and benefits

can drive tip expenditures he a ninifietni amuunt, without v0t5tng

nerviev luvel!i,



fiscal nituation in central citien could b, tlartily improved. History

han not nhown tht5 tO be a viable alteinatiee in the Norehern ludutrial

rtaten.

Federal Option!,

The federal governm Foul reane tbe flow of aid to the titate

to prop up the public f,oCL- tiering this poried of decline. A program

of inereaned ail during a trarnition period in rhich the :!tale non . dit

to balance it!, long-term spending e-.!ipectotioith wi th it likely tutu

economic growth iwould be a van, proz:rati. On the nilci lan, federal

grantn to iTt'!ntain an oeerdeveloped public iiecl_or would prolong

the period of continuing annual floral crinin.

Mery are a norther of federal pelicico which might be undertaken

during the fincal adjunttlent peCi. !--that period when the publin rector

in the North in nOViny, Lo 1 lower lovol, vh,ch in co!.!!aen!Juroto with it,

tapa .ty to !Inanr.Q. One v1,MOn of snit! program nil be an vnpannion

of the tacKet,d local aid pcor.faw, iv.. ouotetcveltcal revenue f.harle.

pat!! perh,p!! the io.pe!r.int in:itedl-at of a rtfc.vt, would lit a

11(Oloc 1, ! of federal finAa,in of puhlic. voloo. The rinn,val of

sub!it:o nhare of Wolf-aro co!;tn liv ile! ttcct inine tLat,. in the

UOrthoasL vooLd I I on !'ob:;tAitTlal ro,:ourcr (-Or other 1_17t. The



A similar position might be taken 'onal develop-

ment subsidies. 'they only prolong the period or transition to a lower,

but stable level of ctiv.1ty. The longer the period of this transition,

the g uncertainty with respect to business investment, and

the greater din chance for a nnowbal/lag effect or the decline.

An often discussed apmroach to dealing with the problems of

cline is the creation of a Degional Energy and Development Corpo--tioe that

rolld finAnro eiE al develonmenc nroiects using 1ed01

teed taxable bonds, It is hoped that such an activity wuuld accelerate

development of Eastern coal and result in substantial job generation.

if regiona, subsIdies worked, they could have it strong 1 aitivo effect

On the finances of governments in the d _ ling region. re. are two

COWNIEf 110WevOr yell to thn pat _serially favorable gote-Tmental fi-

Hance uffrels. t1 is that the fiscal problems in eclining re-

gion its very much Aw ii- .r1, pc"bi,-, of LtiL ciA,fral cffic!; in Oa

regions. HisteTically, these cities have nut always shared in thl

economic gr_oatln of the region, and therefore it is not clear how murh

their ftr.1. positions vould improve in the event the regin

slowed A c .rd, and tO]alit

1 shirts

in that the states 1 e tier dc!-



with respect to tegionil subsidies Is whether or not

not Improvement in private not or OU.5)0M1r dClivity.

A retated issue Is whether National
Urban roliey viil he focused on

urban revitalization (i.o., trying to revere tbo p.:,pulahion decline and

to hold tho maoufacturing nenInr
in ,the cit)') or on facilitaing fincut

adjustments to popul.',!los and nconortic
While the uhtional recovery

of the pant three piav: hiri improved
rho Lineal position .er oven the most

dintresned 2ities, it is elini that theo pition more di Trop,trionately

to trot 010 recovery. Thongh the Administration's now program it not

specific on an economic dhvelopmrst
sIvaiegy for urban arran, tiro tone of

the progrdm sentn a rovitaligatios ap,,roaeb. Too little attention 55

10 havobera paid thy posnihility of in Vrderal policy to OffNiNr 10Cal

gidivrrEnVnt in declining AI--, n in rhihinc, ihhlustm,uts C .,-ing the transition

period. Indeed the ArV no,,, inycfol nip ii Qvan for the monL dintresned

r 1E ion ropuim:.io

costs nor) infrdntrocture requivrments; 111, Utivr,fr er1515, housing twits,

amid Praporfmai of Nlor.f.N All catipl,n apparently increase

the relltive attractiNo.00i '. of rrnlial Ii' riv.ideui Lai location; and even

tIm iil55 In towlfaciurInn Ichs
rodurin. 11, in and ictrantivirfere needs.

positive treads. Increased t....pecing to improve Won,: service Ion' 1i In

hardship e(tip IN one iriportini Ii vd or reisforermant. it grant system

that nulwildizes capital ntom*
maintenan;:e an 111111 An ernansiou 15 another,

and a reCognition that r .my
cities! economic futures art' not best served

by a pro ...Am of subsidy to attract and hold manufacterin,?: activities is a

third, Such a strategy would ..eleutrate
boavily on cumoennotion of tha

declining central Citie5 and their
residents during the ihdiestment ptocess.
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An example ii _ 15 pr._ A can be i in the city of Glen.

New York, A Large chopping mall opened miles from the city b,undaries

in !S75. As a rcculc 5t the new Ailoppinit call, there wa5 A 5ob5tantial abro-

'Ott drop tai retail gales 11a the city. Because real income was increasing

slowly, total sales changed only marginally In the Glenn Falls area,

Tlne tee are A substantial share of sales In the choppiho -_all verc either cahed

by the relocatian of stores from the city, or a5 a result 61 for .,p-pro

now shopping cat the new Facility who preiqOallY PhrchA5cd vOoda the

wntown area. Thia relationship differed from earlier period chin bath

the downtown and other areas were expanding.

Another example of the shift in within the New York ity m,it ropolitan

area, Between 1970 and 1974, retail trade employment find sales (in constant

dollars) in Suffolk County increased by about 20 percent, while they declined

be a siullar p aatage in New York City, Sales gains in Suffolk County and

other outer .. 3411 Qoun Leu in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut wore

offset by losses at the urban core. Since total purclases did not change,

kru to in ong w4S counternaianceo by ik

Recent changes in the national economy explain much of the concern ovor

urban decline and regional shifts in econamic act,.citY. in

II

State residents had 25 percent of the nation i , chic state.,

share was 7 .used substantial y over the next two locades, th , -iblem did not

become acute, since income remained substantially acove the ea nal average.

Income and wealth were (urther reducel as a result if autmieratiou lartng the

lW(Ws. he Problem became -cave at thiA point , I

the P.a..-.in for decline in wne area hi.10 o,;:hgrl .!x0An,1P

State residentl also paid 37 fe

33 -0100- 18 -19

oe 111 t71d,-1 p,r

t

nV



COL maaninyjel, from . POLiC ectioerc chedo in 1-.p- dnnrLy,

and 0114 apeaker, at aeveral -r:ongreosiondl hearinga. dio.aoqed the intorrolat

Mip between urban expdnsion and contrrotten

Tt ia na=o imnortant to recOgnize th4r both ow 6f problema which

ariae and the federal regpone, need to differ. In most Ibitance5 ,with gore

detabte exceptigna) local and irate government have both the legal capability and

economic reloorcea to control gr ni e adver5e economic offectu ansoeiotd

with growth, The capacity of logll davern,.ent to ro,4oce to decliac, however,

considerably more limited.

While it L3 necu=gary to recognid,e that impaeta adoocia -e pith growth

differ in inten=tty from difficoltie9 corm g declining areal, voce growing com-

menitieg, nevertheleag, face Aeripos problem, Several 40cnon proble,o,) ideing

growing lortgdictionP, as well as their reapeng

which follow

L' saint Zegnomic CO=

C.= brieflnoted in idotionu
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oe6 for Additional Services_

A9 it community grows, the need for public Aervices expand =;, For ex4mple,

many s!rmller cmmmunities rely on only part-time'police officers, and depend on

the state or county pollee for major crime problems. Since CCir5ft rates, although

rising in reenr years tend to be low in small Inwn8, it is possible, in the

absence of growth, to manage "thout 24 hour coverage.

Firefighting tends to he a volunteer function in almost all small juris.

dictions and 4 number of large, LOW density suburbs. For example, Fairfax

County. Virginia, with 9 population of over 600 thousand and among the not

affluent in the nation, depends, in pa t. on 4 Volunteer fire department.

As t.:,.latioR density rises, volunteer firefighters have to be replaced by

full= paid personnel to manage fires in highrise buildings.

Smaller jarlsditt ions toy not R.10,04 tertiary or even secondary sewer-

age treatment, Or an elaborate water storage system. Many necessary 5ervices

are provided on 3 volunteer b4lis.

narrow, there is-little need for many of

populated urban area. troth the need

as popul,,tial, 1 godnd.3.

e the Icope of services is generally

Efto .:ervices required in 6 densely

ee and their unit o,t rises

Ito nodose for Public `ser-yict

moct sigrif.c ant fiacal effects 15 that per capita

outlays will rise more rapidly than in tommenitiea with it stable pop -

elation, Tibia meant, for example, that If a courauniny grown from 30 thousand to

150 thousand residents, percapicaouti4ys for 9irtilar A.9EVieg9 will typically.

rise by 10-45 percent. Differences in 0001 are attributable to several factors

such an higher average wages for. municipal employees and diseconomies in pro=

viding public services. Differences to per capita outlays as aSunettOu of
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1,pulation art shown in T4ble 1 ,
Police au-la are over

groat in cities with one million d
dents compared to small

Among services shown,
the only outlay which

is gret er in small cities is

sewerage treatment,
since Otero are some scale ecor,mits where

large central treatment

facilities are required.

x 5eleetad aervicro

As shown in Table 2,
the rise in outlays for public In fdar rapidly

growing urban counties
has been substantially more

rapid than the rise in all

large urban counties
between 1972 and 1976

The most rapid increases are for.

capitaL outlays to expand the infrastructure,
police outlays _ offset higher

crime, read maintenance and tire protection.
For example, capital outlays

leereasod by 1L6 percent,
police protection 125 percent

and highways 101 per-

cent, or 233 times an
fast as other urban counties.

We have alt been 4ble
Co OC=OnAtrAhA A strong positive correlation betwe n

1/

,
population growth and the rise in crime rates.

This mean,. that 45 a community

2./

grows, one can
anticipate a rapid rise in _rimes per capita.

One observed pattern is
that growing areas attract

a d

number of householdS
with school age children,

Older cities typically have

had a sharper loss in
enrollment compared to population .

Now York City is

one of the two
exceptions, probably because

illegal immigrant: are :ending their

children to public schools. The more typical pattern
is observed in thissAh

Westchester, and Erie Counties,
New York (set Table 3 ), In these areas, school

enrollment has decreased more
rapidly compared to population decline.

I/ gee Thomas Mu11gr and
George Peterson, Fi, =.ca1 and

Urban Institute.

2/ For a discussion, see
Thomas Muller, Service

Costs in the Declining city,

prepared for the U.S. houhe of
IlhobosehhtiVot Fhh-CommiChca on the City. Wove 1977



Table 1

PER CAPITA OUTLAYS FOR CITY SERVICES BY P0`11111T1ON SIZE

1976

Function

t

and over 500-99

Population Size
(thousands)

-499 50-99 less than 50
1 million/
50,000

ce Protection $87 $65 $42 $37 $28

Fire Protection 35 33 31 27 15 2.3

Sewerage 7 12 10 9 10 0.7

Financial Admt 9 9 7 1.8

General Control 19 9 9 2.1

Sanitation (other
than sewerage) 27 16 13 11 10

Public Buildings 8 r, 4 4 3 2.7

Total $192 $159 :$118 $103 $80

Source: Bureau of ti e Census, City Government Finances

0 11



Table 2

PER CAPITA OUTLAYS
CROWING URBAN COUNTIES

Phoenix Orlando

(1llicopn County) (Orange County)

Ille

County) .F llr ach

1972 1976 1972 1976 1976 1972 1976

Total Outlays $524 $773 395 644 391 642 340 568

Capital Outlays 107 160 68 100 )0 141 32 137

Education 215 183 230 315 236 188 275

Police Protection 29 49 54 0 40 1/ 33

Fire Protection 11 16 9 27 25 4 13"

Highway 24 32 13 *.0
40 18

Percent ncrease 1972
(Per Capita)

Four Gro _ , 4.11 L. ge

Urban Countxes Urban c-,.'!ntNa

Tornl Outlays 59.87, 43.17,

Capital Outlays
109.3 24.5

Police
109.5 48.4

Fire
I75.1' 41.7

Highways
103.9 34.4

Bureau of r.ensus Local Government Finances_



Table 3

SCHOOL ENROLIZMNI IIN SELECTED AREAS OF NEW YORE
1970 -1976

New York C ity

1970 1976

(in thousands)

1113.8 1096.5

% Enrollment
Change

e%

2 Net
Migration

-8.0%

School
Enrollment % of
Population - 1976

14.7%

Balance of State 2328.9 2285.9 -1.9 -0.1 21.5

Greene 7.7 8.8 14.3 16.3 22.7

Orange 51.7 57.3 10.8 8.0 23.1

-Putnam 12.7 17.0 33.9 19.6 27.7

Saratoga 32.2 38.6 19.9 13.3 26.6

Suffolk 299.3 331.2 10.7. 8.2 25.9

Sullivan 11.4 12.5 '9,7 14.9 20.6

tin r,n -8.5 -3.4 20.2

Westchester 169.5 161.6 -4.7 -3.3 18.4

Erie 217.7 2024 -7.1% -4.8 % 18.6 %

Source: New York State Education Department
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However, several of the growing counties in New York Sta, Hama ly Orange,

Putnam, Saratoga and Suffolk have enrollment increases greater than popuLaLion

gains. Thus, schools in these areas have higher outlays for education per

capita than jurisdictions with a stable population. For example, 28 percent of

Putnam County's population is in public schools, compared to only 18.4 Percent

in Westchester County,

tIpposion

',one posi fee latpact of growth is :bat areas with,_ have

an expailBint, in jobs. Indeed, as shown in Table 4, areas with population growth

tend to have job opportunities which are expanding more rapidly than population.

While The entire state (with the eNcepti6n of flew York City, Buffalo and several

smaller cities) had employment growth, jobs in New York City declined as rapidly

as Population. In Suffclk County, lobs increased three times as fast no pop-

ulation.
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NT AND POPULATION GROWTH
NEW ZORK STATE

1970-1976

Table 4

y Employment
(thousands)

1970 1976
thausanca)WIDUAAnda)--

---

% Employment
Change

1970-1976

Net

0a tirA

Greene 5.9 6.7 16.3%

Orange 44.7 42.5 17.5 8.0

Putnam 5.2 7.4 41.1 19.6

Saratoga 15.7 19. 23.7 13.3

Suffolk 178.8 222.2 24.3 8.2

New York City 2896.8 2665.7 -8.0 -8.0

Balance of
Stare 2522.5 2759.5 9.4 -0.1

U.S. 70,920 78,688 11.0

Source: New York State Department of Labor
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RE,TOU R

of Growth

5,552.- lltiu Let; __at n. aimed at ocfs.tting anticipated

fiscal prob1, =s arising from the construcion
and operation of a large deft.-se

Kitsap County, Washington Stat,!. authofizes Jupplemental asistance

to the mpatlt,4 area, including state naencicn,
The objection 35 to avoid im-

posing an Unfair arid excessive finandial
burden on the Area which would result

from inmigratgon projected to increase the population of kitaao County by al-

most 25 percent.

Assessin Fiscal I pact -f Growth. In order to implement the leers=

lativo requirements and become eligible
for funds, extensive fiscal impact

analyses were undertaken by
federal, state and local aggneies. These studies

concluded that substantial
additional oapital facilities were needed to moat'

the requirements of incoming households. ACquatang these facilities without

reducing setviges for existing
residents, or '_.ub.ltantill increases. would

require assistance which Gould
not he fully net from existing federal programs.

The rocun of the program was to meet
the need for capital CacilitieJ father

F,
than to fund the operation of county or

municipal departments.

Justification for Federal Intervention.
Federal iatOrlentton I

instance appeared justlfied for two reasons;

The benefits of the program (improved def ns- capabilities) were

national; thus, the net costs
associated with ire inplonnntation should be

borne by nil residents,

_xumptlono and the ton
_ me or

military personne1, no fiscal surplus Wan
likely to be generated to nett tic

cost of expanding rho nfrastructure.

Cal Stain impound aimits on revenue from prone t3 e do not allow

local gOVOCOMOOC CO fiscally
benefit from the rising

It groWth.

property bane attributable
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School impaet Assistance (PL 875 And PL d140. Durin'.' the 1950,4, Congres

passed legislation aimed At aiding districts ig'owit g because of An influx of

military And ocher DOD-rolated personnel.

Justification for the assistance wag based on Eh., faet that neither

.7q1itary facilitien nor cc base housing are 441bject to propercY nIUS

logAi Jorindictionn are burdened by the influx of military househoids.

The programs have boon the subjgct of much controversy. and have been

funded in recent years at a level where needs ba4ed on the .criteria specified

in the legislation ,2annot he Nil, met,

Coastaljane Management. The Coastal Zone Impact Program was established

t
under the provisions of the 1976 amendments to the Coast41 Zone Management

Act of 1972. tts main objective in to pyovide Federal did Cl coastal states

that are likely to experience, advyrse economic (and onvironmental) imPart4

from population growth Attributable ta new or epanded energy activitv.

The rationAle for the bill is that energy exploration is a national benefit,

and net ente should be shar-! by Ali residents. The program combines l4AnN

And rAnts Cr] 1,,e,1 Jr d 4Lily

RLsoonse Cl Fiscal Growth lq,.ues

tomigrants to a community have highOY than ml, ase population .

purchase abovo average housing, and thus pay morn taEtes per capita comParod

to the ba40, pornalaion. Those housnholds also tnnd to be young. y01,1 likely

to have school age chil,,ron. and demand more SOTViG0,1 than older comunitY

residents. Thu4, one finds bath revenua4 ,ind expeaditure, 'rising in 'rowing

jurisdictions. One difficulty facing growing communities iA the need Ice additl'onal

capital investment. Among approaches to lid with eiAQAL problems are the following!

Shiftin- Costs to Developer and Consumer. ,:oscs are 4hifted by a more fre-

quent use of fees. Land dedication requirements and other rein s which
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require that' the developer provide the
land and build part or all of the infra-

structure, including water and sewer lines, streets, and in some instances,

fire stations.' The shift from present residents to those purchasing the

property increases the cost of new housing. Since the value of the existing

housing stock tends to reflect the cost of new units, thin htnefitp present

residents who own their homes. This approach is applied widely in California

and Florida.

LimiSinAlL2lainataL Art-
new roost ruction, using

various land use controls And other mechanisms, are applied to limit the

quantity and increase the cost of new construction. Zoning and other restric..

tions tend to drive up the price of laud and housing. This benefits directly

community residents owning unimproved land.

Changing the Exiattii Tax Structure. Growing comm _re

diversify their tax base from one almost totally dependent en real and per-

sonal property to one that adds other revenue sources such as sales and buni-

1109s taxes. This decreases the dependence'on property. .taxes, and shifts some

Of the local tax burden to nonresidents such as shoppers and commuters,



RECOMMMATIONS ECONOMIC LflPACT OF CROWTa

The changes in the characteristics and location of the nation'a population

will require legislative action at the federal level. At the present time,

several federal programa provide assiatance to growing areaa.

Among specif _ re..ommondationa are the following:

1. Meese effectiveness of federal
legislation aimed at aasiating fiscally

areas experiencing rapid population growth to determine:

whether such assistance is warranted given economic nduce eta ass

fated with growth

(b)
if funds actually recieved were used to meet stated objecti

2. Determine under what conditions federal (in contrast to state) re

or aaaistance Ia neceasary
and justifiable to offset adverse effects of economic

growth.

3. aSeeSS the net fiaral economic and aocial impacts

trom the urban core on:

utation movement

(a) individuate migrating
1

(b) the remaining urban population

(o) the recipient communitiei

local, state and federal government,
instuding the need to du;?

or maintain municipal ties and servi

4. , Determine if the urban and regional economic iMpae Statemeata now required

when federal departments and agencies
propose new programs and regulations

I

provide the type of information necessary
to guide both Congresa and the Ex-

:

I

ecutive Drench in formulating policieakand programa.

Among the four specific r mendations. the p b
1

growth ,

cad dectine in the moat important to drafting future legislation. Specifically

the social Coate and benefits
ageoctoted1with migration need to be considered:,

in the development of transportation\
economic development, housing and aim= i

Liar programa.
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INTRODUCTION

Hawaii is an Island Stai:e
located roughly in the midd

of the Pacific Ocean.
Twenty-four hundred miles to the

northeast lies the coastline of the continental United

Stet-ea': 3,800 miles to the nthwest lies the coastline of

Japan; 5,100 miles to the southwest is the continent of

1+Lstraliai and 2,800 miles to the north is the State, of

Alaska.

1 Hawaii has,a land area of 6,425 eq, miles, making it

till fourth smallest state in the nation- The land area of

Hawaii is distributed'over seven populated islands as

follows:



-xhibit

Land Aiea by Island.
(Square Miles)

Island Land Area i of Total

Hawaii 4037.0 62.8

Maui 728.2 11.3

Oahu21 595.7 9.2

Kauai 548.7 8.5

Molokai 260.9 4.1

Lanai 139.5 2.2 .

Niihau 69'.6 1.1

Other Islands
(nonpepulated)

45.8 0.8

Total . 6,425.4 100.0%

_ o ul Tr7 N rGhw stare aiian Ialands, Which occupy

3.0 square meico and which, --nsus purpopeaj are

a1 1 a8 part of - Dtand of Oahu.

The h ghtat peak in the s=--ate is J4 auna -Kea rises

796 tort above sea level.. Tne'islands have a total

coastline of 750 miles. Climatically, Hawaii has a remarkably

balmy temperature and wide ranges'in.rainfall.. The all-

time temperature range for downtown Honolulu for example

57-88° F. Normal precipitation ranges. from 5.7 inches on

Lhv Island of Hawaii to" 486 inches on the Island of Ka
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Out of A 28,000 acres of land in the state 1,220,000

are-in agriculture, 1,1904.000 acres in forest reserve,

155,705 acres in urban use and another 1,300,000 in unused

open apace. The federal gev'ernment owns-7.3 percent of all

-land in the state; the state and counties own 34.7 percent;

and private landowners (Mostly large estates) own 58 percent.

Hawaii's major export industries are tourism, agriculture

(chiefly sugar and pineapple) and defense expenditures

Direct income from these fOursources is shown in Exhibit 2.

Exhibit 2

0 Income from Major Export Industries, 1976

Industry Ex-o t Income % o t Total

Sugar $ 252 million 9.8

Pineapple S 120 million 4.2

visitors $1,450 million 52.8

Defense $1,034 million _36.2

Total for Four
Major Industries iloat million 100,



Beginning in World War 11 and up until 1970, defense

was the state's major industry. .Prior to that, sugar and to

a lesser extent, pineapple dominated the economy. To

this day, vestiges of the plantation structure remain,

particularly in the al areas of all islands. However,

Auring the 1960's tourism began its phenomenal growth and in

1970 it became the state's leading export industry. Tourism

is not an industry in the
usual sense, but is made up of a

complex array of businesses including hotels, scenic

attractions, travel agencies, gift shops, restaurants, etc.

Climate-and environment largely account for Hawaii's

development as a visitor destination area, aided, of course

by technological
breakthroughs inx.aircraft design and the

phenomenal growth of the travel and leisure-time markets.

Clearly, improvements in the sire and speed of airplanes

have brought Hawaii closer time-wise to the Mainland

United States and Japan.

070 0 - 70 - 20



Some indication of the phenomenal growth of tourism may

be seen in the following exhibit, which provides a graphIc

play of the annual number of visitors arriving in Hawaii

during the period 1920 through 1975.-. In 1940, there were

only 25,000 tourists-who:visited Hawaii. 131, 1960, visitor

arrivals had reached 250,000 and by 1976 there were more

than 3,000,000 overnight visitors.

exhibit 3

Visi rs to Hawaii, 1920-1975
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HAWAII'S PbPDLATION

At the turn of the-century! Hawaii's .population numbered

slightly more theA 150460. Since then;' the population has

expanded almost' - sixfold, reaching an estimated 894,700 persons

as of mid-1977 reflecting an average annual growth ra

2.3 percent'. See.Exhibit 4.) If the de facto population

is cOnsidered :s population is nearly one million

people. While Hawaii's absolute population size may seem

insignificant 'when compared with tf ' of other states

nation, or the World, the rate of-growth and its relatiOnship

to the state's land area is not.

Exhibit 4

population of the State of Hawaii, 1900-1977

Date Population

0: June 1 154,001

1910: April 15 191!874

1920: -Jan. 1 255,881

1930: April 1 368,300

1940: April 1 '422,770

1950: April 1 ,499!794

April 1 2,772

1976i April 1 769,913

1977: July 1 894,700

1900-1977 - 7 2.3%
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As compared with other utates, Hawaii is among the

fastest growing. Between 1960 and 1975, it ranked as the

sixth fastest growing state in the nation (following after

Nevada, Arizona, Florida, Alaska, and Colorado, in that

order). Comparing Hawaii's rate of growth since 1966 with

that of the United States, we find that Hawaii's growth rate

of 2.0 percent has been almost w ce that of the nation as a

whole. Moreover, as illustrated in that follows,

Hawaii has been growing about 0.4 percentage points above

the world average in recent years.

Exhibit 5

Population Growth.Hates:
Hawaii, United States and the World

1960-1975

Hawaii 2.0%

United States 1.1%

Worldwide 1.9%

1970-1975

2.2%

.9%
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In'addition to an eXtremelyrapid rate of population

growth, Hawaii's pOpulation problems are aggravated by the

gross imbalance in population distribution. Of the state's

seven-pdpulated islands,. more than four fifths of the people

live on the island ahu, which is the industrial, business,

and politidal center _ the state. In 1976, Oahu's resident

population numbered 7181400. The military comprised a large

segment of the laland's population: a pproximately one of

every six resident was either military personnel or their

dependents. Visitors added 6.6 percent to the resident

population, bringin the de facto population on Oahu to

766,100.

The next most populous inland in-the Hawaiian chain is

the Island of Hawaii called the 'Big Island" because it

contains almost two-thirds of the state's total land area.

In 1976,'its resident population numbered 76,600 which

reprelented 8.5 percent of the state total. At one time,

some 200 years ago, Hawaii was the'most populous of the

Islands, having'perhaps 40 percent of the inhabitants ,of

what was then The'Kingdom of



Among the remaining islands, Maui wit population

.

of 50,000 persons, has been the fastest-growing in the

current decade. Kauai has 33,860 Persons or 3:8 percent of

the state's population. Molokai, an island about 40,miles

long and 7 miles wide, has,hed a relatively constant population

of about 5,000 for 50 year::. Lanai is primarily agricultural

and-approximately 2,000 persons live, there. The least

populated of-the Hawaiian Islands is Niihau, a smallprivately-

owned island. In 1976, it had 243 residents, of whom 95

percent were full- or part-Hawaiians.

Since the turn of the century, up until 1970, most of

the population growth has occurred on Oahu. This phenomenon

appears to=have reversed itself in 1970, however, with the

othe islands now growing at a pace faster than Oahu.

between 194n and 197C, the census figures for the islands of

Hawaii, Maui, Kauai, Molokai, and Lanai dropped, partly

because of the_out-migration of young people looking for

jobs in Honolulu and on the United, States Mainland. With

the recent development growth of the.tourist industry on

the "outer" islands; the number of residents there has grown

to an estimated 168,200 in 1976, which still is only 3,000

persons more,than their population in 1940.
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EXtibit 6, which provides a summary of Hawaii's

population size and distribution by island, illustrates the

heavy concentration Of the state's population on one island.

Also shown are the growth rates far the resident populatiOn

by island dUring the currant-decade.

Hawaii's Fopula

Oahu

OtherIslands

Hawaii
Maui
Kauai
Molokai

/ Lanai
Niihau

Exhibit 6

Distribution and Growth Rates
by'Island

1976qpulation

Resident De Facto

718,400 766,100:

168,200 189,700

76,600 82/800
50,000 59,,800

33,857 39,057
5,500 5,800
2,000 / 2,000

243 243

Statewide

Resident Population
1970-1976

of Total Growth Rate

81.0% 2.1%

19.0 3=1

8.6
5.6
3.8
.6
.2

6,600 955,800

3.1
4.2
2.2
.7

-1.5
.4

99.8% 2.3%
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As 3 result of the large nembar of people who live on /

Oahu, the de _ faetc population density on this one island was

1,236-0 persons 9ct %quare mile in 1976--mere' than 40 times

the dwF,i.vy of the :)ther islands combined. As illustrated

,ip 1:,,hibit 7, Honoll.tuich includes W6ikiki and contains

approximately fial1 of Oahu's resident population, had a

density of over 40000: persons per Square mile in 1976.

Within Honolulu proper, there are some areas with as many as

30,000 to80,000 persons per square mile, an amount comparable

some of the most densely occupied areas of the world.

Eztiib.t 7

De Facto PopulationPopulat.on.Density by Island, 1976

Island
Land Area

(square miles)
Population Density
{per mile)

Oahu
/ 595.7 12,86.0-

Honolulu/ 83.6 4258.0

Rest of Ohhu 512.1 707.0

Other Islands 5,783,9 32.8

HAwaii 4,037.0 20.5

Maui 728.2 82.1

Kauai 548.7 71.2 ,

Molokai 260.9 22.2

Lanai 139.5 14.4

Niihad 69.5 3.5

a/ Includes the Northwestern 11ciie Islands, which occupy,.

3.0 square riles and which, census purposes, are

included as pail of the Ieland



The demographic history of the past years in Hawaii

-is marked by a.Substantial decline in the number of native

Hawaiians during the century after Captain Cook's arrival in

the islands, the gradual repopulation by immigrant national

groups, the intermarriage and development of a multi-ethnic

society, and the recent expansion of the population by

foreign immigrants and by in-migrants from the continental

United States. Because the current population of Hawaii

emerged from a culturally And racially diverse stock, an

analysiS of its ethnic composition offers one of the most

interesting and complex statistical problems in the study of

'Hawaii's demography. too one ethnic group comprises a majority

of the State's population. The most numerous are the

Caucasians and the Japanese, followed by the Filipinos.

Other ethnic groups include Hawaiians, part-Hawaiians,

Chinese, Koreans, Samoans, Puerto Ricans, and Negroes.

FACTORS BSHINEOTHE STATE'S POPULATION GROWTH

It is clear that migration has come to be the dominant

factor in the growth of population in Hawaii in the 1910's.

The quality of life that makes the islands. attractive to its

inhabitants also attracts new residents.' Hawaii's population

has reached a low rate of, fertility, primarily because of

modern methods of birth control, education, and changing

social and.economic attitudes favoring 'small families.
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Therefore, if a slower rate of population growth is to be

,realited in Hawaii, migration must be the primary_focus of

attention.

Hawaii bears a significant burden with respect to

immigration --a problem that.has reached new dimensions as a
Pc

result of changes enacted in the federal immigration laws in

1965--and migration from the united states territories and

possessions.

ration vs. Hirth Rate

Recent trends indicate-that Hawaii's population growth

has been increasing due to An excess of in-migration ever

out-migration, rather than to the natural components of

births over deaths. Whereas net in-migration accounted for

only 40 percent of the net change in Hawaii's civilian

population (excluding the military and their dependents)

during the 1960's, it has accounted for more than half of

Hawaii's population increase since 1970. (See Exhibit 6.)

Over the same period the population increase due to an

excess of births over deaths has diminished in importance.

For example, natural increase provided 63 per -cent of the

population growth between 1960 and 1970,. This percentage

had fallen:to 45 percent in_ the period' 1970 to 1976.



Exhibit B

Components of Change in Hawaii's Civilian Pepulati
(Excludes military and their dependents)

1960-1970 1970 =1976

Number Percent Number Percent

Net Population Change 132,136 100.0 110,700 100.0

Natural Increase 03,0.10 63 4 49,500 44.7

Military Separations
Less Inductions - 4,120 2,700 2.4

Net Migration 52,446 39.7 59,500 52.9

The estimated net migration to Hawaii in the decade

betweei 1960 and 1970 yielded an annual average rate of

civilian population growth by migration of about 5,240

persons. Between 1970 and 106 this figure increased to

9,750 persons annually.

Most recent arrivals to Hawaii are young adults, with a'

median age in 1976 of 24.3 years. Less than 2 percent of

ihemigrants were over age ,60. While immigrants of earlier

periods (1850-1930) were Iariffierily single male adults, thg

ently arrived non-military residents of the 1970'5 have

included more -womeil than men. A large number of the new
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residents have been children and young adults of childbering

age. In 1970, almost 25 percent of the resident population

of Hawaii age 5 or older had been living elsewhere five 1

years earlier..

Foreign Migration

Approximately one-fourt all in-migrants are aliens,

while:the remainder are U.S. citizens. During the 1970's,

the largest immigrant g reaps were Filipinos (53.9 percent),

Koreans (15.1 percent), Japanese (7.1 percent) and Chinese

and TaiWanese (6.4 percent).

exhibit 9

Immigrants Admitted to Hawaii by Country P of Birth, 1970-76

Country

Canada

China & Taiwan

.Japan

Korea

yhilippines

Other Co9htrios

Total

Number % of Total.

588 1.2

3,156 6.4

3,526 7.1

7,455 15.1-

26,626 53.9

8,007 16.2_

49,358 99.93
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Precise information is not available on the distribution of

net in-migrants between alien migrants igrants) and

zen migrants (persons moving to Hawaii from the Mainland

United States or from United States territories and possessions).

However, it has been estimated by the State Department of

Planning and Economic Development that alien Migration now

accounts for approximately 70 percent of Hawaii's net in-

-migration. As illustrated in Exhibit 10, alien migration

has represented an increasingly larger share of net in=

migration since 1960.

Exhibit 10

Estimates of wilian Net In- Migration:
Cit .ens vs. Aliens

1960-1.965 1965-1970 1975

Citizens 55% 29%

Aliens 161 71%

The fact that immigrants have come to represent an

increasingly larger proportion of net in-migration is due in

part to the fact that immigration per se to Hawaii has risen

dramatically, particularly since 1965. Prior to 1955, there

was a quota system which, based on the composition of

the United.States population,
favored emigrants from Europ

and the Americas, and discriminated against Asians.
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In 1965, a bill to amend the immigration and Nationality Act

was enacted. These amendments abolished the national origin

system in favor of a system that

reunited families;

allowed in members of the professions, persons with

exceptional ability in the arts and sciences and

skilled and unskilled workers, provided that all

such individuals meet the labor certification

reouirements established by the Secretary of Labor;

limitod al annual migration' to 120,000 from the

western Hemisphere and 170,000 from the Eastern

Hemisphere; and

l'AlIZZlothe,number of visas fo_r any one country in

the Eastern Hemisphere to no more than 20,00 with

exemptions for minor children, spouses of citizens,

and parents C citizens over 21 years of age.

Transition to the new system was COP eted in July 1968,



Since the 1965 amendments to the Immigration and N,tionality

At were passed, the proportion of European's immigrating to

the United States almost halved, while the proportion from

Asia almost quadrupled. Emigration from the Americas decreased

by 6.2 percentage points, but
emigration from other areas

did not change substantially.
The fact that or'y one of

every fourteen immigrants was Asian in 1965 but had risen to

one in three in 1973 illustrates the dramatic changes in the

United States immigration patterns that have occurred as a

result of the 1965 amendments.

Because of,its multi-ethnic population and central

location in the Pacific, Hawaii has always been a popular

destination for people- emigrating from Asca. Thus, when

the 1965 amendments to the Immigration and N ionality At

were implemented, a
disproportionately large number of

immigrants began selecting Hawaii as their_- of intended

residence. In fiscal year 1995, for example, Hawaii received

5.70 immigrants per thousand population, the highest rate in

the nation and 4.79 times the United States average. (Exhibit

11.) Moreover, it is reasonable to expect immigration to

Hawaii to remain at a high level as the large number of

.

immigrants who came after the liberalized 1965 amendments

attain citizenship or establish permanent residence and.

in turn, sponsor relative. who may then immigr-ife under the

preference system.
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Exhibit 11

Rank

States Receiving More Than the United States
Average ImMigration in FY-1975 per
Estimated Population on July 1, 1975

Preference Immigrants per

State Rate 1975 Civilian Po ulati-

Total 1.00 1.83

Hawaii 4.79 8.70

New York 2.62

3 California 2.16 3.98

4 District of Coluabia 2.00 3.60

5 New Jersey 1.95 3.56

6 Florida 1.52 2.77

Rhode Island 1.25 2.31

6 Massachusetts 1.23 2:25

9 Illinois 1.22 2.23

10 Texas 1.09 1.98

11 Arizona 1.07 1.95

12 Connecticut 1.04 1.91

The substantial growth in n-migration to Hawaii

that resulted from the 1965 change in the immigration laws

is summaT id in the following two exhibits. Whereas prior

to 1965, immigrants to Hawaii averaged approximately 1,800 a

year, the current arrival rate is about 7,000 per year..
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Exhibit 12

Immigrants Admitted to Hawaii fo_ A Pcriods

P _iod Total No.

'1961-65 (Pre - Amendments) 921

1966-68 (Transition) 11,588

1969-72 (Post-Amendments) 27,032

1973-76 (Post - Amendments) 27,525

ForOign II

33-03

Exhibit 13

Annual Averaqo

1,784

3,863

6,758

6,801

ation Rates for this Nn ti dtsts and for i(awai

p.e
1.000 /i.pg.f./1
12

TOW ige
To4h5 IQe Unilid .



As a resuit of accumulated immigration, the number of

aliens in Hawaii totaled G5,339
in fiscal year 1975, 91

percent of whom were permanent,residents. As shown in

Exhibit 14, aliens comprised 8.2percent of Hawaii's civilian

population in fiscal year 1975, a larger proportion than any

other state in the nation and substantially larger (3.7

times) than 'the national average of 2.2 percent. Filipino

aliens comprised more than half eF the total perr.anent alien

residents in Hawaii due to the large numbers currently

immigrating and a large number of older, long-term residents

who, for personal reasons, do not wish to relinquish their

Philippines citizenship. The Japanese alien group,. the

second largest alien group in Hawaii, is primarily composed

of older, longterm residefits since the number of immigrants

from Japan has not been large in recent years, It can he

expected that the proportion of Japanese .Ind Filipino. aliens,

will decrease as the elderly, long-term resident aliens; who

probably will not apply for U.S. hip, pass away.

Since there were comparable numbers
of Korean aliens (4,374)

in 1975 and immigrants
arriving between 1972 and 1975 (4,77')

who were not yet eligible to apply for citizenship, it can

be concluded that Korean aliens, the third largest alien

-group in Hawaii, is composed almost entirely of new immigrants

unlike the.Jat_inese and Filipino alien groups.
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Exhibit 14

SGwa with More Than the U.S. Average Prop _ on

of Awns per &G »&« Sava PopUlation in FY 1975

Eapation ,hOusands) Alions Per 100

Stato awGw Aliens Civilian PopelatiOn

Uc S. Total 211,445 4,714.0 2.2

Hawa1 806 35.3 8.2

California 20,896 1,129.7 5.4

Florida 8,26!' 371.1

New York 18,094 794.5 4.4

New Jorooy 7,289 269.4 3.7

Rhode Island 923 30.2 3.4'

Connecticut 3,081 99.0 3.2

Massachusetts 5,814 177.0 :1.1

Arizona 2,197 60.1 2.7

TCX3S ^ 12,083 327.7 2.7

Illinois 11,107 286.6 2.8
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The preceding discussion of how Hawaii is impacted by

immigration does not take into account the fact that the

state is also impacted by migration of American Someone, who

are U.S. Nationals and therefore not enumerated by the U.S.

Immigration Service. While technically speaking, American

Samoans are not immigrants, many aspects-of their culture

are very different from tnb American norm and they tend to

experience the same types of problems as foreign immigrants.

The current wave of Samoan migratioe'is a continuation

of a movement that began in 1551 when the U.S. Navy transferred

117 Samoan naval personnel along with their 257 dependents

to Pearl Harbor. In 1952, an additional 958 Samoan enlistees,

military dependants, and others who had sponsors in Hawaii

arrived in Honolulu. since 1992, no accurate count of

Samoans coming to and 'leaving Hawaii has been made. Recent

attempts to estimate the Samoan' population in Hawaii have

placed the number at as high as 13,000. However, this is

only a very crude estimate. Samoans are very mobile and are

known to ude a variety of names at different times, making

their enumeration a difficult encleavor.
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,liz-areresof Migration LO Hawaii

It appears that different factors govern the migration

patterns of mainland in-migrants vs. aliens in-,sigrants. One

factor influencing mainland migration is the availability of.

employment opportunities for newly arrived persons.

National migration studies suggest that when Hawaii's economy

is experiencing moderate or rapid employment growth, the

flow of in-migration adjusts so as to eventually bring the

unemployment rate, pay levels, and other conditions into a

rough balance with the Mainland United States. Unfortunately,

there does not appear to be a corresponding downward adjustment

err in-migration when the Hawaiian economy is undergoing

relatively slaw or no employment growth, The resistance of

in-migration to fall substantially in resNnse to high

unemployment in Hawaii suggests that non-economic factors

may also influence the flow of migration.

Ertieiont Alt air trap n from the

mainland has certainly made it easier for people to seek

employment and residence in Hawaii, Hawaii's climate and

natural beauty are also important drawing factors. In this

regard,,it is interesting 1.o note that some of the

"sun belt" states= - notably. - Florida, Arizona ,. . Nevada,

which were the lastest growing states between 1960 and

1975have also experienced heavy in-migration.
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Tourism, thu state's major industry, provides yet

another stimOus for,in-migration. Several studies have

shown a close relationship between tourism growth and net

in-migration. Many in-migrants formerly visited Hawaii a5

tourists, and, in addition, tourism provides a source of

employment for newly-arrived persons. A recent study by the

State Department of Planning and Economic Development points

out that recent arrivals hold considerably more than their

proportionate share of the total jobs in the tourism indust:y.

Hawaii's liberal welfare programs also provide,an

incentive to pe.:sons to move to this state. Monetary' benefits

and othbr services reduce the element of risk should employment

not be found. '''s welfare benefits are the second

highest nation, following afieL'Mew York. Even

allowing for differences in the cost of living among thd

states,' Hawaii's payments remain among the highest in the

country.

The overriding factor influencing foreign migration to

is clearly the federal immigration laws. The various

preference categories and numerical limits govern both the

number and type of immigrants admitted. The domihant reasons

why many immigrants choose to reside in Hawaii rather than

in other states are (1) Hawaii's greatei cultural similarity

to their country of birth, and (2) the large number of

f fends and relatives already in Hawaii that sponsor the

immigrants.
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WHY WE ARE a)NCERNED WITH POPULATION GROWTH

Hawaii's 1979 -1977 population growth rate amounts to a

doubling of the-population every 34 years, This raises the

question of whether or not Hawaii will be able to satisfactorily

accommodate that many people, Most certainly, such a population

would require some profound changes to occur in the way

I

people will in these i'ulands.

The following are some of the reasons why Hawaiils

population 0-wth has become a growing concern among all

sectors of- the economy:

Hawaii's limited physical si and natural resources,

e potentially adverse that growth may

have on Hawaii's, natural beauty and environment,

the mployment potential of the islands, and

the socio-economic costs of growth.

A brief discussion of these problem areas is presented in the

following paragraphs,
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Limited 1 Size

Hawa limited physical size is clearly one obvious

cause for concern. Hawaii, with a total land area of 6,425

square miles, is the fourth smallest state in the nation.

However, _it ranks 15th in terms of population density.
Its

1975 de facto density of about 149 persons per square mile

was twice the national average of roughly 60 per -sons per

sqUare mile. SAce 1960,-Hawaii has been increasing its

density at a faster pace than any of the other states (except

Florida) that are currently among the 15 most dense in the

nation.

N aural Beaut and Enviren

There is concern that uncontrolled urbanization may

adversely and irreversibly affect one of Hawaii's most

precious assets, its natural beauty and environment.

Hawaii's natjural resources-climato, terrain, ocean --and its

environment serve as a foundation for tourism which is a key

industry in Hawaii's economic structuro_ Moreover, they are

an essential part of the quality of life unique to the

islands. Their degradation would be an irreparable loss and

'one that could spell economic disaster for the state.

Some of the environmental issues that confront a

growing Hawaii include the following:

3 2 r3
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availability and accessibility of beaches,

depletion of v agricultural land,

inadequacies in the supply of fresh water, and

pollution of the air and water.

the island's 750 statute miles of,doastline, there

are only 24.4 miles of sandy shoreline which have been

defined as "safe, clean, accessible, and generally suitable

for swimming." As population :increases, the amount of beach

available to individual residents and visitors declines. It

has been estimated that if all of Hawaii's residents were to

go to the beach at the same time and stand in -cline, there

would be less than two inches of sandy shoreline per resident.

TemorroW's population, i. allowed to grow unchecked, will

mean even less of this prime commodity.

Some of Hawaiils best agricultural land has already

been converted into highways, homos, and bui:dinas. Urban

sprawl has consumed land that could be put to alternative

uses. On Oahu, land in reSidential use increased from

-16,500 acres in 1964 to 26,500 acres in 1974) during the

same ten-year period, agricultural land declined from 94,500

to 76,100 acres. While public open spaces declined, .14110

used for highways and streets increased some 37 percent.

(See Exhibit 15.)



Exhibit 15

Land Use on Oahu

Acre of Total

1964 1974 1964 1974

Ilesidential 16,550 26,481 4.3 6.9

industrial & Comoercial 7,875 8,085 2.1 2.2

Public Buildings 4,741 5,132 1.2 1,3

PubDic Open Spaces. 7,861 7,230 2.1 1.9

Highw4y_ Streets 7,405 10,173 1.9 2.7

Agriculture 94,474 76,124 24;8 19.9

Military\ 48,633 47,294 12.8 12.4

Unused Open Space 193,774 201,416 50.8 52.7

All Usvt.-s 381,310 381,935 100.0 104.0

e there is a relative. scarcity of unused, develppaOle

land on Oahu,- further development on this -ill necessarily

be at the expense of agricultural and conservation lands.

It may be worth pointin out here that many hundreds of

square miles in the higher regions of the islands are uninhabited,

because of the steep land tilt. These areas, which are

reserved for forest and watershed, arc classified as conservation

lands.
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And, what about fresh water- In 1970, an aver _ 2.7

billiOn gallon's of water were used per day as compared with

`1.5 billion in 1960. Projections made by the Hawaii Water

Resources Regional Study Project estimate that demand for

water on Oahu will exceed supply by the year 2000, unless
. i

alternative sources are tapped (such as brackish water,

reclaimed or recycled water, or desalinated seawater) or the

price mechanism more judiciously applied. use of alternative

seurCes of water will mean higher prices which, in turn,

will mean an even higher coat of living for Hawaii's residents

and which may adversely affect the state's agricultural

endeavors, particularly its efforts to protect prime

agricultural land.

Despite the absence of heavy industry an increase in

the number of registered cars from four horseless carriages

in 1900 to over half a million motor vehicles in 1976 has

resulted in some pollution of the air and serious traffic

congestion. environmentalists are also concerned over the

consequences of unlimited sewage discharge on.Hawaii's

marine, life. To allay their concerns, sewage treatment

plants and deep ocean outfalls are being construc,ad.

However, these plants and outfalls are costing is the

millions of dollars..
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EsEl10 merit O ,rtunitiet

A growing population poses, concerns re.ated to employment.

Although the relationship between population growth and

economic growth is not clear, more people means a greater

demand for goods and services that must be produced locally

or imported. That is, more people generally means economic

-expansion. However, economic expansion to accommodate a

large influx of people may act to encourage even greater in-

migration, since the rate and type of growtl of the economy

is an important variable affecting ti- .atalr'e of population

growth. The period of rapid population th in Hawaii in

the 1:60's was accompanied by, and to a large extent resulted

from, an unprecedented growth in the economy.

Unfortunately, a rapidly expanding economy does not

automatically guarantee better employment opportunities for

local residents, if the' number of new migrants attracted to

the area is greater than the number of new jobs available or

if new in-migrants are better suited than local residents to

till existing and newly created j-bs. As Pinklor,

and Popper point out in their anti to "To Control Growth,

l,faok at Your Local Economy"
(Plann a1, July 1976, American

Society of Planning Officials), new, migrants are often

bettor educated and have more training and experience

local workers. Thus, when now economic growth occurs, it

may be to the detriment of current residents.



In recent years, Hawaii's job opportunities have, in

fact, been unable to, keep pace with the rapid growth of its

resident population, causing high rates of unemployment to

'persist. Although there are a number of external factors

responsible f the economic slowdown, much of the slowdown

can be attributed to a normal cyclical phase of maturation

in our economy. In other:Words, the previous boom period-

could not be expected to continue endlessly. Since we have

reached a mature phase in our economy, the rate of growth of

new jobs will continue at a relatively slower pace than in

the past. Therefore, unless we can come to grips with our

population growth problem, it is likely that unemployment

will remain at substantially high levels in the foreseeable

future.

the local resident,.unemployment cses some unique

problems. Because of the state's geographic location,

unemployed Hawaii residents cannot readily or easily commute,

to another state in search Of work. To become gainfully

employed however, Hawaii's unemployed residents may have to

move to another state, thereby incurring a substantial

financial burden, and,, in many cases, disrupting family

ties.



conomic Costs of

The costpof providing ptthlic facilities and services

to a burgeoning .population continue to increase at a faster

pace than the population increase itself. For example, the-

per capita fax burden from al levels of government in 1975/

was nearly four times what it was in 1960. see
,If

16.) Even allowing for inflation,'this represents an

increase exceeding the'1.4-fold increase in population in

'the same period.

Exhibit 16

Per Capita Cost for Government services
(All levels of government)

Year Per Capita Cost

1960 $ 580

1965 720

1970 1,366

1.975 2,134.

Education continues to be the single largest expenditure

item, although it had declined in proportion.to under 30 percent

of total state operating expenditures in 1976 from over 40

percent a decade ago due, in part, to the dramatic increase in

public welfare costs which have required increasingly larger



proportions of the state's operating budget With increasing

net in-migration, edmeational costs are expected to continue

to rise since many in-migrants are young adults who either

use or-have children who will use Hawaii's educational

system.

Hawaii has one of the most liberal welfare programs in

the nation. Whereas state spending for public welfare made

.

up only 6 percentof general fund expenditures in 1966, a

decade later it took up 15 percent. The exhibit below

illustrates the dramatic rise in social welfare costs per

Capita in Hawaii.

Exhibit 17

Per Capita Social welfare Costs in Hawaii, 1940-1975

ilat) iy40 Iglu )9/5
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The fiscal impact that results from providing public

water and sanitation facilities varies. according to the

.:amount, the rate,and the distribution of urban growth. It

is much more expensive to service sprowling communities than

it is to service confined, small, districts According to a

study prepared by the Honolulu Board of Water Supply, the

spacial distribution of Hawaii's future population will be a

primary factor in determining the costs of developing water

resources,

In addition to its impact on public services and facilities,

population growth has brought with it noticeable changes in

Hawaii's housing patterns. In years past, most residential

units were singlerfamily homes, but with limited developable

land and escalating land costs, Honolulu has resorted to

taller end taller structures to house both its resident and

visitor population. In 1955 the tallest apartment building

was 12 stories high. Today the tallest apartment building

is 42 stories high. In 1955 the tallest hotel was 11 stories

high. Today there are hotels as high-as 39 stories and 390

feet. This change in housing patterns has led to higher

population densities Which, in turn, increase traffic congestion

and place:A heavy strain on existing water. and'sewer lines.

Moreover, since the tall buildings block out views of

significant natural features which had once been viewed from

many angles, urban design has become a community concern.



Another change in housing patterns is the decline

average household size from 3.9 persons per unit in 1960

to 3.4 persons per unit in 1976. If the downward trend in

household size continues, housing needs will continue to

grow at a faster pace than population.

crime has also risen faster than population. Major

.

offenses reported to the police in 1976 numbered over 55,000,

or twice as many as in 1967. The rate per 1,000 population

increased from 35 in 1966 to 63 in 1976, for an average

annual increase of over 6 percent.

ERE DOES HAWAII STAND TODAY

.Past growth has brought mixed blessings. It has meant

a higher standard of living, less poverty, a more diversified

economy, less crowding within homes, educational opportunities,

and increased government services. No one deniesthe inherent

value of these benefits. At the same time, however, these

improvements have beenat the expense of a deterioration in

Hawaii's air and water resources, an increase in noise

pollution, gradual urbanizat..on of agricultural, conservationv

and beach-front lands, high( lousing costs; increased

traffic congestion, higher crime rates, and increased social

stress.

22470 0 - 72 -23
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At, the same time, public sentiment in recent years has

grown strong in support selective growth, reflecting a

concern that the costs of rapid growth may outweigh the

benefits.. For example, a survey recently conducted by the

CommiSsion=ohFopulation, and the Hawaiian Future found that

over SO percent of the respondents feel that the state's

population is growing too fast and that .86jiercent agree

that the state should not allow people to move to Hawaii

Unless there are enough jobs for everybody. Clearly, these

perceptions of Hawaii' citizens reveal that population

growth and economic sustenance are concerns vital enough to

elicit support for actions toward a desirable future.

The direction, in which ,H wail is moving centers largely

on a reexamination of.growth, its meaning, its root causes,

and its social,, environmental and economic effects. The

state's course of action was defined by Governor George R.

Ariyoshi in his State-of-the-State Address to the 1977,

Hawaii State Legislature, when he said:

"Hawaii is a national treasure, but it s a

very fragile treasure, one which can be easily

destroyed by overpopulation and excessive demands

on its resources.



"There is no reason why we must endure what an

uncontrolled and unregulated future holds for us. We

must shape our own future, not have it thrust upon use

by forces over which we have little or no control.

am of the belief that we truly can and must

be the masters of our destiny, rather than the vic

HAWAII'S EFFORTS TO SAGE ITS FUTURE

Hawaii's past performance as a planning leader has been"

nationally recognized, Tackling growth-related problems is

part of the state's continuing commitment to achieve- a

better tomorrow for its residents.

--A Flannin Leader

In many of its efforts to look at and deal with the

future, Hawaii has played-an innovative and precedeht-

setting role. For example, in 1961, Hawaii developed the
0

first state general plan accepted by Concurrent Resolution

of the.Hawaii State Legislature. Also, in 1961, the State

adopted a pioneering comprehensive land use law, which

established a Land Use Commission to classify all lands in

the state according to authorized use. The law was developed

to preserve agricultural land from urban sprawl, vo protect



recreational, w _dlife and scenic eras, and to make

appropriate use !of,non-ptoductive land in urban areas.

1974 the state was the first to promote statewide growth

policies plan.

Finally, Hawaii has become the first

nation to have a state,plandopted by statute The Hawaii

State plan, which r4ceiVed,apprOval of the Legi ature

during its recently completed session, was signed

Governor Ariyoshi on May 22, 1978. The Hawaii Stat= p1

provides a guide for the future long-range develepmen of

the state; identifies the gbals, objectives, policies, nd

priorities ter the 'State of Hawaii; provides a basis for

determining priorities and allocating limited resources,

such as public funds, services, manpower, land, energy,

water, and other resources; and assures coordination of

state and county plans, policies, programs, projects, and

regulatory activities. The state plan also establishes a

_system for plan formulation and program coordination to

provide or an integration of all major state and_county

activities,
Implementation provisions contained in the law

,re designed to carry out statewide guidelines presented in

the form of the overall theme, goals, objectives, policies,.'

1

and priority directions.
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Other contemporary efforts related toussessing and

planning for Hawaii's future include the establishment of

temporary and permanent cOmmissions to dual with growth-

related problems and the conduct of a number of research and

analytical studies to assess Hawaii's potentiel

the commissions astabliehed to make commendations

for -it's future are the following;

Tempe Commission on P_ ulation Stabilization

which was created in 1970 because of the Legislature's

concern with the detrimental environmental effects

posed by population growth;

Tem orar Commission on Statewide Environmental

planning which was created in 1973 by the -egislature

to help in developing a strong stat6gide'environmental

policy -to assure that the optimum quality of

environment and life-style is preserved;

Commission on Population and the Hawaiian Future

whicL was established in 1973 by the Legislature

to serve the Governor in an advisory capacity on

all matters relating to population and planning;

`and
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Commission on the 'tear. 2000 which was Created

in 1970 by the Leg isiature as an outgrowth
of the

Governor's Conference on the Year 2000 and which

became the first publicly established body in the

world_ established
specifically to explore alternative

.futures of a particular society.

Among the many research and planning efforts that have

been, or are being,,carried out about Hawaii-'s potential,

the most notable include:

carrying capacity studies, being conducted jointly

by the Office of
Environmental Quality Control and

the Department of Planning and Economic Development,

which look at ranges -of population leVels and the

impact that such population levels may have on

'environmental and
facility Systems, e.g water

and water quality systems, air quality systems,

transportation systems,
economic resources, etc.;

comprehensive technical
studies which were recently

completed by the Department of Planning and Economic

Developm4at in the areas of
population, the economy,

facility systems,
environment, and socio-cultural

advancement, as part of the Hawaii State Plan

effort; and

40



growth policy analytical studies, bring conducted

by the Department of Budget and Finance, which

examine some of the analytical issues related to

growth policy deVelopment, such as land use,

resources, public-and private costsOf growth, and

legal options related to growth management.

Formulation of the Growth Management Task Force

It is Against this backdrop that Governor George R.

Ariyoshi, in the summer of 1977, called for the establishment

of a task force to identify specific actions that the State

of Hawaii might take to shape and direct. its future growth'.

At the request of the Governor a. Eileen R. Anderson,

the Director of the Department of Budget and Finance,

which was conducting growth policy analysis, served as the

task force coordinator.- To assist her in this endeavor, the

Governor appointed two assistant coordinators: Mr. Frank

Skrivanek, Deputy Director of the Department of Planning and

Economic Development, which was concurrently developing the

HaWaii State Plan; and Mr. Paul Tajima, the former Executive

Secretary for the Commission on Population and the Hawaiian

Future.



The task fo
comprised of more than 40 parsons,

all of whom were employees of state government agencies.

The task force'participants represented
professional capabilities

in planning, land use, health, agriculture, education,

manpower training,
transportation and taxation.

The Work of h

The efforts of the growth management task force resulted

in 'a report entitled
"A'Progtam For SelectiVe Grawth Management

In Hawaii." Broadly speaking, the intent of the selective

growth management program is to encourage the right kind of

growth at the proper place and pace--the kind of growth that

serve te protect and enhance our natural environment,

promote wisp allocation of our physical and natural resources

and improve the soeio-economic
condition of our residents.

The program focuses on three areas of growth;

Economic h (improving job opportunities for

our residents, increasing self-sufficiency
and

diversifying the economic base);

Population nrowth (preventing hug

increases); and

tier,

Populatidn distribution
(encouragrhg now ecOnoMic

growth on the Neighbor islands, slowing down the

pace of growth on Oahu,
controlling urban growth

patterns).
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A set of objectives was established for each area, and

strategies and actions consistent with those objectives werr

developed. Attachment A presents a more detailed summary of

the program presented to the Governor for selective growth

management in Hawaii:

At the heart or tie lent va grrrwtt, maru _ment program

is a series of legislative, administrative and other actions

that were proposed by the task force for achieving selective

growth, The task 1,:rce drafted 29 legislative proposals

for introduction into the Newel' State Legislature: 16

consisted of curondmonts or ons:to the Hawaii Revised

Statutes; and 13 were Concurrent Resolutions for which it

wes desirable to obtain an expression of legislative

intent. Besides drafting these legislative proposals, the

task force proposed some 39 administrative fictions- -that is,

actions that have already been undertaken or could be undertaken

by the Executive Branch without the need for legislative

action. Also included in the task force report were three

suggested amendments to the feder:,' Immigration and Nationality

Act. Actions proposed by the task force included:

ways to enhance employment opportunities for

residents without encourging in-migration;

changes in the state's public assistance program

that would make it mon- difficult for newcomers to

collect welfare benefits;
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establishment of criteria, including minimum

performance standards, for use in land use

boundary changes;

mechanisms to prevent the conversion of a7xicultu_ral

land to urban, n.g, empowering the state to

purchase the development rights to important

agricultural lands;

apment an agricultural water policy;

putt controls on the rata and loc.iti.on of

tour m accommodations:

establishing a system for collecting information

on in- and out-migrants:

studying the financial impact of population

growth on the expansion of public services and

public facilities; and

appropriatiot for Waikiki improvements

The task 's recommended additions and/or amendments

to the Hawaii Revised Statutes and the Concurrent Resolutions

Were Submitted by Covernor Ariyoshi to the Ninth Session of

the Hawaii State Legislature w! ch con;vnec in January 1978.
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In submitting the package of 29 bills and resolutions to the

Legislature, the Governor expressed his desire that legislators

begin dialogue on proper courses of action to preserve and

protect Hawaii from excessive growth,

Legislative Reaction to the Growth Management pills
and Re-olutions

Overall, approval was received for 10 of the 29 measures.

Among the key proposals that were passed were the following.

A bill to exclude able-bodied adults, under 55

years of age and without minor children, from

receiving general assistance.

A bill to promote ents for

public sector jobs by; (a) requiring that applicants

for state and county government jobs be bona fide

residents of the state at the time of their

application; (b) establishing criteria which

to define a state resident; and (c) granting point

preferences, similar to veteran point preferences,

to qualified applicants who hats filed, or are

dependents of persons who have. filed, resident tax

returns within the state.

A $2.5 million appropriation

improvement projects-to be matched by 20 percent

in county f
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Orion requesting a study of the financial

impact of population growth on the expansion of

major public services and public facilities and an

investigation of alternative methods for equitably

tributing these costs among present and future

generations.

A resolution endorsing and encouraging increased

efforts to improve the accessibility of reproductive

health care to the people of Hawaii.

A resolution requesting the Governor's Water

Commission to study the feasibility of developing

an integrated water policy concerning the availability

and cost 0f.water for agricultural purposes.

copies of these and other growth management bills and resolutions

as approved by the-Legislature (except for the funding for

Waikiki improvement projects which is part of the supplemental

appropriations bill) are provided in Attachment B.

Looking at the outcome in terms of the three major

areas of attention in the growth managemont programi.e.,

population growth, economic growth and population distribution--

certain patterns emerge. For example, proposals designed

to reduce and stabilize overall population growth and those

designed to foster selected areas of economic growth fared
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considerably better than did measures -de- signed to affect

population distribution, e theragn or among the islands.

Within the category of population growth, legislators

appeared slightly more inclined to favor proposals that

would discourage migration of persons-to Hawaii in contrast

to those aimed A maintaining birth rates at replacement

levels. Among the proposals dealing with economic growth,

those directed at enhancing employment opportunities to meet

labor force needs without encouraging migration of persons

to Hawaii were more= uccessful than those designed to foster

stable economic growth. In the area of population distribution,

most of the measures dealt with ei'eher changes in the existing

land use patterns or the rate and location of tourism growth.

Legislators appeared reluctant to act in tithe these two

areas, and as a result, measures in this category did not

fare well at all,

A number of reasons have been put forth to explain why

some of the measure= did not4pass. These are summarized in

the following paragraphs,

Some bills ware= roese too contro,zersial in

nature to have a chance of passing, i.e., they

would cause too much disruption of the status quo.

Thee will surface auain as poopl bocomii
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the trade-offs that must be made

if we are to-move in the direction of managed

growth. The fact that this was an election year

in Hawaii may have influenced legislators to be

more conservative and opt toward keeping the

status quo.

The legislature was asked to serve as a public

forum for the exchange e iJead on the growths

related proposals, since the propoSals had not had

the benefit of public hearings, i.e., to generate

discussion and stimulate debate on the types of

growth-related actions appropriate for ? ?aweii to

take. This approach, hower, rcniltod in soma

problem$. For one thing, the Legislature appeared

o be comfortable in this role, For another,

the fact that cabinet officials were allowed to

give the piJs and cons when testifying on the

various measures was misunderstood by the Legislature,

who expected the cabinet-to support the proposals

since they were adminstration-sponsoreo measures.

Finally, the approach resulted. in insufficient-

hard lobbying by the administration in favor of the

proposals, as compared with a strong and considerable

lobbying effort against some of the bills by

opponents.



There was a lack of understandinc as to the "growth

management" perspective on'the part of the various

committees asked to handle the bills and resolutions.

Without intensive interaction with the committee

and its staff, it may be inconsiste- to ask a

committee Whose primary 1tL is "p a ng" growth

and development to consider changeS that may

limit or channel

Each bill was can ..-rtt. in isclation, i.e.

committee by corrmit'eeJ rather than as part of a

total package. This contributed re fragmentat__

of the total effort.

Lack of any pro. for adrlitional resources

to implement proposed changes hindered'passage of

some measures. Steam of 'rho changes would have

necessitated rcallocacion or shifting of resources,

which drew apposition from the affected parties.

If additional monies had been pro%ideat chances

for passage of these proposals would have been

considerably enhanced.

ACTIONS AT TIIE FEDERAL.,LEVEI, TIIAT WOULD HAVE DESIRED E(FECT

woul

There are a number federal actions that we believe

naw-'3's growth-related problems. These actions

relate to migration, which, as pointed out, is the major
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source of the state's rapid population growth. In general,

the recommendations pertain to migration of aliens and

persons from U.S.-territories and possessions. As discussed

previously, alien migration is now estimated to account for

70 percent of Hawaii's net migration, making it a dominant

factor in our state's efforts to manage future growth.

Brie y# the suggested
federal actions are as follows:

require a more equitable iistrl.bution

of immigrants among the states by amending the

immigration and Nationality Act;

2. reduce alien dependency on welfare by

amending appropriate federal laws,

provide added federal assistance to states

higher proportions of foreign-born population;;

include Hawaii and other affected states in the

decision-making process on programs and issues

relating to the migration of people from the

Pacific Basin trust territories; and

abUsh a national population growth and

distribution policy'.

Eaca (1) t: will now be discussed more fully.
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are F unable Distribution of immigrants

As the situation new sts, a few states asked to

bear a disproportionate share of the number of total immigrants

to the United States. In 1975, nearly 70 percent of the

approximately 4,700,000 immigrants (aliens) living in the

United States resided in six states. '14oreoYer, nearly 70

percent of the approximately 390,000 immigrants who entered

- the United States in 1975 intended to reside in one of

these same six states; Relatively speaking, Hawaii is

the most heavily impacted _ in the nation with respect

to immigrants: in Hawaii the ratio of immigrants per one

thousand population is four to five times as high as the

natiohl average.

Clearly, the overriding factor affecting the flow of

immigrants to the United ,States and, in turn, to Hawaii in

the federal immigration laws. The various preference categories

and the numerical limits govern both the number and type of

immigrants admitted. While nationwide, there is an overall

ceiling on the number of immigrants that can be admitted

annually to the United States, there is no quota or ceiling

by area or state within the country. An a result, immigrants

tend to concentrate in a few states, thereby placing additioncq

burdens on the limited financial resources of these locales

and, in some cases, causing-unemployment tc, rise when aliens

compete with citizens for limited jobs.

33-070 0 - 70 33
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We believe that Congress intended immigration to be a

national responsibility.
For this reason we believe that

`consideration should be given to amending the U.S. Immigration

and Nationality Act to provide for a more equitable distribution

of immigrants among the 50 states. This amendment might

incorporate the following procedures.

1. The U.S. Secretary of State would be authorised

to make and publish a reasonable estimate of the

anticipated total number of immigrants expected to

be admitted to the United States in the coming

fiscal 'year. This estimate would be made public

at least 30 days before the start of the fiscal

year.

2 Once a state has rocoived at least the number of

immigrants equal to the ratio of the state's

population to the nation's population multiplied

by the estimated total
number of immigrants to be

admitted in the fiscal year, the state's eh f

officer would so inform the appropriate federal.

agency, and no immigration visa could be issued

for the remainder of that fiscal year to any alien

who indicates that state as his intended destination.
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3. Any immigrant who, prior to 'becoming a naturalized

citizen (or within five year? 1, entry), reports 1

change in address to another state, pursuant o

the requirements set forth in the Immigration and

Nationality Act, may be included in th ucal

year next after the date the change of address wan

reported as an immigrant received by the gaining

state.

kadu-in- Alien o 'enuv un

Immigrant admissions to the United states are c±nd'.tioned

on the explicit understanding that the imrigrants have a

means of support and will not become public charges. The

immigratioi1 and Nationality Act provides for the deportation

of immigrants who within five years .after entry become

public charges from causes shown to have arisen before entry.

Nevertheless there is an increasing number of immigrants

who are receiving public welfare assistance within five

years of their entry i.,to the United States, thereby creating

a significant financial burden on the federal government and

the states. involved.

For example, according to a study requested by senator

Charles Percy (R-111.) and undertaken by the Government

Accounting Office (GA0),- aliens in the states of california,
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Florida, New York, Now Jersey, and inois arc collecting

about $72 million a year by taking-advantage of benefits

provided by our country's generous welfare system. Sixty

percent of the money was paid out under the Supplementary

Security Income (SSI) program. Under current law, aliens

who are legally admitted to the United States for permanent

residence are eligible to receive SSI assistance within 30

days of their arrival if they otherwise qualify. According

to the GAO report, 96 percent of the aliens receiving SSI

assist:Ice were collecting checks within three years of

their arrival in this country. An estimated 81 percent

enroll within 30 days of arrival. The study also found that

one of every three aliens who entered the country during the

period July.1, 1972 to June 30, 1975 was collecting SSI

payments by the end of 1976. Furthermore, most of the

aliens receiving welfare in the five states studied qualified

.

because of age or long-standing disabilities, not because of

disabilities sustained after they arrived in the United

States.

In Hawaii, the impact of immigrants on

considerable as illustrated by the following figures.

During the current fiscal year,
foreign-born individuals who

arrived in the United States
less than five years ago account

for slightly more than 6 percent of the total caseload for

money assistance programs
(approximately 5,000 individuals)
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and are expected to require an annual expen u.e of $7.1

million. In the medical assistance program, there are an

estimated 3,300 foreign-born individuals who arrived in the

United States less than five years ago. These immigrants

are expected to require a public expenditure of about $5.3

million for medical services during the current fiscal year.

In the public housing programs, immigrants occupy ono-fifth

of the 6142 units available.

At a, when federal, state and local welfare costs

7 dramtically, there in anenar be any

relief in sight under the current law and its interpretation.

There is,a twofold reason for this. First, receiving public

assistan ce is not considered as a factor in making a person

a public charge and thus subject to deportation. A Board of

ImmigrAtion Appeals ruling in 1948 set three criteria for

deportation as a public cha:77e, one of which was liability

for repayment. There is no liability for repaying'public

assistance. Second, affidavits of support, filed on behalf of

immigrants, have been judged t <y various courts to be unenforceable

agreements and have been considered only moral obligations.

Therefore, communities supporting newly arrived immigrants

have no recourse against those signing affidavits of support.
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Some suggested fedstel actions that could do taken to

address the problem of alien welfare dependency Ore the

fol lowing.
I

1. amend the federal legislation which establishes

the various welfare programs to include a durational

residency requirement (of between two to five

years) for alien'recipients; or alternatively,

amend the federal Immigration and Nationality Act

to include receipt of public welfare money payments

by an immigrant within, say five years, of his

arrival as one of the criteria for determining

whether a person is a "public charge" and therefore

subject to deportation; and

amend he Immigration and Nationality Act to make

the a fidevits of support, provided by sponsors of

aliens, legally enforceable agreomonts, binding

for a period of five years after admission.

If the federal government ding to promote these

changes, then it should be willing to assume the total

social costs for welfare, housing, and unemployment of

immigrants who are not able to support themselves.
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Providing Added Federal Assistance to States With .a
lirah proportion of Foliign-Born

N,1/11l fc--eian-born persons in the United States lack

:tent education to function adequstely in our technological

s. This lack of education often prevents such persons

fr's- findl j satisfactory employment. Other areas in which

,rrived, foreign-born individuals experience difficulties

stri ion, houstr. -rid health. For those parts of the

re tho proportion of immigrants per one thousand

1.Jessli,itie Ls groater than the national average, she above-

olace heavy financial steins on their limited

t'e7tlinly there is a disproportionate burden

,

e:-r,snitiCS that absorb large nuits,ers of irrtmiqrants

", thr Population base. Since the federal

the policies th.t govern which persons can

Hnited States. the federz.i government has a

..nm,illty to a6sisi= these areas with.lar4c concent-ltions

n1=1,ovn j:plivLdnal'6 in meeting tlitt upm.L.-ial needs

upon such communities. This assistance mieUL

e . a one time cash grant per immigrant or

. 4... .g, ,; I baued on

L . let. n n-rn individuals in the state.

357



In Hawaii, s80011 the common problems and areas of

Concern-to immigrants have been identified as the follow

l.angual9 and Communication. Wrong Koreans,

Chinese and Japanese immigrants, language is

perliaps the primary problem faced. For Samoans

and Filipinos, on the other hand, language problems

are not as critical. Many are bilingual in Er-lish

and their native language, and English is the

medium of instruction in the public schools of the

Philippines and Samoa:

Emp:oyment. Employment problems of immigrants

have probably worsened in recent years due to the

national recession and the oversupply of trained

wore,:s looking for employmen. In general thou4h,

because employers tend to employ people with

similar backgrounds L them'elvcs and are more

likely to hire a U -edeoated person over a

foreign - educated person; immigrants are at a

disadvantage in she labor markct. Professionals

among all etonio groups report that underemploymen

rather than unemployment is a major problem, with I

many working a: jobs which are unrelated to thei

trainin,
Nonprofessional workers, on the other
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hand, are more easily placed and are less dissatisfied

with their jobs although some complain about low

pay, long hours, and hard physical labor.

Housing. Hawaii has had a chronic housing shortage

problem for over 30 years. While recent construction

of multi-family units may have relieved some of

the shortage, the high cost prohibits persona with

low income and little savings from purchasing their

own homes. Recent studies indicate that housing

is a major problem, particularly for Filipinos and

Bameans'who typically have large households.

Although they live in high density conditions with

as many as 11 persons per household, their cultural

customs of'reciprocity and cooperation dictate

that they accommodate relatives in time of need,

adding to the number of persons in the household

and thereby increasing their difficulties in

finding adequate housing.

Health. The Hawa State Department of Health

reports indicate that the influx of immigrants

into the state continues to have adverse effects

.

On TB,and leprosyrates because a large number of

immigrants come from countries where the prevalence

of these diseases is high. Hawaii has the highest
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new active TB case rate of any state in the nat ien,

with the foreign-born contributing approximately

two-thirds of all cases. Other health problems of

Hawaii's immigrants include: dental problem:,

poor nutrition, gout, alcoholism, asthma, and

other respiratory diseases.

social Ad'ustment. All immigrants experience some

degree of " "cultural shock," but the effect on

each, because of his particular characteristics,

differs and depends upon factors such as:

degree to which their values and cultural practi2Ces

coincide with those of the receiving society's,

their ability to take on new cultural behaviors,

and (3) the receiving society's acceptance/'f

immigrants.

Including Hawaii and ether A fected States in Decisions
Affecting In-Migra.tion tree the Pacific Dos n Trust Territa

The United States government has indicated that it will

end its trusteeship over the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands by 1981. While the future political! status of the

Trust Territory is still undetermined, the Commonwealth of

the Northern Marianas has already negotiated its own political

settlement and has set a Pattern which may be emulated by

the other principal geographic areas in the Trust Territory.
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The newly created political u- is expected.to have a

number of effects on. Hawaii if previous in-migration trends

from the Pacific Basin are an indication.

Hawaii experience with American 0-amoans has been

documented through reports issued by our State Immigrant

Services Center. Although American Samoans are U.S. nationals,

they have faced acculturation problems similar to foreign

immigrants and comprise a significant past of the caseload

of public and private agencies in HaZaii involved in servicing

-immigrants. Citizens of the Trust-Territory have, in the

past, been subjected to the same restrictions as other

foreign immigrants in entering the.United States. This

status will change by 1901 when the residents of the Commonwealth

of the Northern Marianas, estimated to be approximately

17,000, will become U.S. citi ens. While the rate of new

in-mi.:ration cannot be predicted, the potential of the

influx from the former Trust Territory with a population

base of approximately 115,000, as compared to American

Samoa's 30,000, will impact on Hawaii harder than the

Mainland states because of Haw proximity, climate, and

cultural diversity.

Any in-migration from the '_must Territory will add to

the multilingual, multi-ethnic mix existing in Hawaii since

there are at least seven distinct cultures in the Trust

Territory with at least as many languages. Chan the



original language spoken in the Marianas and Guam already

shows up as one of the foreign languages spoken by public

school students of limited English speaking ability in the

1976-77 Hawaii State Department of Education survey. Trust

Territory residents at present generally speak their own

language as their first language and English as their second

language. The extensive school system estab!ished by the

United States government varies in quality from area to area

and bilingual/bicultural
education still has not been

developed in the Trust Territory.

The limitations of the economy in the Trust Territory,

which is heavily dependent on government spending, would

indicate no major moves to self-sufficiency in the near

future. Tha labor force, in 1970, was largely unskilled,

with only 30 percent of the working age population employed.

Only 15 percent or the total population were employed for

monetary compensation in 1970.

The Trust Territory population is also characterized by

a very young population, the median age being 16.9 years in

1970 as compared to the U.S.
national average of 28.1 years.

In 1970, 48,percent of Liu:,
popUletion was 15 years or youn!-..,,,

40 percent was in the 16-49 years of age group and ugly 12

percent of the population was over 50 y,,ars old.
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The population has generally4nc wed since World War II

and is expected to grow at the ratL of 5 percent annually=

For the time being,.. the- of in-migration will only

concern the residents of the Northern Marianas, although the

inability of the economy of the Trust Territory to sustain

its population may make it highly probable that the in-

migration of Pacific Islanders will be generated to other

parts of the United States.

If Hawaii's expe'rience influx

Samoans is indicative Of_ what may happen in the near ft ,re

with the Trust Territory, then it is necessary for the

federal a Mate governments to begin planning trap itianal

programs to both minimize the states' burdens and to maximize

the capabilities of the newcomers i daering to America

society, This cooperative approath to the in-migration

process calls for en open and continuous consultation between

the federal and state governments. Certain policy issues

regarding pre-emO,,.zkation information, more intensive

in English cemmaa c tions, occupational skills tr en

'Ale need for federal financial support for eaaential se; es

should be discussed in depth to ensure proper pinni;

3 63
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Establishi a Na th_

Finally, there is need for a National __pulation Policy,

.developed in concert with state and local governments, to

lessen the congestion and
reduce pressure on the already

overburdened resources of our metropolitan areas, and tO

lessen the problems of transportation, environmental decay

and social service
delivery that are not being adequately

dealt with for today's population. Such a policy should be

Consonant with a rural-urban balance of needs and regional

Potentials.
Components of such a policy should include:

Federal sponsorship of One or more national

conferences todiscuss population policies and

actions that could be taken to achieve more

desirable migration
patterns in the nation. Some

states are faced with out-migration problems;

others are coping with heavy in-migration.

2. Congressional assistance to states in developing

migration policies and possible controls on

migration between the states. To achieve this

objective, it may be necessary to amend the

United States Constitution,
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Development of a ates ration

policy consistent with a balance of regional

needs and regional potentials.

Increased .federal government appropriations for

population education, faMily planning services,

and birth control research.

Closer coordination of land use planning,

population planning, and environmental planning.

These are interrelated and affect the quality of

life of.all residents of the nation. There is

need for a rational rural-urban growth policy that

calls for determination of urban growth patterns

throughout the states and establishes guidelines

for rural development. carrying capacity studies

of regions may need to be undertaken to arrive at

a recommended optimum population of the region

which gives consideration to the use of natural

resources, achievement of a viable economy and

standards of living.
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SOURCES FOR EXHIBIT DATA

Source

Hawaii State Department of
Economic Development, Data
Table 71=

Hawaii State Department of
Economic Development, Data
Table 161.

Planning and
Book: 1977,

Planning and
Book: 1977,

Eleanor C. Nordyke, The Pe in of Ha
(University Press of Ha , Honolulu,

1977), Figure 21.-

Hawaii.!,State Department of Planning and

Economic Development, Data Hook: '977#

Table 1, for population eserii676617or
years 1900 through 1970; Hawaii State
Department of Planning and Ecolv,:nic
Development, unpublished statistics,
for 1977 population estimates.

U. S, Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census, Statistical Abstract of the

United States: 1976, Tables 10 & 1442.

Hawaii State Department of Plannia. and

Economic Development, Data Book: 1977,

Table 4.

Hawaii State Department of Planning and

Economic Development, Data Book:- 1977,

Tables 4, 7, 6 71.

Hawaii State Department of Planning and

Economic Development, The_Population of

Hawaii,_ 1976 (Statistical Report 119, April

2, 1977), Table 6.

Hawaii State Department of Planning and

Economic Development, Data Book_ 1977,

Table 26.
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10 Hawaii State.Department of Planning and
Economic Development, Population
(Hawaii State Plan Technical Study,
1977), p. 4°1.

ail-State Commission on Manpower and
1 Employment, Immigrant Services Center,

-ants in Hawaii, 1976, Table 2.

12 Hawaii State Commission on Manpower and
Full Employment, Immigrant Services Center,.
Immi-rants in Hawaii: 1965°1975, Table 4,
for the period 1961 to 1974; 1Hawaii State
Department of Planning and Economic
Development, Data Book: 1977, Table 26,
for the period 1975 id 1976.

13 Eleanor C. Nordyke, The o Hawaii
(University Press of Hawaii, Honolulu,
1977), Figure 14.

14 Hawaii State Commission on Manpower and
Full Employment, Immigrant Services Center,
Immi rants in Hawaii: 1976, Figure 1.

15 Hawaii State Department of Planning and
Economic Development, Data Book: 1977,
Table 99;

16 Hawaii State Department of Planning and
:Economic Development, Data Book: 1977,
Table 130 for 1970 and-1915 data; Hawaii
State Department of Planning. and Economic
Development, Data Book: 1976, Table 119,
for 1960 and 1965 data.

17 Eleanor C. Nordyke, The Peo_ n of Hawaii
(University PresX of Hawa i i, Honolulu, 1977),
Figure 24.
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ATTACHMENT A

EXCERPTS FROM:

A PROGRAM FOR SELECTIVE GROWTH MANAGEMENT IN HAKii

(Ac proposed to Governor George R. Ariyeshi by th1
C 2th Management Task Force, January 1978.)

OVERVIEW OF HAWAII'S SELECTIVE GROWTH MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The Growth Management Program Goal

The Growth Management Program goal is to

protect and enhance our natural environment, promote wise
allocation of our physical and natural resources, and
improve the socio-economic condition of our residents.

Growth Management_Objpct yes

To achieve this goal, Objectives have been established in the areas

of populatioh growth, economic growth, and population distribution.

These are as follows:

Population Growth. Reduce and stabilize the overall population

growth rate at a level which does not impinge on the health,

safety, economic and social welfare of residents and which is

CommenSurate with the ability of the State to accommodate
without serious deterioratiorrof our quality of life by:

Reducing population growth caused by migration so as to
achieve an appropriate balance between in- and out-
Migration through (a) yeducing in-migration and (b)

reducing-immigration.

-- Maintaining birth rates at replacement levels.

Economic Growth. Direct and influence selected areas of

economic growth such that the overall economic development of

the State will sustain a vigorous and competitive economy,

promote adequate employment opportunities for State residents,

protect our physical environment, and provide for growth that

is most compatible with the preservation and enhancement of

our qUality of life by:

Promoting_ stable economic growth through (a) managing
the rate of growth of tourism and (b) diversifying the

economic base.

ProvicHrg and enhancing employment opportunities to meet

labor arce needs without encouraging in-migration and

immigration.
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Po -illation Distribution.
Promote an improved distribution

of pogu

-- :Encouraging new economic gr...wth on the nolghtor islands_

under circumstances acceptable to residents already

there,

Slowing down the pace of growth on Oahu.

Encouraging compact urban-growth patterns (thereby

--eserVing open space, conservation areas and agricultural

-nd for future generations).

Philos° h Unde,1 in, the Growth Mane ement Stra

In developing actions to achieve the foregoing objectives, the task

force identified some general areas of concern and suggested some

factors that, should guide the focus of effort. These are described in

the following paragraphs.

With:respect to population growth, it is believed-that the State

should not seek to halt all migration to Hawaii but rather to strive for

a balance between In and out migration, recognizing that given the

current high level of net in-migration-, such a balance will not happen

overnight, It is also believed that care must be taken so as not to

`penalize former Hawaii residents now residing on the mainland and not to

cause undue hardship for local residents. 'Moreover, any chariges in the

federal immigration laws should be such as, not to penalize individuals

and families s-who are now here. It is also recognized that more information

about why people move to and leave Hawaii is needed in order to better/

devise and evaluate actions designed to influence migration patterns.

In looking at actions to influence Hawaii': natural rate of

population increase, it is not believed that there is a need at th

time for the state to play a role to
drastically reduce birtl; rates,

since the current birth rate among the
civilian population, excl ding

military dependents, approximates
replacement level fertility. It is

believed that fertility regulation, birth control, and family arming

are personal private and confidential matters which should-b decided

by the individuals concerned based on a knowledge of one s f, one's

values, and one's social responsibilities. The State's rol and

`responsibility shoUld be to set desirable goals, promote i ividual and

social awareness and knowledge and assure that all in the ate have

access to a choice of safe,
appropriate,land acceptable services which

regulate fertility.
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Because of,the pervasive role that tourism plays in the economy of
the State, importance is placed on stabilizing the overall rate of
tourism growth and directing future major tourism growth to the neighbor
islands. However, it is recognized that tourism growth on all islands
Rust be within the infrastructure capacities set forth in the State's
Ten -Year Tourism Plan. Several studies have shown a close relationship
between tourism growth and net inmigration Many in-migrants formerly
visited Hawaii as tourists and in addition, tourism provides a source
of employment for them. A recent study by the Department of Planning
and Economic Development points out that recent in-migrants hold
considerably more than their proportionate share of the total jobs in
the tourism industry. The development of a mechanism that could be used
to manage the' rate-of-growth-of-tourism is seen as a way of stabilizing
the rate of tourism growth, directing it toward areas most beneficial to
the State and at-the same time diScOuraging in- migration: Recognizing
the vital role that tourism plays in maintaining the State1s_ economic
viability, it is felt that stress should be:placed or the quality of
Irowth through enclave resort development, Upgrading A refurbishing
ulder facilities, high resort design standards and so forth. In particular,
the task force does not wish to see Waikiki or other areas of the State
facing problems like -those that have plagued Atlantic City, Puerto Rico
and, more recently. Miami Beacn;

Besides. stabilizing the rate of tourism growth, importance is
placed on the continuing efforts of the State to promote agricultural
self - sufficiency, increase federal expenditure$, and encourage new

- industries or Hawaii that are compatible with achieving environmental
and societal goals. It is believed the' increased self-tufficiencY in
agricultioe would require improved marketing and diStribUtion channels,
expansitin of the export market for lucalty-produced products, as well as
expantion of the domeStic market by- increased sales to the tourism
industry and to the Military. The o;.eservation of agricultural land is
considered of sritical importance tc improving self-sufficiency in
agriculture.

/

/ To build a bridge between appropriate levels of populatiOn growth
,and ecoromic activities necessary to its sustenance, the task force
noteS the importance of matching the education, training, and Job skills

' of the local population with existing and expected employment opportunities
so as to decrease dependence on migration in meeting labor, force needs.
Ways to increase the percentage of jobs available to and filled by
residents, particularly in the tourism industry, are areas of concern:
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Actions proposod by the task= in cc 110c1 to the d,itriioti

of population among the islands recoonize the fact that in

on the neighbor islands, the Stmt i ompitted to proservine` the

local character of the islands 3nd not.th 'causing social or economic

hardship to current neighbor Asiand resident t doe not revise out-

MigratiOn of people from Oahu, to the- nnighoor isiaods, hut rather ref

conditions such thatneighbor island residents will ho ablo to remain rp

the neighbor islands ihould they choose to do so rather than be forthd

to move to Oahu for economic reasons. Actions related th population

distribution withtin each island stress the need for to ia provide

"sense Of order" to development patterns by Seeking to hA '- and girett

the timing and location of gro4th while at the wire tir. cc nc

adequate support facilities (housing, transportation. eherf,i to

the desired level and distribution of growth.

T: -c 5rowth Management Strateaios

Specific Strategies de pied -n

thn P(01 Are ftioris!:,;o:

v. tn, to 1

I
Undertake SOU OctIcicit tht would mInki,le ci ccc of

Population 'Yoe!, caused by insmigration And 17C1Hr,iti'm

the resources of tnp State,

2. EncourAge fpderal actions that would iedate the 1.i hf

persons ielectinq Hawaii to thnir dicOc of rd

irtinorating to the United States a-1/ot' mitieAt-

Frcccrirc r,o,fihod low 1 th 1-1tc!f,

puriidti .n of thp SLAL-.

4, Decrease dependence on mfaratioh to provide for lahor forc,a

noods encourage employmert of incAl residents.

5. Strive for quality growth in tourism at a rate A% is mh.pstary

to neat local l00°, market dednnd .0thenl otb_oArIging

ih-migration or lignigration.

6. increase self-sufficioncy in fgris2itgr-

7. 14prove the contribution of U Uccr, tdier u) in toi/f.' and

agriculture to the et .humv,

U. Seek ways th guide and Jiro,:,
growth; and provide adeguAte fociliti, s to Odd cc t U deSired

C

Qnergyl,

Prevent conversion of A,' sulturAl land to urban,

rticularlv on Pihu.

1

,3 7 1
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ATTACHENT B

GR13i4TH RANAGEMENT DILLS AS)) PESOLUTIONS'

APPROVEE BY THE NINTH to

Or THE HA,4Aff STATE LEGISLATHRE

S'imate Bill (). 1782, HA). i-WLATING TO P1)131 IC ASSISTANCE

Senate Bill No'. 1787, S.D. 1, H.D. 1, RELATING TO PUBLIC EMPLOM:tENT

(embodies Lou of the growth mlnagei%nt task
force's original bill()

Hoi4c Bill Nc. 1891, S.D. 1, RELATING TO UNEMPLOYMENT

now 'Les616LI:ib 7, HD, 1,
REQuESTING A slun Tn IDENTIEY Th: COSTS or
GRU.ITH AND EXPLORE 01T1)095 FOR EQUITABLY
DISTRIBUTING THESE COSTS AMON() PPFSPJ AND

FUTURE RESIDEHIS

HCR.'Q Concurrent fleilution in 20,
AFFIRf.ONL SUPPORT FOR A c01Pq!F'61a
STATE FAX:TY PLANNIND PROGRAY,

House ConcurrentResolution No, 26,
REQUESTING TbI HOW OF AND ATID NATURAL

RESOURCE'S TO DISPOSE OF PUBLIC LAND FOR

ACRICULTPRAL PuRPOSES BY ETAN5 OTHER

THAN PuBLIC AUCTION

HoLse Concdrrent Resolution No. 27;
.

ko"Li,liNn A STe,1Y AND RLDCHTNDALI7N'L. FOR

AN A iMOULTORAL WATER PcLICY FOR THE STATE

iw HAWAII

House Concurrent Resolution W. 7H, S It. I,

REQUESiiN7, CONURESIONAL

*Ifit inelpdiLd is a 52.5 million approhrlyfien for Waik-fi improvement

ii o whien Is part of Vic LipH-Lental dperneridtions
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E n. I

A DILL FOR AN ACT

RELATING To rUHLIC tu. IPANCE.

DE IT ENACTED fly THE LECISLATURt OF THE STATE OF HAOAII:

SECT/ON 1. Findings andPuroose. Thc Ic.41slature

finds that welfare cceitti have been ri-.1nj procIpitounle

in recent years, at a rate more than twice that for groral

fund tax revenues. As a result, providing furld5 for welfare

hat often mr.g,71 ccrtilment f tor much-mc-,dea

programs and services. The legislature further firm n Out

the limited finan...ial rcource if

some curtailment of pubic assist.ole

(h) ergs Of ttU Act in Lo lilt
aLeit;tahce payments t persons who .ire tit ill,

or are at 10Aqt

nm:iidm Inn in their homes. and who ore ocaLlc t,

nufficlont ioApport fit tl!v-m,'.elc.c.-, I tA;c11--

SECTION 2 SUCtIOn 340-11, f1A.4,111 U,V1E1,A

is amended to read:

241 423 r-IfiQ(7H)
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name 2

'Soo . 346=71 (7.4!horl i,1n,.,..;nco,. `H,o tit,T,ttr,olt

2 of E4oci,07 orici how!, t3h.1.11 3drli

7 Ivanee to thane needy) elij:f le terf.ond

5 in the horie not otherwise provided r,-Dt urder tMim ehapter,

6 and who (for reamomm natimfactory to the 'clepttriemt! are

7 unable to provide sufficient nupp-,rt for th!llole

a those dependent upom thom, prmvided th'It nti.r ,
at,

9 boo . jirle_ residentn Of thls State.

10
(The ',,oartTiont shall 110t ofo.71,1,

11.t111.1t.t000O , any person Who in fet7ialiv fif. at', a,

12work and employable, provIded t!-41t

prooidc gerQt ol .A:;51fIteinco to to,,t yot ton -u--u rIot-

" (1,-,17,3rtment I th.1

16
(1) Pc, in unemployed for other tlae

16
voluntary fwparat ton W1ttt

18
12)

co4--iyount:

20
in nor re:o1:-:ed t . it-ot o;*. wtt

21 o.11 o roc! ,111.!

22 (4)

23

24

25

Ac, 209
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Page 3

N6. 1782-78, IL1), I

required by section 383-29; And

(5) He has eXhausted all of his lenefits under chiptel

3
233; provided. however, should the henotitt

4
any person under chapter 363 be less than thnse

5
for which he would otherwise he eligible

5
hereunder, he shall he Qligible supplemett..

7
general absistancet and prov:ded further, that

3
this provision of exhaustion shall not apply

to those persons not entitled by IAw tc ,:uOh

10
benefits.)

11

nassirstanue ;tic i,m fSdO :-Or'Aen-,

udocartment of social services and ho.:- ed

14but-
l*not limited tclOonslcierin,=, tie z

t5en:01117,nt ani welf4re in-

jicttsr; orer;-L' in the ' neenoloo

17,71f
ulace of_rcnidence in th.. State; the iv.r,,l-Ilte

Of fernianiuon and hOunehoid and norsonai .o:,
19

,auzf,,etf-it tO load tea Oluvernon to

20tht. he place of resider 3 nc,re d

21of vet em Sr the 5tateiOhan.: oPf4:311

Far urnoses of deternininu whether Persons ;;ee'tIn

22,licenht,; red Inv Lon; ,-.70L-Ilmoh ot :n

2 4

25

12-
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Vige 4
O. 17g2-713,

ilocal richoolnd_aWi accouritm cr on otn.

ZL' IThe departmant shall by reles

3pursitant to chapter 91, establddh criteria and staadaro,1

4for the fOregoing conditions and raquireflantn. The

5dep41rtment shall further requira such phrsoniL :1!. a

6cOndition to receiving general assistance, to recister

7for work on publiC work projects and to accept a;

eassignment to work under section 346-31 or to acoew Ouch

9eploymtInt as may be offered to them by the departmont

icunder section 346-102 or by an omploy,,, Tb-, tor,

11'wa113,1c work projects" includes any kind or labor endar

tha dapartoant of acgoehting and deneral services tho

33
5tatil or tne department of public works of any cosary.

14

,agoney Ot the State or any COUnty. Al,). ouch adanoied

14

or.linder .iey other eepartiment. turn, commission, or

ii

1.7

may imploy pfeNGhE registering Under mm dertron.

Payment for the worm shall not be made frhm -ne funild

10

from tne fund of the dap 'rhohe department
1';

20hhald prono1dara ouch ludas and r,-.1ulatLen t docenn

2ineCeSnaL-y to enforce and carry cot 0:13 ion.)

23

74

15

r-loo;7c)
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7 fiv yOrr...; of aqc1 01al1 he o1110i,J for d.noKal ,b15t,,fa000,

4

ifjata :

(I In determined t.?_it..4_!L...,dy_

5
tan4ard5 establishcd by th== ellra-af- and tl:Q

6
LUi5 and reuulat1 on2 of the_deoarf_m,ablt:

7
unable tomeettho rvCutemonto

the Federal Suniumental 4eCurltv

or 41, succe55or aFo2oo.:: and

10
(3) 15 apablc! to oado, An any s!ab!a!arl:lal

oa1nfolcdTalloymaanb bada,ane pf A pOv5loal
11

12

13

ty2T71 15 uncw; nuran af

1,4

Of work n+Or
15

16

,,,50rvicen_aO.a furthr condttn of ellq=!,111 th,

2(3.Ill atInorak anliIntanof, 1111=1 11:11 11511155= :n riae!ItIon to t:10

21fOreQ0Lhtl, suv reruon kivtermneo sIll I sbus 1.,,V g917

22re:tiOn mav_br. 1.,u5ar,?d _to

2315 nthIisur1 1155=115 d,1-d 19 SI 5=15

24

25

AG 7;0!
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Page 6 ___e ,B- NP- 1782-

1 orii_in omol -yment pro:outs is describe9 in

2 sectioi 346-102,

3 ICI Ayorson w,th children shill be el1.1:1

4 _for nenetal assastance if:

(1) He is unomploved for reasons other thin voluntary

6
ooriration without flood ciune or for muetL

7
and

(2) actively and_dilinontaysee'aino oainful

emelovrent; and

10
'A) Ho hals not refwin1 to icoeht

offored; and
11

(41
12

Ho has mia tor

ru,,IWired

14
_(5)

f!f.,h5 exhausted all of hi tete!ti.s sr:der chabtyr_

IS

PC.r0t1 under chietyrlHa be 1.:L-f2itlin :

16

he would or r hr lir

17

hq !0-1,01_ 1-7111)1,4_tor !1;,..,100L ,N!NOr-ji

IS

2S
Erovision ot exhanition I arolv to tlse=i:

21

23

24

25
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Page 7
S No, 171:-7E1

1
Is ineligible for and 0 unable to obtain aid_

2 Yn4er a federal aor,i5tance too nil; and

3 (2) tr-,in peed, and hz; not saitS,cient t000me9s other

4
reGouroes to orpvide health care and sua..!ert to

5 ma_in-tain standard conistentwith thin chapter;

an

7
Rae not attained the aqs ofaafahteen years; pro-

vided, however, that a child between the ages of

eighteen and twqrlt,-Mne v it ,hilt _liOibt

10
for jussiBtance cinder this_5ectlon, if he or she:_

11
hi!p sohool to comole4,,

12
regiroments leading to a hinhschoef'dipigma

la
Orra eonivalentj or

11
(1.1)

r: emoloved vart-timm atd is enrollod at least

half-time in anorganazod proaram of vocatIon-
1:p

16

17

al_or technical tralpina denianod to fit

the child .for dainful emolevreamt! or

18
(CI IS emoloved 44art-tfme and is insollo at

leant halftim, la a emioer-

20
g,ityr and

21 (44 fa living in a neme with his fa4hor- mother, grand-

22
father, grandmother, brether, ,Lepfal.her,

23

24

AC 17:-
F-100(70)



1

4

.,5tepmpther, uncle, aunt, firnt counin, nophow,

niec, or handilwirentn in a oloc4,

of re5ilence maintained by nuch r1l nn 1.10

own home: or_ is livinu. ift.a famfly hon in

tution conforming to the stoutiardn fixed be the

6
desoarrnt.

7 A-chil_for he nuroosen of thin eept e'iondos 'n e aotincludn

unborn orildch fetus.
. .

_

.M A I2°° wl)o ix, tit 1o!,;L Y /earn of o n o nhtll he

9

for_giJnerel_das15Lgnco_ff;

voluntary,
locliaible

11

17

in_unemuloyud fpr r.:eanong other thon

peparotion Without qoo -1:4811:4' or flo- ti

and:
13

14
1f,,

clooloymont; and
15

(4)
'lc' 1m8 not- 1'48 18

16
offoto,ljold

12

(.1) Ho h rogili!forod dnd 1!: AVi 1.,b10 tor wofA T-

'-ii

roauirod_hy_ 1204 inn 35J- 29;

(5;_ 10.!.;4c1::
20

21

72

23

24

711 .'12
47. I lo (28)
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1792-19, WO:
'aue 9

be.r'10n Ulder Chapter 3p3 he tItI thoYe for

3

5

which he would -Fyirwise he el toib to hereundor

he hall be eliqkble for Seumlemon tory 2oner,i1

aptafit4nre; and provided further thnt thin

provision of fiXnaustion shall nOt_pPly tO t'n0S0

6
oersuns_ entitied by low to AtIOn tD:Lnefit,s:

7 (0_ The deaar?Aenishal 1 further requi re In td:! tfire

8 to _the_ conditiong 4nd reauirementn Stated in seloiecticef (e) artijd

9 that oersOna_wha are rhysicallv fit. aW.0 to work , and

o
lo nbl h11 aS a goaditian to roue iv inu ticrora1 .a2215-

tancei. register for work on ISUblIO wOr, oroloets and .1,7_C211,t

2,1n enrItunmerit to work undor 0 346-31or at-Out ,Jecn

oemplou yit i2 MAV hOOfford tO them to frei douart7,e- .2 ler

F,eltio 116=102 nr by an rime nyor torm 'oublfc r

r cE_Lts=0 inziluidou Onv 1 t Jatdr undor thy in iii

of accounting and ionoral Sery ice; Of !PL:it 0 Or tio
16:
partpnt91nlic work; of Irly fourt or undou .,:h421

ItIreOartment bOatO nr- minfiken., ayorcY ef t2y ti to:7r_ ttly

countY A11 nduch atieeeiou omyloy rcc:- roi2tor
1'2

under th 9e,17tlon,

21 froni the funds of _Stoney employ Lou nuch er2on2 but 2ha 1

22e modo from to ru Id. or 7hf

23 9-.11,11_10711,,latS
rulos_,Iud roue 0 rt2 i t door.2

?5

AG 150S = 1 ... 18
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fooe !a
do. ailii-.7!1-11,1), 1

10ecessary a; ':1.-OL"t2.' 4rld carre aatd.his, soct)on.

(f) Ir O0OtO 41-1,! rt3OlolontB Waall bort2oulrv,1 to_H,c2t:*2

3.4_12 aoolluablo '4.910n, of tr145 sectlon. kocipicuts dinqualliled

4 for failure to co;. ly with any of the
[depaiament's reaeLrenentn

under the provinions of thin in tion shall b excluded tram donoral

oesistance fOr a period not to exceed twolve months,

7
(EL__The department shall be rules adontedoursaat to chapter

091y establish criaoria and ntandards for the foreaoino conditions

9and reodirements,

.sECTION :. A person receivinu denc:al assistance on the

10

effective into of this Act who would otherwise he oxcluded by

11

12
the provisio; of this An shall ntin Oao to recvo dencral

assistance provided he satisfies t;,,, requiremonts undor )iction

13
146-71(o) and the department rin,s that;

14

IS

16

17

la

2n

21

22

23

24

75

(I) Po it wtorr,ploye0, for
roasonr ,othor than volant try

ooN'-atioh wif)109l
(10041 ow or for misconduct;

and

iht is aotivel'f and dillaehily .klOo aainfal

employment; and

tIll He has not rofu:sed ft accept ymployment wh,n

offor.d; aro:

i4)
reoltor(ld ono in ovo:ahlo for wori, on

A6 7505

fc an:- 9; and

F-109(79)



Page

1

3

6

7

Ii

Such

10

11

11 S .11. IS). 1782-79 , II.D,

(51 He has exhausted all of his benefits ender chapter

383; Provided, however, shngid the benefits of

person under chapter 383 be less thou those for

w;nch by would otherwase be eliciM: lutrounder, hi

hhall he eligible for supoleogntary genera;

assistance; and provided tort!.,r, th4t

nrovision of exhaustion shall not -o:ply to f_!:;0

persons not entitled by low to seedi

person shall also be sub)ect to (rrivisions of subsoction 346-71

SECTION 4. Severabilitv. If any provision of this Act or

the application thereof to any porson or circumstance i8 hold
12

13
inV lid, the invalidity does not affect other provihloho or

api catiOns Of- tho Act which coo be given ettct Wit hid tho
14

invalid provision or application, and to thlr, omul thin pt-ov1rOor

15

of toms /eft ofc -n tin.
16

17
SECTION 5. Statwori nitra-101 to be repealod is loAckotod.

New material 18 underscored.
18

of statutes-noed not lit
In printino tni.; lit ill

207r the und,r50:dtnq.

?I
St:CTIoN 6i Thlo Act tlhall Iit I do11 1 tul ml proviti,

22

23

24

25

AO iI.S2

33-070 0 - 70
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Ii

17

13

15

16

17

iii

19

211
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381

1707 -7H
S.D. 1

11.D. I

in tho State nh hIm e timo he clatma to hotteistot! tslid hia

domiCole in the 5tatio and n.Im.mt his intent is to malat_liattti

htspermanent residence. In determinino thin Intent, t_htt

followinq ractora shall be conaideredt

(1) maintenanueof a domicile or permanent place of

realdorst,e_ in the atote;

(2) absence or residency in anothet atate.

(0 For the )turpoae cif obtainIna setoimes t.trieh ote

essential to the public interest for which no ',rum:tont

_pQrscin with the qualifications undor aubsucti. !to!! 1 applie,1

within forty-five days aceer the first Du/A.:cot:en et an

adverttsemont of the p6altish or a Sotit e o: on exomlnatten

therefor which advertisoment or nt.tiee haa been published

more than once, and net oftener than nm it in o

newspaper of gene2al cl:curatIon in !he qtate, A person

withdut the qualifications may, upon Otiot ceitilicatteu by

'the State director of persennel services ot CIty

and ehunty dlrec'ter or Civil BOeViCe er the mummy Per,Dnnol

.Approvalwhichever is applIcoble, null With the

of trio ehluf executive officer for the.Stato or the political

bubdivision concerned, be employd.

'PECO 644-407



382,

(787-7H

(dd Tho tequirt-?Ient cit rerdr.cy, ic dofin,i. under

Ntibtifietitin (0/ =Wovei ghat!, not apptT to A frIthuiti, who an

a restdcAr. et the Iftate 11-01: A; 1e3tft wto yoar o,00diatoiyi

befotar.mart'ilit0 a no nident and who- cont inutt to rttnid,7

in the Site.

(o) For th,2 ciciiILunci tIvo)vd It) tin: :,ototr.3111,0 it

-terV3tZet; 1/3 !Ad J1 I IN !id ;-; 0,7 it ; VI; ':; ;2t- !;..,ul

of Hawaii and the Vtiit70 Sccitci, Lb, er.tpl,y,wt !Mali 6, C;itt;;;;UF

or tho Onitvd litici in 3ddttiOn to tttt,,tting Ilti roduiro;o2ri

of renidency It itibciLiin (td=

ii if:I -The roclirementii of
ihtlid,t1col 0,1 dt,rirtod

-a(linotion (hi, (ti). ppd (H.d (anti tho roontromotn or

taihneotion (c)I. !that( not opplv. he ('In houliHt,d tAis.

Ontvortittv of flowdliander iho authotat,,.ta Ichop,idi

La:2:11_1ml
providid thtt nIl tLHtcit. oo:fullod

al;
Admintntrative/Proit-nlonaLTochntotI PottIo.hol ol (hu

Oniiictrnity II.uwui !;):.11) h, ttohloct tth, I-cijt urn It

ii rtinidency a5jrtined niitlyi_i-Stilo!ot1(in
(Id and the ry7

quiremont of icicu_ic Jolt provtdod further that appoint--

mont at pernonn to p-vittionn
rtuirinu hlohlyhp,c1311zed

tochnical (and) or t-ionttfic cit.Lln itul knowleduo may ho

made without connideration at rottidenev,

(q) ti pret-oronco cihillI bc intuit 'it to Shot(' cnnitlunttt

-.131



8 8 3

whp hovy filed , omo_t0s

whp.have been rtiaisied an 2.22 rdont »>n ,m u roitor

tiimit yr rhuir application fee omply:Lisentwith thy_

a untv or municioal.ovhdivisiolaLt

Fossesidonts atiseer tor cooitterri

and -0, 'the proterUneeohall hy ayporviio

in syction 76,23.

For rootdents o for fooltioao oot

eh0stern. 76 66d 772 tho pterorur,e

titivino jtrot consideration to ont;h ren,donto., ,rail

ractosn arq rolattvyty oqu012"

amended tn road as toll()

";le-p. 7663 filfiniivap. km 1I Eva

ponitiono

in tho mannor piesorlhed in thio pa . os in ooction 76=1,

wawa acre,
int] authority shall roquost tho

services to s-iubmit aunt ot ollaibleo Tho director- ihall

thereiipsn curttry a lint. ot Nye or ouch rowor number on ,

mzaaendilw,e9aem seas in nil

order: firnt tho promotional lists, second the reemploymont

ots-and thitaitho open-co rititivo FrovidQd, that

:01.A11 110

=7t1

tilod

tho

Po,-9 9 -723
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384

I

a J H"-ii. 1[P

341 1'114 I 1 he vliqi 0r, itha. t I I, -A. t'I.raa,!,

1I1lIIr hhI1i cort Cy ill i Ii. 41 lull 1,1, 1111 1 I

Thr, ill ret:, Liar sha 14rltL CIII ibIIii its 1k -, oh_1-:u I ha L t

appear on th L JIkIC 117.11 providod %hat if the last of iho

five eligibles to bo certified is ono of two or more oligibles
1

ieiho have iflostical examination scoces 4g5h two or more

cligibion shall tio 7111 till 60twithsi3g:If3 ,hit oore

than I its oor6nut thoreh.? usit 10,1 7,17-1a1 -,

; 1 1 1 0 I L I lior_ pr,hv tded I17111 c6till +. 1 1
*1 1517 11 1 hlvm 1-: ,1tt

prel th mice certi 1 r5/1 , rw,. I dont_ wlic- s Ii
htiiatu, t7N rot Ilr I) hull 117 4711 null: hi 0.11

11777rldh .11 .71 r Ct ern, 17 t,III Ir1=

shall alAo bc7ertIII
la any cala whore t hr-, it15 III ,. 151 5C7-7 7 1 hi

LP chic, ilepartuthht- whon, 1117 07 .1r7.771 -11i 71 17 1 1,1 7:: 011 171

I rite raepar trios td 1 I 1 . trocw t rhwh-ht II thu ii7t , Ill tug :

luIfluir1ty 171 :1 uI t10par tanortt hach t Ih- 1 lii 11117w1 114.111

In 7115 11117i1 h tr, tin 01 10 11 1 ws on art 1IIII1JIIII1117t1111

cItijttilc 114111 Wit whr1 II 11111 III rhronta 1 1 at, Ihn lieeh

w$1hterwe I tl,r I hah trohIhr- t hr 0 ro t

14 :ltt1 hwhow; iii filY ..1tpd 177111. quoit t ill 1141 t 117 71177,

V_110 depa r t mon t_ ro.,,y i 1115.15- Ark II,. radwhe men 1..1 I 1-.1-711101 111,111

eXiir11$11.1t 1151 1 , 1 1 1 71111711 illS 11 1 1 1 177I.01 : ; 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 . 1 7 $

PrGo 343-365
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11 17111-7H
:;.11.

II it

an inturAppartmontal ot dn Int.r.idep.rtm.nitd1 rr,m,tiwndl

vxamination. Thit ordor in which ''I till'; it,' on

v11911)1,2 t;hall bo tlydd by rill Th.-- App,llitiO0

authority !Mall rr thin Ipr:0110M,Ht th,

1..AL.hle:.; ncrti e.] to hi, ti 1, ;;!-..; hk. t

obie to liii on tho oorti',1od Is' (Ito dir,olt, in which

lit. 7,h.11 I

t 1 iii in I Ill ii lrl itt 1 r racaarr fdar I

. lit in 10.0 inn tin':;

In thot. the appointing d'Ath,lit,, lii -,J!;..:1;, in writ1;.1

fuir ro toot Inc; o.,ch itt o 1;il;', ;; on I I i 1:.t It t!,. Ly

IJ cortItto:1 tu lit in It 'it tor ,r, it cA..:0 0: tit.;

by the uivil oth,c

It Ilium rr=omploymont 1.;!;tr., inti,rhl ho ott,ctivo i itt y,At

bin bitt, thir; poliod ;;Ay h, oxt-ond,..! t;.1,

An oppolotinw authority m.o.. tilt A VOC.111 'nit till
17 Inn rlr,Innl'tr,ir_rbt by pi or;ut I no airy raga-tar: antrrIc,,,,' I II LI

t hitt! vx.,[turt,11: Ion r in

mjnimnm elat;t; gnAlifIcatic,nr. ot th, ;t0It.1011 t. wi tilt 10

inn Inn tin promotAql, an.1 if th. if; 1,1 ;;.mu inc

21 relatud tho por.ictot; hold by Lho OMplOyoo:

22 pruvided4,tilat. whon th.,re in no matoYial diffk.,-.renco L;.ftWeen

2i tho guolilication;1 omploye,n owno,rnod, tho 0mrloY00

21 with the gv,rno-0nt !;hill r,;0,ivo fir7.t

'LO HDO-079
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Co 117. 1.60ri.1 t or ch.. prollir7ft 1 .1.

hII..f1.
, 11.1).

ttlit

w wean «arw 1 1 i ( I 1 . a j k . e r e :ittr'?"1

cat 1;t- ir_)r to 1-1-, !loving ot (111., y

of r:.ati.e;fnctoc waxes tn.', lat.1.-',1t-11,j1 wh1.11 hr. wn»

pt. ritra) tt.ci , hot « vy a t v7 t. m w e e 11) h..' pr.)..1... 1,11

Ifly !so,'

fin vrfill..?.,.0.1. (1111...1 :1 t 1,11 1 it 1 1 I :

V a 1 1,0 .11.fl'ott .1rr., 1 fit h,.

aerya,mma msawazvn
VI deN-I ,1,11 I '1.

:at 0

-m »mans .1i.1 II 111.1 1i... 1 .`..1 f ...?

11,1.; .!:1 «»menlii 11. c:1 ; 7

!".1:.."1"11.N-
mm

w. it the apid ma mn m «wr I (-3 .1rl2 irr .' wa

1101U man% m,avaat wat »t>«r
prryi2..)17f: th.,

thout tho i I id prov 1...14 lir apid icat

aw w,am«maes w thi.; ro,t.

«caazmcz« tr., 1 1-,`!"'^i
ow wens e vwsrmu. It « intiftt wren c

wra 5ta I IV! 1.1-a..! et t

I., I fr." eratti 111.1.
r). 'flt a 7,-1 ...It .1 I t a



II iFt 11111. it11 !Op. %I

I33 RflSL

II155 111

2 I t'..; r. Yr.. ISCt ,

4

'4217; Ill, ,?rir11,.1

otr 11,ttt.to. n llowo ' ft 1-',"".11,'!";1 IffI

7

11

12
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REQl1VSTING A STUDY TO IDENTTEY THE COSTS OF ORoWTH ASO

I \I'L00 II 1T1101.-A FOR EQUITABLY DISTRIBUTIEO THrSE

COST$ AMONG PRESENT AND PUTUE RESIDENTS

14110 011k population growth, through the influx fif new

rentdOnts, may require addittonal
expendituren of pubfjo

fundn to aver. the increaned demand for public nervi,en And

feCiliAl-irJA; And

WHEREAS, ntate and loyal
neekind

to :Item Jr enc)urage growth, ohould ncn pi-a the Iaunt o

there increatied unfits on prenent renidentof and

WHEREAS, xtate and local goverumentn NAT fefinfle new

reoidentr to contribute an equitable nhi:'' tmward'moetinu

the cont; of public facilitieo
conotrocted earlier and how

deruinen and facilitleo required
bemaune 6f their preoenbof

ono /

WHEREAS, the U,S, Suprome rfouit hao permitted nome

Unancint dintinmtionl between long-term reoiTentn ind

recent arrivalu, for example, in permittlnu olil

univeraltieo to charge higher rateo to urnadnto who have ,

lived here Lunn than A year; and

MIMAS, It to ponnible that than precedent maY Borolt

heavier Otate taxeo on ndwly-arrived
turidentn until thoy

have! helped pay for pro-exioting faciIitifgand haee been

fully annimilated into the community: and

WHEREAS, judicial precedent requiron that any fmpoet

fee arnenument be for inn-to related to tho npeetfi arowth

Under connideratton, not for gereral revenue expootitureo

Unrelated to new growth, nor for tho note purpooe of iAlLorfor-
ing

with the free movement of citifieno; now, thereforo,

PE IT RESOLVED by the Bonne it: Reprobefb-atieo, of the ,

Ninth Louirlature Of the State of Hawaii, Regular benoion of

19711, tha Senate concurring, that the todmrlative roforencp

bureau, in Cooperation with the department of budget and

fthanCe and the department of taxation, in requontod to
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111

conduct a study to approximatt the costs it a-- at to gtewth
on the expansion ef mmjor public serviees ond faciiities
to Suggest methods for equitably distrlhoting thes0 eonts
among preSent and future residents; And

BE IT FURTHER nrsownn that the 10o Ativo referent:0

bureau submit A report on the study findin and recommenda-
tions, including, if Appropriate, suggest htslatton, to
the Legislature twenty days before the convening ot the
Regular Se-sion of 1979; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that all agencies and departm
of the State Administration and the tour counties cooperate
with the legislative reference bureau in conductind
study; And

. DE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that cot-.
Concurrent Resolution tom transmitted to the _

reference bureau, the flovernorof tic State, tin i.tyeaxs zaf

each county, t\lie director of the department of bin:lout. and
finance, ant_ he director of the department (d: t.antion.
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AFFIIOC 11URPORT FOR A COMPREHENSIVE STATE FAMILY PLAnNING

rROCOWL

WHEREAS, p,onal deciionn regarding family planning

and fertility regulation
aro private and confidential matt ern

which should be decided by the individual according to one'i,,

own valuon And social responnIbilitien; and

EAA, human behavior and technology have not reached

Eli poihi rVdry cOn-e),-,1 ran 10 wAr.TI 013 tOo-i tic-c;

and

WHPfifA, according to a depirtmont of health family

planning evaluation report, 60 to 130 p. ,;:con;- of preanancien

in Hawdli aro reportod to be unpl-inned, mintInd, or unwanted;

and

WHTRl:AS, although II; birth -ate in the State hon been

declining, fertility ir ntoll :e1 ,i1:1voly high among teenagorn,

unmarried women, and women with tIto or more children; and

WRERnS, the State'r role 1lijd Le to assurs that all
Hawaii'n re5ident3, rich and, poor, l,avo ac,loi.,h,j to c!-miof,

of nafe, appropriate and accetale roprduetive health

serviccs; and

ViliERX-A5, the cost of It to efIsre aceeaS to repro-

duCtivJ bualth care is a heavy burden which socicty ultimately

bearL,; and

WHEkAS, u5tablinhing the right of individuals to

aoCesS to cuch cars is in the vital interont of the oommupity

au woll ItO of the individualn
concerned, print and futui-e:

and

WHERE-AI;, the health of women and children, which in

particularly.enhanced by the availability and acconnibili

of reproductive health core, to fundamental to the health

a cc:munity and is II5C-Ic! WOrld-WICIO 40 an of the sta

of health; and

3 .9

of
idard

11-1-103 (711)
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WHEREAn, the loginlaturo han mandatod th- t,Itt:.11tort on

population and {oti ittu in;gre uatol I,

"coOr,tinate the entahliphmont ana conduct o: rpg.nc.ive .

raMil; Planning serico dolitHfry and ,;ontradt or deioda:0
tho oporational rc$:ponnihility for mach A comproh,nnive
utate family planning progrnm to the appcoprlate ntio
operating agency"; now, theroforg,

UE 4T REHfILVND by tho Hume or Ropl_=0,;ont.ttivo,:, of the
Ninth Lggiplaturo of this ()tat e of Hawaii, Regular olin or
1978, tho Henatc concurring, that Ohm ieh of tho poepi0 of
Hawaii to aCColutt to reproductive health care in afrirmgd;
and

DE TT FURTHLil 1ESOL4IHO that prorcnt re,-,r(nductivo health
care programs supported in whole or in part oy the Stato ho
enhanced hy ingreaHed i :irm-mm tic o:Hdi, an) pLivafp
rcHourogn, ih orea2r to im40aglha.t to pTovi.:ionn cf the taw
under HRH 224-4; and

hif IT CilMEH VIOLVt, f.At .r th(H
Concurront Renolution he tranrmitteo to ti l'repident ml tho
United tt Ii, tho Secretary of the 0,5. Popartmdgt of
Hoalth, HOPeation and Welfare, the Covcrnor of thc fit of

tiumo t, the director of the depirtment ot health, thg director
tr,g;p, it nocial norvicoo and hc,onirm, and the

chairman of the co;T:minnion -mu po:-,ulation and the Hawaiian
fuliwc,

b".,`

el."1

J N 6 1973

1-H-104 (lit)
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27

REQUESTING A STUDY APO RECOMENDATIONS FOR AN AGRiCUL'IIIJRJ\L

WATER POLICY FOR THE STATE OF HAWAII

WHEREAS, it has been a long-standing public policy to

promote more stable economic growth in Hawaii; and

WHEREAS, the diversification of the economic base is

deemed to provide a greater degree of stability: and

WHEREAS, the Legislature has encouraged and actively

sought new ieconomielactivities particularly in diversified

agriculture; and

WHEREAS, public policies concerning land use through

housing, land use districting, zoning, agricultural poxkse

and soforth are beginning to make..inroads in public and'

private decision-makrIlg; and

WHEREAS, various other forms of public assistance

programs such ac capital loan7s, eat ion 1110 training,

technical services, land tenure t - havehL_,6 initiated

to facifitate the establishment
diversifipd egricul=

tural operations; and

WHEREAS, the State
availability and cost of -water for irrigat
agricultural uses: and

as recognized the importance of the
other

WHEREAS, there arc currently.. three State-managed irrig

tion systems for diversified agricultural purposcs--

Lalamilo, Molokai and Waimanalo: and

WHEREAS, diPersified agricultural farmers on individually

owned and other privately owned and State-owned lands do not

now have access" to irrigatidn water at comparAble costs and

in comparable- amounts, but must purchase limited amounts at

the higher domestic and coMmorcial rates; and

1,12-110 081
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27
WhEREAS,\ essuntial.and 'cts1tica.1 to the interost:;

of greator-agri self-surficipn,3t_ water for
diversified agr culture tro available in app77311tAAte quantity,

quality and cost; now therefor_e,

DE It RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of

h bigislature of the State of Hawaii -R.-atular -ion of

1978 the Senate concurring, that tho Coveenpr'swater
commisbion, in cooperation with the departmont of land and
natural resources, and the boards of water supply of the

four respective ebunties study the feasibility of an integrated

agricultural water policy, including but not limited to the
supply and delivery of water for diversified agricultural
purposes at appropriate amounts and rates; and --,

DE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the G! In s water commis-
on,cuordinate-this study and report tl and

recommendations to the LeOslatu t;.-n , days before the
convening of the Bugolar Session of 1879; and

DE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified conies of thitl

Concurrent Fesolution.b6 Cransmitted to the Governer of th
State of Hawaii, the chairman or Lilt_ anpartnt of land ,Ind

natural resourcesf the chairmen of tho county boords of

water supply and the ciwirm,In cf the Cevern ',attar

CpuJriiL:giOrt

33-01'0 71.8

pR-110(78)
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REQUESTING CONGRESSIONAL ACTItD;:

1 R. E, 20
H.S. 1

WHEREAS, our nation as a whole bent =Fits tram international

traffic, but only a few designated airport -- rg bear

the added costs and responsibilities in perfcirrning the port

retry duties; and

WHIMEAS, in the State of Hawaii, t Honolulu internar
tional Airport and the Honolulu Hart provide space for
Customs, Immigration and Naturalisation, Agri.01.ture,
Public Health Service and Coast- Guard to ca!'ryput the port

of entry and patroling duties; and

WHEREAS, the pre-clearance cetiJities of the, U.S,
Eepartment of Agriculture at Hilo, A'ona, Kahului and Lihue

airports are 'conducted on space provided at no coat by the

State of Hawaii,lhereby relieving the U,S, mainland airports
of this responsibility in this regard; And

WHEREAS, the capital improvement Costs for ctivi-

ties have run over S10,000,000 and the operating coSts run,

to about 5400,00.0 per year; and

WHEREAS, the border arioncier, with the exemption or

Customs in Honolull Harbor, do not*pay any runt,

WHEREAS, at the Honolulu Harbor, Customs is b
total-area used by them; anda portion of 'the

WHEREAS, Public Law-47 -gal pnrmits Customs to pay for'

-use of spaceiand

WHEREAS, Congress has to approve thudcI± tl to

border agencies to pay frit' 'their use of spacu at the Honelailu

International Airport and Honolulu Harbor; and

WHEREA5, this aspect was brought up by Alyy
Wright =former diroctor of the debartmunt of transportation,
and others, it the recent hearing before the Committee on

Commerce, Science and TrarisportatiOnof the Ninth congress

under the International Visitor FaCilities .ion held

April 14. and 29, 1977; and'

ENTRN 9R1 138
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I I 11 \I-
FL b. R. !Ill. 28

H.D. 1

WHEREAS, -Mr. .
Dickerson, Acting Commissioner of

Ctistemsp has stated in his response to'Honorahle Danie 1. I., Iituu

Chairman, Subcommittee on Merchant Marine and Tourism, that

if Customs were charged by the Honolulu International Airport

for use of Oace, thereby giving them the full control of

the space and all contracting authority to alter it, customs

would be in abetter position to negotiate space; anu

WHESFAS,tthe Senate amc,dment of the Airport and Airways

Development Act Amendments of 1976 states that, ... in

addition, Federal inspection agencies were required .to pay

sponsors for space used for inspecting passengers and bagoatio

in foreign air.tvansportatien to.the extent"these facilities
were not paid for under this provision."

wHEREASt-the Airport Orator Council ..mational,

du tteir stotamont to Honorable Daniel X. Inouye, Chairman,

Subcommittee on Merchant Marine and*Teurism, states that.,

"... space required by the'Vederal Inspection Service for

the performance of their statutory functions at 1J-S ai:rports

is.supplied,without cost to 1 Federal government. At' all

federal inspection agency op(iotionS at United Stat us -airports

were financed through the regular congressional appropriations
channels, as has been long authorized by law, neither the=

airlines nor the public airport sponsor would be required to

subsidize 'governmental inspection functions. The inability

of the inspection agoncio5 to pay fai the space they UZO at

international airports cuts both ways. Many,st our 'mem, ors

report that, since the federal rn services do not

pay for their space, they are not A5 ont-cclucioun as othor

tenarVs and often ask for more space than is clearly needed

lor-,s-tfoctie.e_operatlons."; and

WHEREAS, at Hilo, inter
:ct# mtemplated; now,-therefore,

I tr rival aro

HE IT RESOLVED by the House of Li-OS of than

Ninth 1,6islature of the State of Hawaii, Rood Sessi
1978,_ the Sonata concurring, that the n -iter S of Hawaii's'

congrossieno1 delegation art` requested to introduce legisla-

tion that will provide adequate fd;Wo to border agencies.

using space at the international airports and harbors,

thereby recrigni-4ing the added burden to the State of Hawaii

and othei similar 0t,, Li loy the per.. or entr. activit -s;

and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
Resolution be transmitted to tha di State of

Hawaii, ,the President of =the DiOted States the

Speaker of the United States House of napregentatives, and

to each member ofilawoii's congressional delogatio'n.

Concurrent
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The natio

7

Statement by Luther TWeeten to
Select Committee on Population,
U. S. House of Representatives.
Congress of the United Stated,

June 7, 1978*

encing a major demographic transition characterized

of population from the "frost belt" to the "sun belt" and from

metropOlitan to micropolitan (nonMetropolitan) areas. "From 1970 to 1976,

micropolitan counties grew 8.0 percent while metropolitan counties grew 4.7

percent. The metropolitan growth is broad-based. Micro counties not adjacent

to metro counties grew 7.8 percent from 1970 to 1976, a considerahlytiantar

rate,than metre counties but a slower

metro counties Rural growth is not just in the Southit Characterizes

than micro counties adjacent to

every geographic region of the country with the exception of the Great

Plains.

The population turnaround poses new challenges: not long ago social

scientists and politicians preoccupied with the great rural-urban exodus

and the problems posed thereby for declning rural areas and for overcrowding

central .citien. The situaotion has reversed but social problems remain. 1

outline a National Growth Policy to deal equitably and efficiently with rural ,

and urban problems of growth and decline. Rut first it el to review the

Federal financial commitment 240 deal with domestic problems of thb nation.

The, fin

- 1

THE FEDERAL COMNITMENT

commitment of the Federal government t$ placed

in.perspecti e by examining ou tlays for programs by sector. Federal

Regents Profeasor, Oep_artment of agricultural Economics, Oklahoma S

University, Stillwater,

4,
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outlays totaled $1545 per capita in Metropolitan counties and $1271

per capita in micrapolitan (nonmetropolitan) counties, in fiscal

year 1976 with components as shown below:

Micropolitan Metro olitan

Human resource development $ 742 $ 776

Housing 59 105

community and industrial development 153 132

Agriculture and natural resources 90 . 23

Defense and space 219' 468

Other 8 41

'Total 1271 1545

Whether this distribution is appropriate can be judged on the basis of

need in the two sectors. The largest category of Federal outlays is human

resource development, totaling $776 per capita in metro counties and $742 in

micro (nonmetro) counties, 'rhe following data revealing human resource needs

for micropolitan and metropolitan areas make a case for greater Federal outlays

per capita for human resources in micro than metro areas:

Median family income \(1975, $)
Poverty (1975, 1 poor
Dependency rate (1970 population-

under 18 and 65 and over divided'

by all ages, 1)
Median school completed (1970, years)

Labor force particiention.
(1970, males, Z)
(1970, females, 1) \

Unemployment rate (1970
Underemployment (1970,

Micropolitan Metropolitan

110600 14,909

15 11.

86.5 77,1

4.1 43

2. males) 4.1 3.9

males) 25,0 17.8

Median family income in micro areas t;as79_percent that in metro areas in

1975 (80 percent in 1976), a'greater
difference than justified by lower cost

living in micro areas. Poverty lb not only more pervasive but deeper in

micro than in metro areas. Because the very young and the elderly require
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more social _ _ es than middle-aged.persons the high dependency rate in

micro areas further supports the need for more Federal outlays per capita to

micro areas. Micro areas leg behind metro area's in median schooling

completed.

:Unemployment and underemployment rates also justify higher Federal

outlays for human resources in micro areas. Some $17 billion of Federal

funds are allocated annually according to employment and unemployment data.

Unfortunately, many small communities are poorly served by such allocations--

:he- have n and unem ent data! A malt serious conceptual

problem is that unemployment grossly underestimates the degree of underutili-

ration of human resources especially in economically depressed rural areas

because (1) relatively immobile potential labor force participants have not

sought gainful employment or no longer seek gainful employment due to

-i

chronic lack of local job opportunities. (2) Tura face few employers

so that the costs of additional active search axe ed gains more quickly than

I

for urban workers, (l) the incidence of aelf-omplOymont is high, and (4) the

incidence of jobs covered by unemployment compensation is low.

Element (2) causes workers to be dropped from unemployment olls--they no

longer seek work actively because they need little time to survey work oppertuni-

ties. And knowledge of new opportunities islikely to come not from the Oeb14 -

employment service "(which would list them as unemployed) but from friends

and relatives in an environment where informal labor information systems

predominate. Element (3) increases opportunities to Subsist without? fully

utilizing'human resources element (4) obviates the need to register for

unemployment compensation or for jobs at the public employment services offic

Which may be remote. The underemployment' rate, which includes discouraged



wo kers who have dropped out or never ente
he lebr erce and workers

rang below reasonable potential, as well as unemployed workers, is a

better measure of underutilized human resources and need for labor services.

It is not time to shift the formulas that allocate 817 billion in Federal

funds to an underemployment rather than an
unemployment criterion, or at

least give areas's. choice of which criterion to use?

With the incidence of substandard
housing in micro areas (8 percent)

double that in metro areas (4 percent).- how do we justify $105 per: capita Federal

housing outlays in metro areas.and only $59 per capita in micro areas? .

Efforts to conserve natural resources
and maintain the viability of

family farms results in more outlays for agriculture and natural resources in

micro than in metro counties. But differences in defense and space outlays

favoring metro areas dwarf differences in agriculture and natural resource

outlays. It is well to note that, of the 60 million micropolitan

residents, 7.8 million live on farms- -and these receive more than halZ heir

income -from off-farm sources. Even using generous multipliers to dept the

total numbek'of persons who depend, on farming for their livelihood, nr17 15

percent of all micro residents
depend either directly or indirerrly farm1n;!

for their econmic base. The remaining 85 pe,,Ant of mierJ e..dants- depend

on other basic industries. ,A
prospering farming econom) do,ls not 310',1,4 U-y4t1)

economic vitality of r,.ral Amarica. .

Micropolitan areas, which contain nearly oc-Chir,J ur fha vistaar spa3.ation,

would like-'to at least even up per
Capita outlays bc,tweep th.1 two nectors before

'Pressing for equitable treatment based on need posed by ,-,Joblet of growth,

attentuation or decline.

o



NATIONAL GROWN POLICY

nation has no National Growth Policy that is equitable and efficient

in meeting the needs of. the nation. Nicropolitan America asks no tu cial

few 9 of a National Growth-Tolley, but rural and urban- areas stand to ben-

redirection of domestic development efforts. First priority in a

National Growth Policy wuld be to address problems of low income and under-

employment (includirg unemployment). Transfer payments to the unemployable

poor can be allocated to individuals and households according to need as mea-

sured by low income. Because many states with high proportions of rural

dents are unable to afford adequate welfare progrs and their poor

spill over into other crates where payments are more nearly adequate a case

can be made for Federal takeover of all welfare programs with appropriate

adjustments for cost of living. A problem is that cost of living data are

unavailable for micropnlitan areas--a major oversight in Federal statistics

that needs to be corrected:

A policy for Ileretheurloved

Programs for the employable who desire to more fully utilize their human

resources can be allocated according to underemployment. A problem is that under-

employment data are nor adequate for any areasanother oversight in

Federal statistics that needs to be corrected. I am confident this oversight

will be corrected. The guidelines for a National Growth- Policy to alleviate

underemployment are as follows:

Fapand the economic base in areas characterized by high rates of

underemployment. Research indicates. that such a policy would use Federal

funds cost-effectively in alleviating and which in turn is closely



associated with poverty, low income,-,outmigration.and rurality)'

Use established suhstate multicounty districts with high

underemployment as the administrative unit. The advantage of the multi

county district is that it contains the sense of community (as a trade area),

planning expertise, local:Involvetent
economic vitality (not found in each

high underemployment Bounty) and other advantages required in a focal point

development. Start with a few multicounty
diatticts with high underem-

ployment aad provide the critical mass
of resources required_ for a takeoff

to sustained growth. As Federal funds become available, add more districts

and phase out the districts
designated earlier after perhaps 10 years of

funding--by thia time they will be capable of self-sustained growth if

economically viable. ,

Given areas selected above, focus job c _on o ts in community

of 10,000 to 500,000
population--the size range where costs of providing

community services are lowest. This size of community provides low trans

portation and energy costs and avoids many problems of pollution and

antisocial behavior found in large metropolitan communities.
This size

-range contains Medical,
communication and other services plus a labor force

necessary for the vitality of progressive Industries.

(4) Provide assistance in the form of tax writeoffs or other ineentiveS

to private industry
for locating or expanding in such communities. Emphasize

"export" industries that bring in dollars from outside areas. in addition to

the usual economic base,
depend on transfer payments

provided by "people"

programs to those who cannot work and additional income
generated by job

(See Luther Tweeten and George Grin

Lincoln: University of .Nebraska Frees.'

on. L-flmegjAron nevelt/ ment.

976. chapter 15.
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etion incentives to those who con work to provide income to support the

level and combination of public services such as sewerage, water and streets

desired by communities.

(5) Use a wage supplement, training allowances _ means to

encourage hiring of the underemployed in jobs created=

Ctipnging_existing program

The ab?ve simple prescription for a National Growth Policy avoids the

administrative problems that attend current programs. The proposal is as

notable for what it excludes as for what it includes. Examples of exclusions

are:

General revenue sharing= Revenue sharing, particularly general

revenue sharing, erodes local and stare fiscal. responsibility, reduces local

and'atots government tax effort.and
contributes little .to expanding the

economic bast of areas with high underemployment= A case can be made for

Federal government funding only of domestic deVelopment activity

that local and state governments have too
few resources to fund at minimum

"socially acceptable" levels or realize too small a proportion of benefits

within their borders. Thus the case for Federal revenue sharing to fund

local tracks, main street facelifting and other municipal facilities through

revenue sharing Without conAideration of need has little justification=

The concept of "socially acceptable" needs elaboration'. Many rural

such as hospitals have been closed down or overbuilt because

Federal standards are established
for urban conditions and are not relevant

for rural conditions. The result in some instance

reasennble'distdtlee of 'rural residents and in other instances is expensive

cility within

4 , 7
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facilities that can be maintained only at excessive cost to local communities

or with Federal subsidies. Rural people are not necessarily opposed to

safety, medical and other standards imposed on communities by r1 roderal

Overnmest, but they widely question whether they are getting their monies

worth from current guidelines.

(2) Infrastructure. The Federal government provides direct nd indirect

assistance to infrastructure that lies a major impact on location patterns.

AFn - example of indirect assistance is a deduction. on Federal income tax for

real estata interest, capital gains,
business expenses and property taxes.

A city resident living in a rental unit where he is re6iving no such deduc

tions is attracted to purchase a residence in the country where he can

operate a small farm, continue to work in town, deduct interest payments

and property taxes and business expenses
(including perhaps a pickup truck

usetf-for more than the farm business) from Federal income taxes. When he

sells, he receives favorable Lax treatment on capital gains. Use of cash

accounting, capital gains on livestock, Investment tax credit. accelerated

depreciation and other income tax provisions
available to farmers further

rewards his country living. uireot Federal ?lasts ace to rural areas

includes grants and concessional loans for water, sewer, electrical, telephone,

-police, fire protection and other services to residents and communities.

Few Americans would begrudge these
concessions to bona fide farmers and

other. rural residents with low incomes. But the programs for the most part

make no di4tinction for ability to pay.
The programs encourage sprawl. high

costs of services to low density settlement patterns, unsightly development

and excessive energy use (e.g. gasoline for commuting). Although a case

can be made that people should have considerable discretion to locate their
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residence where they chose, the Federal government need not su.sidize them

to live in locations that entail high coats for roads, school bus, mail

delivery and other services and facilities.

Land use planning and associated zoning is an enticing alternative to

reform the above programs that encourage sprawl. Rural people are indepen-,

dent and very reluctantly accept land use planning and zoning ordinances

with teeth and imposed by the Federal government._ My observation is that

zoning in micropolitan areas can be useful but alone is unable to direct

growth and avert sprawlvariances are easily acquired for the most part.

(3) Public service smplamea. Billions of dollars are spent on

programs to employ the disadvantaged in the public sector. Many of the

jobs created thereby provide little training and add more to inflation than

to output, The proposed program would rely on inducements to private

Industry to hire and train the disadvantaged in jobs where productivity

is higher than in the public sector

Phasing out or reducing Federal outlays for general revenue sharing

and public service employment programs would provide the fiscal base to fund

the National Growth Policy outlined. The proposed allocation formula makes

no distinction between sectors and can increase national output by more

efficiently utilizing the nation's resources of labor and capital. It can

reduce the "full" employment rate from the current 6 percent unemployment

to perhaps 4 percent unemployment. A major cause of inflation is public

deficit spending to increase aggregate demand to achieve only 4 percent

unemployment s rate that cannot be attained without massive inflation

because of structural impediment to employment, one of which is major

pockets of underemployment especially prevalentin rural areas.
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FUTURE PROSPECTS BY TYPE OF MICROPOLITAN COMMUNITY

National growth policy must give first concern to the socio-economic

pathology of domestic development--that means priority for items outlined

above focused on disadvantaged people and areas. But we cannot overlook,

the problems of rowth, although the "growth dividend" 'provides a handy

means for communities, counties, substate multicounty districts and states

rA, pay the cost of alleviating growing pains. The Federal role can be

largely restricted to planning and educational activities--fcr the latter

the Cooperative (Federal-State) Extension Service provides a helpful sodel.

To the extent that the government makes an effort to align social and

private costs (benefits), the net impact is expected to bean increasing

share of population in places of small and intermediate size cities at the

expense of small towns and central cities of metropolitan areas. Fundamental

growth elements depicts a bright future for micropolitan areas. But the promise

and problems of growth, attenuation or decline differ by type of micropelitan

community. In examining these issues. it's useful to divide communities into

categories of: (1) resource extraction, (2) satellite. (3) retirement and

recreational, a) manufacturing centers, (5) viable trade centers, and (6)

small communities largely tied to agriculture.

v induct

The economic base -ln large numbers of metropolitan areas continues to

be tied closely to extractive industries--ag culture._ mining. and lumbering.

Agricultural' communities will he discussed later under categorlei 5 and b above.

The energy crisis and beaVy demand for coal are rejuvenatiL many rural

areas dependent en extractive industry, although nut withuut ruvi auwata:
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costs. Population in the southern Appalachian coal fi ids increased by a

substantial amount, 6.3 percent, from 1970-73. Many coal towns iA sparsely

populated m.:1 zain and Great Plains communities will experience rapid popula-

tion growth in the future. Mining communities pose special problems of

planning and organisation. Some communities boom "overnight," and predicting

and helping to smooth growing pains in indeed a challenge. Other problem

areaa and their degree, of seriousness are summarised in Table 1.

As mineral resources are exhausted new challenges emerge in easing the

transition to'a reduced economic base. To avoid having a ghost town, alter-

note m _ _ent may be part of the master plan for the long run when mining

communities orb formed. That is, other'industry-can be phased in as mining

activities are phased out. .Closer cooperation will be required betweMn

extension, research. Planning, and public program implementation than in

the past if theme problems are to be confronted effectively.

Satellite communi

The subutbs, many of there metropolitan communities, continue to grow more

rapidly than either metropolitan centers they're near or other metropolitan

communities taken as a whole.

Oklahoma satellite communities within 30 miles of the metropolitan

centers of Tulsa and Oklahoma City programmed at a rapid rate in the 1960's,

with 83 percent of them growing. The population of satellite communities

as a whole grew over 40 percent in each of the decades 1950-60 and 1960-70.

Peoples move to these areas in search of open space and to avoid problems

aced with congestion in the metropolis. The economic base for these

communities remains in the metropolis, and the principal problems,are
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trensportatian for commuters and obtaining

face of rapid population growth.

quality of life in the

The communities are unlikely to become trade centers, and their residents

emphasize making the community a nice place to: live. goning'moY be required

to help create dr maintain an att ractive community and provide quality

services at low cost (Table 1). in some instances, satellite communities

can join togethur in providing services such as hospitals, medical centers,

and schools. Extension education specialists can help in their efforts to

organize and p =an for desired improvements.

Retirement end recrea.-iOnal communities

High rates of outmigration of the young and most educated from

micropolitan to metropolitan areas has resulted in a higher proportion of
a

the elderly in the former than in the latter areas, as noted earlier. With

earlier retirements, greater population mobility, and preferences for micro

pelican communities, significant numbers of retired people from the metr

lie have settled in micropolitan communities.

The 377 micropolitan counties pi the U. S, with 10 percent or more

net immigration at retirement ages grew in population by 9.3 percent from

1960-70 and by 8.2 percent fiom 1970-73. This was by far the most.yapid

rate of increase of any major category of micropolitan counties considered

by Beale.11 Although many retirement communities are in the traditional

Florida and southwestern sun belt, _-_=easing numbers of such communities

ate appearing in the upper Great lakeS, the Ozarks, the hill country and

east coastal plain of Texas, and the Sierra Sevada'foothills of California.

Do-

2/_
-= Calvin Beal "The Revival of Fopulativ_ Growth in Nonnetropolitan

America." Washington, D. C.: U. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic

Research Service. 1975. p. 64

4! (3
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Recreational. and retirement communities will continue to grow rapidly

in the future. a will locate espdcially in the "sunny" South

and' West and near attractions such as lakes and mountains. Proper zoning and

the provision of adequate community Services are pr'ominent issues. Seasonal

aspects of the local economy can pose troublesome planning problems because

Teak-season service loads and labor demands can create excess capacity and

high service cost per unit of output in the off - season. Diversification of

the economic base may be called Inc eo provide year-round employment

opportunities.

- Another problem of relevance to extension education 9-h to effect a

responsible social action process where people feel no strong roots and sense of

coa_municyr Conflicts can arise between established residents with children in

school and retirement families who see less need to fund such services. Enrich-

ment of the liVes of the - elderly is a continuing challenge and can have tractable

solutions where concentration of the aged in micropolitan retirement communities

offers economies of size in providing enrichment programs.

Manufacturing centers

Decentralization of manufacturing was
Ingle most important factor

micropolitan county job growth from 1960-70 directly accoontin

half of all employment growth and
indirectly supporting as much as three-

fourths of the` -job growth.

The annual rate of gain in manufacturing employment 3.4 percent in

micropolitan areas compared to only 1.3 percent in metropolitan areas. The

263 micropolitan counties with
40 percent or more workers employed in

manufacturing grew 7.3 percent from 1960-t0 and 3=3 percent from 1970 73-

early
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latter rate admewhat belowthe average race, 4.2 percent, for all micropolitan

counties. From 1969-73, maniqacturingAobs directly accounted for only 18

percent of job srowth, a major turnaround from the 1960's.'

Service industries-are growing rapidly in the entire economy and in

micropolitan areas. Some of these service Industries exist

only to serve basic industries and consumn.rs. But an increasing amount f

micropolitan`aervice industry is baaie,bringing in dollars by exporting output

to a regional or national market. Some of the highest races of growth among

micropolitan industries were in finance, insurance, and real estate (5.3

percent) and in trade (5.3 percent) from 1970-73.

MisceLlaneous industries also contribute to micropolitan population

growth. Higher eduCation is one such industry. The 187 micropolitan counties

With a senior state college grew very rapidly, 5.8 percent, in the 1970.73

period. Micro counties adjacent to metropolitan areas and hence with_an

economic base in the large city grew 4.7 percent from 1970-73, considerably

faster than nonadjacent micropolitan counties or metropolitan counties.

In the industrial community, as well as other micropolitan cnmmunities, new

Problems will emerge that have long plagued the metropolis. These problems

include sharp increases in crime rate, family disintegration, lack of a

e of community, pollution. alienation from traditional institutions such

as the church, and distrust and disenchantment with leadership.

Social scientists have a potential contribution to make in providing a

research base of prescriptions of how to arrest or reverse these trends, and

in extending findings to preserve the hest of traditional rural values in a

micropolitan industrial community.

33.079 0 . 78 . 27
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__ 5,000 to 50,000 population are found in

nd serve surrounding hinterlands comprised of open

country and small towns largely tied to agticulture as the economic, base.

The end" of the great farm urban exodus is in sight. After annual rates of

net migration from the fans' averaging over 5 percent per year since 1940,

the rate dropped to 2.5 percent from 1970-.74. The average annual net migra-

tion of 143,000 per year from 1970-74 is dwarfed by the net migration aver-

aging 1 million per year in the 1950's.

Labor-saving technology, such 48 the huge 4-wheel drive tractors, will

nue to encourage farm consolidation,
but this will be offset to some

t by,"city" people residing on small farms and commuting to jobs in town.

On the other hand, an increasing proportion
of farmers will live in town and

commute to their farma.

The 104 'counties in the U. S. with 40 percent or more of the work, orce

employed in agriculture declined in
population by 13.1 percent between 1960

and 1970 and by only .9 percent from 1970 73. As the number of.outmigranta

slows because of so few farm people left behind to supply future migrants,

the impact will be not only to slow the rate of population loss in farming

areas; but also in nearby towns and small
cities supplying services to farmers.

Agribusiness firma have experienced economies of size and have frequently

left smaller commun ries for trade centers where, for example, machinery'

dealers have alarge enough volume to stock spare parts and fertilizer dealers'

con

can purchase in carload lots.
Shopping centers provide the quality and variety

of goods desired by the woman in her household chopping. Because many trade

centers will grow in population,
they're concerned with issues of zoning
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and planning.servicen. Also many trade communities posness the labor force,

amenities, transportation, and other services required to attract induntry

to augment their economic base. Counseling and planning help can be very

. important. Trade centers have a favorable future.

Small cocasunitio agriculture

Many of the remaining towns of under 2,500 .population that aren't min n_

satellite, industrial, recreation. retirement, or trade center communities will

continue to lose commercial establishments and population. Even for those

maintaining a stable population, a large number of youth will leave for better

economic opportunities elsewhere. Cooperation with other communities in pro-

viding schools, solid waste disposal, and medical and hospital services and

facilities are prominent issues.

Extension and planning assistance can help these communities work

ther to provide quality community services and.. facilities at reasonable

cost. Leaders and residents of these communities should realize that their

community's potential for growth'is limited, and that the proper focus for

planning may be on issues/of attenuation or'decline,

A'CONClUDING NOTE ON DATA

Micropolitan areas lack adequate data to monitor socio-economic trends

and to direct public policy. 'Examples of.needed data include cost of living

indices, improved measures of underemployment, and greater census detail.

The purpose of public policy presumably is to improve the well being

of people. Social scientists rely on Income, education, health, migration

and "related data to construct social indicators but rarely measure well
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being directly. Coasid_ rgblc raethoda _

psychologists and sociologists in sea

progress has bean made by

11 directly measar y

life ac perceived by -individuals.
Perhaps it is time to conduct a na,'iouwide

sample of well being using such scales. These scales 'can in turn be related

to income, education, occupation, health,
marital status, size of family,:

mobility, housing and other "social indicators." With this information in

hand, scientists will be in a. better position to appraise
the impact of public

policies and demographic trends
on well being and to provide alternatives to

policyMak

Rural America is no longer "the people left behind" but is dynamic 'and

heterogeneous. A recent ektenaive survey by
Lou Harris and Associate

that new residents ,compar
blished residents in rural areas are

wealthier (median income
913,500 versus $12,700 for established residents),

higher in Occupational status
(24 percent in the professional

occupation cate-

gory), and concerned about
inadequate community services.

Americans in general

viewed small towns and rural areas, compared to cities and suburbs, as the

s- where one finds the least crime, best child rearing environment, the

lowest taxes and cost of living, the friendliest people
and the least racial

discrimination. The rural population mould
double if the proportion of people,

based on sample data, who express
a preference for rural residence actuailY,

acted on their preference.
The principal, reason for not acting on their

preferences was economic=-lack of job opportunities, a
problem addressed in

this statement.
Rural people in majority were

satisfied with their community

services and housing. One exception was
expressed lack of re

tunities, particularly
for young people, in rural areas.

nal upper-
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LAND AND WATER POLICY IN FLORIDA:

THE EXPERIENCE OP A GROWTH STATE

by

Richard G. RuBine

Associate, Professor of Urban and Regional Planning
Departmint of Urban and Regional Planning

Florida State University
Tallahassee

This statement was prepared as part of testimony given
before the House Select Committee on Population on 7
Juno 1978 in hearings related to the topic of "Areas
with Growing Population."

41 W
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The recent population explosion in Flo

of many factors, but foremost among these are increased Yo

a more affluent society, and the propagation of air conditioning.

All of these factors have added up to'a rapid in-migration of

people to the Sunshine State.
In the last thirty years, to own

an automobile has become an almost "unalienable right" of every

American, and in this period the time distance to Florida has been

lessened considerably; roads have been imme nrably'improved, and

con quence

air travel has become commonplace. The hundreds of thousands. and

then millions of vacationers who visited the state every year (e.g.,

lion tourists in 19771) faund that the sunshine was bright,

the beaches were grand, and when it got too hot they could always

go into their air conditioned hotel and motel rooms. People who in

the early 1950's had scrimped
and saved, and put their children

through college soon found that they had the time, the money,

the means to vacation in Florida. What they saw they liked, and

many of these visitors considered the possibility of retirement in

the Sunshine State. The land sales industry quickly took advants

of the situation and welcomed
these people to its fold. America'

great rediscovery of Florida had begun.

,Significant growth has occurred only within the past genera-

tion. In 1950 the resident population,of Florida was 2.7

million people. fly 1970, the state had grown to 6.7 millidn
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people, and It soddenly was ranked ninth In the nation In terms

of total populations Today, the Population figure has risen

to around the nine million mark, and about three-quarters of

this increase has been due to In-migration.

Inr1950, Florida's population was almost venly distributed

between the south (about 30%), the cent 1 (36%), and north (34%

portions of the state. Out the tremendous Immigration that occurred

1,
In the following' wenty-eight years has been unevenly distriou eu.

Most of the newcomers have moved into the Florida of the promo ion

brochures, (i.e., the south and central portions of the peninsula).

This is the part of Florida, however, which is least tolerant of

development. In his book titled, The Florida Exper uce: Lanid

and Water Polictin p Growth State,. Luther J. Carter referred\to

a study by environmentalists and architects that showed that n\lat

more than a third of the land in the entire state has a "high

tolerance" for development, and "the greater part of the land so

classified is not on the peninsula but in the upland of north

Florida and the panhandle."2 It now is estimated that about 40%

of the resident population lives in the south portion of the state,

slightly under 40% in the central, and only around 20% In the north.

Figures on tourism would probably hold about the same, with perhaps

a bit of an advantage to central Florida because of Walt Disney
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ended upon Florida they found

a state that was entirely unprepared to think about the necessities

of guiding growth. The negative consequences
of uncontrolled

growth upon a fragile
nvironment were at first unforeseen and

then for a long while ignored in favor of the rapture of growth.

This narcosis induced by growth, so inbred:in
American ideals, is

similer in effect to the
so-called rapture of the deep (i.e

,,nitrogen narcosis) where a sense of euphoria leads a diver to ever

increasing, depth and an
inescapable lack of air. Such did the

intoxicatimg effects of growth lead Florida and its communities

into accepting growth at any cost,

ll

The innovative land and water management programs enacted

in Florida over the past six years were born of necessity--but

it took a manifest crisis to emphasize the necessity. Although

land and water problems of major proportions
had beset the Penin-

sular State for years, it took two successive years f'severe

drought south Florida to trigger major corrective actions,

Prior to the droughts, a
general lack of concern about the

quality and distribution of growth prev d the presence

of numerous land and w

of 'south and central
Florida which were least tolerant to develop

r.

ment, became more and more sible, As the quantity and severity

of these problems increased, the outcries began. This was

problems, particularly in the parts
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ated by newspaper headlines of the time: "Severe Water

isShortage in Dade County," "Deplett Underground Water Sheet

Cannot Supply Needs of Urban Population," "Salt Water Intrusion

Causing Major Problems," "Lowering of Water Table Dries Up Wells

of Homeowners and Causes Depletion of Natural Lakes." Amon; the

myriad of other problems that were surfacing were: that prime

agricultural lands which were being lost to urbanization, massivo

transportation problems were being encountered, the encroachment

on dunes was causing erosion problems, major fish kills were

occurring as the result of water pollution, illegal or improperly

managed dredge and fill operations were having adverse impact on

the environment. Nevertheless, despite the increasing severity of

problems such as these it took the crisis situation imposed by the

droughts to bring Florida to take significant steps to better manage

growth,

Much of south Florida is a land of groat swamps, and it was

in these normally wet g slands that great fires broke out during

oughts of 1970 and 1971. The underground fires were diffi-

cult to control, and over seven million acres of grassland were

burned. The acrid smoke created by the fires drifted across the

heavily populated "gold coast" of Florida: Traffic slowed to

crawl along major highways and few people ventured out-of-doors for

long ..,But e fire and smoke was only one of the many problems

faced by the over two million residents of the Miami-West Palm

Beach area. The droughts also orced -v restrictions on the
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water available or resid ential, commercial, nd industrial uses

A'dwindling supply of fresh water from canalS and conservation

ireas had to be Committed to avoid salt water intrusion into the

water supply of Dade County.' The droughts emphasized a concern

about the availability of water oven in normal times.

- Those severe droughts in south
Florida provided the major

impetus to an awakening concern over
the use of land,andwater over

the entire State. In 1971, a committee of the orida House of

Representatives begun work on h hill to provid for a state land

use management program.3 In addition.,Covernor Reubin 0'0. Askew

called a Conference on Water Management in South Florida. This

conference resulted in far-reaching
recommendations, among which

was one that implied that a
watormanagement system could net be

effectively implemented until the use land was more adequately

controlled.
4

This recommendation keyed
the development of a number

of innovative and statewide
planning and land and water management

programs.

The now well-known Florida
Environmental Land and Water Manage-

ment Act of 1972 was the first of these land and water management

programs, but it was only the precursor of a "package" of programs

that were either developed
or considered in time for the 1972 session

of the state legislature.
Included within this package of seven

inter-related bills was the
environmental land and wa agement

proposal, a water resources management proposal, a revision the

purpose of state comprehensive planning, and a proposal to strengthen
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the role of regional prining. All but the regional planning

proposal were passed by the 1972 legi'Slature; a tremendous start

for Florida's attack on uncontrolled,and ungUided growth.

Another vital and necessary component of the emerging effort

toward growth management was that of completely modernizing the

role of local,governmentS in land management. With more than

enough work already on hand, however, the framers of the-land and

water management package did not have the time to put this vital

link together, It would have needed far more effort than that

already eventful year would have allowed. As it turned out, a

two-year environmental land management study commit (ELMS

Committee) was amended onto the environmental land and water anage-

ment bill. and this body made revision of local land development

regulations one of its major efforts.

The greatest development period that Florida has'ever exper-

ienced occurred during the early 1970's, especially 1973 -74. But

in the frenzy of the situation almost everything development-related

was over-extended: land deVelopers had laid out too many lots.

the home construction industry had constructed too many homes.

and the lending institutions had gone along with the splurge. When

the recession hit Florida, it hit hard. Alonrwith tourism and

agriculture, the home construction industry is a significant aspect

of the job base. Land sales are again picking up and the home con-

situation industry has recovered, but development is not like it
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The basic policy reflected in our statutes is a policy

that land useregulai.on should as much as possible be

made and implementel and enforced at the local level.

In fact, a review of the Florida statutory scheme start-

ing with the Environmental Land Management Act would show

that the state only intervenes at times when the state has

an over-riding regional or state interest:which justifies

ge state 'in effect preempting the issue from local

overnment. °

Florida's innovative land management efforts are said to have

started with the Environmental Land and Water Managment Act of

1972. It is vitally important to recognize, however, that this Act

was but one of a package of programs seen as necessary to fully

contend with the size and rate of growth being experienced; what

was envisioned was an interdependent package of state-level progr

strong regional programs, and a completely revitalized and stronger

land management uthority for local government. Much of this

package was enacted into law, yet other parts of the "game plan",

such as strengthening the regional role, are still far' from reality.

The status, successes, and failings of some of the major components

of this land management package are discussed in the following

section.
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Environmental Land and Water_ Mana ement _Act of 1972

The Environmental Land and Water Management Act
7
empowers

the Governor and Cabinet to designate specific geographic areas

of critical state concern and to establish principles to guide

the development of those areas. Further, the Act permits the

state to adept guidelines and standards to be ustj in regard to

certain land developments that are presumed to be developments

of regional impact (DRI's).

Both of these components of the Act are far more than just

environmentally oriented; for instance, areas of critical state

concern can be designated for: ) environmental, historical,

natural, o archeological resources ofregional or statewide,'

importance; existing or proposed major public facilities or

areas of major public investment; or (3) a proposed arep of major

development potential. The latter is intended to prlide an

opportunity for state government to marshall Its.re ources and

programs to attempt to bring development into underdeveloped

parts of the state (e.g., the north portion).

The first step in the designation process is far the state to

undertake a study to determine whether an area qualifies as being

of critical state concern. If so found, then it is up to th

Governor and Cabinet to make the final determination on designa-

rim. If they designate an area of critical state concern and then
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h principles for development, the local governments having

jurisdiction over the area so designated are given six months to

prepare land management regulations which must conform to the

state principles. In essence, the state mandates certain principles

land development and the lOcal governments are required to

Adopt and implement land management programs within these guidelines.

Three areas of critical state concern have been de,,,nated in

Florida, one of these by special act of the state u...

NUMerous other areas have been studied, and in instan_

one of these an alternative program has been initWed. Tho ma or

designations are discussed briefly bele

Big Cypress Swamp:

The Big Cypress encompasses over 2,400 square miles (about

1,5 million acres)`of southwest Florida. In 1973, the legislature

passed the 1::,g Cypress Conservation Act for the purpose of con-

serving and protecting the natural and economic resources and the

scenic beauty of this area located just north of the Everglades

National Fark.8 In passing this legislation, the legislature

eeclared that uncontrolled development within the Big Cypress

Swamp would have a significant impact on the environmental resources

the region and state.9 Stephen Fox; chief of the Bureau o

Land Management in the Florida Division of State Planning,

described the reasons and subsequent actions thusly:

For years land speculators and farmers had dug cana
in the Big Cypress to lower the water table andcrea
more dry land;By 1973, this practice was seriously

4 4 9
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affecting the natural systems of the Big Cypress,

the Coastal estuaries and the Everglades National

Park.

In an Attempt to protect this irreplaceable regional

resource, the,State of Florida and the federal government

established a six-year program to buy nearly two-

thirds of the Big'Cypress for $156 million. As a

corollary to the purchase program, the Florida Legis-

lature passed the Big Cypress Conservation Act of

1973, designating the entire Big Cypress Swamp as an

area of critical state concern in November, 1973.10

Protection of the Big Cypress Swamp is an excellent example

of a Federal-state partnership in protecting an irreplaceable

resource.

Green P:

The Green Swami) was the first of the two critical as

designated under the Environmental Land and Water Management Act.

It lies in a critical location between the rapidly growing Metro-

politan areas of Orlando and Tampa-St. Petersburg. The Green

Swamp is an extremely important
hydrologic link in the Floridan

Aquifer, the underground water supply resource which supplies

approximately, 70% of all the ground water used in Florida, It

is actually an elevated portion
of the Aquifer, and as such provides

.ground water pressure that helps maintain free-flowing springs

and rivers, and allows easy withdrawal
of ground water in central

and south Florida.11

ditionally, most of the land uses in the Green _ p were

agricultural. In 1967, however, construction began on the Walt

Disney World complex, less than five mile- cast of the Green

4 3 0
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Swamp, The phenomenal popularity of Disney World set offa

ales and building boom in and around the Green Swamp.12

Thus, in the face of mounting development pressure, the state

moved to protest the hydrolic significanc'e_of Green Swamp

to the rapidly urbanizing areas surrounding it.

Florida Keys:

At the request of a local citizens body, the Florida Division

of State Planning untie:took a study to determine the degree of

"criticality" that existed in the Florida Keys. Among other

things, their final report pointed out that, "The Florida Keys

are now beginning to suffer, at least partially from their own

success. Rapid immigration and development over the last decade

.has outstripped the County's financial and administrative

obility to provide urban services
and protect the beautiful and

economically valuable environment of the Keys The cost of

providing such services to a 130 mile long, linear city are

staggering.
12

land

y

Rapid development in the Keys was not accompanied with a

recognition of the costs of such growth. As the Division of State

Planning pointed out;

In such situations, communities will generally raise

taae assuming that the added growth-produced revenues

Will allow them to reduce their facilities deficits.

They find instead, that the increased costs of growth

consume revenues at an even higher rate. Due to greater

use rates, maintenance of existing facilities becomes

more difficult and facilities deficits increase. --The

time lags required in facilities construction, especially

in an inflationary period, simply aggravates this

situation.13

43j
33470 0- Te -28
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the first two critical areas in Florida were designated

primarily because of environmental concerns, whereas the designation

Of the Florida Keys focUsed.on both the public costs of rapid

deVelopment and the environmental protection of this fragile

archipelago. Subsequently, the regulations required to meet both

of these concerns were far more comprehensive and complex than

those adopted for the preceding critical areas.14

Although a number of potential areas of critical state

concern have been studied before and since the Keys were designated,

no further recommendations have been put before the Governor and

Cabinet. One factor, although certainly not the only factor,

in this apparent slow-down in activity is that the designation of

a critical area and adoption of regulations are not the end of

the process; the majority of staff work comes after designation

by providing the local government with technical assistance.15

The work load imposed on the small staff of the Bureau of Land

Management limited their efforts at studying and proposing many

additional areas.

A verysignificant factor in slowing and perhaps even

stopping further designation of critical areas has been the Aiti-

gation attacking this section of the Environmental Land and Water

Management Act. Two appeals from cases decided in 1977 by the

First District Court of Appeal have been consolidated and are

being considered by the Florida Supreme Court= The first case,
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Postal Colony Co. Inc. v. Askew, 348 So. 2d 338 (Florida First

District Court of Appeal), involved the designation of the Green

Swamp. The court held that the designation'of the area had expired

feur.days before the develo ent regulations required by the Act

were to take effect. It was Wed, therefore that the regula-

are net controlling and the Governor and Cabinet must go

through the entire designation process again. The second case,

Cross Key Waterways v. Askew So. 2nd 1062 (Florida 1st Mstrict

-Court of Appeal 1977), concerned the designation of the Florida

Keys as an area of critical state concern. In this instance, the

court dealt withthe constitutionality issue and held that the

Act improperly delegated a power of the legislature by failing to

provide adequate standards for the exercise of that power, and

thus, the Act violates Article II, Section 3 of the Florida Consti-

tution.
16

Both cases have been appealed to the Florida Supreme Court

where they were consolidated and heard by the Court in January,

1978. A decision is yet to be rendered. The main issue to be

considered by the Supreme Court is "whether the Florida Constitu-

bids the legislature from delegating such broad authority

to the ex utive branch to manage use of Florida's land and water.17

The whole future of the critical areas section of the Environmental

Land and Water Mandgement Act' (and perhaps the future of other

LegislatiVe a

Supreme Court.

s, as well) thus awaits the decision of Florida
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-Developmenta of Regional Impact:

The second major component of Environmental Land and

Water Management Act direet

because of its CharaCter,

substantial effect upon

of more than one coOntY4'

self at any development which,

_ ude,,or location, would have

safety or welfare of citizens

s the state to establish,

guidelines andstandar in deciding whether certain,develop-

ments are presumed to ave regional impact. These guidelines

and standards are ado ted by rule by the Governor and Cabinet

upon recommendation, the Division of State Planting; any

changes must be sub &teed to the legislature for approval.

When a developer intends to undertake a development of

regional impact (DRI) within a local jurisdiction with adopted

land development regulations (e.g., a zoning ordinance) the

developer is required to file an application for development

approval (ADA) with the local government within which the proposed

development would,be located. This initiates the DRI review process.

Copies of developer's ADA must also be submitted to the

appropriate regional planning agency and the Division of State

Planning for their review and comment. Following a designated

period of time, the local government sets a DRI public hearing

date at which all interested parties may be' heard. The local

goVernment may then issue a development order which should approve,

apprc.ve with conditions, or deny the ADA. Local development

orders may be appealed to the -Governor and Cabinet by the owner,
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'developer, r onal planning agency. or Division of State

Planning.

Since the inception of the DRI review process n 1973

and to the end of 1977, the total number of applications for

,development approval by type have been as follows:
18

Airports

Attractions and recreation facilities

cal generating facilities and
mission lines

3

11

13

Hospitals
1

Industrial parks and industrial plants

Mining operations

Office parks

Petroleum storage facilities
8

Port facilities
9

Residential developments
152

Schools

Shopping centers

The annual number of ORypplications has decreased rapidly

since the peak development period of 1973-74; whereas 143

ADA's were filed in fiscal year 1973-74, only eleven ADA's

were submitted in the first half of FY 1977.7E09 The decrease

in the number of ADA's submitted'is attributable to the overall

decrease in development activity since the peak period of

1973-74, and decisions on the part of many developers to
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keep their developments just under the DRI "threshold and

thus avoid the costly, time-consuming DRI review process. An

example of this latter situation is a recently proposed housing

development in Browerd County which numbers 2,997 dwelling

units, just under the DRI threshold of 3,000 dwelling units

foi that sized county.

Proponents of the DRI review process point to what they

believe has been an improved quality of development, better

coordinated developments, and increased awareruss of develop-

meilt impact_ on the part of local governments. ,Opieht.,, or

the process, on the other hand, argue that it is time g.)4suming,

xpensi,e, and that the ADA requires an "astounding" amount lf

data and information. This resultt in the subdivision of

projects (i.e., to creep under the DRI threshold), which means

that the larger and "assumedly" better coordinated development

projects may be a thing of the past.

Proponents of the proce currently given consideration

to what changes can be made in the guidelines to contend with

what is recognized as a movement to circumvent the DRI thresholds.

Like the critical areas program, t c DRI review process

has faced litigation in the courts, but virtually all challenges

have so far been withstood.
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ter Resources Act of 1972

Like the Environmental Land and Water Management Act, the

Ater Resources Act of 1972 is one of the more significant pieces

in the patltage of bills seen as necessary toridequately contend

with the problems of growth in Florida. In general, the Act

provides for the preparation of a state water use plan, the

permitting of the consumptive uses of water, the regulation

of wells, and the management of surface waters. The Act

authorizes a broad grant of power to state and state appointed

regional agencies that involves the planning and regulation of

virtually all Surface and groundwater activities in Florida.

Delegation of much of the implementation of the Act is given

to the five water management districts authorized by the legis-

lation.21

This Act, emphasizing water planning and management, was

seen as a partner to the Environmental Land and Water Management

Act, Which as indicated before has little to do with water.

Although coordinated to some degree, the two Acts have never

achieved the close interdependence that had been envisioned

for them when they wore proposed in 1972. As John De Grove so

strongly argues:

Some coordination links do exist, but both at the state
and regional level there needs to be a strengthening of
this coordination and a ,clarification of lines of respon-
sibility. This is especially true with regard to the

regional level. At this level the regional planning
councils both are involved in important 'aspects of water
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planning and management. There remains to be developed a

more effective coordinating_ link between these two regional

agencies that will prevent an overlap and duplication of

responsibilitj.22

The major problem regarding coordination does pear to reside

at the regional level. The regional planning
councils, and the water

management district boardS are
perhaps best described as friendly

adversaries, as opposed to working par
State senator Robert

Graham strongly feels that a
major failing of the 1972 package was

...the deciSion not to link the Water Management Districts

.with the land use
responsibilities in the Environmental

Land and Water Management Act of 1972. With that single

decision, a schism was created between these two critical

aspects in our environment
that may be long in bridging23

The schism may indeed be difficult to correct. First of all,

the two types of bodies tend to approach issues from different

perspectives; the water management boards are
creatures of the state,

they are appointed by the governor and have their own taxing power,

whereas the regional planning councils are made up of representatives

of local governments,
with little more than advisory authority.

A twist of the prism and another refraction is revealed; the basis

\\ for water management
district planning is to accomplish the censer-

\vation, prrotection, management, and control
the waters of the

s,tatc, the regional
planning councils, on the other hand, see

hicks :Ives as being responsible for protection
of the health,

safet and welfare of the people
within their region. These are

both 1A,le and necessary purposes, but
they are not completely
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synonymous. For the sake of Florida's future, hmevt purposeful

links must be sought and established between these two _regional

efforts; much more can be accomplished as working partners than as

friendly adversaries.

Growth Policy Resolution

In 1974, the onslaught on uncontrolled growth conti u

the lorida legislature, under the leadership of then Representa-

tive Kenneth U. MacKay, Jr. passed "A Concurrent Resolution Ado

a Policy on Growth for the State of Florida.24 It held promise

of becoming one of the most outstanding steps overtaken by a state

legislature; but it needed to be passed=early in the'session in

order to be used for legislative decision-making. Unfortunately,

it was not passed until the final days of the session.

It was assumed that the grow would provide an oppor-

tunity for improved decision-making in
the executive branch, as well

as the legislative body. For that matter, it was used as a starting

point for the development of the state comprehensive plan, hich

was submitted to the legislature this year.

Unfortunately, when the legislative leadership changed, so

did the desire to utilize the growth policy--the growth policy

resolution as shelved. The legislature has made little, if any,

reference to the growth policy since it was passed.
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honsivc Planning Act

Except for the legislature's reluctance to strengthen regional

planning, the final link in the intended intergovernmental effort to

manage growth crone into being with the passage of the Local Govern-

_ 26
ment Comprehensive Planning Act of 1975. This Act makes it mandatory

for all local governments in the state to prepare and adopt a compre-

hensive plan by July 1, 1979. Also, the Act requires local govern-

ments to implement the comprehensive plan in part througa 1

adoption and enforcement of land development regulations. The basic

intent of the Act is to permit local governments, through the timely

use of planning and regulatory powers, to prepare for growth and

development within their borders. rassnge of the Act was a recogni-

tion cf the immense growth pressures that Florida local governments

have encountered in the past and will likely continue to encounter

in the future.

Two major constraints have been placed on the local governments

in their attempt to implement the Act. The first has been failure

of the legislature to provide state financial a. ce to municipalities

and counties to aid them in complyingEwith the requirements of the Act.

With some help from Federal "701" monies but mostly on their own,

vlrttally all the local governments in the state hove been preparing

27

element their comprehensive plans. Kenneth M. Mackay, who was

a co n =or of the Act, expressed his con corn on the matter in the

log wilt
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The ELM Committee which developed this legislation over a
period of several years made a very strong recommendation
that was, "If you are not going to fund this legislation,

don't pass it." Ironically, in the 1974 session, we funded

it with $7 million, but we couldn't get the act passed- In

1975 session, we passed the Act but couldn't get the

so here we are now with a major piece of legislation

Mandating comprehensive planning by every unit of lgocal

government in Florida with no implementing money.2

The second major constraint has been a lack of sufficient available

expertise to assist the local governments in preparing their c4mpre-

bensive plans. Some of the work is being done by_ rofessional planning

staff members, some by professional planning consultants b t, on

the other hand, much of the work is being done by graduates just

out of planning school, inexperienced graduates fresh out of other

academic programs, and sometimes by people who used to be employed

in some other face of local government. The most critical question,

therefore, is not whether the local governments complete their

comprehensive plans by July 1, 1979 (it'appears that most will at

least lave co plated their land use element by n but rather what

- =

will b quality of the plans being prepared?

This, then, raises another issue --how well coordinated with each

other will these local comprehensive plans be? Mackay has also had

concpritEvv.r rhis matter:

The Local Government Comprehensive Planning Act of 1975 has no
coordinating-mechanism so what we have done is to mandate
planning by 600 and some odd uncoordinated units of local

government. There is at least the possibility that we may have
done more harm than,good-because of the lack of any real
coordinating mechanism in that legislation.29
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An intergovernmental element is required in every comprehensive plan,

but without a regional planning

no effective mechaniim to ensure coordin

en into the Act the

It is too much to

expect that the Division of State Planning, which is charged with

reviewing these hundreds of plans and their multitude of elements.

will be able to ensure that coordination is being ,ieved without

calling upon assistance from the regional planning agencies. Yet,

the regional planning agencies no authority nni any financial

assistance to aid in the review of local plans.

Local Actions

Local gove as are, of course, the units which most directly

face the problems of unguided and uncontrolled growth. A !,Few of

these local governments, at first independently and later taking

advantage of state government initiative, have themselves enacted

innovative land management programs. Perhaps one of the greatest

byproducts of the state' relatively aggressive attitude regarding

:growth management are the spin-off actions being taken by a number

of local governments.

Early among the local actions was the resolution passed by the

City of Boca.Raton in 1972 which revised the Charter of the City by

limiting the total,number of dwelling units within the existing

boundaries of the City to 40,000. In effect, this was setting a

population cap for the City, and as stich was later ruled to violate

constitutional guarantees of due process and equal protection.30



Other local governments have chosen to assume their responsibilities

in land management In a variety of different ways. Among these

have been the institution of a mini development of regional impact

review process by Dade County (the Miami area) and a land use plan

by Droward County (the Ft. Lauderdale area) which is binding upon

all municipalities within the county.

The llroward County Charter, utilizing the broad home rule powers

authorized under Florida law, incorporates an article entitled "Land

Use planning:" After adoption by the County Commission, the plan

becomes binding upon all governmental units in the County. The

municipalities then have one year in which to ensure that their

municipal zoning ordinances comply with the permitted uses and densities

specified in the County's Land Use Plan. The current Plan has three

major elements which pertain to growth management:

It places limits on population size through density -i ions.

- It provides for phasing the time-frame in which future

development may occur.

- It provides an opportunity reserving future

anticipated uses.

"Heralded as 'the first comprehensive effort to control Droward'n

phenomenal growth rate,'. the new Froward County (Florida) Land Use

Plan demonstrates that a traditionally unobtrusive county government

can assert land use:guidance over previously unchecked urban develop-

mbnt."31 stronger county gnyornments may, in fact, be the missing
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link in the establishment of effective state-local government

efforts in growth management. Regional planning councils have no

been allowed to become strong coordinating forces, perhaps strong

county governments may step into this breach. [froward County's

efforts in this direction should be closely observed.

IV

Called by the lure of warmth, sunshine, windy beaches, and

pristine lakes millions of tourists descend upon Florida every

year. Hundreds of thousands of these people, especially those in .

their golden years, return to make the Peninsula State their place

of residence. Those that come just to ribute significantly

to the economy of the state, however, those that come to reside

have been creating Major problems by congregating in those parts

of the state least tolerant' of development.

No state, however, can close itself off from in-migration.

So, with continued in-migration as a given, the of Florida

and its local governments have taken numerous actions to hitter

manage the rapid growth that has been occurring. This report has

covered only the more :
ovative actions, there were numerous othee

important steps taken whi.,_li added important ingredients to the

growth rinagement effort which have nor been referred to in trail

report.

Florida's growth managnt paeleagc is broadly based, but even

more imnortantly it is an interievcrimental effort, a sharing of

responsibilities between the !tent and the loeal gover m_

No single level of government is bl of cootending with the

idcgren c)ncentrution of growth that Florida is experiencing.

Anetbor overriding principle in Florida's growth management effort

is that, except where the seatehas found it necessa:y to set
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guidelines and standards, most of the legislation continues to

place a heavy dependence on the role of local government.

The growth management programs have been relatively successful

in achieving their intent, but for the most part they have been

remedial and as with any massive undertaking there are

numerous gaps, programs which are undersupported, unforeseen

problems which have surfaced, and innumerable questions which are

still unanswered. Among the unangwered questions How can the

critical areas program be more effectively used to allay as opposed

to mitigate problems of growth? How can the development of regional

impact review process be kert from becoming so cumbersome that rt becomes

counter-productive. What mechanisms or techniques can be employed

to improve coordination between water management districts and

regional planning councils? How can regional planning councils

be strengthened without disrupting the existing framework of local

government? How can quality planning be better achieved by local

governments? These questions and many others need to be addressed

and resolved before Florida can be considered to have a really

e fective growth management program.

Irregardless of the problems referred to in this paper, by

today's standards of measurement Florida's effort to manage growth

has been substantial. Florida really had little choice, it had to

react to the pressures and problems inflowing population or

allow itself to self-destruct. but as the twin Forces of mobility
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and migration may make changes upon
the life-style of this nation.

Florida's growth management programs of the 1970's will pale

in Comparison to the actions that most states may find themselves

required to take within the next ten to fifteen years.

The impact of increased mobility and its long-time partner

n. is al ady being felt in Florida and in similar growth

states.- 'This relationship between mobility and migration is

becoming increasingly more symbiotic. Soon this relationship may

be af fecting the entire nation, Using the dng popularity of

recreation vehicles as a simple yardstick, it does not take much

imagination to recognize that in the coming years a growing

portion of our population may become permanently nonadic, shifting

locations with the seasons or at whim. The beginnings of this

nomadism are already much in evidence among the retirees who "reside"

in Florida. Many young people-also seem to he using vans and

recreation vehicles in similar ways.

As housing costs increase and possibly even in spite

of any future energy crisis the
popularity of the "recreational"

vehicle as a place of "residence" is likely to increase, perhaps

dramatically. The day of the "Conestoga wagon" may be :eturning.

become a nation with a fluid and continually shifting

pepulation, then the innot'atire growth
management programs of the

1970's that have been employed be states such as Florida, :alifornia,
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Hawaii, and Oregon will become obsolete. These programs are

designed primarily for fixed populations. Local governments

ire likely to find it extremely difficult to contend with problems ,

of shifting populations; state governments may find it no easier

If this prognostication becomes reality the problem then

will truly be a national problem, not the type of growth m

mont problem that can be effectively handled by any state, The

evidence of our becoming an even more mobile and, hence, migratory

nation are all around us. This potential issue,is deserving of

early attention on the part of the Federal government. This

attention could take the form analysis of the status of

mobility, studies to determine the degree of change in mobility

and the likely impacts of these changes, and then, if warranted,

consideration of state and national programs that could adequately

contend with the anticipated impacts,

4
33-070 c- 70 - 20
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The general directions of geographic growth and decline

of population in this country are fairly clear, and have al-

ready attracted considerable attention in the press. These

are:

The growth of the Sunbelt, especially in its metropolitan

areas. This pattern has existed throughout this century, but

has recently accelerated. Tt consists of two principal waves,

One is the continued filling in of the continent, particularly

visible in the Mountain and Pacific states, characterized

primarily by interregional migration. The other is the South's

.

returning to national parity, a century after the Civil war,

which is characterized by rapid urbanization and the end of

massive outmigraticus-

(2) Unheard o: in modern times, there is now a net migration

from metropolitan to non-metropolitan areas. This flo'

running at about 600,000 people per year. Much of thi

spilling over metropolitan boundaries of urban residenc,,

and economic activities, but, strong additional factors are

the increasing tendency of ma -ing to locate in small

the
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cities and rural areas, the rise of th. ,:7reation industry,

the surge of mining and resource-related investment and activity,

the rising number of older people entitled to Social Security

and other pensions, and to a small degree the growth of state

gOvernments and universities. A return to the land, in the

sense of farming, is definitely not taking place: the farm

population is still declining rapidly.

(3)
Suburbanization continues in metropolitan areas, but it

has become more complex. The suburbanization of minorities

is accelerating, although it starts from a very low base.

Also, as noted .some is spilling beyond the boundaries of

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.

(4) in many metropolitan areas there appears to he an influx

into the central cities of young, middle-class, white,

childless people.

(5) Natural increase has dropped so much that the majority of

residents in metropolitan areas now live in areas which are now

losing population. Several states in the Northeast are losing

population.

(6) International migration, both legal and illegal, is now

comparable in magnitude to natural increase but, on the basis

of the fragmentary ir,formation available, it is fur more

concentrated geographically.

Compare.this with the situation a decade ago, when the

policy concern was to prevent the depopulation of non-metro-

poi an 'areas and the concentration of people in "human anthills."
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It was often said that by the year 2000 there would be 100

million more Ama-;:leans, and it was asked "Where shall they

live?"

The stunning decline in fertility and its consequences

have not yet sunk into our understanding. Natural increase

is very nearly zero in dozens of metropolitan areas, and a

few have slipped below. Thin, in combination with migration

patterns, guarantees that local population stability ar decline

144, will be a commonplace experience. Yet we have not begun to

think through what this means for housing markets, school

systems, federal funding formulae, labor markets, land use

policy, health policy, and no forth.

Further, there has not been any serious thought given to

the interaction of population composition and growth. This

is in large measure because the standard focus of analysis in

urban and regional development has been based on jobs and

industries. This approach has paid insufficient attention

to the interactions among the growth of the service sector,

the labor force participation of women, the fall in the birth

rate, the formation and dissolution of households and families,

and the social and economic behavior and needs of people.

Consider, for instance, the demographic multiplier resulting

from the fact that'Mort migrants are young, as arc most people

having babies. This means that areas of outmigration will

have comparatively low rates of natural increase, and areas

of inmigration high ones. Or, consider that households in

5 ":



which both husband and wife work tend to move less often from

one region to another, but move more frequently within an

urban area. Or, consider that those social and economic

factors which have dropped the birth rate have simultaneously

produced a faster growth rate of households, so that even

areas of p8pulation decline have experienced increased housilig

demand.

Developments such as these are important, but they often

go =perceived or are seen as statistical curiosities. Seldom

are they linked with their stcial, economic, political,

'
and environmental correlates, and so public debate and policy

formulati= proceed simplistically. The rhetdric of growth

is a rich one, ranging from the babbitry of boosterism to

the exclusionary self-righteousness of growth control.

Neither the public nor experts in or out of government have

information clean and strong enough to brush away such

stereotypes. And so debater,' and legislation focus on abstrpct

issues of growtt, stability, or decline, ticking white hats

or black according to rhetoric.

In reality growth, stability, or decline in population are

neith good nor bad of themselves. What matters is what,

their particular forms do to articular neopie and in4titutions,

and these vary a great deal according to local circnmntanco.

Stereotypes load to misleading genealizations, and result

in wasteful and often cruel policies.
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Let me illustrate this

In recent years there has been a great deal of well-

-intentioned action against the banking practice of "red lining."

It has.been reasoned that this practice withhikOs from poor

and minority people in central cities the capital needed

maintain and improve-their housing. At the same time,

the baby-boom genertion is cominerto heme-buying age,

and an increasing proportion of these young people live in

households withogt children (or with very young ones);

where every adult works. Fora variety of reasons, central

city housing suits their needs, and the school situation

does not concern them personally.- The changes in banking

---,Iowa not only forbid red-lining, but insure that account be

taken of the earnings of all members of the household,

regardless --- -of their sex or marital status. Meanwhile, many

of the poor live in rental units which have become a very

poor investment for their landlords. The landlords are

therefore delighted to sell out to the middle class newco

and the group which was to benefit from the policy is being

displaced.

There are many other comoli a

and federal policy in this issue;

the overconsumption of the housing

number of "empty nesters",-and the

new construction in central cities

mers,

s and matters for local

_ instance, abandonment,

sto by, the growing

una ability of land for

and suburbs, but the point
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is that a well intended reform formulated in :_orace of the

demographic forces at play has resulted in some very negative

outcomes.

any other examples might be cited. These would include

the effects of rising costs pf gasoline in rural areas of

.declining density and increasing proportion of aged people;

the fiscal and social traumas of resource-based boom-bust

towns in Appalachia and the Plain States; the design of

federal formulae for grants; the share of jobs in newly growing

localities that go to newcomers rather than to its original

inhabitants; the choice of programs.in areas of high un-

employment which may subsidize capital-investment, wages, or
k/q

help peop;e from the area find jobs elsewhere; strategies

for orderly, fair and efficient retrenchment in investment

and personnel in such areas as schools and health facilities.

Clearly, there is not the time today to go into detail on

such issues; and dirther, my point,is in part that we do not

know enough about them, so that even if I had the time I would

not have many answers.

Let me then use my remaining time to remark on two issu

the status of research and knowledge in this area and the

particUlar moment in the design of federal legislation and

policy.

I will address first the matter e needed information

and research, I have not done a _systematic study of the situation,
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so that I can only give an opinion; but I have been involved

for over twenty years, so that I think it is an informed

opinion.

The first thing to stress. is that geographic knowledge

needs more detail' and therefore is more costly than aggregate

national data This is because any national sample, when+

it is broken down into local observations, results in very

few observations per locality. For instance, a very large

sample as is often conducted by the Census, may have

50,000 households for the country. There are about 3,000

counties, so that there are about 17 households per county.

ant information about some group which amounts to about

20% of the population, such as blackS or older:people; there

would only.be about three interviews, on average, per county.

Obviously a sample of 3 is extremely unreliable.

For this and other reasons, it is a simple fact that

information with geographic detail, and its analysis, will cost

more to gather and take more work to analyze. Sharper pictures

need better cameras and better films.

I will not discuss here the state and local capacity

to generate, interptetond use data. It is mostly very weak.

I will focus on what I know of the federal situation.

Several agencies are involved n data production and

analysis of what may be called human geography. The Department

of Conunorce, through the Bureau of the Census, the Bureau of
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)
Economic Analysis, and the Economic Development Administration

is probably thentain contributor. The Departments of Agri-

culture and Labor proVide valuable data and insights on

certain questions, as does the'Department of Health, - -Education,

and Welfare. The Department of Housing and Urban Development

has not contributed very much, although in the past few years

has tried to do so in preparation for the biannual

I presidential messages on urban growth. Neither the Council

of Economic Advisors nor the Office of Management and Budget

have contributqd significantly. on the whole, then, federal

agencies have not provided either the leadership nor the

substance of a sustained and inquiring look at the geography

of population in this country.

Let us look now at the federal support for outside research

in these questions. .Most of the agencies just mentioned have

not had programs to encourage, develop, and sustain the sort

of work that is needed. The Economic Development Administration

has probably been the most for sighted in supporting sustained

investigation, but uncertainty as to levels of funding and

administrative policy in recent years have been detrimental.

Probably the largest current funding is.within the National

Institutes of Health, under the Center-for Metropolitan Stud

and the Institute for Child Health and human Development,

but their situation under the rubric of health makes their

priorities and 'procedures seem idiosyncratic at times.
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The yearly budget for demo raphy and geography-and regional

science at the VaCienal Science Foundation would, if put to

that use, pay for the construction of Ya fraci.-. of a mile

of highway= NSF-RAIN has h-ld more money, but the pressure

for quick results has ptuJhed it a,nto pursuits which seem at

once tee narrow and to ambitious.

In summary= tr,,:=ther in its internal operations nor in its

sup?ort of outsis cork has the federal government providtA

for ,,-ireh- 40.v! and sustained Ork in the structure and

dynamics of .the geography of porlation. Sen information 1s

needed on a regular basis to design and carry out public policy

intelligently. Not having it means that we proceed in costly

ignorance= We need more effort and investment in timely

production of data, its analysis and interpretation, and

its dissemination to the public and to government agencies

and elected officials.

Finally I turn to th

design of federal policy and pr=od

right for getting.something done=

Issues having to do with the geography of growth and decline

have come to the fore. These include the decline of the

cities, Sunbelt-Snowhelt and the new regionalism, environmental

protection and economic development, the geographic impact

of energy policy, the impact and fairness of federal collections

and disbursements, the plights of farmers, and many others.

situation concerning the

The timing seems

45s
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Almost everyone is interested, many issues have been joined,

and much of our common fate will depend on.how we go about

resolving them.

At the same time, President darter has attempted to for-

mulate an urban policy. Among its'proposals are'the following:

that each agency submit an "urban and community impact analysis"

for its major programs, thaeariimproved data and information

system be developed under the leadership of the Secretary of

Commerce, and the formation of an Interagency Coordinating

Council.

Meanwhile, the reorganization project 'f' within OMB

is working on proposals to streamline and.realign federal

agencies and programs dealing with local, urban, and regional

matters. Their report is due y shortly and, whatever

merits, it is bound to provoke: considerable rethinking

of the modes and structures of federal programs dealing with

subnational units.

Therelore, there is at this time a heightened national

interestA.n issues of the geography of growth and decline-,

and there is the prospect of initiatives from the Executive

for the reorganization of programs and procedures which

relate to this.

think that the legislative brand, should be- prepared

toFarticipateactively in this process. This seema to me

evident because Congress is the only branch of the federal

government which is organized along geographic lines: each
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senator'and house member represents a geographically defined

constituency. When the federal government gears up fog a Moser

look at what is happening to people in various places, and

at the local impact of federal programs and policies, _ it seems

self - evident that Congress, being constituted of the repre-

sentatives of these units, should be involved.

do not know enough about the workings of the federal

government to make any detailed and confident proposals for

legislation to this Committee, but I can make two general

recommendationsi

We need more federal investment in clata and policy-

oriented analysis at the local, state, and regional levels,

and the product of'this investment must be rnade more accessible

to Congress and its staff, as well as to federal agencies and

state and local governments.

(2) If a mechanism is devised to report on the estimated local

and regional impact of federal actions (taxes, laws, regulations,

disbursements), Congress, which is the branch organized

according to local representation, should be an active recipient"

and evaluation'of these reports. It should also take an

interest in the coming months in how this mechanism is designed.
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POPULATION CHANGE AND FEDERAL POLICY:

Implieaton for Statistics, Research, and Policy Analysis

Mr. Chairman:

Statement of Robert Parke.

to

Select Committee on Population

'U.S. HouSe of Representatives

Hearings on "Domestic Consequences of
Unit,i States Population Change"

Juno 8, 1978

Summary

v_ three things to say ---ommittee. The first iu that demo-

graphic analysis has a far more
substantial contribution to make,to the

*Robert Parke is Director of al Science Research u l'm Center for

Coordination or i- r;oarch on Social Indicators in MosLington, P.C.

From 1970 to 1972, he was Deputy Director of the U.S. COMMi n on

Population Growth and the Ameridan Future. Defore that ha was

demographer the sus nuroaa. He ham taught sociology at

tirewn University and Muhlenherg College. 80 is Chairman of the Social

Statistics Section of the American
Statistical Annociati i and has recently

completed two years an Chairman of the Joint Ad Hoc Committoe on Government

Statistics, an- activity f nine profs-e_onal associationt interested
in

80 is Cn'airman of the Committee on tt

of the Ame. an Sociological Association and in a mmber ,f tho

Population Stat-imtinm of the Population Ausoeintion o

comments aro him rn and imply nothing about tho view; ,

other- organizations in which he is active,

Committo on

The follwing

Inver Dr the
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analysis of public questions than the government recognizes. It i5 supposed

that, while demography can tell on about population growth little to

offer to the analysis of, say, unemployment or the casts of higher education.

I will illustrate the contributions of demographic analysis to the Under

Standing of pronieMS in both these areas. I conclude by recommending that

our major bodies having responsibility for policy analysis recognise demo-

graphic analysis as part of the 'andard repertoire analytical strategies

to be employed by them. Accordingly, I recommend that these bodies employ

individuals with strong demographic training, or retain them on a regular

basis as consultants, or devise other means for bringing a demographic

perspective to bear on the analysis of rtiajur questions. I also have a few

suggestions regarding our official demographic projections,

My second point is that we need to make sure that our statistics and

our research efforts do an adequate job measuring demographic chancoN and

consequences. It encompasses two points:

Our government's ye_ regarding roseate} and statistics

adequately recognize that the measurement of change is an

exacting discipline which Must be t sioasly 1,,y official agew]ies

if we are to. have the measures of change that we need.

Our government, which per. dUcQH name of the bent statisti-

in the carld on the status of individuals, has hardly begun to pro-

duce Stattstics on the chan-w in ritattirl that tndividuals experiene

and the factors ass ocia- with changes. Such statistics are

essential for the analysis I- i1ie 4UQgt-joivi W variety of are-

I conclude thin part inn by recOMmonding fsupport of

a strong coordinating unit for the mo -al programs of the

23.070 0 - a
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federal government,, establishment of periodic research eon

OR selected topic= iii population change or its eonsequencen, and

fundinl some rosearea on a more long-term basis than'ig now done.

My rinal point in more
narrowly focused on the nubjeut of populati,:m.

We need to make judgments whothur likely ,15 a nation, to

ng natural decrectoo. We need to der_-
whether a prospect of

natural decrease and ultimate
negative population growth in, on

dance, a good or. a bad thing. If wt3 decido that it iu zx had thing, we

rand to explortl
!arious means of ntimulating poPnialien

grciwth.
Rocaunt, nomc of the vxrdoratiom;

p!riod or time, t rocomwnd that renoaren 1),

ifulut, that the findinqg will ho availaLlo

V

5n i h 0130

htial
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ns anti Po n

I want to illustrate the impact of population change, and he

importance of demographic analysis, in two policy areas in which the

federal goverment taken a strong interest; unemployment and the runts

of higher education.

The A ore Une

Richard Eancarlin and Michael Wachter have recently developed a theory

of demographic influences on economic trends in this country to the period

since World War II. As I understand their thesis= -and I am not an economist--

it is that, with Migration under control and with the federal nmen

assuming responsibility forfoe sustaining aggregate demand since 194b, tong swings

in employment and unemployment have been driven by labor supyly, that Is, by

changes in the age structure. When young workers became plentiful, a. In the

period since 1960 when the children of the baby boom ota_rte i comin

their unemployment rate rose; moreover as the difficulties racing young men

increased, young women moved into the labor market at an increasing rata and

married and had children less than they had done in the postwar period. It is

the thesis of Easterlin and Wachter, su t understand it that the conventional

means by which the government seeks to sustain aggregate demandfiscal and

monetary policyhave been Incapable of coating with the compositional sources

of the problem, that is, the changing size of cohorts entering the labor market,

and that efforts to cope in the usual fashion have not lowered unemployment,

but have simply fueled inflation. This explanation would help to account for the

concurrence of high unemployment with continuing inflation that ban puzzled economists,



for neveral yearn.

Now it is not

leVOis of unemployment in the huge influx of inexperienced workers into

the labor market as a result
of the coming of age of the baby boom.

Richard Freeman hag spelled out for you the consequencen of thin develop-

ment for the relative income of young workern, enpecially of young college

graduateg.2

There are, however, ft_aturon of the bastertln-i terFiliarYSbil that,'

no far an I know, are new. One it their tine of the experience

of young men to account for the otherwise peculiar tutor fore behavior
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that a major n for recent high

of young women= In their vtew, alter Worle It young '..omen entered

the labor market at a not glower rate than the incre 1ne in inities

would have permitted. The slack was t ken tilt ha entered

the labor market at a far mere
rapid rate than did young women. In recent

yearn, by contrast, young women
baveentored the lai larket at it very

high rate, despite the fact that t +ta job progpectn were lo f. favoraWe

than after the war. This lra5 happentd, according to
Easterlin and Wachter,

in response to the relative disadvantage new exls-Aa.e oung

whose proupects, diminished in congeguence of their numbers, h made marriage

and childbearing nun attractive each, r t'-AVen Cur Melltt _

the curl ion period= once aggin, older wanton havrhadjun

thin Hine by glower rates of labor force entry.

Notu that there is an implied
forecast in tip e inalysin Indeed,

Easterlin has made that forma`.
exiliellr) in the 1980'!i, with young

people scarce, the prOnpec
Men will improve and the

will again reverse, with fn.. mJr!rejo, Chrldiror n and the empl tnt

of both yOUnger anti Older We,,,.
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If this analysin withstands scrutiar-and tasterlin and Wachter wosid

be the first to insist that it be scrutinizedthes it reere; te m to

alter appreciably our understanding ciif tho role ol lopul.tion ahauge

in the economy. It offers an explanation or what we have been tls-o,

and a forecast of at least a ta:mFor,ry Erp.,r,:_11 01 tht,

ChaldssacilrL and Colle,e Cost

My second illustf-,.tios in dra',,m

and how tar Vrovido tuition rolipr to families with shildren ot ase.

.

I emphasize that ray purpose is not to arTie the r7erits or su,:h propo,411,2_,

which roat *in part on political and value judgment!; that have no placo in

thin dilloussl. my hi solely to thus how nopulation shans,,s,

alter social outcomes and how 0,1! at; lytia of a iaoLlem

the demagZaphy of the problem it token in':o account.

Last Motth thQ Conssional Dmiget OffH. a 1-4,rt on

federal asoistancv for postsecondary education, '1 :h

on colleoo coata avor the period 1047 to 7,. Qpar

although the cost orsolloge ria,a

coat of living, family income.a "nv:o to ris, even

Stn,lont C0f*r,3 a,2t=all La hula::

ProPortitm of family income "4

I have no roAaon ta challonau the tr, If Li, -;a,!atian it

A,
,aboot oast per faially. if to ot ,AIldna, per familY

has 01,1,1-0,1, then 'abut par family rfi.,^/ nra 111YL0! 1 0,0. t1-.011rth C051. tar

studnt y !

f,:-

467
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chrldren were retlecetl, and the colnure31-1 c_zhilk.112,..tr131.1 oarl7

yearfl oF marriago produced ram 1 ton it

9

to tapor nii a ftor 190J, nat until nix ro-

tliat t11., 1c,t131-: i 3,1. 3

L1, 0. .131 -u,..!itkot-- are 1-0t,i1,0,,1 r,11,..!,3 -c; ':1,11117;.1

\
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rict Ppi1 iiri h id Thir copLegLionc-.4,!:

imAtolv rn1 iy dr141y5'in r,"!;,.:11,=h t.

th, ;.---.r1o,1 .11,i '4111 t 1.

-1-1 on tor =

,11,1 r

it ),!i tor t h rhir. iszkr3 .111 !).1-.

cf,.7c-Jrlomt ,irr-v,etn -= 11

4 7
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qualifications and entering job levol hoe changed,o do thin % necci

iu!ol,Itt'TI on OCCmpationn that is
consintent Ovtite, Out the Cent;dg

Sur, =aicAlly changes the Occupation categraien; new technologies

-.TatIonn are b=ing erect led ii l the tIno, ,o the tuna;, mutt

I's datl,
detierihe the 1,0ciety at it in, we need a current set

.r occopatiofi catcgorlen. Out to oa,ure change we have to loop the mcanuro

=:.,11, I t, c. nt; thect-,/, we so ' I knew whethor Oral-ries in our numi,ers aro the

renult of changes in ow: me,ource. We need to apply ti- e ,,,onute WO

need before. In a word, vi; Tao/or we change moanure.

data on two banesi the now categorien and the oldi wo
y

old 110.-igUtte on Ira replacement,
This in done in part, arc; for tote litlbjottt

IZ

but it might to be done consintently and in detail not now available.

One of the' chief. vehicles for meanuririg the wart. 0%p-wiener' oi cohort;;

it the National Longitudinal i'lirveyn ml 1
lir he-hot: Experiowic 111th), a

basic reiw,arch in;; -01 d,to uPder the. auspices of

the Labor Oepartmenen hriployto titling Administration. It in a

fine net of turVeyn and han produced ma:_y Ii,;; ;j of'Value, whiCh were the

gubject last [all of a contercnce npannorod ha tho Social ilcionce Ronoaren

13
Council, The Labor Deparrment I to he coumonded tor its dot:IL:Ion Iv continue

theca surveys, but it 18 to he faulted for deslgn derisionn that have produced

rut-lout gap it; the survey;; and thoreby limited their unefulnenn for annworing

the que5tionn raised above.
The original cohortn WI Li cuntiouo 10 ho obzwrvinl,

and nurveyn will tearl on yeople 14 to 21 years ,;1d thin year. Powollor, the

original cohort t are now 26 years old or -order, vol that meonn that the nterveyn

tt poople 22 to 25 yearn old. Noes it matter? People tioW 22 to 25 were horn

from 1953 to 19'as the years when hirthn is thin country first four

mIll ion annually, nod raly 13,, t, ht of tho edii.tt of the belay hcOrn.

Wo ought t be Ind iog not how Oct lit f ts the con tint .; , and

how thvir,omperienre difiers (rain tho 01 wit;; came , and laer..



Ir either our rehnitrh nor our 5tat1ntkm have we tak,,1 ruv
what it a tO Brady chancte. We no,.,1 Lath defintz inn i

a-

nnd, to rel a t chn ri ,7t de tou i a elk, anal, i cftl ,

rut! a art

hive bra

ual,r,V5

t' trait I, t h,rlea runa' ttittt'ttl. a A t t tt- t-tttttt-

1^1 hr-_', fftFt

t n}t1 r 1 I
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taaatirlat.....:. t`. railn.l'art, of pooph, in var iitit t

ot- rhanqo what ..4) Lb

' ,:, I

at I: .11:t. WI I r.A0.1:111V; +
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to tv w should he done, I am reasonably clear with regal-A to stilt!.

What we need in ntatistics Is a mechanism with annower:, kn wlt Ago- 1

authority to coordinate the work the 100 rt d,,o. lepartments lad agu0Ylnl,

produeing statistics, We hove, in the Department e ommerce, une Offiee of redoral

Statit_ttical Polic Standard However, OFSPS continues to be rely limited

to staff. and it, limited, by It departmental location, it

vot tattic.t1 .

the

Tho IteAd that unit i cnoly aw.uce tt t.it -et

yoi

fit I ratot

mAy

thou -..u; ..ht

I-.

Lh ;lull y.

it

In

I
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ti - manner of the periodic Confereneeo fl a IC crop and Wealth kponnored try

the National Moreau of Vconomic Pecoarch, the prat!. iindm of whioh arn

clonely read by the profeanion. Somo of tha needed exchdoqo It only tade,

plauo if tbn annual routimpi of demographdidl, 0 rn-i tin. and othorg. With

important and, I believe inefoaning excoptionu howmiur, Mune discnionu

talc° plaro hntwoon Peoplo ih the came diuciplin, Nd need labor ricouDMitu,

domuilraphrrr, utudontu of education, utuonntr, or

mobility, and otheru talking Co ono anotb,r and findind r"°or-rum iu the c"mmn-

ne,o oroblemo, to coordimttu wort, with ruin into citric curb

Ought to be Planund on MI an,,,umPtion of repetition_ ifirwroo flirt topical
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June 8, 1979.'

Emerging population trends and the future implications of 'the

present demographic structure of the American population present clear

challenges to. thot responsible for planning public policy in a wide

range of policy areas. Many of ne likely problems have been diseuesed

in previous hearings before
this committee problems resulting from

44clining birth rates.
from the changing level of total natioonl population,

from the changing age
distribut4.0n of the population, from tWchaaging

distribution of population among
the various regions of the country, and'

from the changing rates of population growth in different urban and

rural areas.

My assignment is not to review once again the implications of those

changes for public poliy, but to
discuss alternative approaches to long

range planning for
population change And its consequencesalternative

institutional approaches that
might be valid from the Federal point of

view.

Population u.s, like so many public' policy Issues, respect

neither the jurisdictional
boundaries of Executive agencies nor

those of

Standing Committees of Congress, There as few Federal policy areas that
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population distribution, and there ere few Federal

programs that are insulated from the effects of demographic change.

This characteristic of population change and the institutional frag-

mentation of the Federal Government raise interesting institutional

questions about how to plan for population change and its consequences.

Programs that could affect population patterns are not managed from any

central point. Job incentives to affect population growth and distribution

fall within the ion of he Commerce Department; land use planning

programs fall within the jurisdictions of the Department of Housing and

Urban Development, the Interior Department, the Commerce Department, and

the'Euvironmental Protection Agency; urban develo programs are la Y

in the Department-o ousing and Urban Development; rural development programs

ire managed by the Agriculture Department; and tax inciatives, which many

argue are among the strongest influences on job and population distribution,

fall Within the purview of the Treasury Deportment. On the other side of

the coin, population change, as demographer Peter Horriavn has pointed out

has consequences for all of the departments that manage programs which di-

rectly or indirectly redistribute wealth and income across generations

(such as Social Security, government retirement programs, and programs to

aid in the financing of education), across regions (such as urban and re-

,gional development programs, revenue sharing, Federal procurement), or

among income groups (such as welfare programs). Agencies that menage

suchvograms need to exercise- foresight to plan for the changes in the

'population groups that are the donors and the recipients the redis-

butden process.
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probiema arise not ,o much in planning within an individual agency,

hti'when decisions in one agency have crose-impacts on the pololes, pro-

grams, Or client groulls of other agencies. Thus, whether ono is interested

in afftcting population growth or
distribution or whether one it interested

in responding to emerging
demographic circumutnncen, one is faced with

the problem of institutional barriers that impede n coordinuted.redcrnl

approach to rational decisions.

Over the year:, there have been a number of proposals to strengthen

the poliy-making proceas in the Federal Government by improving its

planning, analysis, and coordinative capabilities. 41though the proposals

have been addressed to the problem of governmental planning generally,

the problems they sought to address apply to population matters- to a

large extent, There lave been suggestions for planning or strategic

assessmont offices within the Executive Office of the President, counter-

part offices in the Legislative Brooch, independent offices of various

kinda, and changes in the alignment of congressional

committees. Improved policy planning and coordination has been a major

theme, also, in discussions of Executive Branch reorganization and in

legislation related to national urban growth policy- balanced national

growth and development, rural development, and most recently in discussions

of the need for cohesive Federal
urban policy. There have been at

least eleven identifiable proposals for
improving the institutional

framework for planning in the Federal Government. The only proposal

that was actually implemented was the National Resources
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?fanning Beard, which for a few ydnrs duvt the Roo iv,lt Administration

part of the Executive Offi of the Presidont, her proposals for

Tonal planninA ppeared in the 79th Coogross in a h:11 for n

t Act of 1945;"-in the 93d Congress in hills for a "foll

unity and National Goals and Pri ittes.Act," .,:id for a "Balanced

__Ional Growth and Development Act;" in the 94th Congeesa in A hill for

a B1, ,ed Growth and Economit Planning Act 1975," for a 'Full Employ-

ment and Balanced Growth Act of 1976,"'and fur a "Balanced Economic Growth

Act." Outside of the logislative arena thueu have been proposals cor the

ere ion of Offices of 'strategic Polidy Assessment in both the Executive

and Legislative Beanches, for the establishment of a 114tional Growth and

Development Commission no an indopendent body in the Executive Branch;

and there has even h-en a proposal for a now national constitution that

would replace our three branches of government with six, one of which

would be the Planning Branch.

Another type of proposal has been the creation of special units in

the EAecutive Office of to President to provide 'ntdvdcpartmental

coordination and staff support in policy areas conuideTed to bf of groat

importance--areas such as environmental quality, dro poverty, and

telecommunications Such a special unit wan suggestoo, an you know, by

thu Comiliasion on population Growth and the American -Future ihich called

for the creation of an office of population growth and distribution in tho

rtechtie Office
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he various proposels wan aimed at improving the way national

priorities identified and the 44; Federal policies c.e formulated.

None cf the proposals called for the creation of static. inflexible

national plans that would be blueprints for controlling Important aapec-

of national life.

The planning ilea has been put forth by members of both r

partIcs beetles, of several concerns. First, the decision making struc-

ture of the Federal Government is fragmented and eompartmentalixud in

both the Eong!,:aa and the Executive Branch. Sometimes the compartmentalUntion

13 along functional lines; but sometimes it in along the Mica of interest

grottos or constituen For example, ortment of

Agriculture; labor has a Department of Labor; and business has a Department

at Commerce-, planning goes on in individual Executive agencies, but it ,

id usually conntralaed by the mandate and interests of the Individual agency.

The second concern In th,t Federal policy and program decisions are

typically rtadtive rather than anicipotory, focussing an nhort-terw

problems rather than on lungev- re lasses. tn of fui.a-2 problems

are sometimes ignored or decisions deferred until problems become crises.

Decisions made in A eriein ore likely to be made with relatively little

concern for to their long-term implicati6ns.

The third concern in that the Federal Covernment sometimes fails to

make a systematic effort to identify the full range of options oval hie

far solving a specific problem or to carefully evaluate them in terms

their/likely short- and long-term primary end secondary lopacts.
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A fourth concern is that many policy decirionn a to be made

without reference to generally agreed upon and internally consiatent

national goala. Not only in it hard to mode decisions without

clear purpose, bliz we cannot measure progresn or success of any particular

policy or program without a clearly stated standard against which to

measure achievement.

Conceron such as thonq have brought al reemergence of

thi2 ideal of rational, comprehensive A eiaionmaking, which consints of the

following elements:

l. Continual scanning of the domestic and intern
tional environment for events :ends, or circum-

stances that might he early aigna of potential-
problem or opportunities;

2. Identifying national, agency, or prcgram

goals and prioritien;

3. Designing alternative polic
of action to achieve the goals:

4. Annessing the short- and loni;-term
costs and benefits of each atter:-.ative in nerms
of the primary objectives and in norms of likely

aecandary effects;

5. Selecting the moat desirable policies
ani courses of action;

6. Implementih the polic , and actions

that were selected; and

7. Monitoring the reaulta and ranleating pro-

gresm toward the goal, with alert.
uneXnete impacts or other surpriJc

Such a lint of planning giementn to be relatively innocuour.

Inv key problem is how =tad whet; %0 ',ILA within the compleX structure of
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tne Federal Government. In the present context the prob. - becomes

question of where fir in itntionally locate A clear reaponnihility for

population planning.

A fundamental guideline that planu ra like to point mit is that

planning without_ action is spianingless. l'ae experience of planner

suggests that planning, decision-making, and action mast be integrated

if planning is to be anything other. than an empty exercise. It can be..argued further that planning in the Fderal Government should be linked

to the legislativ2, budgetary, regulatory, and administrative processes

of government, since those are the principal channels of governmental

action. There is always a risk, however, that close linkages between

plaiuial, and the channels +ii action wi'l lead to planning that IN overly

sensitive he _short-term problem at the expensi of l,i ng-tvrm issues.

Designing nn institutional arrangement that will enoierage a balance

between attention to short-term problem and long-term motters, and rhat

w'll encou sse ment'of the implications of short -ter} dec siona

for the fongerterm tyre rte r,.0(rAl tasks in q,ttin) on Agenda fit

governmental planning, including

consequences.

sin} for populatiOn change and its

'proposals that halfe been put forward for various pla

institutions in the Federal Government illustrate sosui of Ole organiga_ional

choices that might be considered. One group of pr-ipti,s;slu places the

planning responsibility in an identified emit of the Executive Office of

the President, either as a separate unit nor an a unit within the Office

of Management and Budget.
Congressional connterparts would by created

either as a new committee r as a new support agency or both. Another group of
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proponaln would create a planning body on an independent agon r of the

;Executive Branch, again with aome form of Congrennional counterpart.

The prim and cone regarding then two approachen aro relatively

straightforward. Linkage to tin! channels of goverumemtal action can be

achieved by locating the planning function in tin independent unit in the

Executive Office of the resident. Moreover, such it location would at

leant in principle provide a degree of visibility and rieeptiS to th,:1

Fees dent Furthermore ouch a location could give the plannern relatively

good position from which to evaluate the work of individual agenci en

with regard to population, and it would offer a degree of leverage with

the agencies. On the other hand, location within the Executive office

could make the planning function vulnerable to tho short-form political

prefigures that are n normal part of government. Thin could lead.to a

inappropriately taloa time horizon for the planning body's work and to a

transformation of a planning procenn into a mechanism for rationalizing

decisiona that were made on grounds that lay outside the planner's domain.

An associated risk in that ouch a population unit, in order to protect

itself from short term prunsurun,,milht become an ivory tower operation

without any impact on policy making. Also, it would not he nn sell
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leen ed to influence budgetary and
legislative decistona an it would he

if it were to be located within the Office of Management and Budget.

Locating a population planning unit in
the Office of management and

budget &mild allow planners to
work,cioncly with budget examinern in

don-easing program proposals in
both short- and long-range terms and to

participate in the review of legislation. It would also give the plan-

ning body leverage to obtain data from and assign research link to individual

line agencies.

on the other hand, the head of the population planning body would

not be an near the President as he or she would be ff. ,ihe planning body

were an independent unit of the
Executive Mice. Thin may be both an

operational and a symbolic disadvantage.
Lon tion in 0115 might also lead

to 4 more serious pri .sure for attention to short-term milt tors.

Establishing a population planning .intt as an independent agency

in the Executive Branch, but
outside the Executive Office of the President

could protect the planning process
from short -term or political pressures.

However, such an arrangement separates
the planning body from the channels

of decision and action.
Another disadvantage is that it could lead to a

duplication of analyttcai resources
available elaewhre io the Executive

Branch. It might also become on ivory tower operation.

Although some organizational arrangements
can impede good anning

and policy coordination, organizational
improvements are probab y not suf-

ficient to achieve better population
'policy. The essential ingrelient in

any planning effort is a commitment to the planning idea on the part of

those who direct the planning; proccan
An important criterion therefore,

in judging the relative merits of
alpirnative organizational ap r_aches to

planning for population ohange and its conseeLenees is the degree to

which a proposed institution would overcome
the obstacles to good policy

planing and prepare the field for the exercise of strong, informed

leadership in the formulation of population policy.
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197 Lojialtltivo Witsianizat on Act proviihnl tUlt
the COngressionra Resoarch Service would "make available to
each committee of the Sonata and house of Representatives
and each joint committee of the two hotises,'st the oprininj
of a new COngross, a list of subjects aid policy areas which
the oommittoo might profitably analyze in depth...."

AB one element of this legislative requironent, this
public policy series was initiated to bike a calprehensive
look at selected key issues that may be expected to arise
ill the 95th COngross4 The papers are meant to give a broad
overview of Luportant public iunues in a readable and concise
fcrmat.

Mil paper La precluded by a brief surrary; a table of
tenth JO Included where appropriate. Like all abet Con

gressional Research Service products, the intent in to present
a professional, non-partisan, and objective point of view.

COpios of these papers may be obtained by callioj 426-b7OU
and roquosting than by tdie nuaber in 010 uupex righthuld corner

of the osvor.
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NATIONAL POLICY PLANNING

AJBTRACT

1
National policy planning in an idea which..though its time may tint

come during\the 95th Congress, will not go'away. This is so because re-

organization\of the Executive and the,.Legislative Branches will almost

certainly be on the agenda-, and in theaYe of its supporters national

policy planning should be an integral part of _- iptionalreform.

Planning on a .national scale goes on throUghout die-government, in

both the legislative and the executive agencies-. The key issue, there-

fore, is not:whether we should have a national planning!procesa but how

can we have a better one. .Because the defects of the-presen system have

become increasingly apparentt,national policy planning does not seem to

be the partisan issue it once was. Better national planning was a per-

nistent concern of President Nixon, and in both Houses of Congress,

Members from both parties support it, at least in principle.

What are the defects of the present system that have drawn

partisan support for a batter system of national planning?

These may be summarized as follows:

(1) It does not look far enough ahead so that it can anticipate

readily identifiable problems of the future and better prepare itself

for handling the unexpected;

(2) It does,not set up specific, articulated and realistic goals

st which the success or failure of government programs can be measured;

(3) It does net do B good Job in keeping its many programs consis-

tent with each other and with the ovdrali goals established by Congress;

(4) It does not systematically consider the short and long term

impacts of its programs'desigeed to'reet a specific problem on other

national programs and problems, /1

There _7 not much disagreement on the defects of the present system(

there is _sharp, widespread dinagreement on how congress_and the Executive

Branch should go about establishing a bettor system. There are good argu

ments for and agaiiist sore of the specific institutional innovations being

proposed, and the outcome is not clear. What is-clear. however,-0 that a

new planning organization -- if
Congress does approve one -- will not work /

except-on two conditionsv.,the leadership in both branches of government

Must be committed to it and the,stracturo of the committee systems in

bothHouses of Congress must be tansonant with the plenning_moohanisme of

the ExeCutiVe Branch,
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NATIONAL POLICY PLANNING

Over tiie yeate, there have been sny attempts to improve the policy

molds processes of the Federal Government. Bills have been introduced

to create a .Congressional Office of Regulatory Policy Oversight and to

create an suffice of strategic policy assessment in the Executive Office

of the President With a counterpart office in the Legislative Branch.

Changes have also beepropoSed in, the Rules of the House of Representatives

with the aim of improving coordination. among Committees, and the Senate has

established a Temperary Select Committee to Study, the Senate Committee System

with a similar purpose. Improved policy planning and coordination As One

of `the major themes of effort. to reorganize the Executive Branch of the

-Federal government, legislation on nationei urban growth, and proposals .

to establish a national system of social accounting. It was a dominant cer;

sideration in the-establishment of the new Congressional budget process, in

the creation of the Office of Technology Aeseitiment in the Legislative Branch,

and in the creation of the Office of Science and Technology Policy in the

Executive Branch. ,

Each of these actions or prop gals is aimed at improVing the way

national priorities are identified -and the way Federal policies are formulated.

None of the actions that have been taken and none of the proposals that have

been made call for the creation of static, inflexible national-plans that

would be blueprints for controlling all important aspects of national life

and activity. The common thread that runs through them is to take institu-

tional steps to ensure that policy formulation is systematic, based on
sound information and policy analysis, and attentive to short- and /00R-

terM impacts and croas-itpacts of alternative courses. The actions and pro-

posed actions reflect the desire to find ways to give more comprehensive
attention to policy questions that cut across the relatively Arbitrary boun-
daries of,Executive agency and Congressional committee jurisdictions.

; -

The idea is not nearly so much a partisan idea_as it was When it emerged
in the 1920's and 1930's., Historically; - planning had a liberal Democratic

color to it but the tint seems to bA fading largely because of -a conserva-

tive Republican President Nixon. Nixon sought to implement a national policy
planning capability in the White House and radically to reorganize the de-

partments of the Executive Branch.

The planning idea has been put forth by,memhers of both major political,
Parties because of several concerns. First, the decision - making. Structure of

the Federal Government-fa fragmented and compartmentalized in both the Con-
-vase and the Executive Branch. Sometimes the compartmentalization ia'along
functional lines, but more often it is along the lines of interest groups and

constituencies. For - example,- farmers have a Department of Agriculture; labor
has 4 Labor Department; and business has a Commerce Department., Committee .
Jurisdictions in Congress show a similar pattern. There does not at thiaeime
exist an effective way to coordinate the-div'erne planning efforts, the de-.
visions, and the activities of these many fragments of theFedeial Government.
There is planning, but it is diffused. Where it exists it is_usually agency
planning and constrained by the mandate and interests of the individual agency.

93.070 70 - 32 4
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The second of the concerns is that Federal policy and-program decisions
are reactive rather than anticipatory, focussing on short-term
problcs.s ratheOthen on long-range iseues. One characteristic pattern is

for forecasts of likely future problems to be ignored or'dicisions deferred
until the problem becomes a crisis. When decisions are made In crisis con-

ditions, they 4re likely to be made with little or no appreciation of their

future impacts..

This pattern is reiorced by the-lack of institutional capacity systema-
'tically to search and Identify potential future problems or opport,rnities that

should be brought to the attention of policy-makers in Congress and the Ex-

ecutive Branch. Some of the reluctance of policy-makere to concern themaelves
about the future stems from the inherently "iffy" nature of forecasts. There

is pressure for policy-makers to operate on the principle of not worrying about

'problems that may ne ur come or will come after they are out of office because
they will he judged .ere and now by the way they handle a never-ending list

of current problems. Constituents demand attention to their present problems,

not to hypothetical ones.

The third concern is that the Federal Government often fails to make a
systematic effort to identify the full range of options available for solving
a'apecific Problem and to carefully evaluate them in terns of their likely
short- And long-range primary and secondary impacts.

A fourth concern is that many policy_decialons are mole without an

reference to generally agreed upon and internally consistent sets of national

goals. Not only is it hard to make decisions without a clear purpose, but .

we cannot measure pro,r,ss or success of any particular policy or program

because we have no clearly stated standard against which to measure Achieve,

pent.

Concerns such as these have led generally to the appeaiance of a variety

of legislative proposals for policy planning and to the reelergence of a plan-

ning idea that is based upon the rational. comprehensive model of decision-

making, a model that encompasses the following elements:

Conti-6441 scanning of the national and international
environment for early signs of potential problems or oppor-

tunities;

2. Identification of national pair, objective and priorities

3. Design of alternative policies and courses of action to

achieve the stated objectives; f.

Asse'sweent of the rests and benefits of each alternative

in terms of the primary objectives and likely secondary effects

--both short- and long- tem;
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Selection of the most deslreable policies and 'courses
_tioh;

6. Implementation of the
action; and

7. Monitoring the results and evaluating progress toward
the stated objectives, with alertness for unexpected impacts
and other surprises.

ed policies and coures of

Such a list of planning elements appears to be relatively innocuous.
Planning after all, takes place everywhere and at all levels -- in house-
holds, in private firms, and in government itself. The planning that does

rin government, however, is generally short-term, without clearly attic -
d goals, And conducted An individual compartments of government without

and for what is going on in other compartments of government. The policy

ue is not whether to plan; the issue is what to plan and how to plan with-
in the complex structure of the Federal Government. It ie also a question
of Where a central planning responsibility should be institutionally located.

A fundamental guideline to remember while considering. proposals for
national policy planning is that planning without action Is meaningless.
Planning and action must be linked if planning is to be Anything other than
an exercise, It could be argued on the basis of this consideration that
planning should be linked to the legislative, budgetary, regulatory, and
administrative processes of government, since -these are the principal channels

of governmental action. An example of such a linkage can be seen in the
requirement for 5-year budget projections under the provisions of the Con-
gressional Budget and Impoundment Act, a requirement that can potentially
Assist decislonLmakets to understand the future Implications of current de-
cisions. There is always a risk, however, that close linkages between planning
and the channels of action, will lead to planning that is overly sensitive
to short-term considerations at the.epense of long-term issues. Finding a
balance between attention to short-term problems and attention to long-ter
issues as well as.understanding the,implicdtions of short-term decisions for
the longer-term future'are central tasks in setting an agenda for governmental
planning.' .

The various proposal's that have been-put forward differ on,how to achieve
this delicate balance. The Advisory CoOmission an 'National Growth Policy Po,
ceases, for example, is recommending that a long-range planning institution
-- the Commission on National Growth and Development -2 be held apart from the
hurly-burly'of congressional and Executive Branch politics. The Advisory
Committee recommends an,independent agency of the Executive Branch which would
be charged with examining "emerging,olddle to long-range growth and development
Issues with particular attention to the integrative implicationa" and with
recommending "feasible.policy'alternatives to the Congress, the President and
the Public. The Commission would be an independent denter'devoted to identi-
fying and examing policy issues before they_ surface as crises . And enter
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the partisan political arena . . . . " With Such a recommendation the Advisory

Committee is opting. for protection of the planning inatitutiowagainst ahort-

term presaures at the rink of poaaible isolation from the action channels of

the Federal Government. An alternative' approach is taken in a proposal from

a Work groin) at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for scholars. Their

propoial would establish an Office of Strategic Assessment in the Executive

Office of the President, either as An independent element of the Executive

Office or as a unit of the Offide of Management
and Budget. An this proposal

the link with action channels of government
is chosen at the risk of embroiling

the planning organization in Short-term problems and political maneuvering of

day-to-day governmental operatione.=

___
These two examples illuittate the covleXity of the ProbleM, for a number

of imperatives have to be brought into balance: Planning should be linked to

action. Individual line agentiee of the Executive Branch need to achieve co-

ordination among themselves, Long-term Issues must receive systematic atten-

tion.- Short-term decisions must be made in full appreciation of their long-

term implications: Indeed, the key ingredient in finding a Workable balance

may be the degree of commitment to planning by the indiViduals who play the

central roles in government.

The separation of. nowers established by the Constitution presenta an

interesting organizational question to those who would heve a policy planning

capacity established in the-Federal Government. Planning is often thought of

ae an exclusively executive
function, but in the American system of government

there is as much A need for foresight and policy integrition in the Legislative

Branch as there is in the Executive. Branch.
Misfit proposals have not come as

directly 'to:grips with this problem as they might; The typical approach is

to prePose s new staff function in the Legialetive Branch as a counterpart L.

4 new staff Planning function
in the-Executive Branch --- a Congressional Office

of-Pdlicy and Planning, a Congressional
*flee of Goala endFtiorities Analysis,

or a new organizstionhk element in the Office of Technology Aasessment. Some

Proposals also Include provisions for
the Congressional review of a periodic

planning document submitted to Congress by the Executive Branch asa recurring

focus for the planning-cycle within the
Federal Government as a whole.

The central problem in the establishment of foresight-And policy in-

tegration in the Legilakive Branch -'it could
argued, is not, the provision

of ,adequate staff aerv,ees to " Congress. This is a relatively simple thak

which is already carried out by existing
institutions such as the Congressional

Budget Office, the Offic of Technology Assessment, the General Accounting

Office, and the Congressi nal Research` Service..
The central problem is dealing

with the comMiftee system that frogments
policy' ooetiona of the Congress into .

compartments that have, difficulty relating to one another. The ComMittee system

is a necessary approach in
OA-agrees in order to- achieve some division of labor

and expertise through,epeclaliiation4
but it reflects and reinforces a p-to-'

pensity to deal with probleam and iiSues in a piecemeal way.' The.-Congress is

aware of this, difficulty and'has taken steps toward overcoming it through such

things as joint refarala of bills,
through innovations in itu approach twthe

budget and appropriations ptetess,
and through attention to the structure the
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committee syatem itself. 'Although policy integration ine an elusive

goal, there are signs,of incremental progress.

Some proposals for a national policy planning capability do include

auggestione for additional innovations in Congress, The Advisory Committee=

-on National, Growth Policy Processes is considering a suggestion that joint

committees be used as vehicles for integrating Policy-making. The Joint

Economic Committee is seen as &principal focus for such an effort, but other

joint committees are also proposed. These joint committees would be charged

with preparing concurrent resolutions that would eerve as statements of

general policy for the guidance of the committees of both chambers of the

. Congress when tflrY consider' specific bills. The Advisory Committee Is also

considering recommending the use of ad hoc committees as a flexible means
to address iasups that cut across the jurisdictional lines of the individual

standing committees.'

In the Senite the Teemorary Select Committeelto Study the Senate

Committee System is taking a different approach. It is proposing a re-
duction in the number of Senate Committees from 31 to 15 and the reduction

in the number of committee and subcommittee assignments of individual
Senators from an average of 1S to a maximum oC S. This would. be a signifi-

cant consolidation of the policy-making fragments of the Senate as it is

presently organized. In contrast to the Advisory Committee. the Senate

Select Committee is proposing the abolition of oint committees. In the

Nouse of Representatives the committee structure wan examined by the Bolling

Committee, which recommended &number of changes aimed at more effective

integration of policy-making in the House, Acti n finally taken by the

House-on the Bolling recommendations was limited, however, and only a:few

marginal changes were made de the structul:e of Ho se committees.

The question of what plan remains open. Many supporters of planning

in the Federal Governmeat,stress the need for a comprehensive, integrativm

approach -to Federal policy formulation. Uotiever.1 a truly comprehensive

approach would be a formidable and perhaps impossible task. Lideed, de-

tractors of a comprehensive approach to policy formulation assert that it in

an impree:eicable idea. Between these two extremes are those who urge khe

identification of basic or fundamental policy problems, the solutions Of

which are essential for national well-being. They would limit planning to only

a few sectors of public policy.

According'to planning historian Otis Graham, planners associated with

the New Deal identified the gross size of the economy', energy, land use Totne7

lation distributiOn, manpower, public credit. science and technology and in7

comes as strategic areas for planning, More recently, the AdViaory CommittiC

-on National Giowth Policy Frocespes has identified Federal policies on

national security. natural resources, human resonrcen..and the economy as
among the basic policy'argas worthy of integrative and cmprehenalve attention

by Congress.

4 9
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Some would argue 'that'limiting the, strategic planning areas would make

planning ineffectual. (Altars would assert that the policy sectors given in
the prededing examples are so btoad as to preclude effective concentration
on key problems. ,Finding the balance between true comprehensiveness and work-
ability would be 4 critical task in designing a proper Federal planning frame-
.work,and process.

BxecntiVe Branch reorganization will almost certainly be on the agenda

of the Federal Government during the 95th Congress. Any consideration of

reorganization will address questions of governmental management practices.
Since national policy plaening is, in the eyes of many, a key element in
goVernmental management, it is likely that planning questions will arise in
anyAiscussion of reorganization, Both Congress and the Executive Branch
will be potentially-affected by reorganization proposals because of the close
relationship. between the organization of the Executive Branch and the structure
of the committee'systems of the Senate and the House.

If:a-planning approach is to be integrated into a reorgeniration'Of the
Executive Branch, it can only be truly effective if the precepts of planning
are also integrated into,the poliey-msking structure of Congress -- the com
mittees and,the leadership. Without a commitment to the planning idea in
both Branches, the fragmented approach to Federal policy formulation will
probably remain fundamentally unchanged.
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Testimony

U.S. ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Select Committee on Population

Domestic Consequences of Population Change:

The Need for Better Foresight in Policy Making

by

Kenneth D. Ra',:ney

Vice President
Academy for Contemporary Problems

Over the past several weeks this committee has heard froM many

experts in the field of demography and economics on the subject of

population and economic change in the United States and its consequence

for public policy. I will not discuss current population and economic

trends; but rather, dwell on the consequences for policy Making of

such projections.
/ -

The major idea that would like to put:befhreryou is that in the

past we have been too surprised, first by t1e consequences of our

policies, both direct and indirect, and second in changes in the population,

distribution and economy that could have beenieasy to foresee. What is

needed is some way of incorporating better Oresight into public policy.

Some of,the.surp have been these:

Policy: To. create a high-Speed interstate highway system

to facilitate the moirent of goods throughout the

United States
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Surprise: The interstate system is almost completed and We

find that (1) energy is too scarce to permit its

use at its designed speed and the 55',mile per hour

limit is below the designed speed for truck efficiency,

464 (2) railrodds are collapsing and require public

fbhding.

Policy: To discourage the imports of foreign crude.oil in

order to promote utilisation domestic supplies.

Surprise: e United States is dependent on foreign oil to

meet the needs cf an energy intensive economy and

life style.

.Burp

cys. To encourage the-utilization of natural

tricity through priac regulation and

publicity by the public utilities.

vs

and elecr

There is not enough gas and
electricity to meet our,

expanded-needs. Regulatory policies must be shifted

! to rationing, curtailments:, and conservation. Public

utilities must 'shift their advertising campaign from

lutilization to conservation advertising. (Both kinds

are at the public exrens

It io thin
kind'Of unforeseen consequence that adds to the g o _ng

public outrage. The public pays both ways for this lack of,

foresight., It pays in higher utility rates for the advertising

!i'
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that promoted the utilicationt)flas and electricity. it pays for

the advertising that promotes the Conservation of gas and electricity.

It doubtless, pay higher utility rates because of the lack of plannin

done ,by the public utilities.

Policy: Take land out ofproduction and encourage high

te,:hnologyjarming,

Surprise: (1) We have created a cycle of grain and food

shortages and surpluses leaving the farmer with poor

profits and both the farmer and consumer with high costs.

(2) There 4s a continuing decline in the farm population ,

and in family farming.

Policy: Put dry land into production thtoug the development of

t

Surpr (1) Western water is needed for en rgy development.

(2) High cost production from irrig tedlands must

compete with naturally,Mtered lands where the.full

potential acreage is not being plan d as the result

r.

of other policies. One Western agr cultural researcher

recently told me that feed -grain s_ ling for $2.50 per

bushel.costs $9 to produce if all ublic and private

irrigation and eater projects in th

costs are accounted for.

The cost burdenof this falls on both thetine farmer and the consumer.'

The consumer pays both at the store and April 15.



Policy: To encourage the decentralization of major cities.

To encourage home ownership and deconeentration of the

major citios through the urban'elements of the inter-.

state system, home mortgage programs, and home mortgage

interest tax deductions.

s The cores of our major cities are emptying out and are

in serious decline.

Policy: To bring economic atd.population growth of the major

regions of the country into better balance by encouraging

growth to the South and West. (Most economic experts

in 1965 said it .could not be done).

Surprise: The"policy has worked or at least it. has happen.,

and the older industrial cities of the North and the

Midwest now face serious decline. The regions are

in balance.

POlicy: Find a new economic base for the declining coal

region.

Surprise: We need them to mine coal.

Not pokey, but observable fact: There has been a decline in

the birth rate and the war baby generation can naturally be expected

to grow older.

.Surprises (1) There now too many maternity wards, school

roohA, and college facilities;

We have too many teachers and'PhD s to meet the

market for high school, grade school and

college vrollmeot-projecrions;

The war babies need jobs.

(2)
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People pay for-the lack of foresight in our polic setting at both

'the store and in taxes. Furthermore, people pay at bath ends of the

problem. For example, they pay to encourage higher acreage farm pro-

duction and technolugical advance through the programs of the Department

of Agriculture and they pay for the buying and storage of surpluses.

They pay for artificial scarcity and for higher cost scarce food= They

pay for regional balance and its consequences in the declining regions

of the United States.

Why does this happen?

There are two major reasons why our policy setting in the Execst -e

branch, the Congress, and at all levels of government have failed to

incorporate adequate foresight on the probable consequences of policy.

First, policy setting in the United States takes place in a very

complex intergovernmental! and public and-private setting. What

actually happens.out on the ground is a result not only of What

Congress does or what the President does, but also the result of

millions of decisions made by ,state and local governments and by

people adting as private citizens. It is idle to even wonder about

Whether this system can be changed in the United States. It is an

essential part of our freer enterprise system and of our Fe'eral

system.

polity ettin take place in vertical systems. This refers to

what pougla Cater in "Power in Washin gton" calldd sub-governments.

That is, agricultural policy is essentially set in a vertical

'system where the Department of Agricultureralks with farmers,

with its counterparts at the state and local levels, with the land

-grant colleges, and then with the agricUltural committees of the



Senate and the Hou _. This mind of substantive sy_ uh-

1

stantive saparat on q S power in policy setting has ;lad to a tunnel

vision. The c sequences o tside of agriculture are not adequately

taken into r in set_

;Alen we

developme

o Do

agr.cdlturai pslicy. The -sane is true

nvironnental ,policy, urban edonomic

Bette- _resight on the ¢ onsequences of policies and progr

not mean Federal or go

Policy ratting process or to1avoid the inadve.

1 programs are needed to perfect the

nt consequences of

polio Solving the problem, does not require more.government. The

sur a I have referred to came about in large measure because of -L

and programs of tide Federal government. With,one exception'they

4 not the rSnl-t_of natural phenomena. The Federal government already

io intervening extensively in every branch of the economy and ever}

level of government activity.

-
It is not a question of developing some new monolithic kind of

national planning, not because it is politically unacceptable fi

but because it not likely to work. It does not work in'countries

that use it. It 1.3 not likely to ork here because our more limited

efforts at requiring planning or requiring coordination among Federal

departments or levels of government have not been crowned with success.

Second, we must recognize that policy setting a big and complex

gavernment,must necessarily
be substantively divided,in order to get

work done,

Bureaucratization Good 'dens,

developing a way of bringing about more foresight in policy

etting in the United States one must also recognize a Thenomepon that
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could be called'"the bureaucratization of good ideas." The problems of

lack of coordination in policy setting have been recognized for a long

Lime. conflicts among programs have been clear. As a result, there

have been numerous efforts at the Federal level to try and bring' about

better foresight in policy setting,, but these all have suffered once the

solutions have been bureaucratized.

For example, the environmental impact statement is undoubtedly a

good idea. It is duly proper to aak,what happens to the environment

if a Federally aided project is to be put into place. But once the
.1. I.

environmental impact statement is required, it first. of all becomes big

business to do such statements and second the massive production and

compliance tequiremdut resulting requiring such statements becomes

an impediment for the

Federally aided programs.

Nearly 25 years ago Federal policy encouraged local planning

because such planning was needed to bring about better decisions on

public investments. Congress 'passed the 701Tranning Progiam tc provide

.funding to'encourage localities and state _rnments to engega _ cal

and local governments in carrying out

planning. This program, Coo, became bureaucratized Co the point that the

production of plans took precedence over the meaning of these dlan to

local policy makers.

'In 1970, the Congress required the production of,s- bie _ 1 Growth

Report whereby the President would advise the Congress and the public on

major econoMic and demographic trends in the United Ntatesand their

consequences for setting. The Growth Report was undoubtddly a

go-od idea but again its production became. bureaucratized and none of
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the reports produced thua:\far can be said to have made meaningful

contribution'to policy setting or to have provided information that

would be=useful to either the President or the Congress in setting

development, economic, population, or environmental policy.

The question therefore becomes one of how to build a better fore-

sight into policy making at all levels of government and to protect it

from beinebureaucratized and becoming a ticket punching, paper stamping

exercise.

Anything done runs the risk of bureaucratization,. Congress plays

a key role in preventing this by constant exercise of its oversight

function and through the role it could play in demanding more useful

performance from the Executive branch.

A number of requirements of d system for incorporating better over-

sight into policy making can be stipulated.

First, capacity for policy analysis must be developed

that is both small and comprehensive across economic; population,

environmental and social questions. Congrens, the Executive

nch, Cate and local governments must have access to this

capacity no matter where It is placed. The problem is that our

colleges and universities do not train people to do this type

of policy analysis. They train people to build magnificent

conceptual clipper ships in bottles rather than sturdy

analytical dinghies that can float on the real seas of public

problems.

2. We mutt recognise that projections and estimates are debatable

and the projections made by one group are not facts about the

future. There are no facts about the future. Some people's

guesses, however, can _p ad to be better than others.
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Foresight must be rewarded rather than being required.

Those who make key decisions must recognize that better

foresight on policy questions is necessary for solving our

current national problems of energy, land and water use,

economic development or population policy.

Recommendations

The National Commission on supply and Shortages made a number of

recommendations meeting the needs for better foresight in policy making

s at for National GrowthIn its report, Filing Abler

and Devolopmene. This was released in December of 1976. Among those

recommendations wore the creation of a national growth and development

commission as an independent agency within the Executive branch of the

Federal government. This commistion was to have a broad mandate to

examine emerging issues of middle- to long-range growth and development

and to suggest feasible alternatives for Congtess, the President, and

the public. It recommended that Congress in creating a commission should

impose upon itself and the president the requirements that both respond

to the reports issued by the ion.

It also recommended tka the current responsibility for the production

of what was then called the National Growth Policy Report be transferred

from the President to the Commission.

The Commission also recommended a pubs

statistics collection and publication.

It recommended that Congress take steps to

alreform of Federal

see that pending _ -gis-

lotion be accompanied by a committee report outlining a bill's foreseeable

indirect middle- to long-range effects along with a concise statement as

to the general goals and specific objectives to which the bill was to be

directed.
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The task now before Congress in examining these recommendations

to see how this kind of new institutional foresight might be adopted

without its becoming bureaucratized.

have several suggestions to offer.

the. proposed revamping of the statistical programs is now

being considered by both the President's reorganization program and by:

the. ffice of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards. Both will make

recommendations within the coming year to the Congress about how a major

revision of Fdderal statistical -programs
might be carried out to provide

more timely and meaningful information for policy making.

Second, the creation of an independent co=ission such as was

proposed by the National Commission on upplies and Shortages would be

worthwhile undertaking. But several concerns should be added to the

recommendation of,the Commisbion. The national'growth and development

commission could do useful analysis. Both the President, Congress,

state and local government, and priVete
enterprise would-r-eqUire a s

capacity of their own to _erpret and analyze its findings. For

example, the commission could project population or natural'gas supplies

and shortages, but congressional committees must be able to debate these

projections and examine their probable consequences for any bills they

clear for floor action.

Third, the Congress already has in place the organizations-it

needs for better policy analysis and for incorporating better fore

sight, broader views on legislative consequences, into its actions.

The action creating the Congressional Budget Office was a monumental

step. Such an office can provide Congress with a broad view,
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cross cutting .committee concerns. The Office of Technology assessment,

the Congressional Research Service, and the General Accounting Office

provide Congress with additional resources for policy analysis.

The institutions you need already exist. No new bureaucracies

are required. All that is needed is far the Congressional leadership

to demand comprehensive policy analysis on the probable consequences

of legislationon people, the economy, the environment. Committee

chairmen rightfully are concerned with the narrower, advocacy aspects

of the legislatip they clear for the floor. ItAs only natural to

expect that a chairman of an, agricultural committee is more concerned

with agricultural consequences than urban affairs and vice versa.

The congressional leadership, therefore, plays the key role in requiring

better, more comprehensive analysis of legislation reaching the floor

for consideration by all members. A few years ago it would have

been idle speculation -to suggest that this be done. But recent

congressional reforms have already given the groundwork for such action.

They have also 'raised the public's:hope that it will take place;

there will be fewer surprises in the future.

33-070 0 - 7

that
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-Good morning., My name is Dr. Judith Kunofsky. I am the

Population & Growth Policy Specialist on the staff of the-Sierra

Club. The Sierra Club is a grassroots environmental organization,

with 1130,000 members in all fifty,states. Our legislative and edu-'

rational programs deal with parks, wilderness protection, and land

use; ,energy policy; and pollution abatement, among other areas,

work with environmentalists, public officials, and administrators

throughout the country to help them underStand and interpret the

ways population projections are prepared and used, particularly

in reference to projects and programs of major environmental significance.

On behalf of the Sierra Club I. would., like to thank you for this

opportunity to address the Select Committee on Population on the

subject of The Use of Population Projections by the Federal Govern7

went for Programs at the Local Level."

What are population projections?

A population projection for a omen geographical area is a state-

ment of what the population size and growth rate would be at certain

.dates in the future, It differs from a population estimate in that

an estimate is usually a statement about a past or current population

of an area. Projections are prepared for the world, for nations,

states,-counties, cities, and smaller geographical areas,.and can be

prepared prepared with a variety of detail and sophistication. Some

give only the total number of people; others give distribution by age.

sex, and scAetimes race, religion, or other group identification. Popu-

lation projections are'prepared using different models, or mathematical

foraulations, that express different theories about why and how. popu-

lation size and growth rates change. For example. one might assume
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that a community''s overall
pOpulation would continue to increase at

1% a Year. Or one might make separate assumptions about family size,

mortality, fertility timing, and migration, and apply those a sumptions

to a detailed breakdown of the current population byage and sex,

rnatively, one might relata population change to a projection of

regional job availability. (See Rox,below)

Brief yTiner of

Methodo

Extra olation Or Mathematical Model: Continue a trend in the\

et rateatgrole. or rate into the future. or \

fit past behavidr to some mathematical curve. Example: exponential curve.

Demo raihicPrOlec_tioril: Make separate assumptions about fertility,

morn a ty, andMigrat on, and then use the distribution of the

current population by age and sex to project future population by

age and sex. Example: Census Bureau U.S.'erOjections.

ett t . Make
__Econtal

Of-OMPlOYffieni- le-a-region and
net in-migration so that, for
and labor force participation
population assumptions matche
the job projection. Example:

jections for economic areas.

assumptions about the future availability
aboUt fertility rates. Then adjust

some assumed levels of unemployment
the labor force arising from the
the labor force as determined from
Bureau of Economic Analysis pro-

Land Use Projection: For an area sufficiently small that plo_-by-

plot and uses can e speCified use information about zoning and

housing starts to project housing construction. Then, using assum-

ptions about household size, translate to a population projection.

Ratio Projection: This method is used when one needs a projection

for an area for which good information is not available. Mild a

larger geographical region in which this one is contained for which

you do have a projection, then assume the area in question will be

a constant proportion (or some trended proportion) of the population

of the larger region.
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A projection is ot a prediction, in that those who prepare them

generally deny that a projection reflects their best judgment of what

s- likely to happen. -A projectionLdoes reflect the consequences

of a continuation of "current trends: and'the extent to which the

model chosen does mirror behavior in the real world. The difference

between them is that In life "current rends" always change and they

change, at least in part, as a result of our evaluation Of and reaction

to those trends, As an example, the current situation is that approximately

one out of five births in the U.S. is to a teenager. One might- prepare

A population projection continuing this condition. however oremight feel,

that as a society we will adopt programs to change the situation, and

therefore prepare a projection that assumes a reduction in teenage

parenting.

Population projections are prepared using much accumulated

experience and are almost always prepared to reflect what are believed

to be current trends. 0f course, the determination ofwhat is a

current trend and what is instead a short-term aberration in behavior

in fertility 01 migratiad is very difficult and at certain levels

arbitrary. It is Important to realize that it is not a question of

a projection being right or wrong, but simply that the world is much

too complicated for there to be a correct guess of the future. I

aarof course not in any way trying to deny that some projections are

prepared in totally inadequate ways due'to lack of'background of

the preparers',
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Demographer Peter Morrison has "'.forecasting is

least effective when It is conducted asjan exclusively mechanical

process. It is tempting to adopt an roved method, plug in some

mothers, and crank out some more not:IVO that tell people what to

do.... It should be possible. however/1 . to improve the odds on

making right decisions, not only by laboring to improve the models,

but also by sharpening our abillstyt61Valuate and assess the products

of forecasting models.. Those who use demographic forecasts must

exercise at least as much Judgment as these who make.thern,"

(Peter Morrisbn, from "Overview of.rePolation Forecasting for

Areas")

It is extremely important that political leaders and the general

Public acknowledge Morrison's point. What is needed, as I will descrihe,

is not simply more research and better computer modeling, but a greater

attention to the uses to which projections are put.

-w vain fro ections are used
Population projections are used In three ways. From following

the progress of your work as a Committee, I would suppose you are

most familiar with the first of the three: Projections are used to

give us an ie.z. of population size and growth rates in the future:

We can evalUate if the U.S. has reached or will reach zero population

growth, how fast our lumbers might be Increasing in the year 2000.

what the contribution of brrnigratiOn Of various levels is to the

U.S. population, what trends mean ints. population redistribution

to the Sun Belt, how fast Monterey California is gaining people or

how fast another region is losing peoP1e. From these projections

we can then evaluate the need for corrective Or supportive actions,

the wisdom of adopting various population policies.to change or
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reinforce trends. But the projections themselves are in this

way used as an educational tool to reflect on population Itself,

The second general way in which projections are used is the

one my statement deals with, namely the use of projections

today in determining the allocation of federal fundihg, the decision

to go ahead with or stop various federal, local and state projects.

,Ali major governmental investments, in roads, dams, sewage treatment

plants and sewers, or energy production facilities attempt to satisfy

one or both of the following needs:

a) They may address a current problem, such as o e of water

pollution of known magnitude or type.

b) They may provide for additional 'capacity" to continue to

abate a current problem or a perceived futur4 problem. They

may, for example; provide for the needs in several decades

of a community that does not now have a water shortage, or they

may accommodate expected increase in vehicle traffic in a coign-

nity which does not now havb those problems.

In order tcrdetermine these future needs, the agency proposing a

project prepares a projection of the quantity involved, whether demand

for water, amount of untreated sewage, vehicles expected. In each case.,

an essential component of the demand projection is a projection or the

number of people to be living in the area in qu'estion or to be served

by the facility. ThepopulatiOn projection is then used to determine

whether a project is needed. where it should be located and of which

scale, the cost-effectiveness of the proposal, and finally, the amount

of money to be made available by the appropriate level of government.
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Populatior drojections. therefore. are crucial and IndispensibTe

factors is the evaluatio6 Yeus and relative
priorities by

communities themselves and by federal and state agencies with fending

authority.

Population projections are also used in a third way, which

will mention only briefly: They are used inthe building of computer

models inVolving both population and economic projections, through

which proposals to achieve certain social goals can be tested for

,effectiveness.
For example, a model may incorporate various types

of air pollutants emitted by different
sourCes,and topography and

weather conditions, and proposals to meet federal air quality standards

'can thereby be tested. Modeling can also be used to roughly guess

the effect on_ population of proposed energy
development, a new industr

facility, or water development.

If the question were only that of wasting federal tax dollars,

the problems would be bad enough. We might Conjure up visions of

some communities Nth inadequate water supplies while in others the

,available water is much more than needed although the excess had been

made available at great public expense. Fortunately or unfortunately,

V
however, the building of major projects often has the effect of

induct-- or -cil

-WALe1'

This situation poses certain problems:

1. Is it equitable that a community which
consciously or unconsciously

submits an inflated projection be entitled to a bigger chunk of the

tax dollars?

illation and economic c
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Z. The growth that induced may have reflected the will only

of certain special inter s in a community.

3'. An effect of one federal program may be to undermine the goals

of another, as when the federal government funds a sewage treatment,

plant to solve current water pollution problems, and the reserve

cap;city of that plant.facilitates growth in an area which has heavy

dependence on the automobile. As a result, auto commuting is increased

and air quality is lessened. Another example would be If a city with

dociTasing population were forced to use a projection reflecting only

the "current trends", thereby aiding and abetting such population de.

crease. This direction might be contrary to an established federal

or state orlocal policy of-rebuilding the city's population and

industrial base.

CASE STUDIES

I offer the.foilowing examples of the use of population projections

,by three different federal ageActes (Environmental Protection Agency.

Forest,Service, Any Corps of Engineers) to illus

problems that have arisen.

33410 0 - 70 - 34

e some of the
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-UualgtationtorACtbtheEnvironment Protection

Agency Denver. San Francisco. and At n

The Clean Waer Act i1972, amended in 1977: it a multi=billion

dollar program to'Clean the nation's waters. it is currently the

largest public works program in the country, with annual expenditures

of $4.5 billion. Section 201 of the Act provides for a federal On-

tributiOn of 75% (85% in some capes) of the costs of constructing

municipal sewage treatment facilities. The size of any particular

plant, and therefore the amount of federal funding available, is

dependent on the magnItUde of current problems, and on projections

both of per capita produAion of sewage and a population projection

for the area to be served.

San franc' _o Bay Area: ,The n e counties in the San Francisco By

1

Area had a 1975 population of 4. million. Each county has a high

and low projection of itS,own which, fbr the year 1990, range from

a regional toil of a high of 6.4 million to a low of 5.8 million.

The regional projectionsprepared by the Association Of Bay Area

Governments for 1590 range from a high of 5.6 million to a low of

5.3 million. That is, the higher regional projection is lower than

the total of the low projections for each of the nine counties.

Similarly, in Denver, the regional projection for the year 2000 is

2.35 million coopared with 1.5 million today, while the total pro=

jections of the 37 constituent municipalities was 2.7 mi4lion or

13% more. In addition, the region is zoned for 6.5 million. This

means that zoning is not an effective tool for guiding regional

development; what does have a great effect is the location of and

sizing of sewers.

12
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Why such discrepancy? Because projections are at their most

variable at the,very local.level4for communities within a larger

economically integrated region. Population growth in that type of

=community cannotbe predicted knowing the number of jobs in the

same jurisdiction,- because people routinely cross political boundaries

to get to work, GrOwth locally depends more on land use; quality

of schoolg, accessibility of roads and public transit-, and the

availability of sewer hookups, A community is not likely to

,'experience housing construction unless it can provide sewers.

Conversely, a community with sewage treatment is committed to allowing/

encouraging population increase becauSe the capacity is available

and because growth helps defray the non-federal cost of the facility

and the fixed operation and maintenance costs,

Atlanta: A third case, illustrating a somewhat different point,

is that of the Atlanta Regional Commission, which is the Council-of.

Governments ("COG") for the seven-county region including Atlanta.

The Atlanta Regional Commission, like the Association of Bay Area

Governments and the Denver Regional Council of Governments, is the

designated water quality Planning agency, called the "208" agency

because Section 208 of the Clean Water Act mandates regional planning

for all sources of water pollution, including sewage, and agricultural

and'stormwater runoff. The state of Georgia has projected that, if

current trends continue, the Atlanta region will have 2.4 million

people by the year 2000. The A.R.C. itself has projected its area

will contain 3.5 million people in that year, or 46%. The A.R.C.has

been quite vocal in calling for funding by all federal agencies at

the projected 3.5 million level. What are current trends in this

2



situation. and what is he federal governmen responsib

Wat r Development and Wilderness is of the

Forest Medicine National Forest If omin:

The U.S. Forest Service, within the Dept. ofiAgrieulture,

has been developing a managment plan for the Huston Park Unit of

the Medicine Bow National Forest in Wyoming. The Unit is near the

city of Cheyenne and the key point of contention has been the extent

to which the Forest Service would accept the Cheyenne Water Board's

request that land be reserved for further development of the city's

water supplieS. Some of the remaining areas were to be made available

for stody.for potential inclusion in the National Wilderness Preser-

vation System. The five options presented ranged from reserving

1/3 of the acreage requested for potential water deVelopment to

reserving all the acreage requested. To put this in a different

light, the acreage requested for wilderness study ranged from none

Ito 43,010 acres. The original choice made by the Forest SerVice

was to reserve all the acreage requested for water development,

and to allocate 29,770 acres for wilderness study.

Substantial controversy arose, however, after publication of

the Draft Enviromnental Impact Statement on
December 17, 197f. The

Cheyenne Water Board had used a projection of 113.490 for Cheyenne

for the year 2000: compared with 43,813 in 1973. However the

Economic Research Unit of the Office of the State Planning Coordinator

had projected a year 2000 population of 73,400-for the ',Mire. Laramie

County in which Cheyenne ts located, of which about 60.000 would be



in the city 0 Cheyenne. This point was raisecnot'only by ,

the Wilderness Society and the Wyoming Outdoor Council, but

also by the Office of Industrial Siting Administration of the

state and by the Governor. Governor Ed Herschler ql'ote that.

"The draft statement .-.. fails to adequately address several

important matters. The discussion of the population projections

and the increased demand for water resulting from the projected

population should be more specific and definitive."

Objections were sufficiently compelling that in the final

report, dated September 1977, the Forest Service reported it

had changed its recommended management plan to one allocating

About half the requested acreage for potential water development

and 36,840 acres for wilderness study. The City immediately appealed

to the Director of the Forest-Service and the matter is still

being negotiated.

Reference: U.S. Department of Agriculture. Forest Service
Final Environmental Statement for the Huston Park Unit

Land Management Plan
Snake RiVer-Encampment Ranger Districts
Medicine Bow National Forest
Rocky ibuntain Region. Wyoming

5 2 3



An example o Proposed water resource development invcying

1

,potential federal funding is the ArMy Corps of Engineers Proposal

i

for a dam'on the wild Sus'lna River in Alaska. If built. this

_I

would be the most expensive hydro-electric dam project in Corps

history,.with costs estimated between 1.5 and 6 billion do9ars.:

Ceres analysts have admitted that, by making assumptions about

I

future populations and economic growth and then providing energy

sufficient to Sustain such. growth. the initial projectionS nay

become self-fulfilling prophecy." (Source: Susitna lnteri r

Feasability Report) However in the project's environmental impact

statement the Corps claims that the population and industrial

growth would occur whether or not the dam is built and that the

increased availability of pOwer would not stimulate industrial

I need not comment on the Inconsistency bettAen these two

laments. The Corps did point out, though4hat "by presuming

energy needs must be met, the opportunity to use the provision

power as a tool o direct growth toward socially desirable goals

is foregone. In the-absence, hOwever, of any such generally accepted

growth goals. it seems highly presumptuous to do otherwise than

plan as to satisfy the energy needs required to sustain thit level

of future development deemed most likely." Whilethestatement is

somewhat self-serving. it does clearly point out that unless we as

a country, begin to develop and articulate more clearly our national,

regional, and local population goals, the de facto growth policy

development.
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will Ase.that produced by a non - policy- oriented planner who is

simply reflecting past trends or by the most vocal and opinionated

special interests.

In the case of federally funded water projects, calculations

of costs and benefits are dependent on what population and economic

projection one uses for which regions. This raises the question

of the'extent to which the federal government has a responsibility .

to subsidize growth in one part of the country at the expense of

growth elsewhere.

Reference: "Boom Projections in Alaska Flay Lead
Canyon ", by Michael Checknoff in Ze
National 1,11251111, Septembr 1977.

lamming Devil's
opulation Growth's

To summarize the problems pOsed in use of local projections

by the federal government:

1. Government money may be wasted if the federal contribution

to an area is really in excess of that warranted by reasonable needs,

and more pressing problems in other areas may go untended.

2, A community may be burdened with undue financial obligations

for repaying bonded indebtedness or operation and maintenance costs

if the prOJected growth is sot forthcoming.

3. Growth may be nduced by one federal program in a way that is

inconsistent with or actually undermines the achievement of the ob..

jectOes of other federal programs.

4. Growth may be unfairly induced in some regions to the detriment

of other regions.

5. One community may be'receiving funds from a va le y of

federal and state agencies based.onvery different popiiation

projections.

Projections thereby constitute de facto growth p

and whether interpreted as 'current trends" or as "On

decisions are often made without adequate public invol

of even without IaLinvolvement of policy makers.

men
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PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES

One can develop two extreme positions that might be taken

on appropriate public:policy regarding population projections.

First, fund only on the basis of current trends. A basic weak-

ness'here is that we maymot like the trends and may have estab-

lished a variety of laws,,regulations, or programs to change those

trends. Why, then, shoUld certain federal programs ignore or

contravene those.goals? Also, as I have discussed, because of

the nature of population projections there can be many different

objective assessments of current trends. An additional problem,

with current trends projections is that-adding up projections

made by states, for exampl, according to their best interpretation

of cu rent trends, will likely'be very far from (i.e. exceed

substantially) a reasonable projection of U.S. population as a whole.

So we need to acknowledge that there is substantial flexibility

in the "current trends" game.

Second, one might advocate that governments at all levels plan

in term: of population goals, The difficulty here is that a commu-

nity is not in total control of its growth rate, and the courts con-

tinue to rule on the- extent to which a community can plan for growth

substantially slower than current trends would Indicate. Perhaps

more importantly, there are relatively few explicit consensuses at

state or regional levels regarding community population goals. The

question of national population goals is one I hope the Select

Committee will deal with in future hearings.

Even given these problems, some projections have to be used.

The extremes of using only current trends or using only goals clearly

pose insurmountable problems in terms of national policy. The task,

therefore, isle develop reasonable, workable procedures that take

into account the many public interests.
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Suggested principles'for_na_ onal_olicy

1 submit that the following principles should guide national

pOlicy in the use of population projections:

1. The federal government should continue to produce projections

for the country as a whole that reffect'a range/of interpretations of

current trends population growth. The Census Bureau should

consider preparing_ additional projections that take into account

the acknowledge 1970 Census undercount of more than 5'million

and that includ, figures on illegal immigration. Moreover the federal

governmentshotild seriously consider producing alternative pro-

jeCtions that reflect a more goal-oriented attitude towards U.S.

population growth, i.e. that exhibit alternative population paths

including fertility and migration assumptions that are not now

regarded as current trends.

7. There is nothing wrong with the federal government.con-

Miming to prOduce a consistent set of population and economic

projections for regional and communities, according to current trends,

as does the Bureau of Economic Analysis for the Water Resources

Council. However projections which are developed for use by the

-,overnment in funding must satisfy the folloWing conditions:

a. Projections mustIe prepared using demographically acceptable

techniques and must be periodically updated. This point should

be no surprise.

b. The sum total of all state projections useci or all pro-

Jections for smaller geographical units. should be equal to or

reasonably related to a projection of-U.S. population.
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c. projections must take into account the relevance of

goals, as well es trends.

d. There must be a place for input by state and local

gOVernments as wellas the public.

All federal agencies should use the;same projections

in a community or itate:

4. The federal government has no responsibility to promote

increased population or economic growth in an area unless that promotion

is consistent with and in furtherance of established national

goals. That is, the federal government should not subsidize

one region's growth goals at the expense
I

Of those of another region.

5. Communities.must be encouraged to consider preparing and/or'

using projections that reflect goals, not simply trends. This

is partidblarly true for population distribution within a community

but should also be true for population size itself. Implementation

of the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, and other national legis-

lation has, in some communities, led to this type of innovative

thinking, but this needs to be encouraged far more than it has been.

6.: A standing interagency committee should exist at the

federal level to review and coordinate the use of projections by

all federal agencies and raise questions needing resolution before .

the..Administration or Congress, wIichever is appropriate. I am

pleased to tell you that such an interagency committee has recently

been established; I will return to its responsibilities shortly.

7. As: the federal government is better able to articulate national

policies for urban development, protection of agricultural land, water

policy, housing, population growth, etc. some mechanism must be de-

veloped for factoring these considerations into the projections

developiment and use process.
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Pr ls he Cnviroranental Protection A enc

I am pleased to tell you that Environmental Protection

Agency has issuednterimifinal regulations for a portion of the

amended Clean Water'Act which contain Cost-Effectiveness Guide-

lines whose recaunenda ions on population projections satisfy

virtually all the criter have just outlined as essential

for sound national policy. (A copy of the proposals is appended

to this statement.)

I will briefly outline the process E.P.A. is recommending:.

It begins with the Census Bureau's Series-II projection for the

UnitedtStates. This is the medium projection, the one most often

quoted and used. It is the projection which givEta U.S. popu-

lation in the year 2000 of 260 million and one in which U.S.

population never stops increasing. The Bureau of Economic Analysis

of the Dept. of Commerce periodically prepares: a consistent set

of population and economic projections for more than six hundred

geographical regions in the country, including the states. E.P.A.

proposes to begin with the fifty ste projections prepared by the

D.E.A. Each state would disaggregate (i.e. divide up) its pro-

jection thus derived into projections for regions with designated

water quality planning agencies ("208" agencies), and for SMSA's

and counties in parts of the state with no "208" agency. This

rung of agencies would then diSaggregate the projections for can-

\stituent counties, cities, and sewage facility planning areas

("201" areas). The available federal funding would be limited to

the appropriate share -(75% or 85%) of the cost-of a facility

whose size was determined according to the population projection. The

act of course allows communities that wish to construct larger
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facilities to do so at their 0,4A additional expense.

Exceptions would be allowed as follows: Iffa state already

has a projection which, by the year 2000, is no more than 5%

greater than the one produced by the B.E.A. In this process,

"such a projection coulbe used. An even larger projection

could be used only if approved by-the Atininistrator of E.P.A.

after public notice and an opportunity for a hearing. If a

"208" agency already has a Projection approved as part of the

er quality-planning process, such projection can continue to

be used unless the .year 2000 population is more than 10% greater

than that in the state's disaggregation for the same geographical

areas. In the latter case, the proiection must be revised.

I do not have time to discuss in detail the benefits and

limitations of the proposals. As mentioned earlier, the proposals

Satisfy almost all the criteria i listed; the questions I do

have relate to the extent to which federal policies will be

integrated and the details Of the Phasing-in process. Nevertheless

I believe the regulations are sufficiently important and sufficiently

farsighted that E.P.A. should be encouraged to proceed with

their implementation as quickly as possible.

One of the objections raised in some circles regarding the

proposals has been the question of whether other federal agencies

such as 0.0.T. and K.U.O. would follow suit. However there exists

an interagency agreement among E.P.A., D.O.T, and H.0,0. to use

the same population projections and there now exists a .new inter-

agency forum for the negotiation ef these questions. Last year

the President established, by Executive Order, a Statistical Policy

Coordination Committee, officially et the Cebinet level chaired
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by the Secretary ofCommerce. This Committee, which I believe

has met twice thus far, has established a subcommittee. to review

federal policy regarding the use of projections. The subcommittee

will meet the first week inJune to .begin to develop a'work

plan, This is an opportune time, then, for the Select-Committee

on Population, if it wishes., to offer suggestions to this sub-

committee regarding their work plan. to work closely with them in

their deliberations. and to present. them with conclusions'you- may

come to regarding, the preparation and use of population projections

by federal agencies.

Recommendations for Select Committee action

I Conclude with several recommendations for your consideration:

1. Request that the Statistical Policy Coordination Committee's

subcommittee on population projections conduct a survey of all

federal agenctes to determine which ones are. using population pro-

jections, how those projections have been developed, and uses to

which they are. Put.

2. Request that the S.P.C.C. then produce informational material

discussing the results of the above4entioned survey, a listing of

what subnational projections are available from the federal govern-

ment (such as the Census Bureau and B.E.A.), and the differences

among them.

3. Transit to all standinn committees with jurisdiction over

the programs identified in the above survey the Select Committee's

recommendation that sufficient funds be ensured to those programs

for periodic update of the projections themselves. FurthermOre,

recommend that they ensure Continuing review of the use of pro-
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JectiOna, with analysis of advantages and disadvantages, and

any problems arising or suggestions for improvement.

4. Endorse the principles I listed earlier regarding the

federal government's use of population projections.

. 5. Endorse the interim/final regulations of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency-regarding the use of population projections

in the Construction Grants Program under the Cleat Water Act.

Recommend that E.P.A. use the same schematic processlin all its

programs. Recommend that all federal agencies use the same

prOCetik and communicate this recvmendation directly-to the

affected agencies and to the Stat.stic..., r-ordination

Committee.

6. Recommend that federal programs 4ith money for training,

research, and public education (including but r.ot limited to the

Environmental Protection Agency. National Science Foundation,

H.E.W.*s. Office of Environmental Education. and-the Center for

Population Research in N.I.C.N.H.D.) fund research on the effects

of the use of population plojections and education for the general

Oublic and Policy makers at all levels on the preparation and use

of population projections.

Thank you. I would be happy to answer any questions.
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such Odeporture. the Regional Admin
tiltrotor mint solicit public comment
and If serious Issues are raised. hold a
public hearing. Where a designated
308 asency boos already prepared a
Population projection for its area, it.
may be used If the year 2000 populo.
Hon does not exceed that of the dna*.
'regular', based on the Department of

'commerce projection, by more than 10
percent.
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Population Projections_.
.
a

Choosing, Using and Abusing

Population projections are never wrong, but theru're never
entirely unbiased, eib'ter. The big question is :- Do the projections come from

the people, or do the people come from the iyojectionv .'

JUDY KUNOFSKY

PLANNING is BOTH a skill and an art, and ,..optila-
tion projectionsso basic to all planning are a
formidable combination of overwhelming tech-
nical detail plus understandable policy choices.
When you are faced with an elaborate population
projection and dentographers and Manners who
know every detail of the system, it is all too easy to
either give up on population projections as totally
worthless or regard them as too complicated or
dull tb be worth confronting.

However, population projections, together with
land-use policies, are the de facto growth policies
of every level of government. Each proposal for a
sewer, highway, water-diversion project, energy
facility, school system, recreational area or hous-
ing program is based on a forecast of needwhich
always includes somebody's population projec-
tion. Allocation of funding from all levels of gov-
eminent depends on who produces what numbers
for what purposes.

Various projections, available for California as
a whole and for counties and cities within the state,
afe made by the Population Research Unit (PRU)
of the Department of Finance, which prepares a
"baseline" projection as well as several -alterna-
tive" projections; b5 regional associations such as
ABAG and SCAG; by the Bureau or Economic
Analysis and the Bureau of the Census, both in the
U.S. Department of Cornmzrce: by counties and
cities; and by university and business research
centers. Differing in overall numbers and distribu-
don, these include demographic projections, eco-
nometric models, landuse analyses, extrapola-
tions, local hunches. and various combinations.

The PRU'sbaseline projection is the one used
by most (but not all) state agencies, counties and
cities, together with a variety of other projections
or local modifications of the baseline. The niost
recent one, known as a D-100 series, was produced
in 1974: it assumed an eventual average completed

Ririe Kualarsky, population specialist her ;We--
Sierra CIO. has completed a handhorik in under-
standing projections and is Lorrcntly running
workshops throughout the state on projections
and their uses.

70 For more information:
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family size of 2.5 children per woman, and 100,000
net annual migration into the state. It foresaw
29 million Californians in the year 2000 and 37
million in 2020. The new baseline, to be released
this summer and known as an E-I50 projection,
will use an average completed family size of 2.1
children and net in-migration of 150,000 per year.

Several changes have been "made over the past
year in the procedure for preparing and issuing
this baseline:

Public hearings were held in Sacramento and
Los Angeles to discuss fertility and migration as-
snmptions for the state as a whole and county by

eounty. Several ern ironmental groups testified,
but most comments were requests for clarification
front planners who had technical questions on how
the projections were being prepared. Too little
attention was paid to the substance of the deci-
sions.

The explanatory material accompanying the
publication of the baseline will be expanded, and
is expected to include the kind of disclaimers made
orally by the PRU on correct and incorrect uses of
the projection.

More detail is expected on county-by-county
basis, so it should be easier to tell what fertility
and migration assuniptions are being used, as well
as what additional factors may have been taken
into consideration. The latter include presump-
tions of increased water supplies, recreational de-
velopment, and spillover of population into
counties with lower housingcbsts, all presumably
reflecting current trends. This material will be ben-
eficial only if people use it to understand the bases
for the county projections and decide whether one
projection rathey than another should he the basis
of planning.

Different groups of peoplethose who prepare
projections. those who use them in planning, and
those who see them as defitcto growth policies
have different viewpoints on what constitute rea-
sonable assumptions, relevant models, and justi-
fiable uses.

Demographers use the expression "correct pro-
jection" to refer to a forecast in which no mathe-

J. Kunofsky, Sierra Club
530 Bush St. San Francisco CA 94108
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matical errors were made in reaching the results.
Even if the starting data are only a poor estimate,
or the assumptions and model unrealistic, the

projection is technically "correct." Forecasters
become defensive and pedantic if you call a pro-
jection "incorrect" when you really'incan to say
it is unrealistic, undesirable, or unusable. projec-
tions are continually being updated, and changes
in trends are incorporated in new projections as
they are perceived by the makers.

or course, differing views abound on how pro-
jections sboublbe prepared. The PRU staff, for
example, believes that projections should °Wee-
tively assess current trends, and not be slanted
toward someone's view of what i.s desirable, If the
result shows a future that is different from what
you want, then you base both the incenti) e and the
evidence to change policy in a way that might idler
the trends themselves. the prMeetion prevents :.ou
from being lulled into complacency by thinking
your population dreams are coming true. How-
ever, there's no such thing, as aq unbiased prMee.
non, since one can make demographically sound
arguments for a wide range of models and assump-
tions, "current trends" can mean almost anything
when migration is as volatile as that to California.

If we suppose, though, that a range of likely pos-
sibilities cart be produced, then use of such projec-
tions can be an excellent tool, For example, the
Environmental Management Task Force fENTI-Ft
of the Association of Bay Area Governments
(ABAG) will be evaluating the air- and water-
quality consequences of the two "base cases" de-
veloped by ABAG staff. If the results are unaccept-
able, the ENITF will propose a variey of poky
changes to be plugged into the model that simulates
population and industrial growth and' distribution
throughout the Bay Area. Program proposals
be varied until a combination is developed that
results in desirable air and water quality. The
EMTF will in this way dec clop an implementation
plan, which is to be approved by the ABAG gen-
eral assembly as well as by the linvironnanial
Protection Agency Il-l`Al and the State Water
Resources Control Board (SW RC Hl. Ito ill remain
Up to the cities and enmities themselves to make
the changes, although ABM] does time certain
review powers.

A philosophy different from ihat of the PRU
that, since the use of projections is self-.

t projections should be prepared to reflect
.eel trends. One should then use dates prince-

iii -. as a was to masimire the chances of ;nines .

mg -.his more desirable future (relative to using

in eer projection). These points of view are not

inconsistent. however. The political conlhet comes
in deciding which projection to urn, rather than
which to prepare, although the latter choice is not
totally without controversy, Official agencies may
need to use 014 one projection and may not want,
or he allowed, to use a projection that presumes
certain policy goals, Use of something labelled
"current trends- ean he seen ;is 3n easy way out or,
more charitably, es an aceeptai,le compromise,

The following discussion explores some of the
problems encountered in projecting population,
and avenues for elalleneMe projections.

Models and assumptions

You may believe the assumptions- or the model
being used in a projection to be an unreasonable
representation of current trends. For example, you
Might believe that the PMI's baseline, which is a
&wee/ewe/la projection and uses an as tit1117 In ion of
constant ,net annual migration into the state,
should instead 1st done- as an econometric projec-
tion, where migration is , function of labor needs.
Or you may question the parneular level of migra-
tion being used. This type or 4nection to a prolix.
tion is Mc most AOriligiC-., since you must know
in detail how the projection is prepared, and
enough demography or economies to nihke cogent
arguments. The public hearings this past year on
the PREE's new baseline were designed to be it
forum for this kind of discussion.

Useremeney discetion
Agencies producing projections often prepare at
least two, spanning a range of reasonable trends.
Sometimes one iv singled out as the "preferred"
projection, as in the erase of Pftlfs baselineor
sometimes not, as in the case of ABAG's two "base
cases.-Agencies may Lis,: leeway in choosing from
several eases produced by one planning agency or
even among projections Ming, different models and
produced at different levels of gas eminent.

-Forecasters become defensive
and pedantic If you call a projec-
tion 'incorrect' when you really
mean to say it is unrealistic,
undesirable, or unusable.

FOr ex.inrplc, proposed EPA regulations on
federal grants for certain sewage-treatment proj-
eeti, would revive the current haphazard process
and require Olin the projection used for a state and
its subregions be derived from the projection of the
U.S. Bureau ail Lconomie Analysis, "unless the

79
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use of alternative projections prepued by the State
has been approved by the Regional Administrator
[or EFAt" Under these regulations, the state
would allocate the projected pOpulation among
areas with regional councils of 'government and
other counties. The COOs would then themsels
be responsible for allocating to counties,
etc., within their areas. For this program, federal
payments of 75 percent of project cost are as ail-
able, while 12.5 percent in state funding conies via
the SWRCB. The hider has ruled that projects will
be funded only roe populations up to the leNel of

`the baseline, except in critical air regions where
11.0, it lower PRU alternatise projection, is to he
used. The difference can be substantial: Orange
County, with a 1976 population of 1,750,000, has
a projected population of 2,811,000 in the year
2000 under the 0-100 baseline (a 61-percent in-
crease) compared with 2,378,000 under the 1-7_-0
(a 36- percent increase),

Current trends vs, goal orientation

Since projections are to some extent self-ruifilling,
some people believe that planning should be done
on the basis or adopted goals or targets, not on the
basis of current trends. But users or projections
will generally chooSe only it projection prepared
by some official agency, so a first task is to con-
vince somebody to do (or fund) it projection em-
bodying at particular goal, The next step is to con-
vince agerkies to use that projection,

The distinction between wit" is desirable and
what is likely is easily confused, People often as.
tunic that when a population projection "sees"
substantial growth in an area facilities must be
provided to 'serve' -oat growth. This is worst
kind of self-fulfill;,ig prophecy. A projection de-
signed to retleet current trends may presume lack
of adequate land-use controls. or lose gasoline
prices. So if these trends continue, growth wall
occur. But the population will lie there only if the
supporting facilities are built, not the other way
around. It might well be argued that the housing
needed should be in some other part of the same
economically integrated region.

There is not ev consensus on witch projects
Of pOttOiCS afe the de(crrninzimi of local population
growth. In 1974, for example, the California De-
partment of Transportation submitted a proposal
for the widening of Interstate 750 between I lay-
ward and the kivermore.Amador Valley. an area
with the worst air pollution in the an Francisco
flay Arca. Both Cal Trans and the Federal High-
way Administration claimed that the PAM Pooula-

lion of the valley would be the same with or with-
out expansion of 1-580; they maintained that
development was a function of zoning and sewer
availability and that exp:in,icn of the highway
would in itself have no growth-inducing impact.
Others, such as ABAG and its Metropolitan
Transportation Commission, as well as the Sierra
Club, disagreed.

Consistency

Agencies pros tiling sers lees in the same region may
be using different population projections, For ex=
ample, while the SWRCB funds sewage treatment
plants up to the level of the E-0 projection in crit-
ical air regions, the State mr.rtnwnt of How)
uses the higher ba_sehne projection everywhere in
the state. Last year CryCediforma (-How We Keep
Losing the Numbers Game," Summer 1976) re-
flected iii!wing frustration with this situation and
recommended that)-"once a reasonable series of
projections has been made, it should serve uni-
formly as the planning basis for oil state aseneies."
The most simplistic way to do this would be to use
the official "current trends" projection the base-
linebut such a choice would ignore the special
needs or areas with air pollution as welt as the
Jesires of local gosernments. If local officials are
to be able to guide the future of their communities,
they mum have something to say about the sire of
facilities even when funding is coming from a state
or federal source. The most innovative suggestion
or dealing with this plethora of projections has

conic front the governor's Office of Planning and
Research, kWR proposes that state - funded capital
facilities be based on-population projections de-
eloped by the COGS whin such projections have

been approved by OPR. Projections would be
reviewed for cellist- limey with regional plans and
state policy, and to ensure that they do not exceed
the baseline (or EA), in critical air regions). In
counties not part or a COCi's jurisdiction, the
baseline (or E-(7, as appropriate) would be used.
This is an attempt to pros ide a mechanism through
which local policies lisT swell as "trends"and
state goals can be taken into consideration.

Population projections. since thought of as tint-
ply technical exereises, are coining to be recog-
nized as powerful tools for influencing public
policy. Usless ens ironmentalists learn to under-
stann and use population projections wisely,
growth policy w ill continue to be molded by the
-current trends" thinking of tschnical experts, or
by those w ho base more quickly recognized Me
power of projections to shape the future. *
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,FEDERAL POPULATION STATISTICAL POLICY

AND FEDERAL -LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS

Recently 1 had the opportunity to spend an afternoon

with the staff of the Select Committee on Population

reviewing Federal population estimation and projection

activities for local areas both from a technical perspec-

tive and with respect to their implications for policy

application. My understanding what is needed here

today is to reiterate and summa z_ much of what went

OA that afternoon, with a particular focus on the signif-

icance for Federal stet ical 'policy and with an emphasis

on current and emerging Federal-State-local relations in

population work.

Formal Federal and State Interaction

Some measure of perspective may be gained from a review

of the Federal -State Cooperative Progr,am for Local Papule-

on Estimates (FSCP). During the late 1960's and early

1970'si the Federal-State Cooperative Program for Local

Population Estimates (FSCP) developed with the goals of

(1) .promoting a closer _working relationship between Federal

and other analysts concerned with and county popula-

tion estimates, (a) reducing the proliferation of estimates

by many agencies for-the same local areaS, (3) Improving

the quality of the estimating methods and data through
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and (4) giving official recognition at

to the extensive population analysis

that is undertaken in many States and local

The focUz of the program originally was, and remains,

the production of current population eetim for States

and counties. However, the data requirements imposed by

the provisions orthe State and Local Fiscal Assistance

Act of 1971 (General Revenue Sharing) for population

estimates for municipalities have expanded the scope and

work of the FSCP somewhat.
The membership of the FSCP is

comprised of one representative selected from each State

government; an agency appointed by the Covernor but

generally recognized as a'group active in ed popula-

tion'work. They have operated In concert with all other

tee in the FSCP, but also
individually with the Census

Bureau to obtain,and evaluate county and State input data,

and to review and revise result=, of the analysers. In some

cases, the State analysts carry out the actual preparation

of the estimates, while in most the wore is completed by

tte

eJ

Census Sure:- and the results are returned to the

State oroup for review and further work, necessary. it

should be noted that .threeeeeparate and. dietin

methods are relied upon at the State and county levell rwo

procedures are highly standardized, while the third.

permits local veregression technicu
on the.

re iat ve avali;bliit, and

int rrelatons
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h regard to municipalities and estimates for

General Revenue Sharing, the interaction of the two levels

of government;in the preparation of the ures is not as

well developed,. in part due to the recent addition of the

Revenue Sharing responsibilitlts, but also due somewhat to

the methodology used to construct the estimates: Only

one uniform method is available here, a component procedure

in which births and deaths are obtained from the normal

vital statistics registration system, and migration iS

estimated from shifts in reporting of eNenctions to

the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for pairs of years.

Since the confidentiality of IRS records 15 closo ly

guarded, only summary statistics may be shared with the

FSCP representatives (e.g. , migration rate In addition,

the procedures and da:a do not permit freestanding esti

mates for each area, rather are a part of a 50-StatA

system of migration, ma ng it almost impossible to

isolate each State and local area for lndividual treatment.

As a.resuit, the establishment of a truly, full exchange

of data and a complete partnership in research and pro=

duction of estimates for cities and towns nay not oe

feasible.
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In six Statts(CaLifornia, Florida, Oregon', Vermont, Washington,

and Wisconsin) estimates for areas below the county level

developed by the participating FSCP agency are combined

Census-prepared municipal estimate for use in

the General Revenue Sharing system, This Insures somewhat

closer harmony between the Revenue Sharing figures and

the estimates utilized by the States in their own programs

-funding revenue generated by State taxes on motor,

fuel, alcohdlic beverages, tobacco, and ether sources.

In five of the six States ievelVee, a housing unit approach

relying upon changes in_housing units to trace population shifts

is used by the FSCP agency to develop local estimates.

The guiding principles in all six instances, of course

have been (1) Oewunstration of an earnest research p og ram

to provide reliable data on the housing inventory, vacancy

rates, and population per household, and (2) as rigorous
r.

an evaluation of the procedures and background data as is

possible.

Beyond this, o h advances also have been made in

zing locally prepared population figures, both in

general FSCP activities and Revenue Sharing in particular.

State participants in the FSCP are being urged to take

the preparation of county estimates from data collection

through the final review of the estimates, with only
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overview and minimal technical assistance from the Census

Bureau. A few States have responded enthusiastically,

while most are comfortable with the current distribution

of responsibilities, and still others find themselves

without the staff, computer, and related resources to

seriously consider a more central role in developing the

estimates. In the long run, however, more locally-

prepared estimates is a preferable arrangement permitting

an even closer day-to-day working knowledge of methodolog-

ical nuances by local analysts and should serve as a useful

vehicle through which to make meaningful methodological

advances.

To this end, several Census Bureau computer programs

for the standard FSCP estimating methods are being offered

to the group as assistance in implementing some of the

county-level estimating methods locally. Also some State

participants have been asked to document and make avail-

able their own computer adaptations the methods for

sharing with other interested States.

In all areas, the results of special censuses conducted

by the Census Bureau are utilized in place of estimates

when the date of the census approximates the date for

which the estimates are to be prepared. In a similar

fashion, special censuses taken or supervised by FSCP
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participating agencies are adopted to replace estimates.

, This is done in four States who have active population

analysis programs, Ind that are prepared to carry out

large-scale censuses with generally reCognized and

acceptable census procedures (California, Florida,

Oregon, and Washington),

The participaing FSCP agencies in several States

inereasingly are also taking part in the collection and

refinement of birth and death data for municipalities in

the Revenue Sharing estirmates. Although the Census Bureau

has gone directly to the responsible data agency on many

occasions, FSCP agencies often are active as a clearing-

house for such
population-related material and are a

valuable resource in interpreting and servicing what are

often tr ublesome data series.

. than n FSCP Administration and Ex n do d rco

At the outset, the FSCP began with a Pew fell

lated goals, but operated under a rather informal

charter to prepare county-level population estimates

and generally undertake limited joint Federal =Sta

population work that appeared to be mutually In -tires

--10e and beneficial.
Although the program has accomplish

'of the goals set forth at its inception,
there have been pitfalls,

many of which remain. For example, as the program has evolved

over the last 10 years,
there have been feelings on the
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part of many States the program is not as "cooperative"

as implied by its title or as they would like it to be
At the same time, the Census Bureau has been somewhat frus-,.

trated with the diversity in State population programs and starrs, I wit}4

the turnover in State staffing, and with the underlying basic variations

from State to State in the general level of commitment to population work.

Two States (Massachusetta and Texas), for example, have

not had an appointed FSCP agency for the past two years.

Under these types of conditions, the prospects for ever

agreeing on a completely cooperative and uniform FSCP

Program would seem to be slim.

Nonetheless, even now the program is a great deal mare

than being reduced to the least common denominator. Three

recent developments are particularly encouraging. First,

after reviewing the operation the FSCP for the last two

years and examining some of the changes in mission with

FSCP members, a series of specifications is being drafted

now to guide the structure, administration and goals of

the group. At the risk of imposing undue formality on

the .program, the construction of an agreement specifying

goals and respective duties of the parties involved now

appears to be appropriate, needed, and timely.

It also tends to complement a second development that

suggests more formal arrangements. The Office of Statistical

Policy and Standards sponsors n Interagency Committee

on Statistical Methodology which, in torsi ha= appointed

A
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a subcommittee to look into all Federal -State coopers

data programsln the Federal government, review their structure,

consider standards for their operation, and generally

advise on the feasibility of designing a uniform system of

administration and treatment. The subcommittee has worked

for three years and just recently submitted a series of

final recommendations to the parent committee outlining a

wide range of areas and issues on which FSCF programs may

be brought into closer agreement and receive more even

treatment from a Federal perspective. One of the recom-

mendations that could have a rather major effect upon

the Census Bureau's FSCP for population concerns funding,

he approximately 15 FSCP programs reviewed by the sub-

committee, for example, all but the Census Bureau's popu-

lation FSCP provides either direct funding or field

personnel from the Federal sponsor. Should a recommendation

advising such support be adopted and implemented, the added assistance

to States for, applied population work will come as a mixed

blesaing, however. Attached will be the usual accountability

requirements and even more confining specifications' as to

what the funds might be used for or what types of tasks

the field personnel should undertake.

A third development also promises to alter the nature

of th'e program, In recent years, four special interest

subgroups of the FSCP were formed, concentrating on

itimates of demographic characteristics for es
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and countie3 (e.g., age, sex race ), (2) subcounty estimates

(census tracts, Census County Divisions, and perhaps some

population characteristics), State population estimates,

and (4) population projections for States and loiter levels

of geography. The subgroups hae begun to operate but in

a much different style than theumbrella FSCP organization.

They are far less formal and, 'although chaired primarily

by Census Bureau representatives, function in a mu h more

decentralized manner than the, FSCP. Their mi also differ

significantly from the original motivation for the FSCP.

the -three new groups have a research orientation,

the joint production of standardized figures as

something to be addressed later, if at all. They are

exploring a\rees with a far smaller' research foundation than

the FSCP of the late 1960's and will necessarily progress

more slowly. With a focus on research in new ues, and

without the immediate pressures of impending' legislation,

there also is a noticeably more spontaneous spirit of

exchange and cooperation as associates in professional

research.

The potential is there, however, for direct pay-offs

in terms of enhanced data of value to both the Federal and

State participants. For example,somc experimental but promising

work IS being done In developing reliable means for e5timating

age, sex, and race characteristics at the county level.
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Similarly, the projections task force, -prompted by the need to

develop and improve subnational projections
and by the sometimes conflicting

work of Federal agencies, may elect to establish a pro-

jeCtions cooperative progr m 4with its own equal standing

relative to the FSCP fa: population estimates. These

typos of activities, in conjunction with the expanded

municipal-level estimate's for General Revenue Sharing, are

transforming mutual Federal-State joint activities om an

occasional contact arrangement into a more formal fu

partnership with almost daily exchanges of Information.

Local Agencies

Reference to local agency populatIon'work 50 far has

been limited to discussion of State - Federal ties, and has infe

that the influence of local (1.e, county or city) activities

is left towhatever indirect
Impact local groups might be able to make

through the State FSCP agency. To some extent this practice

iS followed as an intentional FSCP operating style; that

is, noninterference of the Census Bureau in the interaction

of the State groups with their own city, county, and

regional (multicounty) agencies. In some instances, the

State-local relationship is a formai one similar to the

Federal-State contact of the FSCP. This is the case,

for example, in Virginia and New jersey, where sub-State

ncies with active population estimating interests meet'

both individually and collectively with the State FSCP
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Agency to review input data, evaluate estimate*, and

generally to carry the PSCP activities the next step to

local level Other States have more informal

programs of contact wits .Local areas that are equally as

-effectiv-e, but are less structured and are not rmally

constituted. In all cases, however, care is taken to

are that local areas continue to have direct access

Census Bureau work and personnel should they desire

,regardless of arrangements with the State FSCP

.agency.

Two additional recent activities in population estim

may stimulate at least a higher level of contact between

State and local agencies and may foster more serious and

frequent direct ties between local analysts and-Federal

programs .with which the Census Bureau deals. The fir . is

a renewed commitment to re-search in estimating methodology

at the Census Bureau. Research had been undertaken. in 'earlier years,

leading up to the General Revenue Sharing program, but in recent'yearS had

given way to the pressures of implementing the data program. The result-

ing emphasis upon production of the dstimates has-been counteracted

-somewhat by the RevenueSharing estimates becoming mare

assimilated as a routine part of the work program; but more

Importantly, by he establishment of an estimates research
1

unit with the task of developing and testing new procedures

or variations on old methods. The unit is currently working
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closely with the FSCP subgrcup concerned with estimates of

demographic characteristics for counties and States. It

IS also beginning to investigate the potential of other

approaches as "new teis current-population estimates._

Many of their activities are in areas that earlier :have

also attracted the attention of.loca_ sub-State)

agencies and may have a considerable research backlog

ady Available through researchers Outside of the FSCP

network or the Census .Bureau.. even though there isa group

at the Censtis Bureau devoted only to research concerns,

the Bureau must continue to rely also on the gs of

other projects and researchers. The type' of common

activities are obvious opportunities for expanding the

range of Federal contacts to include local- agencies more

regUlitly, the ough the FSCP system or directly.

Involvement of esearch groups outside of the Censua. Bureau also.has

been expanded this year with arrangements for an American Academy of

Science study evaluating our estimating procedures to augment o.Jr own

accuracy tests.

A second development, the CerieralRevenue Sharing program already,

mentioned earlier, also has served to increase direct contad tn munic-

ipal and county analysts. For the first year re invited

comment and technical reaction from allO General Revenue Sharing

units of government regarding their population estimates and,'.,ackground

data directly and informally with us. This is in contrast with the

two previous sets of estimates in which the challenge process involved only

protests of the total figure formally through the Department o-f the
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Treasury. Colleague _y, we have been in direct touch with

approximately 1,000 more focal areas this year than'pre-
..

viously, with obviously beneficial results in many cases.

In-addition, regulations have just been drafted establishing

a formal heariaga process for local ea should the infer-

mal-review not be satisfactory. ice our estimates rely

upon only one method of estimation at thi of

geography, a second estimate based on reliable local

is-welcome Although our evaluation studies indicate-that,-

in gneral, the administrative records method uscd.by us

to developmunicipal level estimates performs satisfactorily

(see Current Population Reports -, Series P-a5, No. 699,

iortpooming), the evaluations are poorest for small places.

ee the predominance of areas fall in ttiataller size

categories (e.g., 51 percent of the nco- ed places in

the U.S. are below 1,000 population, and _1 percent arn

under. 5,000 pula -additiohal assistance from-

auxiliary estimating procedures_ should enhance the quality

the final estimates. course, the proper measures

must be followed to insure that the additional estimating

techniques,and their required data are df high quality or

the estimate may; in fact, deteriorate from what would be

obtained with a method.

33.010 79. 345
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A related developo;ent that also much

cloaer and direct working
relationship between Census

Bureau, and local analysts is a proposed -cyst

review of 1980 census. counts prior to their p'ublic

A preliminary review of counts for municipalities and census

to that usually performed by the Populatio Division

staff ngton will be carried out in 1980 Cy the local

census o-ffice Much of the review will incorporate data

generated by local analysts for 1979 at the census tract

level, or for 1980 where available. In the review process,

local
be asked to assist us in reconciling

differences. Such double checking and .confirmation of

counts will both foster an increased demand for Local Pu-

latiOn aratistics and will prompt frequent interaction of

Census Bureau and local researchers.

Li:Elections

Many of the conditions present during the late 1960's

and the early 1970'p that brought about firm Legislative'

and administrative action
relying upon popuiacion esti,lates

are also present now with respect to population projections.

for example, the proliferation of projections in recent

has encouraged a concern for standardization of methods,
yearn

data, philosophy of projections, and their underlying

assumptions. In addition, the uses of projections have been

altered from a casual exercise in background information to

planning applications, and more-reconcly to a central
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Position in the qualification _for funding by Federal

projects. To date y limited Federal legislation requires the

use of projections for qualification or for use in dis-

tribution equations. The Environmental Protection Agency,

example, does fund projects and distribute funds on the Oasis of

project ons. The use of population projections in the allocation of

funds 0-0141100programs., however, is a result of program administration

rather than specific legislativet provisions. .Other currently active

_legislation provides for or encourages the development of

population projections as a part of the programs, but does,

not base funding on them directly. Much of the Housing and

Urban Development planning activity supported by 701 planning

gra-5, for example, included work on population and related___

projections The Mousing and Community Development Act of

1974,(PL'93- continues that emphasis and similarly

stipulates that

in the comprehens

under the Act.

Lion projections should be a core item

lanning process supported by funding

.maven stronger provision is contained in the recent

State and area health planning and resources development

legislation of 1974' (PL 93L641). Health planning,data at-

the county level and below are required, Including popula-

tIon projections. The requirements are sufficiently

demanding and the available data resources are so 5con Yi

however, hat-the requirements were waived for a two-year .
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period. Similarly, the Employment and Administrr:tion

(ETA) is promoc!:ng an extenrive manpower plannng program for

all COmprehonsive Employment and Training Act (CE(A) prier

sponsors tha relies upon a M4 foundation of background

information, including population projections. Recogniz)ng

the lm:1 of such material preSently, F.TA 1.4 constructing-

.their data generation,and-projection capability through

the iiczence Berkeley Laboraciries and will provide the

mater..lal to the local 'CE.6k agencies.

of groups preparing local population projections, the

Census Bureau identified approximately 45 city, county,

'and regional agencies, each one developing f,Igures to

satisfy an average of two Pieces of Federal legislation.

Of course, e is some indication that the agencies cite

such legislation as support and justification for their

research activities when compliance 13 not totally required

and othe projections may be available for the same area.

Nonetheless, Federal legislation appears to reflect con-

siderable interest in local projections, with a commensurate

measure of local Activity taking place in response.

Administrative practice has imposed some limitations on

which projections may be used, however. For example,

Environmental Protection Agency stipulates that county and

,
regional population projections from the Bureau of Economic

Analysis (BEA) must be relied upon in application for "208"
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water quality facilities management:

Similarly, administration of section 201 provisions includes

the use of BEA figures as control- for projections below

the county level, with the ,actUal:tlevelopment of subcaunty

projections often being'earried out by private consulting

groups. Variations from tht BEA projections are tolerated

only with sufficiently extensive 'documentation supporting

alternative figures, The Department of Housing and Urban

DevelopMent also suggests the consideratidn of BEA as at

least one of, the series of projections-in local planning

.studies.

Other Federally..developed projections that are, or

be, available for similar applications are Census

Bureau projections for States, and Department of Energy

(DOE) p jections for States and counties. The Census

projections are an update of the 1972 work, with some

extensions beyond the mere illustrative continuation of

.past trends. The DOE project is just beginning toward a

goal of modeling energy requirements for State. Tho

unit of analysis will be counties, however. The projection

framework will allow a number of alternative scenarios and

'permit spore analysis of local eendrmic dem0,11-Aphic,

and related impacts.

Despite such widespread Federal activity in population

projectionS in the past, there i4 only minimal interaction between the

BEA, DOE, ETA, and Census studies, and only superficial
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involvement of local analysts. However, the recent use

of. projections in the waste water planning and management

legislation has prompted both local and regional concern

and has stimulated Federal action in establishing` an adequate

projections data base for both planning and current

applications. For example, the Department of Commerce

ce of Federal Statistical Pol.icy and Standards is now

investigating how a more united Federal approach to pro-

jections might proceed to resolve conflicting Federal

level - projections and their use in. program administration,

In addition,- a more formally organized FSCP cooperative

program for- projections may emerge from the current FSCP

task force to assist in formulating and guiding a coor-

dinated projedtions effort. Some progress along these

same lines was made through a two-day conference in late

1977'sponsored by the American Statistical Association

and the National Science Foundation. The conference

resulCed in recommendations for direction in blending

oconlmc and demographic projections and may prompt a'

Census Bureau "visiting scholar" position devoted to

linking_ the two approaches.
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Problems he Use Estimates and Pro actions inFundin-

Public Pro ram7 At leas difficulties are encountered

in attempting to base public grants-in-aid directly on popu-

lation. First, in many cases the census data are badly

out of it4to, but current estimates below the national level

simply do not carry the degree of detail necessary to be

useful in the allocation of funding. In other instances,

current information is available for some types of areas

but is only experimental for others, without much promise

of change due to the lack of adequate methods or the means to

thoroughly test newly developed techniques until a complete SU:, in 1980.

Second, there Is the more serious concern for tardiness

and deterioration in,the quality of the background data

required by current techniques In recent years, usually

reliable data series have been more dif'lcult to obtain

and have contained more obvious problems of comparability

than previously. Unless checked, this may result in

abandonment or rather serious revisions in current esti-

mation techniques. Otherwise, both the estimates and the

programs upon which they are based may suffer from a lack of

timeliness, and significant and inappropriate shifts in

pattern may occur. Efforts are being made both through

the-FSCP agencies and by direct contact between the Census

Bureau and the original data sources to improve both the

timing and quality of the information. As an interim

solution, the final data points for some series may be

timnted.
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Third, the application of estimates and projections to

establish population threshholdsfor program qualification

ould be reexamined. Although both estimates and projec-

tions contain some measure of error, most areas penetrate

population threshholds loo,o0 population

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act prime sponsor

status) while showing-a quite definite population growth

decline trend. The margin of expected error involved

in the population figures- should serve only to advance or

postpone the eligibility or disqualification date by a

Year or 30.. There are some areas, however, that hosier

around the threshhold level, cycling just above or below

the crit ical level in successive years. Clearly, the

unconditional use of the population figures is hazardous

in such cases.

Fourth, the underlying philosophy guidi-1 prof ions,

the procedures for
developing the projections, and their

interpretation must be altered, For years both population

researchers and the users of their analyses were absorbed

in the issue of accuracy. The record of projections work

has not been particularly
'favorable in correctly anticipating

s
future population levels. It some sense, however,

the intent of projections to be inaccurate. For example,

there are two competing reactions to pro. ons;the first

emphasizing the need to plan for the anticipated patterns
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of change, but the second an expression of alarm ,with

corresponding actions instituted to avoid projected -

unfavorable conditions. Social and economic planning has

prOgressed to a point at which integrated demographic and

economic modeling should be viewed and applied as a planning

for setting target public policies and expenditures

rather than as a means permitting unconditional statements

Of things to come. This approach might also make the results

mom attractive for use in the allocation of fund* in the

interim.

Finally,, the -oblem of undocumented aliens that, has

arisen in earlier testimony and Select Committee delibera-

tions is a factor for local area work also, in fact,

perhaps more so than at other levels of geography. These

are the types of areas where program allocations are based

rather- directly upon population for some programs, and

each person represent* added benefits ranging from Federal

General Revenue Sharing to the determination of local

'sheriff's salaries and the number of liquor tores allows hie
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Currently, legal immigrants are allotted tc the location

ted to the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)

as the immigranft intended place of residence at the time of entry and

are subsequently treated in later years by the estimating systems as

any other resident .(i.e., exposed to the possibility of

births, deaths, and further migration). Undocumented

.aliens are ignored in the estimation and projections work

even at the national level due to the lack of firm esti-

mates. There is a similar absence of information concerning

. ,emigration. None'heless, there appear to be only two efforts

planned or under way to increase the undocumented aliens

Information base; (1) the INS household survey, and (Z) a

joint INS-Census Bureau analysis of characteristics for apprehended undocu-

mented aliens. Although it is doubtful -that either study

will serve as the final definitive piece on estimating

undocumented aliens for local areas,, they are at least

efforts in the right direction. The role of local or State

researchers is unclear on this issue, and it is not entirely

evident that the problems are solvable from any combination

of perspectives and approaches, but an overall research

strategy for preparing credible and defensible subnational

estimates of emigration. and undocumented immigration is

badly needed. Any assistance available from State and local

researchers concerning these issues,I can promise,would

be received warmly.
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Introduction

In order to deliver s rvicea at present and to plan for the delivery of three

aervices in the future, state and local governments are in increasing need of uni-

form and reliable demographic data.
Needless to say, a profusion of data is

available from the decennial census of population and houairig, but these data become

increasingly out of date 113 the following cenaua approachea, The introduction

of the mid-decadeor quinquennial ceneuttin l9B5 will be of some help in this

regard, but the precise role that the mid-decade census will play in meeting

the demographic data needs of state and local government, will depend upon

decisions concerning content and extent of coverage of this cenaus, which is

expected to be more limited in scope than the decennial-aeastla--.._

formation on the current and_prospeCtive sire, chameteriatics, and

demographic behavior of their constituents are needed by state and local governments.

Total Population_DiZe

Dyrent eacimates of total population size for states are prepared on an

annual bacia by the U.S 6nreau of the Cenaua. Uaing a proven and uniform

methodology for all states, the Bureau Is able to provide timely and accurate

estimates of the total population of each state and the District of Columbia.

This is a data need which is being adequately met and should be continued.

At the subatato level, there are two seta of current population eaticaates

produced for counticakand county equivalet, a by the Census Bureau. These are

produced in cooperation with participating atate-doaignated agencies, the

degree of participation varying from state to state. The first of these gets

of estimates are chose produced by the Federal-State Cooperative Program for

Population Estimatea (FSCP). Thelabjective of this vogram is the development

and publication of estimates for the total population of mintier, and county

equivalents using uniform and mutually agreed-to procedures standardized

for data input and methodulagy,1 The choice of methods is the result of

rigorous testing of these methods against the reaults of the 1970 census of

population.2

The FICP is a aignificant mane to permit states to play a crucial role in

meeting their own demographic data needs. The importance of current oatimates

of total population at the county level--for revenue distribution, assessing

changes in demographic behavior, and the likeshould be unqueationed. Yet,

compared with ciher federal-state cooperative atatiatical
programa (such as

labor force, unemployment. vital statistics, and numerouo others3. the FSCP

IS given short _shrift in that no federal assistance in the form of [undo at
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mould Seem essential if ricesgary developments. In FSCP, as uotiined below,

ate to come to fruition.

The seccnd net of county population estimates produced by the Bureau of the

Census are these prepared in compliance with the State and Local Finch,'

Aaaintanee Act of 1972.(federal revenue sharing). Since cities, towns,

villages and the like arc eligible for these funds, it to necessary to provide

estimates of their populations. The Fgcp program, however, io not designed to

operate at the sub-county level; moreover, county and county eqnivalent FSCP

estimates ate produced too late in the year to meet the needs of the revenue.,

sharing program. Thin nituation :mates needless duplication and confusion,

as there are now two current entiMates of the population for eauh co,loty in

the United States produced wholly or in part by. the Aureau of the Censs, and

thee: estimates not necessarily identical. The rause of t:as would appear

to b primarily the temporal requirements for the production of revenu haring

While the nature of the data reilluired by the methodology is such

at indec. loyeen out produce the estimates for sub-county areas, it

would stun logiral that theSe'eetild he tied to FSCP-derived estimates at the

county level if problems of'timing could be resolved. Greater efficiency in

terms of time, money, and elimination of confusion would result from such

coordination.

'mere in considerable need for etttmates of population for areas

county level. To nome extent, this need is met by the revenue sharing

estimates for incorporated places and active minor civil divisions, but mi.

cities are Interested in developing PoC,JatiOn estimates for cannua tracts or

internal service areas (school districts, traffic -zone;, and the Like). Un-

fortunately, it lo difficult to an gent uniform procedures which could be the

subject of a research effort co determine the feasibility of such cstlEvIres due

to the wide variance in the quality and quantity of data available far these

areas. A special task force of FSCP is working it this area, and the activities

of this group should be imcouraged and supported.

In contrast to what might be a anpefluity of current population

at ' county level, there do not presently eXiilit uniform and reliable pro-

CtiOna for counties or county equivalents, Yet, to an increasing antent fund-

ing for programa such on water and sewer inatallatiou dependa nut on estimates

of current population but on projections of future nopol.,riun. All 5r nearby

all states produce at least one out of proJettlong at the county level, but(
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The Bureau of tilt Gensos has played ImatlIng role in the development and

publication of estimates of demographiecharar:eristic,, it the state and local'

level. At,the state level, !lie Bureau han roT,hlarly published annual entimatun

of the population by a},08 a;;. lion recentl) Initiated, on an experimental basis,

the publication of estimate} by race.? Ti ,.e-.1.7iitment Of the BUreau to such

activities in underscored by the recent eht,:blishfficut of an estimates research

unir;itithin.rhe Population Division of the Census," In caninnotion with thin

commitment, a taslc force of FSCP fian been formed to evaluate aimpotive methods

of providing current estimates of demo4raoni, terisitas at the county

level. Aa in outgrOW1h of this activity thn Tavi,e Murphy Institute is now able

to produce estimate: of popuiation by barn d a. group, and uy r;lee for VirOnfa

localities," using siethods analogous to tnA:ie OnTnI.f in estimating total

population and with acceptable margina of error. Unfortunately conotraInts

of data availability And funding ha v- thus for precluded the extension of

these estimates to Include greater det3I1 CEtttui,h local areas have frequently

indicated a need lot sueh detail;

With additioral resexcrb efforcs, however, it ceinn likviy that

co- ,-,ent, and reliable estitate r demographic characterint cs at the sub-

'vel ran be Produced for all counties in the nation, possibly through

the FSCP, A great deal of wori,oeeds to be done on evaluating alternative

approaches to thi s problem, The nOrern of the Census, for exnmPle, hoe

produced one out of Peen estImatcs under contract tot the
National Cahccr int.t note.

These entimates employ standard h crophic pro ; co t ion techniquen.

efforts have been undertaken in a few stares." ethor this approach

produces superior rentatn to those obte:ned by regression-based esti-rat-0a

or ochvr tectmicw1; 13 lest It snich nob to be ;dressed.

A great deal of data which could be 'eMployed ; lc ;0 ion if-y. Boat; es lies

is\ presenC in var:.0u,; type of adminibtratiOe Alin; this sort

effort is typified by the 'development, at the -- ucenu of ine Censug, of the

so-call:d adminiStrat!ve reearda'muthed, 1;a1;eh ; ;latched ganple el

inderal tax returns, Anutopr tunovstive use el tnisirarive reepros

for tiM3 I

ll rid4 f _inkan o.!_gratiOn.11 in :ipprerehr4n been developed by ;in

Popultion 'lair of the t:-r ifrola Department of Fin-nee. Other types

nc;;;care .1n-yhc

lie ,.fold be tnoPlud ;;;;Ith ti.. nil lt;=1 ,,-o tio it prove cie enttrIATen

of the relatto slit Of VArfOUn groups. Tbe diiiiculty. !s,

coure,
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yield Information in the appropriate and the reformatting of

records is often a mostly and time Consuming prmcess. In any event, rigorous

testing of alternative estimating methodologies, analogous to those conducted

for Estimates of the total populationr-lo-necessary before the widespread adoption

and use of any method or set of methods can be emplAyed.

Kothods for the Projection of demographic, characteristic,
have been in

extons140 use for a considerable length of time. The crucial issue for any

prOjection, be it only total population or a complete age-race-sex distribution,

is th assumptions that underlie the proje.ion. Assuming that the ,ffitbMOtle

is done correctly, any projection must be correct in a narrow- mathematical

sense. Makinv appropriate assumptions about demographic behavior has,

howevor, been .0i1011 extremely difficult in the past, and attempts to explain

and predict demographic behavior have been the focus of much of the research

sponsored by the Center for Population Research of the National Institute of

Child Health and Human DevOlOpMant.
%

.

At the natiennl level, fertility is by far the moot volatile and difficult

component of population change to capture in a projection seriv,. For this

reason, alternative fertility assumptions are customarily made and alternative

population projections produced." Below the national level, however. fertility

and migration are both extremely Important determinents of char, total

population and in the demographic characteristics of that popul.tion. Iii recent

years, an fertility rates have declined precipitously, migration has been

playing a larger and larger role in explaining interstate and-lotercounCy

vacition in population growth rates and changes in composition. Yet realistic

projections of migration are generally not amenable to treat by standard

demogiaphic techniqw such as cobort-eomponent and the 1.0w. ft is here that

further development of economic-demogrAphie interactive models is urgently

needed. Tie, basic approach recoenizes that much migration activity is

economically morivated (other migrationfur retirement, college attendance,

military servicecan be dealt with separately, as needed). Therefore project-

tions of employment (labor demand) ran be linked with projections of indigenous

mop;), (from conventional dmographic mle1.21!;) to produce induced migra-

tion flows. Unfortunately, because the approach cut lined here 1,, rimarily kbur

market oriented. consistent projections at the county level may not be roadfl-,

attainable for those counties ,Uich 0XiSt aA part of a larger 1.inor market 4.!e_.

In any event, becanue migration i4 hOltifY _p, -dOpen4Un115 and because age-

lect ive migration will have implications tof Cnlure fertilft, b,41.1efof
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the areas of r and destine tiurn,1e the development of models successfully

linking the economic and demographic neCtOrs Is crucial tot projections of

both total population and the demographiccharacteristics of these populations,

DemoEraphic Behavior

By demographic behavior we rotor to those demographic events about

which individuals make or could moke conscious decis ions. Fertility and

migration would certainly fail under this rubric, and considerations regard-

ing these variants have bren dud previously, Variables that come into

,onsideration here refer to household formation and

eize and nuMber of households.

Since 1970 1111 090l ,7o of Itousehalthi 1 09 ,Pij 1 by 17 p ..92nt an

lufluen,e the

of Match 1977 (verges 6 percent for total populA OIR number of persons

per hoasehe0Al hes .!aclined by nine percent
be 2d

to changing age composition of the population, r. a 0..irrlage, la sing.

incidence of divorce, and declining fertility- From the expanded vergior or ehr*

Current Pcpul;-.tion Survey and the 1976 Snrvup

the sire and componitiolkof househOlds are or will soon be available (a :Antes

and selected large metrokistao areas. Below this level of geography, t'tnugh,

such data become impossible\to obtain.

Household data of this -!)rt Are extremely imp .:analysts of housing

demand by type at the RtOte And local. level. An t: irracteristtto of households

change - =by age and 60% j head, fatly size, number of dependents, and the like--

the number and typo et boning units required as well as the location of then

units or locality Is likely also to change. Current estimates

are needed net nay CO 000000 the current situation but also to plan fur futur-,

needs,

Data at the decal level on the incidence of marr
.1-divorce, and on

births and deaths are readily available
through slIL.2 Jepartmems of health and

the National Center for Health Statistics. These provide part of the needed data

input for ating number, slze, and Jam sitiorrof households at the local

level. Other rwetied dara may be ay.ilag'le through the call- -tin and aaalysin

of housing unit Con6trUCt10fl
"dfl, rt:ItA ar not pnlf,rmy :await -table in 01

states, but a program initiated in-Virginia
last year could conceivably serve an

a m,.lal for efforts of thin sort. A copl,te _ription of th,e termed

the Virginia Housing Bat, Bank, is a_ lied An Appendix A. Briefly, when this

program is fully operational, it a!istbio .letermln.! the monthly

change In h0i19!ng stools, qt the count!, level, by type of Mitt fsingle family,

33.070 0 - 70 -
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duplex, multi-unit) and by intended tenure statun. rarthermoro, the battle

data input in now the certificate of occupancy, no that cue
upward ht'oo!f;

Inherent in the reporting of building permitn (that in, authorization., n

begin construction) are largely eliminated.

The basic working hyp t,ienit= in utilizing these imusin,:, d. r t =t estimate

tousehold characteristics state there 6411 be a dirtt,;t

relationship between number pe of units and the riuM)),,

households. At the simplest leve,I, one Might argue that rtitiet.li large

increases in the nnmhou or units in Mniti-unit etrueturei woold neggest

relatively large increases in the number of amaller fazilies ('acloding vhildiess

couples), as well as in the number of p'. teary individuals (one-prnon houst-

holds), Results of with Wed no this hypothesis would then he eetpled with

detailod age-specitii. fertility, mortality, marriage, and divOree analyses to

elaborate further the detail of the estimdfon. The latter step would

PreGuppone the exiStence of detailed.entImetes of demoguophIe ah.iritttetletit ,

at the local level. as dixcusseA previously. it should lie ntrenm,d that to

money which are not avallah.. many neuneioii workine In this Aron-

L5ITTPY2_4-111001TP
In a eery broad aerie, this paper Identifies three demographic

data -required At the ante and local leveln on a enrroet iii protipectivo hanin

The neods for the ,;e data are befog met to v..rylitI tb -t-- eeN, -t- ustimates

of "'al P6rllAfl.
at the Ot4r level Ore well xupplied: current cstimateu

-0f=teral population at the substate level An! eiieemIvely null-fled All alternative

,7tiniten are produced for the fine, yieuu prejectIone of total population at ilet

fa-atp level -ire .,l -a xcet_ leeiy vopplroO, Nine- dopilcation exie; .
projectionn

of total population it the ,oa,xtateievel ate ,..i supplied 1 u.. sense of twine.

uniform nod internally Longir'.-Alt

Current eHtitnateS or dermv,4raphic -thara,teri,Jtin at the -trite

OreOeOtIV vo)1 NuPPlied, and the threat Op.! Coeur g ,Aentid We tat_

COOtralle Ii with. i
orate level gtimatv., Or nil.11 eroopol ,Irront J

U5tiMatt,.. of dem phic ehara.tkrL.tie!. Aoh,:toto !,vol IV,

PrOJeU,100,1 of demogrA;,hlo GhArAvteri,Alc,i AL OAch Eh, tide

obA;tAre levee are not flAppliOd, Even ,te r.! demographic characteuintics

uhre akierAhlv nevi fir ,uer,mtl
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available, In terms both of entimates and projections.

Estimate% of demographic behavior leading to chmntos in the distribhtion of

popu/4tinn, household size, and composition are now becoming available aL the

state and local '. First shonfd be continued support Inc the ongoing esti-

mates and projections program; at the Bureau of the Census, Along 1,ith some

menna of eliminating the duplication of effort in current estimates At the eonoty

levrl and current projections at the state level. Second should he support ior

state agencies In FSCI' and possibly others to permit thm!to develop and tt

new methods ;old vartantn of metbodr, that ',nub' not only pre ,kho-e. rill 11110 Ail§1

Uniform wntirnaten and projections for thtn fiLitoN, hni woold oh,"
angten of ttansforcibility to other fitat.';. Such !nipporr 1,11nbt t71.'1 JwIt until:

potolt nt. to .1goncion whit rt-irxtrily .arttnintrativo :How tim ti providA

data In the finP agency in unable font. Additfowat nupporl wld ho

fnl to facilitate annual moot ingn of part le pantB in no,

eschange now Idea., and approar'.cs. AL 01 . present Limo OW! AIIH1 ff.AAL

be fundej by individual agencies, sinec no other fonding is avail,h1o, chic

of St3te and Local Demographers ot tile F'npul ;it ion ciaLi,A1 AI API. LJAA LA

COMM-U.0U Btatkig and the coutirmad strong interest in nt.to local demograPhi

1,45AAN in the Southern t'egional DOMAr,raphtA GrA,,A AUAo,L flat those

OrganiZAElon9 might nerve as vehicles for so ,etings. Finally, con.tinued

support of sponsored demographic research lip p,MACUIdrly

Center for Population Research, is essentia: to understand the determinants

of demographic behavior. An increased emphasis on the applleahllity of thege

iindings to the proelem of estimating and projecting fd,7, .rod tharacteristies

of population at the state and It -ail level lino

5617)
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TUX VirltliStA nOtlITSG DATA DANK

AWrRACT1 Thtci pap2t tOportA OA a new program

CIAAiAtAld to obtain data on houoing construction and
changes in hounins stock for all cities and cotittles
in the Comoonwsalth of Vt mdlii f progr4m utilisos

forTsn filled out monthly hy local buildins ml thin1

Tle- .
reports contain not only data on onirn authorized

construction and demolition, but trl iormation

LegarnTai occupancy hermits, conversions 1:o/ iii YVA-

!0Ati,1 nse, Mobile units, and a cidoolfi7ation of now
eoeording to -.t/y == t i Th-v

this proara becomon fe,tabl:lhod it will he icei-

n this to rovidn a monthly uplato on the ittlIA 1 housing

stuck in each jurisdictios in the statv.

INTROQUCT-16M

The hous 1
needs of Amsficann are of interest to many. Pony, too,

have Tts interest io asseSling how the 1 taisieo needs ore neino met. Oath

the Plablio and private Sechors have soal for data docnyynting housing
stock that are accurate, up-t -date and readily accessible+ State, re-

gional and planning bodies roguire housing data to moat thri

of Mum Assietance Plana and to nuccongfully apply for other federal

monies. The huil ling trod- the utilities, the hanking insillntions of

the ntate and othela all Or housing data to assist in forecasting

hi ic-cc-cc tTends, to develor oarkotins strategies and evaluata proposed

Inventments.
In Virginia, the State or'ice tha= the ':lortman-

wealth had no oech.olism by which it oomitruction, renovation, conversicn Or

demolition of housing stook could be ionediately flanged. Further, there

was AO way of determining how much of Iho current d-c.ick Was available

for rent, rmr how nnoh we; .01ir 1,1 only for solsonal habitation. A cut .

nory examination revealed that on other no cod A p,aAna of gath,rino

tLic information either Op until 1007, orly int:emanation avaiiabla to

Virginia and omit other ntaton on all a of hoe t stock wan

pnbli7;S-d by the United States feliaoau of the Census in CI-, 'hly h--ill

Paporti of Vonsins hnitn Aulhorized and the d,wtennial census. d,ysaulial

5 ri
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column data It obviously riot -t by the middlr of the dacadu at leant;

the C-40 Reparts, although more current, are misleading for three reasons.
First, many localities do not file the report or de no Incomplott

seconi, the reporting of building Permits only may IN misleading if other
information of actions impacting of the reffdter of permit applications in

not also considered. For instance, it in cfcen the cane that. there will

be e "run" on the local building official',. office wbei.ver a locality

even considers new zoning policies or amendments to existing policies

affecting lot size, density and other land uses. Ago rule, many of the

housing units proposed under these circumstances are never actually con-

structed. Third, building permits do not indicate the actual number of

persons wha may occupy a building. bong-term demographic trends, ouch as

the diminishing size of households, thernforo, are not reflected in the

building permit reports.
then both the public and private seL:torn would like to

know, not only how many housing units are being planned, but also how

many are actually build, how many people could let fleeced, whether the

occupants own or rent the units, wlether the units ar rile for neasonil

occupancy and whether lhee touts are in newly built structures or older

buildittec converted from other uses. in addit'a, it wont 'e 4006 to

know how many %suiting on In t.:e. in fixed ;structures and h . many are in

mobile betner. Finally, ,t would he helpful to know how many units are

g:relished T an eeierate reuncment of the existing housln4 stock

cetill
The Keening data hank, net.qc ,reatea by the virginia Office of

hit one and th e loyloe Murphy instil' of University of Vdrignia in

an attempt to meet all these needs. in the remainder of this paper, the

structure of the data IlAs1( and the way it can be u=sed will be reviewed.

The problems encounter' in establinhoino the reportir- procedure and the

'ways these were overcome will also he Msicessed. Finally, the projected

utility of the data after the 1980 ,,einus will be evaluated in the summary.

mECUANICS

The cornerstone of the housing data hank to Form 1317 (see Appendix

1), The monthly report made by the building official in each of the 95

countion tired -it independent cities in the Commonwealth. In addition,

severat Incorporated towns make monthly reports, although this has not

been required of them. The objective in designing Form T-41 has been to

facilitate the reporting process in every way possible. To this end,

the form has been made as simple as possible while still allowing for

the collection of all the data necessary to make the data bile% compl. .

Form 1-R le componea of three sections. The first section deals

exclusively with construction permits and notes both the number of build-

ings as well ag the number of housing unit' authorized within the report-

ing month. This part of the form is net lintantialle different from tO.

r-rL.S149 Bureau FOrll,404, which Meet cat the: local buitdino officials are

accustomed to using.
The second part of the form is the Moot vital at; far an the objec-

tives of the date bank are concerned. in this section, the number of

fleecing units ..ctually constru.itted or converted from nonresidential urea

ia detailed. Here, the local official IS, ALSO asked to note if the units
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in onnnen(i.,,1 n i o n , t nicU i :;/b0 , I f0
futfc it the unit:1i ownor or rooter On-nPind and it the nnit f

!wasonal ito only-
!4!etiOn lir diniin with !on in ow howling Jwk. In

1,ection, UORVVr;i0mi from FOqia(!nr1,1 to nonr0P-identi it tv;, .

plum the demolition ,?r fitruct,ir,,; Ihat were proviou:Ay +hied or '11 lot

Iv: in Sectiinvf, I and LI itt hit ntIrd,f f latildimh; iSi t

n,uaber ut liouninn unit containnd therein aro noted.

After working with Form 1-0 few ririntik- I hi it for f,t;
modificati,nn han heorto .1TT,areW of all, tiv-re it- loll
about th, -porting of ii,. kir 41icr2t, toiv, 1at but 1

permit, ; mobile uni ! haw, 1....11 uwoire wh-ther

to report ririiro Fic:par,0,ly tin omit,,- Ol ucanvont itana
I ii in fami:y unit 1,1,, a,,k,.d Unto ,t thi,

k i t ,, lo uoti, Like 11,u,1 h

that than., will. it,t no doubt ronthly Idiot k, -n11 aro total.,i.

Modi fixation in torn 1=n will hi i ht. taf ' tt,d ;,,rt, tit 11,0_
acht +20,1.

IPAT ION AND Tiff: la:fa-tiff tt1-, hfc_

P* the i ,-Jf the i tvi lit I,ANk tint i

Pr1tUil ri ii , hi rod by the !l'iir. 1 or and (:111r,p'd

with tl-L4 rO:Utnlr;ibnl of hringin ill tOri 10,1 . tul ,,tic

Ii the proj,t, The ot I' Pr t, th-

%fliccenfJful implomentatl of the praioc:t II
of fort- to suppl,ment thi: initial reuortin,1 it '--'ould not have Lwen

to enliqt thct nartici;tion of n-,ar1-, All 116 citien and countien

1,1 in ii

According to the orLgirtal ot the pro lot tho reporting

to b cond',1,:ted via Oh, or the twenty-two oib-ntate

planning clitrict iriCn). The Virlinia ITCs, to
PY-Plath onlY hi-t-OfLY, were Cre tiQij iii Itir,1 hy the virciinia Area Dove 2 ie it'

t thy are COMpOflOd Of f i i al !; , who ,,n,7t itute i ITaioritY,

rid citiz.en m6Obers. Each cormin,,,ion hit-, an oxoontiVe direntOr Whone

re latio. :nip to thu COro 'on ion trio OlUii 1,,ir in theory, at lealit, to the

relationhip betwt, 1 y or tQWH manager and 1.1. I -xecutive

re, tr'r Lrnui admini3trative, planning and thu-iou 001ff in Forrest-1a the

in Work The iuturO 1r Kr it to pr,a,ota Ulittoill
cooperation, to ,,00rdinate OW Irtivi ii cot nil of rQua.r 10,-Al

gD1e0zwmnt.:1 and to prnvitdr -;,1-it.-tr,-,=, oovernmentq, In all

their activitie5i, tOo main theme or the interlovernmental cooperation.

An data hank ;,!=.11-,,, not iirniotway, tho orc,itam snDorvinor

rot with each of thn p n and info-17,7,6 the ,th:H2tliVeFt and
hoof: It and af;kel t - , to an7li!lt l i t in art.,: ;- -t ingn with the Inc , 1

.TJuilding ng Ohio + nn,1 th-. hou2: r !,-,,tram !,apervir.,7:

w,?r,1 then lustru,:t.-..1 rail ,r tt- to r t 1
t
1 min in,7

OiNtriCt Office .-,! ,,,.4n1d, in tutu ' the rerOrtO ,he

of fie, and from ii-:-, th, ti;,orf-n , i i:!F! neot to the Tayi,!, Murphy

in,:titute for t 0,;lAtiOn liii roFnm ' nq ploccOnre wilt i ol,cteo
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it tit tho bevt way tO iteop all paid.' iniorpod ot honuing ovveloprintotn

in their region.
Bern the Virginia Obrot do not di' 1,011-.tv thoir olvott,' io

agontv of intergovernmental planning and non or, dotor, thin tr,

Cedarn Walt h,plementOd in only nlevon of the l'adniy-two planning diutri t: -

There aro probably soVetolireononn why the procedukv not work in the

other eleven tttttntc. In tho mato, hawovor, thou' Pilo opooar I,.

lonu able to ovorcome obtrtaclo Pota!d h7 their structure ond ti wdy to-v

aro fondod.
gho Virginia PbC tr. net inventod any iefilor,-,ntntion nowdrn

worth mentioning, The ability tit ,irfo,7t of any I; wI i tirtho!

limited by .finaRcial retraintn. lb- conoloolonv are finanfied 'tly A cc-11.11i-

ation of IdEi-tg ritato and federal funao. Tk, tiu, or tkc kuainit0 how-rdr,

id largely dipondigo upon the willingnoilu of ti,' . louaittie.; to couttiT,t,

.. a: 1,' -lo av '.ht :onto lr T,Ooon ohilv

receive an Mq-Ch Af= t4A , %Ift, jr, , -rvon from the looalitiev lhoY cmrv.

In a very real way ftt iho obliity of the to ofroctiv,ly ci,rdir.o0

ctLyttion of the 10-gititog d,PivitAN nlMout ;woo the willinonaol, of

tli toyalitioq to be coordindted. With ither carrot,

PM' in enable to make :%hotintiol chingvo if c),'.o .or, art

rcinted by the
1110 impot, vory or that Pbeiii to itdvi oo,ro or i

tof'..beiPAtion in ti,: houoinq data banl, projoct apptarn to bo furth ;

.1-,erbatod by ton fact that hoot:tact itv,if la- a lotn.H:tivo nohjoot, In

tdotertl planniohj dintrioin thvoi 11 Ot't.t

with houving. Rather, hoirdbg vo,vally tcouthor with cm in

qensitive it,Thon in an offi:ot or b.Tarrr.o! it "io: in p,uourc,,,-

orticus are al watall', ,iattca i, cci, 0 nay ao ! inunry thdi th

nivoi wi it tatioito in tha ti., !--ond,

woto oncounto rod it p I an, obihri v ,vo tL

hOLviint; t'1 Wn4 dit4t17 to 1-1,-t '!,4414.

"1,2Qt Wit quickly ,00,pt,,,I

'hit o ihro:datoly after One tvlephonv call. Ic, -,Loo cacov,

in oupervinor encountered r,tr rolt1(..t4hCo t0 t,trilCipitt4

)' ''ma oypro,-ted in a nurbor ot-d:veiionu, The i"-

iii

oorpon

:711 04, t,',-4 1,0,bii tt Of .a duplication of rofoto - effortn,

hi' . lt that there Fly his a littio duplioltion, with ttit

in torn 1,aling with building permito, it waq explaled that
bob and 'hat tho b.glofito far -vt-wio-

amount !oelication that ray o,00ir.

, - o divotion roforrgd to FtIM,t1,Wor p1,1111f.n!:. F4CC,Itli0inj

,.LCIng C.ireCitIlY in the fniwIllor rural illri10t,:%i,.1Tht.

nan t7ler% 14/05t, it explained that hum involc-,

littio ndminiqtratiVo offort or probloms orat,, wh(dt tho loodi

-/o1.9 finted that not nil tic" reonestod are ayoildblo, :Mu tO

oly tru- of tho of t_mccupancy, mTny kuildiko

6otty did not c,o1r, ny '-t'ry r1F mm cal-ic

shortao05, difficulty or c..o ,

not, to rho Ael4tgEaction of the t,t,it (cu: 1.Prl ciffi nab onniub -cc to,,. tnr

nonwegimpl ince. and no on, In rural clro.O , it WA, Ott, t111t4'4-c,

ire crony twitnaci,mor-ltui who) oil' ti,' .

ourecillty gredt,
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To rebut these objections, the supervisor reminded the local

officials that the Virginia State Mousing Code requires that occupancy

certificates be issued. To. facilitate enforcement, it was suggested that

local building officials enter into agreements with the local lending

institutions and the utility companies reguiring a certifiicate of

occupancy before service could be rendered. Finally, the supervisor

pointed out that the housing data hank project could help local buildinu

officials fight their battles for compliance and greater menpower. if the

local building Official hat problems with compliance or manpower shorten,

these would be clearly documented when his jurisdiction wag compared to

others in the monthly statewide reports. The housing data bank, then, was

presented to local building officials ,as another possible way to mate their

case before the local governing body for budget increases and stricter

compliance with the state code. ,

These suggestions illustrate the potential or procedure, if 110e0

creatively, to meet a variety of substantive ends tP redefining a

situation, it it often passible to accomodate oppoatna pioitinns and tears-
1

by achieve a dynamic of change. Procedure, although often maligned, can

be the best way to redefine conflictual situations because it has the

appearance of being neutral. Procedure, trans titles concessions of substance,

into terms which can he mutually rationsbized.

scmARYNH PROJEcTION5

At prenent, very nearly all 1Ih counties and independent cities

have started to file Form 1-B monthly. Tne Tayloe murphy Institute has

developed computer programs which tabulate monthly and yoar-to-lato totals

for both localities and planning districts
and these-- reports are made to the i

Virginia State Office of Housing at regular intervals,

in Appendix 2, tampion of the monthly data hank report fir both

localities and planning districts arc oiven. A code sheet which explains

thus abbreviated column headings is also includod. The tabulations for-both

localities and planning districts are given in the reports in the same

order as they appear on Form 1-11, that in, authorisations for building

permits appear first, followed by the occupancy permit data aiml ending with

the conversions and demolitions dbta. The localities are arranged in

planning district order, a practice that conforms to the other housing

data bank procedures mentioned above. Since this tot-mat also is followed

in other Tayloe Murphy Institute publications an well, most data bank

participantp_should he well acquainted with it.
In the fall, the Taylee morphy Institute will begin bublishing

guai'terly totals for localities and planning districts Ovich will he

available to both local and planning district offieimis ag well an state

officials. These reports will serve an a supplement to the- quarterly

Reports,. of Housing Units Authorized which are compiled by the Taylor

Murphy institute from copies made available by the U.S. Census Pureee of

Monthly 404 Reports bf Building Hermits Issued. If they prove to bias

reliable as is now anticipated, the quarterly
Rousing data bank reports will

nerve an the single source Or housing data for local., state and federal needg.

After the 1980 decennial census of housing stock in the state,

the Virginia housing data -bank will provide a way to monitor on a continuous

basis the changes in composition of the state's housing stock. At that time,

it will be possible for the first tire in Virginia to know almost exactly

and immediately what hooting
is being planned, what is currently available

to citizens of the Commonwealth, its condition nod location. Planners at

the local, regional and state level in both the public and private sectors

will then be able to trite accurately anticipate future housing needs and

take steps to meet those needs. Additionally, the availability of

housing data by type of unit, in place and certified for occupancy will

s, ensure a much greater applicability of housing data for the purposes of

inter-censal estimation of the population of the state.
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APEFSOIR I

OONII1LY EFFORT OF THE. Lo:.:AL I ILLILI OFFICtAL

Dace

Loc3I :nrindietion
Period

SECTION I
BUILDING PERMITS EXCLUDEUO
ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS,
BUT INCLUDING CONVERsIOAS
TO DWZILING UNITS _

Str,le ranilFt
Two-Fdil-Y
Mqlti-Vantly_
TOM

BUILDIN

SECTION XI
OCCUPANCY PERZOTS SDILDIN'GS

CACTI

SECTtON III
CONVERSLONS ANT

FAITIDt,r U,ITq FFITAt qFASOnAL

CnIto Converted From
RelAidentiot to
ph-R.=.3iagnEidi.

Oemotitionn
_

Nonreoidonclat to rtati oatiol
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APPENDIX 2
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